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FLAT-RATE TAX

- THURSDAY, SEPTEMBER 30, 1982

U.S. SENATE,
COMMITTEE ON FINANCE,

Washington, D.C.
The committee met, pursuant to notice, at 10:10 a.m. in room

2221, Dirksen Senate Office Building, Hon. Robert Dole (chairman)
presiding.

Present: Senators Dole, Long, Baucus, and Bradley.
Senator LONG. This hearing will come to order. The chairman

and the others will be along in due course. The chairman asked me
to call the meeting together or to call it to order at least.

Our first witnesses, I am pleased to say, will be a panel consist-
ing of Mr. Joseph Pechman, director of Economic Studies program,
The Brookings Institution; Mr. Rudolph E. Penner, resident scholar
of American Enterprise Institute; Mr. Robert E. Hall, professor, De-
partment of Economics, Stanford University. We are very proud to
have you gentlemen, and would be very pleased to have you pro-
ceed.

I suppose, Mr. Pechman, you ought to go first since your name
appears first on the list.

STATEMENT OF JOSEPH PECHMAN, DIRECTOR, ECONOMIC STUD-
IES PROGRAM, THE BROOKINGS INSTITUTION, WASHINGTON,
D.C.
Mr. PECHMAN. Thank you very much, Mr. Chairman. I prepared

a statement for the committee, but it is rather lengthy, and I am
going to summarize it.

Senator LONG. We will print your entire statement for all three
of you. And we will ask you to summarize it for the record.

Mr. PECHMAN. I would also like to say that this testimony was
prepared with my colleague, Karl Scholz, who is sitting behind me.
Mr. Scholz prepared the quantitative data and is coauthor of the
statement.

The point of my testimony is not to support any particular plan.
The purpose is to give to the committee some basis for making
judgments about the trade-off between broadening the tax base and
reducing the tax base. I think it is unnecessary at this stage, after
2 days of testimony, to emphasize that, if you broadened the tax
base and pruned the unnecessary deductions under the income tax,
you could use the revenue to reduce the tax rates very, very sub-
stantially. You would simplify the tax system and the tax return,
and also improve horizontal equity.

(1)
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I will take these things for granted, and now turn to the tables
that we prepared to help the committee understand the nature of
the changes that we are talking about.

If you will turn to table 6, you will see the outline of six different
plans, ranging from the most comprehensive tax plan to plans that

ave been recommended both inside and outside of Congress.
Senator LONG. What page is table 6 on?
Mr. PECHMAN. This is table 6 at the end of the testimony.
Senator LONG. OK, sir.
Mr. PECHMAN. The list also includes as plan two, a flat tax plan.

All of these plans yield the same amount of revenue. And all of
them approximate the distribution of tax burdens by income
classes, except that we have increased the personal exemptions and
the zero bracket amounts so that by the year 1984, the threshold at
which people will pay tax will be increased to the estimated pover-
ty line income.

Senator LONG. Would you just give us an illustration of using
that table to illustrate how it works out? Just pick whatever brack-
et you think would be most typical of one group, and then the
other group. Two groups.

Mr. PECHMAN. Well, to do that, we will have to turn to table 8.
Table 8 answers your question.

Senator LONG. Table 8.
Mr. PECHMAN. Table 8 gives you the figures by income classes.

Table 6 describes the plans.
Senator LONG. Where is table 8? Oh, here it is.
Mr. PECHMAN. As you can see from table 8, the tax burden under

present law increases to a maximum 26.4 percent, in the second
highest income class of $500,000 to $1 million.

Senator LONG. That's just a bunch of numbers. I haven't studied
it previously. What line are you looking at?

Mr. PECHMAN. I'm looking at the first column.
Senator LONG. Yes.
Mr. PECHMAN. And that shows the percentage--
Senator LONG. Present law.
Mr. PECHMAN. Present law. The people with income below $5,000

pay seven-tenths of 1 percent of their income in tax. People at the
25,000 level--
Senator LONG. What percent did you say?
Mr. PECHMAN. Seven-tenths of 1 percent.
Senator LONG. I'm with you now.
Mr. PECHMAN. On $25,000, they pay 10 percent.
Senator LONG. Yes, sir.
Mr. PECHMAN. And at $1 million, they pay 23 percent of their

income. This is the tax on their total income, including incomes
that are not now taxed. That includes capital gains. Now plan one
is a plan that would tax all income in full, and it gives very few
deductions. The only deductions we allow are deductions for unusu-
al medical expenses and casualty losses in excess of 10 percent of
income.

That plan, because it broadens the tax base so much, permits you
to reduce the tax rates from the presently scheduled 11 percent to
50 percent in 1984 to 9 percent at the bottom and 28 percent at the
top. Now with that plan, as you can see, we do reduce tax burdens
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in the lower income classes somewhat. And then we approximate
the tax burdens of the upper income classes pretty well. The total
tax yield of the plan, of course, is the same as under- present law-
12 percent of total expanded income.

Now as you move across to the right of the table, you get plans
with more generous deductions, and more exclusions. For example,
in plan three we provide deductions for State and local property
taxes and income taxes. And we also provide more generous deduc-
tions for interest payments and so on.

The message of these plans is that as you increase the generosity
of the deductions, you have to increase the tax rate to get the same
yield. So that under plan three, for example, the rates go, from 11
to 30, instead of from 9 to 28. And under plan four, from 12 to 30,
and so on.

Plan two is the flat tax plan. This has the same tax base as plan
one except that, instead of the graduated rate structure, we choose
a rate which turns out to be 17 percent. That's applied to all tax-
able income. As you can see, that also yields the same total reve-
nue as does present law. The basic point is that above $35,000 of
income, in this case, the tax burden is lower than under present
law tax. And it's higher below that.

In other words, the point that you were quoted on in the press,
Mr. Chairman, that a flat tax redistributes the tax burden to the
poor- and middle-income classes is well taken.

I'll stop there, and then respond to questions.
Senator LONG. Well, let's hear from the next witness.
[The prepared statement of Joseph A. Pechman and John Karl

Scholz follows:]
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Brookings Institution

Economic Studies Program

Comprehensive Income Taxation and Rate Reduction

by

Joseph A. Pechman and John Karl Scholz*

Statement Prepared for the Senate Finance Committee, September 30, 1982

Congress and every administration in recent years have paid lip

service to the objective of tax simplification, but the income tax has

become more and more complicated with the passage of every revenue act.

The 1981 inome tax return (Form 1040) contained, in addition to a

two-page initial summary, 9 separate schedules and 35 supplementary

forms for detailed reporti-ng of income receipts, deductions, and

credits. The 1981 form listedeight adjustments that were allowed in

arriving at adjusted gross income and eight tax credits. In 1960,

there was only one adjustment to calculate adjusted gross income and

*Director of Eronomic Studies and Research Assistant, Brookings

Institution. The views expressed are the authors' and should not be
attributed to the officers, trustees, or other staff members of the
Brookings Institution.
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one tax credit. The tax law and the tax return form were made even

more complicated by the new tax preferences added in the 1981 tax act.

There is no question that income tax reporting has become both

aggravating and costly. Public opinion polls invariably report that

millions of taxpayers feel that they cannot cope with income tax

reporting and must pay for assistance in the preparation of their

returns.

The source of the complexity is the attempt by Congress and most

administrations to do too much with the income tax. Whether it is

promotion of jobs, energy saving, or incentives to work, save and

invest, the normal reaction is to add a special deduction or credit to

the income tax to help achieve the allegedly urgent social objective.

Every such departure from the normal structure of the income tax leaves

its mark on the tax return and imposes additional burdens of

record-keeping for the taxpayer. The practice violates the principle

that people with the same income should pay the same tax, narrows the

tax base, and requires unnecessarily high marginal tax rates on the

constricted base to raise the revenues needed from the income tax.

The obvious solution is to simplify the tax law by repealing all

the special provisions and starting all over again. In the past, the

forces arrayed against simplification through the elimination of tax

preferences have been much too powerful to permit any progress to be

made in this way. But the idea of tax simplification has reappeared in

recent months, as Congress has finally recognized that the public is
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ted up with the present Income tax.

Tihe Idea Is to tax all incomes without any exclusions, personal

deduct ions (except for those like unusual medical expenses and casualty

totaefi which reduce ability to pay) or tax credits; the increased tax

5ats would then he utsed to reduce tax rates across the board,

Taxpayers would 5Imply add up their Income sourtea, sUbtract their

personal execapt ion and their unusuaal expenses, and calculate their tax

lallity from a tax table or the schedule of tax rates.

The idea of a simplified, broad-based Income tax has been

supported reeot ly by t hose who are Interested In convertIng the income

tax tow a "ft a tax." The base of the flat tax would be the same as the

broad-hased tax jutit described. The only difference is that a single

tax rate betweeni 1' and 20 percent, depending on how broad the base

wolld hecome) would he substitttted for a graduated rate schedule.

Thi paper privtdea eati wies of (1) tine extent to which th

federal indlvIduel Income ttx ht been eroded by the exclusion",

dedLict Ions, aind exempt i mnnn winll c are not essential for effective income

taxeitlIn, (2) how mntnin tax rate s cold be reduced if the unnecessary

cxinntlions, dedntc ttons, anil exempttons were removed, and (3) tie

differences In th distribution of tax burdens under the flat tax as

compare i w4th tn graduated rate sceduile. The estimates are for

calenb=dr year 19H4, when tine 1981 tax act becomes fully effective.
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These estimates come from an income tax file developed by the

Internal Revenue Service, which contains all the tax informatiQn from a

random stratified sample of 155,000 tax returns for the year 1977. The

file was projected to 1984 on the basis of publishe tax return data

for 1979 and changes in income and prices assumed in the official

budget estimates from 1979 to 1984. The calculations were made by a

tax calculator developed by the Brookings Tax Project, which reads

information from tax returns and computes adjusted gross income,

taxable income, and taxes after credits.I

The Comprehensive Income Tax Base

A comprehensive income tax base would conform as closely as

possible to an economic concept of income. In addition to adjusted

gross income as presently defined in the Internal Revenue Code, we have

assumed that income under a comprehensive tax would include capital

gains in full, interest on newly issued state and local bonds, interest

on life insurance savings, one-half of social security benefits,

1. The provisions of the 1981 tax act were incorporated into the
tax calculator on the basis of assumptions that were described in John
Karl Scholz, "Individual Income Provisions of the 1981 Tax Act,"
Setting National Priorities: The 1983 Budget (Brookings, 1982),
Appendix A, pp. 251-62).
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railroad retirement benefits, workman's compensation, unemployment

insurance and veteran's payments. All dividends, one-third of premiums

paid by employers for their employee's health insurance 2 and all

premiums paid for life insurance are also included. In addition, the

1981 savings provisions are repealed and the major tax preference items

on the minimum tax form are made subject to the regular income tax.

When the federal tax actually paid is related to adjusted gross

income modified to include these receipts (expanded AGI), the effective

rate of tax under the 1984 rate schedule turns out to be a relatively

low percentage of income at all income levels. It rises from an

effective rate of 0.7 percent on incomes below $5,000 to 10.0 percent

on incomes between $25,000 and $35,000, to a maximum of 26.4 percent on

incomes between $500,000 and $1,000,000 (table 1). For all tax

returns, the effective rate averages 12.0 percent of expanded AGI.

Once the income concept for the comprehensive tax is established,

it is necessary to select the deductions and personal exemptions

considered necessary for personal income taxation. In the

comprehensive tax plan used in this paper itemized deductions are

2. This is an estimate of the portion of premiums in excess of
$150 per month per employee. This is the limit often proposed as a
practical compromise between full taxation of employer-paid health
insurance premiums and the present exemption of all such premiums.

3. These preference items include accelerated depreciation and
depletion.
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limited to: medical and casualty deductions in excess of 10 percent of

expanded adjusted gross income; interest paid up to the amount of

investment income reported on the tax return; and the presently allowed

miscellaneous itemized deductions (which are mainly deductions related

to the earning of labor or investment income). Taxpayer and dependent

exemptions were increased to $1,750,4 the special exemptions for age

and blindness were eliminated, and the zero bracket amount was

increased to $4,000 for all returns. The personal exemptions and zero

bracket amount were chosen to relieve from taz individuals and families

with incomes below the estimated poverty lines in calender year 1984.

5
One rate schedule is used by all taxpayers; to alleviate the

so-called marriage penalty on two-earner couples, a deduction from

adjusted gross income of 25 percent of the earnings of the spouse with

the lower earnings (earnings not to exceed $50,000) is allowed.

Finally, all tax credits are eliminated.

In 1984 total AGI of all taxpayers will amount to $2,308 billion

under present law. Under the comprehensive income tax plan, adjusted

4. Heads of households receive an additional $1,750 exemption in
lieu of a child care credit.

5. Married couples filing separate returns have a separate rate
schedule with one-half the bracket widths as the basic schedule.
Consequently married couples filing separate returns have a zero
bracket amount of $2,000. To avoid having two rate schedules and two
zero bracket amounts, married couples could be required to file joint
returns.
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gross income would rise to $2,529 billion, an increase of $221 billion

or 10 percent (table 2). Taxable income would rise from $1,547 billion

to $1,752 billion, an increase of $205 or 13 percent. Transfer

payments constitute the largest increase in adjusted gross income and

taxable income, though excluded capital gains, interest on life

insurance, and premiums paid by employers for employee insurance also

contribute significant amounts. If taxed at 1984 rates these additions

to the tax base would raise income tax revenues by $86 billion, or over

25 percent; or, alternatively rates could be reduced by an average of

22 percent to produce the revenues estimated under present law.

The effect of adopting the comprehensive tax plan differs markedly

among tax units at different income levels. While almost 70 percent of

the total increase in taxable income accrues to taxpayers with incomes

of $35,000-$100,000 (see table 3), the largest percentage changes in

taxable income occur at the bottom and top of the income scale. By

increasing the personal exemptions and the zero bracket amount, the

taxable income for taxpayers reporting less than $5,00b is virtually

eliminated. In contrast, the expansion of the tax base increases

taxable income by 54 percent for taxpayers with incomes of

$500,000-$1,000,000 and by 97 percent for those with incomes of

$1,000,000 or more.

As already noted, the changes in income subject to tax,

deductions, exemptions, and credits would increase 1984 tax revenues by

$86 billion assuming present tax rates remained unchanged. On average,

I
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as a consequence of the increased exemptions and zero bracket amount,

taxpayers with incomes below $20,000 would pay less tax than under

present law. Above this level, average tax liabilities would increase

by 13.4 percent for incomes of $25,000-$35,000, 38 percent for incomes

of $50,000-$100,000, and 93 percent for incomes above $1,000,000 (table

4).

Table 5 shows the average rate changes possible under a

comprehensive income tax while still maintaining the revenues yielded

under present law and preserving the present distribution of tax

burdens by income class. Rates below $20,000 would have to be

increased, while those above $20,000 would be reduced. At the highest

income level, rates could be approximately halved without altering

average tax burdens.

Alternative Comprehensive Tax Plans

All or part of the increased revenue that would be collected under

the comprehensive income tax can be viewed as a reserve to be used for

general tax rate reductions. This section explores ways in which tax

rates might be reduced and the implications of such reductions for the

distribution of tax burdens at various income levels and for different

types of filers.
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To illustrate the ways a comprehensive income tax might be

designed, six alternative tax plans are presented. Each of these

plans, with the exception of plan six, will yield approximately the

same amount of revenue that would be collected in 1984 under the

Economic Recovery Tax Act of 1981. The rates were chosen to

approximate the present law average effective tax rates in each income

class above $20,000 as closely as possible.
6

Descriptions of the base, deductions, and exemptions for the six

tax plans are given in table 6, Table 7 describes the rate structures

that would be used for each plan. Plan 1 is equivalent to the

comprehensive tax plan previously described. The rate schedule for

this plan would range from 9 percent on the first $5,000 of taxable

income over the zero bracket amount to 28 percent for those with

taxable income exceeding $70,000 (see footnote 5). This graduation is

achieved in seven taxable income brackets. The zero bracket amount for

plans 1 through 5 is $4,000.

Plan 2 is a flat rate plan with adjusted gross income, deductions

and exemptions that are identical to plan 1. Since two-earner couples

cannot be pushed into higher tax rate brackets after they marry, plan 2

has no two-earner deduction. The flat rate required to yield the same

6. To keep taxpayers with incomes below the poverty line off the
income tax r-'ls, the increase in personal exempton-s plus the zero
bracket amount below $20,000 was not offset by rate increases.

I1
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revenue as present law under plan 2 is 17 percent.

Plan 3 allows considerably more generous deductions, while

maintaining the same adjusted gross Income base as plans 1 and 2. In

addition to medical expenses, casualty losses and interest paid

deductions, plan 3 allows deductions for contributions, state and local
7

,property and Income taxes, mortgage interest and child care. The

two-earner deduction is retained. Since total tax revenue is to be

maintained and more generous itemized deductions are being allowed,

marginal tax rates must be increased. The rate schedule for plan 3

ranges from 11 percent on the first $5,000 of taxable income above the

zero bracket amount to 30 percent above $70,000. Again there are seven

taxable income brackets.

Plan 4 reduces the AGI base further by continuing the exclusions

for interest paid on all state and local bonds, social security

benefits, workman's compensation and veteran's payments. Plan 4 has

the same deductions and exemptions as does plan 3. Since the tax base

is reduced by the more generous exclusions, the marginal rates for plan

4 are higher still. They range from 12 percent in the lowest taxable

income bracket to 30 percent in the $50,000 and over bracket. This

graduation is achieved in six taxable income brackets.

7. The child care deduction is the same as the amount on which
the child care credit under present law is based. Since a child care
deduction is provided, the additional $1,750 exemption granted to heads
of households in plans 1 and 2 is eliminated.

11-395 0 - 83 - 2
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Plan 5 has the same exemptions, deductions, and AGI base as plan

4, but it retains the present treatment of persons with different

marital and family statuses. Thus plan 5 has four rate schedules - one

each for married couples, single taxpayers, heads of households and

married couples filing separate returns. The two-earner deduction is

reduced to the present 10 percent of the earnings of the spouse with

the lower earnings (with an earnings cap of $30,000). Each marginal

rate schedule rises from 12 percent in the lowest bracket to 30 percent

in the highest ($100,000 in the joint return schedule). This

graduation is achieved in seven brackets.

Plan 6 reduces the AGI base further by retaining the present law

exclusions for all savers certificates, investment in IRA and Keogh

plans, and nonitemizers charitable contributions. It allows the same

itemized deductions as plans 3, 4 and 5. Plan 6 provides a $1,500

taxpayer exemption and a $1,000 dependent exemption (and an additional

$250 for heads of households), and has no special deduction for

two-earner married couples. There is a two-tier rate structure: a

rate of 14 percent applies to taxable income, and a surtax ranging from

6 to 14 percent applies to adjusted gross incomes. The surtax begins

above $25,000 for single taxpayers and $40,000 for married couples.

The zero bracket amount is $2,300 for single returns and $4,600 for

joint returns.
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The application of a surtax to adjusted gross income instead of

taxable income under plan 6 means that the effect of the the personal

deductions and exemptions would be partially eliminated for those

subject to the surtax. In addition, the combined zero bracket amount

and exemptions are not enough to insure that taxpayers with incomes

below the poverty line will not pay tax in 1984. Finally, plan 6

yields $15.7 billion less revenue than does present law. 8

Table 8 shows the effective rates of tax under present law and

under each of the alternative tax plans. Plans 1, 3, 4, 5 and 6

generate effective rates in the various income classes that look very

similar to the present rates, except for the lowest income classes

where taxes are cut under plans 1, 3, 4 and 5 by the increased personal

exemptions.

The flat tax plan, plan 2, is the least progressive of the tax

plans by a wide margin and would generate much larger deviations of

proposed tax burdens from present ones than any other plan. On

average, the effective rates of tax would be higher under plan 2 than

under present law for all income classes between $10,000 and $50,000.

Those at the highest income levels would enjoy substantial savings.

8. Plan 6 has been proposed by Senator Bill Bradley of New Jersey
and Congressman Richard A. Gephart of Missouri. The shortfall in
individual income tax revenue under this plan would be recovered by
developing a special tax on pension funds or by changes in the
corporate tax.
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For example, under present law the average tax paid by taxpayers with

incomes between $500,000 and $1,000,000 is approximately $175,000;

under plan 2 the average for this income group falls to 105,000, a

reduction in tax liability of almost 40 percent. For taxpayers with

incomes of $1,000,000 or more, the average tax reduction is $153,000,

or about 30 percent (table 9).

Even when coupled with substantial rate reductions, comprehensive

tax revisions of the type discussed in this paper would increase the

tax burdens of taxpayers who benefit from preferential provisions under

present law while reducing the tax burdens of those who do not benefit

from them. Tables 10 through table 15 give detailed estimates of the

percentage and magnitude of the tax changes under these comprehensive

tax proposals, by marital status and income classes. In all plans,

except the flat tax plan, 75-80 percent of the taxpayers would have tax

cuts or tax increases of less than $100 or less than 10 percent of

their previous tax liability. Plan 2 would raise the tax liability

more than 10 percent and more than $100 for almost 40 percent of the

taxpayers. As mentioned earlier, these tax increases would fall

disproportionately on taxpayers earning less than $50,000.

Under most plans (the flat tax excluded), average tax liabilities

of single people will fall, while average tax liabilities of married

couples (especially one earner couples) will rise. But plan 5 results

in significantly less redistribution among different marital statuses

than do the other plans. This is a consequence of the retention of the
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present law rate schedules for each marital status in plan 5. Since it

generates $15.7 billion less revenue than the other plans, plan 6 would

on the average reduce taxes in all income classes except the $1,000,000

and over class and the $5,000-$15,000 class and for every marital

status except heads of households.

Summary

If unnecessary exclusions, deductions and exemptions were removed

from the federal individual income tax, tax rates could be reduced by

an average of 22 percent in 1984, while exempting all individuals and

families with incomes below the poverty line. Depending on the

definition of income and the choice of deductions, a graduated rate

structure that ranged from 9-12 percent to 28-30 percent would closely

reproduce the present distribution of tax burdens. However, the flat

tax would do considerable violence to the distribution of tax burdens.

It would reduce average tax liabilities for all income classes over

$50,000 and increase average tax liabilities below $50,000. At the

very top of the income scale, the flat tax would reduce average tax

liabilities by 30 to 40 percent. All the plans would increase

horizontal equity, simplify the tax law, and ease compliance and

administration.
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table 1. Distribution of Expanded Adjusted Gross Income and Federal
Individual Income Tax by Income Classes, 1984

Dollar amounts in millions

Individual income tax

1 1Percent
Expanded AGI class Expanded AGI1  Amount of Expanded AGI

$0-5,000 $33,331 $247 0.7
5,000-10,000 96-747 3,890 4.0
10,000-15,000 166, 791 10,032 6.0
15,000-20,000 206,256 15,906 7.7
20,000-25,000 220,917 20,016 9.1
25,000-35,000 483,559 48,192 10.0
35,000-50,000 603,939 68,974 11.4
50,000-100,000 538,433 83,573 15.5
100,000-500,000 220,638 50,838 23.0
500,000-1,000,000 18,979 5,006 26.4
1,000,000 and over 21,869 5,042 23.1

All Classes2  2,598,465 311,742 12.0

1) As defined in Plan 1, Table I

2) Includes negative adjusted gross incomes
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Table 2. Adjusted Gross Income, Taxable Income, and Tax Liability
Under Present Law and Under a Comprehensive Income Tax, 1984

In millions

Adjusted 2
Item Gross Income Taxable Income Tax Liability

Present law $2,308,304 $1,547,338 $311,742
Plus: 3

Personal exemptions 4 -154,691 -32,951
Personal deductions --- 158,406 63,581
Excluded capital gains 54,041- 51,502 19,740
Transfer payments 127,679 112,817 24,298
Insurance 63,504 61,839 17,711
Dividend exclusion 2,049 1,979 599
Other items 8 15,557 14,398 4,480
Two-earner deduction 27,331 27,158 7,794

Equals: Expanded AGI 2,598,465 1,820,746 416,994
Plus:

Comprehensive law 9
two-earner deduction -69,300 -68,841 -19,596

Equals: AGI under
Comprehensive law 2,529,165 1,751,905 397,398

1. Does not include zero bracket amounts

2. Under present rates -

3. Increased exemptions described in Plan 1, Table 6

4. Includes the effects of eliminating the deductions for state and
local taxes, charitable contributions, interest paid in excess of
investment income, and medical expenses and casualty losses below 10
percent of income. The zero bracket amount was also increased to
$4,000.

5. Transfers include 50 percent of social security benefits, workman's
compensation, unemployment benefits and veteran's payments.

6. Includes interest on life insurance policies, one-thlrd of
employer provided health insurance and all of employer provided life
insurance.

7. Includes state and local bond interest, accelerated depreciation,
depletion, sick pay, all savers interest, and nonitemizers charitable
contributions.

8. 10 percent of the earnings of the lower earning spouse.

9. 25 percent of the earnings of the lower earning spouse (Plan 1,
table 6).
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Table 3. Change in the Tax Base Under a Comprehensive Income Tax,.by Income
Classes, 1984

Dollar amounts in millions

Taxable income

Percent Percent
Change distri- change

Comprehen- in taxable bution in taxable
Expanded AGI class sive law

1 
Present law Income

2 
of change

2  income
2

$0-5,000 $36 $2,163 -$2,127 -1.0 -98.3
5,000-10,000 16,900 31,396 -14,496 -7.1 -46.2
10,000-15,000 68,247 75,193 -6,946 -3.4 -22.1
15,000-20,000 109,614 111,422 -1,808 -0.9 -1.6
20,000-25,000 133,395 130,772 2,623 1.3 2.0
25,000-35,000 317,868 294,326 23,542 11.5 8.0
35,000-50,000 435,393 375,305 60,088 29.4 16.0
50,000-100,000 435,468 355,351 80,117 39.2 22.5
100,000-500,000 196,502 149,371 47,131 23.0 31.6
500,000-1,000,000 17,692 11,497 6,195 3.0 53.9
1,000,000 and over 20,790 10,542 10,248 5.0 97.2

All Classes
3  

1,751,905 1,547,338 204,567 100.0 13.2

1. As defined in Plan 1, Table 6

2. Reductions result from the increase in personal exemptions

3. Includes negative adjusted gross incomes
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Table 4. Tax Liabilities Under Present Law and Under a Comprehensive

Income Tax, by Income Classes, 1984

Dollar amounts in millions

Tax liability

Percentage
distri- Percentage

Change button change
Comprehen- Present in tax of tax in tax

Expanded AGI class1  sive tax1  law liability2 change2 liability2

$0-5,000 $4 $247 -$243 -0.3 -98.4

5,000-10,000 2,027 3,890 -1,863 -2.5 -47.9
10,000-15,000 9,052 10,032 -980 -1.1 -9.8
15,000-20,000 15,743 15,906 -163 -0.2 -1.0
20,000-25,000 20,836 20,016 820 1.0 4.1
25,000-35,000 54,637 48,192 6,445 7.5 13.4
35,000-50,000 87,210 68,974 18,236 21.3 26.4
50,000-100,000 115,013 83,573 31,440 36.7 37.6
l00,000-500,OOO 74,923 50,838 24,085 28.1 47.4
500,000-1,000,000 8,199 5,00b 3,193 3.7 63.8
1,000,000 and over 9,753 5,042 4,711 5.5 93.4

All Classes 3  397,398 311,742 85,656 1001, 27.5

). As defined in Plan 1, Table 6

2. Reductions result from the increase in personal exemptions

3. Includes negative adjusted gross incomes
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Table 5. Average Tax Rate Changes Possible to Maintain a Constant
Yield Under a Comprehensive Income Tax, by Income Classes, 1984

Dollar amounts in millions

Tax liability

Average
rate reduction

Comprehensive possible
Expanded AGI class1  tax Present law (percent)

$0-5,000 $4 $247 -6075.0
5,000-10,000 2,027 3,890 -91.9
10,000-15,000 9,052 10,032 -10.8
15,000-20,000 15,743 15,906 -1.0
20,000-25,000 20,836 20,016 3.9
25,000-35,000 54,637 48,192 11.8
35,000-50,000 87,210 68,974 20.9
50,000-100,000 115,013 83,573 27.3
100,000-500,000 74,923 50,838 32.1
500,000-1,000,000 8,199 5,006 38.9
1,000,000 and over 9,753 5,042 48.3

All Classes2  397,398 311,742 21.6

1. Expanded adjusted gross income as defined in Plan 1, Table 6

2. Includes negative adjusted gross incomes



Alternative Tax Plans
Table 6.

AGI

Plan I Expanded AGI

Plan 2 Same as Plan 1

Deductions

Medical and casualty in
excess of 10 percent of
ACI, miscellaneous
itemized deductions,
interest not to exceed
investment income

Same as Plan I

Plan 3 Same as Plan I Contributions, state
and local property and
income taxes, medical in
excess of 10 percent of
AGl. child care, mortgage
interest. nonmortgage
interest not to exceed
investment income,
miscellaneous itemized
deductions

Plan 4 Plan I excluding
state and local
bond interest.
social security
benefits, workman's

compensation and
veterans payments

Same as Plan 3

Plan 5 Same as Plan 4 Same as Plan 3

Plan 6 Plan 4 plus
present IRAs,
all savers and
charitable
exclusions

Same as Plan 3

Exemptions

$1,750 per capita
plus an additional
$1,750 for heads of
households

Same as Plan 1

$1,750 per capita

Same as Plan 3

Same as Plan 3

$1,500 for taxpayer$1,000 for dependent,
and an extra $250 for
heads of households

Other Deductions

25 percent of earnings of

spouse with lower earnings
(earnings up to $50,000)

None

Same as Plan I

Same as Plan 1

Plan 1 at 10 percent with

earnings cap of $30,000,
same as present law

None

Rates

9 to 28 percent,
$4,000 zero
bracket- amount

17 percent,
$4,000 ZRA

11 to 29 percent,
$4,000 ZBA

12 to 30 percent,$4,000 ZBA

12 to 1l percent,
$4.000 ZRA.
4 schedules

14 to 28 percent,
$4,600 ZBA for
Joint returns
and $2300 for
single returns

1. Expanded ACI is adjusted gross income as defined in the Internal Revenue Code modified to include sick pay,

all savers interest, nonitemizers charitable contributions, excludable dividends, 
interest on life insurance, excluded capital

gains, all unemployment benefits, state and local bond interest, 50 percent of social security benefits. 
workman's compensation,

veterans payments, tax preferences reported on the minimum tax form, one-third of employer 
provided

health insurance, employer provided life insurance. 1981 IRA provision rescinded.



Table 7. Present Marginal Tax Rate Schedule and Schedules for Alternative Comprehensive Tax Plans by Taxable Income Classes

Present law

1 2
Taxable income Rates

$0-2,100
2,100-4,200
4,200-8,500
8,500-12,600
12,600-16,800
16,800-21,200
21,200-26, 500
26, 500-31,800
31,800-42,400
42,400-56,600
56,600-82,200
82, 200-106,000
106,000-159,000
159,000 and over

.11

.12

.14

.16

.18

.22

.25

.28

.33

.38

.42

.45

.49

.50

Taxable income

$0-5,000
5,000-10,000
10,000-20,000
20,000-30,000
30,000-50,000
50,000-70,000
70,000-100,000
100,000-150,000
150,000 and over

Plan I Plan 2 Plan 3 Plan 4 Plan %

. 3 3 3 3 2
Rates

.09

.15

.18

.21

.24

.26

.28

.28

.28

Rates Rates Rates

.11

.16

.'9

.21

.26
.28
.30
.30
.30

.17

.17

.17

.17

.17

.17

.17

.17

.17

.12

.16

.20

.23

.28

.30

.30

.30

.30

Rates

.12

.15

.19

.22

.24
.27
.27
.30
.30

Plan 6

Basic tax: 14%

5
Surtax for joint returns:

$40,000-55,000 6%
$55,000-65,000 11%
$65,000 and over 14%

1. Taxable income above the zero bracket amount
Schedule for married persons filing joint returns. Separate schedules apply to single persons and heads of households.
One rate schedule used by all taxpayers. Married couples with two earners receive a deduction of 25 percent of the
lower earner's earned income (see Table 1).
Basic tax applies to taxable income above zero bracket amount; surtax applies to adjusted gross income
Surtax applies to adjusted gross income. Surtax for single persons begins at $25,000 with the same bracket sizes and rates
as the surtax for joint returns.

2.
3.

4.
5.

-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
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Table 8. Effective Tax Rates Under Present Law and Under the
Comprehensive Income Tax Using Alternative Plans, by Income Class, 1984

Rates in percent

Plan
1

Present
Expanded AGI class 2  law 1 2 3 4 5 6

$0-5,000 0.7 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.6
5,000-10,000 4.0 1.6 3.0 1.9 1.7 1.7 4.3
10,000-15,000 6.0 4.2 7.1 4.9 4.2 4.5 6.2
15,000-20,000 7.7 6.5 9.2 7.2 6.4 6.8 7.7
20,000-25,000 9.1 8.3 10.6 8.9 8.4 8.8 8.7
25,000-35,000 10.0 10.0 11.8 10.4 10.3 10.6 9.8
35,000-50,000 11.4 12.4 13.0 12.3 12.5 12.6 10.9
50,000-100,000 15.5 16.3 14.2 15.8 16.6 15.5 14.1
100,000-50J,000 23.0 22.1 15.4 21.2 21.6 20.6 21.0
500,000-1,000,000 26.4 25.4 15.9 24.1 24.2 24.0 24.5
1,000,000 and over 23.1 26.4 16.2 24.2 24.7 24.7 25.3

All Classes3  12.0 12.0 11.9 12.0 12.0 11.9 11.4

1. As defined in Table 6

2. As defined in Plan 1, Table 6

3. Includes negative adjusted gross incomes



Table 9. Total and Average Tax Liabilities Under Alternative Comprehensive Income Tax Plans, by Income Classes, 1984

Total liability amounts in millions

Tax liability

Expanded ACI class Total Average Total Average Total Average Total Average

Present law Plan 1 Plan 2 Plan 3

$0-5,000 $247 $20 $3 $0 $6 $1 $4 $0
5,000-10,000 3,890 301 1,538 119 2,886 223 1,870 145
10,000-15,000 10,032 750 7,079 529 11,770 880 8,246 617
15,000-20,000 15,906 1,342 13.397 1,130 19,068 1,609 14,878 1,255
20,000-25,000 20,016 2,034 18,324 1,862 23,418 2,380 19,756 2,008
25,000-35,000 48,192 2,968 48,390 ,981 56,902 3,505 50,412 3,105
35,000-50,000 68,974 4,736 74,976 5,148 78,371 5,382 74,235 5,098
50,000-100,000 83,573 9,92 87,918 10,416 76,492 9,063 84,897 10,058
100,000-500,000 50,838 36. 79 48,802 35,210 34,043 24,562 46,724 33,711
500,000-1.000,000 5,006 174, 39 4,825 167/,736 3,023 105,r05 4,576 159,096
1,000,000 a2d over 5,042 513,605 5,777 589,489 3,538 360,423 5,409 551,009
All Classes 311,742 3,073 311,029 3,066 309,517 3,051 311,007 3,066

Plan 4 Plan 5 Plan 6

$0-5,000 $4 $0 $0 $0 $184 $15
5,000-10,000 1 1,660 128 1,657 128 4,178 323
10,000-15,000 - 6,942 519 7,512 562 10,376 776
15,000-20,000 13,159 1,110 14,103 1,190 15,839 1,336
20,000-25,000 18,593 1,890 19,521 1,984 19,267 1,958
25,000-35,000 49,733 3,063 51,491 3,171 47,230 2,909
35,000-50,000 75,528 5,186 76,309 5,240 65,941 4,528
50,000-100,000 88,193 10,449 83,503 9,893 75,943 8,998
100,000-500,000 47,731 34,438 45,450 32,792 46,392 33.471
500,000-1,000,000 4,592 159,636 4,547 158,065 4,658 161,955
1,000,000 a2d over 5,411 551,196 5,394 549,493 5,539 564,237
All Classes 311,545 3,071 309,486 3,051 295,549 2,913

I. An defined in Plan 1, Table 6

2. Includes negative adjusted gross incomes



Table 10. Changes in Tax Liability Under a Comprehensive Income Tax by Marital Status and Income Groups, Plan 1, 1984

Increases of more than Changes of less than Decreases of more than
$100 and 10 percent $100 or 10 percent $100 and 10 percent

Marital Status 1 Average Average Average Average
or income group Percentage amount Percentage amount Percentage amount amount

Single Individuals 15.5 $1,038 34.8 -$15 49.6 -$551 -$117
Heads of Households 9.4 1,512 26.3 -25 64.3 -677 -299
Married Couples 33.1 1,549 33.8 -51 33.0 -1,175 108

One Earner 39.6 1,643 33.8 -13 26.6 -1,303 299
Two Earner 27.9 1,442 33.9 -82 38.2 -1,103 -47

$0-5,000 0.0 0 91.4 -9 8.6 -137 -20
5,000-10,000 8.9 208 26.5 6 64.5 -313 -182
10,000-15,000 23.8 377 9.5 -15 66.7 -463 -221
15,000-20,000 28.2 559 7.6 -18 64.1 -574 -212
20,000-25,000 27.9 720 15.0 -16 57.1 -648 -172
25,000-35,000 30.8 973 30.8 -38 38.4 -717 12
35,000-50,000 40.5 1,403 44.5 -28 14.9 -963 412
50,000-100,000 36.5 2,846 43.0 -121 20.3 -2,357 515
100,000-500,000 30.6 13,305 22.7 -655 46.7 -11,548 -1,468
500,000-1,000,000 41.4 62,239 10.3 -1,258 48.3 -69,394 -6,303
1,000,000 a~d over 60.0 234,396 10.0 -3,772 30.0 -211,868 74,884
All Classes 24.5 1,410 33.7 -34 41.8 -816 -7

1. Incomes classified by expanded adjusted gross income as defined in Plan 1, Table 6

2. Includes negative adjusted gross incomes



Table 11. Changes in Tax Liability Under a Comprehensive Income Tax by Marital Status and Income Groups, Plan 2, 1984

Increases of more than Changes of less than Decreases of more than
$100 and 10 percent $100 or 10 percent $100 and 10 percent

Marital status Average Average Average Average1
or income group Percentage Amount Percentage Amount Percentage Amount Amount

Single Individuals 24.9 $784 41.7 -$41 33.4 -$441 $31
Heads of Households 17.7 834 31.5 -31 50.7 -604 -168
Married Couples 50.1 1,151 33.7 10 16.1 -3,890 -47

One Earner 43.5 1,227 36.1 -17 20.3 -3,834 -251
Two Earners 55.5 1,103 31.7 35 12.8 -3,961 118

$0-5,000 0.0 162 91.7 -9 8.3 -137 -20
5,000-10,000 18.4 300 20.5 -8 61.1 -215 -78
10,000-15,000 38.9 591 27.2 -60 32.9 -251 130
15,000-20,000. 48.9 743 27.1 -52 24.0 -344 267
20,000-25,000 51.0 862 29.8 24 19.2 -524 346
25,000-35,000 60.2 1,020 30.8 -3 9.0 -848 536
35,000-50,000 53.6 1,374 37.5 68 8.9 -1,302 645
50,000-100,000 23.2 2,484 31.5 -173 45.3 -3,005 -839
100,000-500,000 16.4 6,664 8.0 -109 75.6 -17,457 -12,117
500,000-1,000,000 10.3 26,710 20.7 -2,361 69.0 --102,673 -68,934
1,000,000 a~d over 10.0 83,950 30.0 -8,473 60.0 -254,040 -153,181
All Classes 376 1,040 37.0 -16 25.4 -1,602 -22

1. Incomes classified by expanded adjusted gross income as defined in Plan 1, Table 6

2. Includes negative adjusted gross incomes
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Table 12. Changes in Tax Liability Under a Comprehensive Income Tax by Marital Status and ,Income Croups, Plan 3, 1984

Increases of more than Changes of less than Decreases of more than
$100 and 10 percent $100 or 10 percent $100 and 10 percent

Marital status Average Average Average Average
or income groupI Percentage Amount Percentage Amount Percentage Amount Amount

Single Individuals 17.9 982 39.4 -30 42.7 -483 -43
Heads of Households 9.8 1,326 28.1 -35 62.0 -613 -260
Married Couples 32.2 1,392 37.0 -16 29.4 -1,326 44

One earner 39.9 1,488 37.0 -16 23.1 -1,542 231
Two earners 25.9 1,273 39.6 -53 34.4 -1,208 -107

$0-5,000 0.0 105 91.4 -9 8.6 -136 -20
5,000-10,000 11.2 230 24.7 10 64.1 -287 -156
10,000-15,000 26.3 440 13.1 -6 60.6 -410 -134
15,000-20,000 30.4 639 13.4 -25 56.3 -493 -87
20,000-25,000 31.5 754 25.2 -61 43.3 -573 -26
25,000-35,000 34.1 927 41.1 -34 24.8 -666 137
35,000-50,000 37.3 1,303 49.7 -8 13.0 -927 361
50,000-100,000 27.9 2,837 46.5 -149 25.6 -2,216 157
100,000-500,000 25.9 13,645 16.2 -723 57.9 -11,015 -2,968
500,000-1,000,000 39.3 56,410 7.1 -1,721 53.6 -69,832 -14,943
1,000,000 and over 50.0 210,076 10.0 -4,079 40.0 -209,430 37,404
All classes 2  25.0 1,265 38.2 -34 36.8 -844 -7

1. Incomes classified by expanded adjusted gross income as defined in Plan 1, Table 6

2. Includes negative adjusted gross incomes



Table 13. Changes in Tax Liability Under a Comprehensive Income Tax by Marital Status and Income Groups, Plan 4, 1984

Increases of more than Changes of less than Decreases of more than
$100 and 10 percent $100 or 10 percent $100 and 10 percent

Marital status Average Average Average Average
or income group Percentage Amount Percentage Amount Percentage Amount Amount

Single Individuals 5.4 1,850 43.5 -15 51.0 -411 -156
Heads of Households 13.1 1,184 36.3 -9 50.6 -456 -79
Married Couples 29.9 1,375 43.2 -2 26.8 -1,188 92

One Earner 35.6 1,490 42.5 4 21.9 -1,353 235
Two Earners 25.3 1,243 43.8 -6 30.8 -1,093 -24

$0-5,000 0.0 0 91.5 -9 8.5 -136 -20
5,000-10,000 1.3 237 33.5 2 65.2 -270 -173
10,000-15,000 5.2 295 21.6 5 73.2 -338 -231
15,000-20,000 11.9 394 20.6 -12 67.4 -409 -232
20,000-25,000 20.5 508 32.2 -41 47.3 -498 -145
25,000-35,000 32.3 729 45.1 -7 22.6 -610 95
35,000-50,000 43.7 1,113 48.6 66 7.7 -883 450
50,000-100,000 33.9 2,608 52.5 -70 13.6 -2,205 547
100,000-500,000 27.0 13,725 19.5 -739 53.5 -10,843 -2,241
500,000-1,000,000 39.3 56,623 7.1 -2,002 53.6 -69,500 -14,403
1,000,000 ad over 50.0 210,627 10.0 -3,927 40.0 -209,559 37,591
All classes 18.9 1,416 43.0 -8 38.1 -697 -2

1. Increases classified by expanded adjusted gross income as defined in Plan 1, Table 6

2. Includes negatice adjusted gross incomes

cc0



Table 14. Changes in Tax Liability Under a Comprehensive Income Tax by Marital Status and Income Groups, Plan 5, 1985

Increases of more than Changes of less than Decreases of more than
$100 and 10 percent $100 or 10 percent $100 and 10 percent

Average Average Average Average
group Percentage amount Percentage amount Percentage amount amount

Single Individuals 11.4 1,139 42.1 8 46.5 -319 -15
Heads of Households 14.8 1,108 35.9 10 49.3 -444 -51
Married Couples 28.8 1,220 45.2 9 26.0 -1,436 -19

One earner 25.7 1,426 46.6 -10 27.7 -1,573 -73
Two earners 33.1 1,082 44.0 25 24.7 -1,312 25

$0-5,000 0.0 0 91.4 -9 8.6 -140 -20
5,000-10,000 1.4 193 32.7 4 65.8 -268 -173
iO,000-15,000 10.8 222 15.7 0 73.5 -289 -188
15,000-20,000 18.4 345 17.8 -35 63.8 -328 -152
20,000-25,000 23.0 521 40.0 -45 37.0 -410 -50
25,000-35,000 36.3 728 47.9 47 15.7 -540 203
35,000-50,000 45.5 1,050 50.2 134 4.3 -955 504
50,000-100,000 22.4 2,765 53.4 -118 24.2 -2,337 -&
100,000-500,000 24.0 13,437 13.3 -630 62.6 -11,233 -3,887
500,000-1,000,000 39.3 55,496 7.1 -2,193 53.6 -70,451 -15,974
1,000,000 ad over 50.0 209,427 10.0 -4,191 40.0 -210,516 35,888
All classes 20.5 1,200 43.2 8 36.2 -751 -22

1. Incomes classified by expanded adjusted gross income as defined in Plan 1, Table 6

2. Includes negative adjusted gross incomes

o



Table 15. Changes in Tax Liability Under a Comprehensive Income Tax by Marital Status and Income Groups, Plan 6, 1984

Increases of more than Changes of less than Decreases of more than
$100 and 10 percent $100 or 10 percent $100 and 10 percent

1 Average Average Average Average
group Percentage amount Percentage amount Percentage amount amount

Single Individuals , 14.2 890 69.4 -29 16.4 -699 -8
Heads of Households 25.3 863 65.9 -8 8.8 -624 159
Married Couples 20.7 1,237 43.2 -93 36.0 -1,486 -319

One earner 18.4 1,447 37.9 -73 43.7 -1,499 -417
Two earners 22.6 1,099 47.6 -106 29.8 -1,471 -240

$0-5,000 1.0 128 98.6 -6 0.4 -141 -5
5,000-10,000 10.6 338 82.5 -2 6.9 -175 22
10,000-15,000 24.7 293 57.6 -30 17.7 -167 26
15,000-20,000 27.5 376 38.3 -46 34.2 -267 -6
20,000-25,000 24.1 530 39.4 -63 36.5 -491 -76
25,000-35,000 24.9 712 45.4 -70 29.7 -690 -59
35,000-50,000 17.2 1,123 47.8 -138 35.0 -960 -208
50,000-100,000 14.6 3,142 26.0 -269 59.4 -2,178 -904
100,000-500,000 26.8 13,271 15.2 -659 57.9 -11,524 -3,208
500,000-1,000,000 41.4 56,131 10.3 -2,390 48.3 -72,839 -12,084
1,000,000 a~d over 60.0 207,109 10.0 -1,801 30.0 -221,433 50,632
All classes 18.3 1,093 55.2 -53 26.4 -1,254 -160

1. Incomes classified by expanded adjusted gross income as defined in Plan 1, Table 6

2. Includes negative adjusted gross incomes

CoWO
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STATEMENT OF RUDOLPH G. PENNER, RESIDENT SCHOLAR,
AMERICAN ENTERPRISE INSTITUTE, WASHINGTON, D.C.

Senator LONG. Mr. Penner.
Mr. PENNER. Thank you very much, Mr. Chairman. I'm grateful

for this opportunity to testify.
I interpret the discussion about flat taxes as indicating a pro-

found dissatisfaction with the complexity of our current tax
system. And I am delighted that this debate is occurring because
we shall have a pressing need for new revenues over the next few
years. I hope that the fundamental issues raised by the flat debate
will lead- us to raise those revenues in an efficient, equitable and
simplified manner.

I would like to select only a few issues for discussion this morn-
ing. Others are noted in my prepared testimony.

In moving toward fundamental tax reform one of the first issues
that we have to consider is what do we want as the base of our tax
system. Should it be consumption? Should it be income?

There are, I think, both philosophical and pragmatic reasons for
favoring consumption. Hobbes made the point many years ago that
it is fairer to tax people on what they extract from our society as is
roughly measured by their consumption, as opposed to what they
contribute to our society, which is very roughly measured by their
income.

But pragmatically, I think that consumption taxes lead to great
simplification. One of the great problems of our system as it exists
today in an inflationary environment is that it is extremely diffi-
cult to measure the return to income from capital accurately. Infla-
tion erodes depreciation allowances, creates false capital gains in
equity and inventories and so on. And, of course, makes nominal
interest rates far too high as a measure of income, whether they
are deducted by borrowers or added to taxable income by a lender.

Theoretically you could solve all of these problems with some
sort of complicated indexing scheme, but it would be so complex as
to be not practical in my view.

The other issue that I think we have to confront is how progres-
sive should our tax system be. It's a bit curious that the term 'flat
tax" these days is being applied to systems of various degrees of
progressivity. But I think the main point to be made is whatever
your political values with regard to progressivity and redistribu-
tion, we do not need the huge number of narrow tax brackets that
we have today to attain today's effective degree of progressivity.
Indeed, it could be very closely approximated with three brackets.
Widening the brackets, I think, is a very important thing to do be-
cause it reduces a large number of problems. It does not eliminate
them, but it does ameliorate problems like those raised by the mar-
riage penalty. It makes averaging less of a problem. It makes
lumpy capital gains less of a problem. So I believe that if the only
thing that came out of the flat-tax debate was a significant widen-
ing of the brackets, it would have served a very useful purpose.

One of the issues we must confront in tax reform-and I would
like to see more public debate on it-is how we treat families of
different size. In the time since World War II, there has been
rather dramatic changes in our tax system in a direction that
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treats large families less and less generously relative to small fami-
lies. Now having an average family myself, I don't have strong feel-
ings one way or another on the issue. But it is curious to me that
this rather fundamental change in values has occurred without
public debate.

But as we talk about tax reform, I think the very most important
point was the one emphasized by Mr. Pechman. That is to say, as
we search for revenues over the next few years, it will be far supe-
rior to search for those revenues by finding ways of broadening the
tax base. Whether we are talking about consumption as the base or
income as the base, the main point is that high marginal tax rates
create inefficiencies in our economy. The inefficiencies are more
severe if a complex series of deductions, exclusions and so on
means that the marginal rates on different activities differ greatly.
So as we search for revenues, the general principle, of course,
should be that we should go for base broadening measures as op-
posed to marginal tax rate increasing measures.

Thank you very much.
Senator LONG. Thank you.
[The prepared statement of Rudolph G. Penner follows:]
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in the flat tax debate in the accompanying article,

"The More or Less Flat Tax" and I would like to submit

it for the record.
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The More or Less Flat Tax
Rudolph G. Penner

Introduction

The other day I heard a politician say that he strongly
favored a "progressive, flat tax" Iwas not sure whether
he was intent on murdering our language or our tax
system. The latter may be a noble goal, but the truth is
that the term "flat tax," which has recently become as
popular as motherhood, is being used to describe a
great variety ofvery different tax proposals put forth by
individuals with very different goals and ideologies.

Nevertheless, our tax system is badly in need of
reform, and though the debate over a flat tax is confus-
ing, it is one of the most healthful to occur in decades of
continual discussions of tax policy. Although the vari-
ous proposals differ radically, they all share a few cru-
cially important characteristics. All would reduce the
large number of deductions, credits, and special ex-
emptions that now riddle our income tax system and
make it incomprehensible to most taxpayers. This
would greatly expand the tax base and thereby allow a
significant reduction in marginal tax rates without
losing revenue for the government.

The Current Income Tax Syitem

There was a time when public opinion polls showed
that taxpayers felt that the property tax was our "most
unfair" tax, Recently, it has lost its title to the income
tax. That is disturbing because the personal income tax
is the most important revenue source for the federal
government, contributing over 45 percent of total reve-
nues in 1982. Moreover, the normative notion that tax
burdens should vary with income has long been widely
accepted by tax theorists. It has only recently been
challenged in a major way by a few who would substi-
tute consumption for income as our main tax base.

Certainly, consumption tax proponents have not yet
made a major impact on public opinion, and the un-
popularity of the present income tax is not explained
by a desire to replace income as the major-base of taxa-
tion.

'Many experts think that consumption would, in fact, be
afairer and more efficient base. Consumption is a better
measure of immediate well-being, anda consumption tax
wouldact as less of a deterrent to saving and investment. '

Public opinion polls are not good at uncovering ex-
planations for their results, and I can only speculate
about the reasons for the revolt against the income tax.
It is probably significant, however, that a growing
number of deductions and exemptions has created an
enormous discrepancy between definitions of income
that would typically be used by economists-or
laymen, for that matter-and the definitions used for
income tax purposes.

Personal income as defined in the national income
accounts is not exactly the income concept that would
be used in a true income tax system (because, among
other things, it excludes capital gains), but it provides a
readily available, reasonably accurate standard for
making comparisons with the base of the present
income tax. In 1982, personal tax liabilities will equal
only about I I percent of total personal income despite
marginal tax rates rangir,g from 12 to 50 percenL The
reason for this apparent anomaly is that adjusted gross
income (AGI), the income concept appearing in tax
law, will equal only about three-quarters of personal
income. Taxable income, the tax base remaining after
exemptions and deductions are subtracted from AGI,

The AEI Economist / I
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is, in turn, only about three-quarters of AGI, or less
than 60 percent of total personal income.

The gap between the income concepts used for tax
purposes and a concept appropriate for measuring
economic well-being not only is very large, it also varies
greatly among individuals with the same income and
among individuals with different incomes. Of course,
some of the gap between economic income and AGI

"It is little wonder that people are searchingfor a better
system. The only surprise is how rapidly the notion of
some sort offlat tax has become popular. A few months
ago the term was seldori used. Now it is the talk of the
country.

was created in tht name of fairness. Legislators
considered it appropriate to deduct things like moving
expenses and alimony payments in computing AGI.
But other important exclusions were created originally
for administrative convenience, such as the social
security exclusion, and others were created to get
people to do "good" things, such as save for their
retirement. When everything is added up, the link
between any fair concept of income and AGI becomes
quite obscure, and it is understandable that fairness is
no longer considered to be a characteristic of the tax
system.

There are many other important problems. The
design of the current system makes it look as though we
could never make ui our minds about the desirability
ofprogressivity. If one looks only at the rate structure,
the system appears to be highly progressive. Rates
extend from 12 percent at low income levels to 50
percent at the top. Generous exemptions and a zero
bracket also add greatly to the progressivity of the
system in the lower half of the income distribution, and
we even have a small negative income tax for wage-
earning families with children. The exclusions, tax
shelters, and deductions that riddle the tax system are,
however, used to a greater degree by the upper-income
groups than by the lower-income groups even though
all have access to some benefits. The net result is that
effective tax rates rise much more slowly with income
than would be expected if one looks only at the rate
structures. This is true on the average, though many
upper-income people pay the tax the rate schedule
suggests.

To some degree this reflects political hypocrisy. We
pretend to have a more progressive system than actu.
ally exists. But it also reflects some ambivalence
toward the notion that income should be the main tax
base. Many of the so-called loopholes involve capital
income of one kind or another, and upper-income
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groups receive relatively more of their income from
capital. Special provisions reducing burdens on capital
income would not be called loopholes if consumption
was the main tax base. Many experts think that con-
sumption would, in fact, be a fairer and more efficient
base. Consumption is a better measure of immediate
well-being, and a consumption tax would act as less ofa
deterrent to saving and investment. Our system has
been moving rapidly to exclude more and more capital
income, and one might say that we were moving rapidly
toward a consumption base except that there has been
no significant attempt to tax a higher proportion of the
consumption that is now excluded, for example, that
financed by untaxed transfer payments such as social
security.

The best one can say about the system is that it is a
hodgepodge. What's more, it is an incomprehensible
hodgepodge. Few understand why they bear the exact
tax burden that emerges once they complete their
returns, but they do understand that whatever the
burden, it can be either less or greater than that faced
by others who appear to be of equal economic status.

Where individuals have some choice over the forms
in which they receive income, few actions are taken
without considering the tax consequences. An
enormous amount of creativity is devoted to minimiz-
ing tax burdens, but even in those rare cases in which
fairly well off people avoid taxation altogether, they do
not avoid being burdened by the tax system. It costs
money to avoid taxes. The costs go far beyond the fees
paid to lawyers, tax-shelter syndicators, and account-
ants. A tax-avoiding investor must often acc,-pt unde-
sirable investments with high risk and low expected
rates of return. No one would contemplate such
investments in the absence of the tax system.

Perhaps the worst result ofallowing so much income
to escape taxation is that very high tax rates have to be
applied to the taxable income that remains. Since
people who get most of their income from wages usu-
ally find it difficult to exploit special tax advantages,
work effort is especially discouraged. Some capital
income bears a very high positive tax rate, such as the
return to an investment in stock, which bears both cor-
porate and personal income tax burdens; some bears a
zero tax rate, such as municipal bonds; and some bears
a negative tax rate, such as the typical tax shelter in oil
drilling or rental housing. As a result, the allocation of
our capital stock becomes enormously inefficient.

Marginal tax rates not only are high, but now rise
quickly as income rises because the real value of the
width oftax brackets has been allowed to shrink signifi-
cantly over time, as politicians were not willing to ad-
just fully for the inflation of the 1970s. This has intensi-
fied a number of problems that would be less severe
with %'ider brackets. Our efforts to mitigate each of the
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problems have further complicated the system. A
second earner in the family, for example, is likely to
push the family into much higher marginal tax brack-
ets, and the whole system often imposes a so-called
marriage penalty; that i6, married couples pay more
than two single individuals earning the same aggregate
income. We have responded with a new deduction for
two-earner couples. It may be meritorious, but it
greatly complicates tax forms without entirely solving
the problem. The marriage penalty would still exist if
tax brackets were wider, but in most cases it would be
much less severe. The narrow brackets also intensify
the tax penalty on those whose incomes vary from year
to year. We have responded with income averaging,
but the resulting special tax form almost defies human
understanding.

The complexity, the high marginal rates, and the
notion that the system is unfair undoubtedly encour-
age illegal tax evasion. Many believe evasion is growing
rapidlL Reliable information on the issue is extremely.
difficult to gather, but if those hints of growing evasion
are valid, the implications could be severe. Our system
crucially depends on voluntary compliance. If that
begins to break down, the system may become un-
stable. Once cheating attains a certain level, the whole
system will quickly become completely unenforce-
able-a situation that now exists in many countries of
the world.

Given the problems described above and many
others that were not mentioned, it is little wonder that
people are searching for a better system. The only sur-
prise is how rapidly the notion of some sort of flat tax
has become popular. A few months ago the term was
seldom used. Now it is the talk of the country.

Rat Tax Propos

There are now at least ten legislative proposals related
to the flat rate. As already noted, they vary greatly, and
some are anything but flat. Several of the proposals
leave most of the design details to the secretary of the
Treasury, so it is difficult to know what would
eventually emerge.

Hardly any proposals coming from the Congress,
academia, or concerned citizens impose an absolutely
flat tax. Even the purest versions generally provide a
generous basic exemption in order to ease the burden
oct low-income groups. Some variants would, however,
be less progressive than today's tax system, while
others, such as that introduced by Senator Bill Bradley
and Representative Richard A. Gephardt, would have
more than one tax bracket and would more or less
duplicate the effective progressivity of the current sys-
tem. In fact, the Bradlev-C-ephardt bill would some-
what increase tax burdens above $60,000 of income.

The purest flat tax proposals allow no deductions
from income. Others, such as the Bradley-Gephardt
bill, retain homeowner and charitable deductions in
order to enhance their political appeal.

One of the most detailed pure proposals was de-
signed by Alvin Rabushka and Robert Hall of Stanford
University. All businesses would be treated alike
whether corporate or noncorporate and would face a 19
percent tax on cash flow. All business costs would be
deductible, including expenditures on investment.
Interest would be considered a return to capital and
would not be deductible. The individual would also
face a 19 percent tax on all compensation for labor
services after deducting a S5,000 exemption for
married couples, S3,000 for singles, and S600 for each
dependent. The receipt of interest, dividends, and capi-
tal gains would not be taxed at the individual level,
since business income was already taxed once. The
complete system is equivalent to a somewhat
progressive wage or compensation tax because of the
ability to expense capital investment. Expensing
makes the before- and after-tax rates of return to capital
equal if tax rates remain constant over the life of the
investment. Every $160 of investment reduces tax
liabilities by S19. In essence government pays 19
percent of the cost of the equipment, but then gets back
19 percent of the return when it levies future taxes. The
investor bears 81 percent of the after-tax cost of the
investment and receives 81 percent of the proceeds.
Pension contributions by the employer or employee
are part of taxable income; th& is, they are paid out of
after-tax income, but withdrawals from the system and
the return to pension investments are 'it taxed. With
tax rates constant over time, this is equivalent to
allowing the deduction of pension contributions but
then taxing withdrawals when they occur. In both cases

As Hobbes noted three hundredyears ago, itseensfairer
to tax people on what they withdraw from the common
resources pool. as is roughly measured by their consump-
tion, than to tax them on their contribution to thepool, as
Is roughly measured by their Income. *

before- and ifter-tax rates of return to contributions
are equal. Social security would be treated &* though it
was a private pension plan.

The wage or labor compensation tax favored by Hell
and Rabushka is very similar to a consumption tax. In
fact, if all labor income is consumed and all capital
income is saved, wage and consumption taxes are iden-
tical. Although this assumption does not hold exactly,
there are strong tendencies in that direction.
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Issus Raised by a Flat Tax

Income versus Consumption as the Tax Base. As
previously noted, a growing number of tax experts
favor basing the tax system on consumption rather
than on income. As Hobbes noted three hundred years
ago, it seems fairer to tax people on what they withdraw
from the common resources pool, as is roughly mea-
sured by their consumption, than to tax them on

"Most observers bellevA however, that 1faflar rate system
is to haveany chance ofpolltical success, homeownership
deductions must remain. This is untfortunate. It is hard to
think of any good economic reasonsfor such deductions,
and, .n fact. favoring housing over business investment
greatly distorts the allocation of the nation's capital
stock.

their contribution to the pool, as is roughly measured
by their income. A consumption tax would also be
more favorable to savings and investment than an
income tax, and at first sight, it appears to be more
efficient. That is not absolutely certain, however,
because it is not known whether a consumption or an
income tax interferes more with work effort.

Perhaps the most persuasive prigmatic argument for
consumption taxation pertains during periods ofsignif-
icant inflation. In the presence of inflation it is virtually
impossible accurately to measure the income from
capital. Interest rates embody inflationary premiums
that do not reflect true income for lenders or appropri-
ate deductions for borrowers because they only
compensate for the erosion in real value of those
debt instruments denominated in money terms. Simi-
larly, inflation erodes the value of depreciation allow-
ances based on original cost and creates false capital
gains on inventories and equity investments. In theory,
these problems can be handled through indexing, but
the resulting tax system would be so complex as to be
impractical.

Many worry, however, that consumption taxation
would result in the accumustion of great quantities of
wealth by high-income groups. Some, who neverthe-
less favor the consumption tax for pragmatic and effi-
ciency reasons, believe that it should be accompanied
by significant wealth, gift, and inheritance taxes.
Depending on the nature of those taxes, the system
could then become much more complicated and less
conducive to savings and investment.

Although a consumption tax is verysimilar to a wage
tax in its effects on resource allocation and income dis-
tribution, a consumption tax probably has more appeal
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politically, for it appears to be more equitable. "he
Hall-Rabushka labor compensation tax could be e .. Jy
convertedinto a consumption tax with very few modifi-
cations.

Marital Status and Family Size. Since all flat tax
systems involve some type of significant basic exemp-
tion, it is necessary to decide how to treat married
couples, heads of households, singles, and dependents.
Some marriage penalty remains under the Hall-
Rabushka plan because marriedcouples receive a basic
allowance of S5,000 while two single people fiing sepa-
rately would each get S3,000. But because all pay the
same low marginal tax rate, the marriage penalty does
not create the same work disincentives for secondary
workers that the current system creates. Under the
Hall-Rabushka variant, married couples could be
allowed to file separately, but then multi-worker
fanlies would pay less tax than single-worker families
with the same total income. The problem could be
resolved by setting the single exemption at one-half the
exemption for married couples. With onlyone tax rate,
single individuals could no longer complain that they
were being badly discriminated against vis-i-vis one-
earner couples. That leaves open the question whether
single heads of households should receive seal
status or should be treated like single individuals plus
getting the standard exemption for dependents. Hall
and Rabushka provide a basic allowance for heads of
households only slightly lower than that given married
couples.

The exemption provided for dependents is only
S600 in the Hall-Rabushka system. Because that is
lower than today's S 1,000 exemption, larger families
would bear a somewhat higher relative tax burden than
they now do, all other things being equal. That would
continue the trend that has prevailed since World War
[I of treating large families less and less generously.
Whether this trend is appropriate is largely a matter of
social values.

Smplkcty. The greatest appeal of the flat tax is its
simplicity. The elimination of deductions, exemptions,
and special credits greatly shortens the tax form; makes
taxpayer compliance simpler; and makes it easier to ad-
minister the system. Hall and Rabushka claim that
their tax form would fit on a postcard. All of the laws
governing corporations and capital gains could be
eliminated, and with onlya basic allowance and asingle
rate, there would be much less need to worry about
things like averaging and reducing any marriage
penalty that remained.

An income tax variant of the flat tax would, how-
ever, be considerably more complex than the Hall-
Rabushka consumption variant. -It would become nec-
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essary to define depreciation, inventory profits, and so
forth, which could become very complicated if there
was any attempt to adjust for inflation. With a single,
low tax rate, it would, however, be less important to
accord capital gains special treatment, and that whole
complex body of tax law could be eliminated.

Although a flat tax system would be very much
simpler than our present system, tax lawyers and
accountants would not necessarily become extinct.
There would still be plenty of problems. It would still
be hard to differentiate between business expenses and
personal consumption. The IRS would still have to
decide how vigorously to pursue compensation paid in-
kind through complex fringe benefit arrangements. It
is crucially important to note, however, that taxpayers
have much less incentive to game the tax system when
they are faced only with a single, low marginal tax rate.

The Degru of Progre"vty. All of the variants of the
flat tax system now being proposed possess some
degree of progressivity. Where there is only one tax
bracket the progressivity comes from the basic allow-
ances and exemptions. Under the Hall-Rabushka ap-
proach, for example, a couple with two children would
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face an average tax rate of 7.2 percent on $10,000 of
wage income, a rate of 13.1 percent at $20,000, and a
rate of 16.6 percent at S50,0Q0. The rate gradually
approaches 19 percent as income rises.

Additional progressivity can be obtain-d byadding a
surcharge at high income levels or by having several tax
brackets. Today's complex tax rate structure, however,
with a multitude of brackets and rates, is not necessary
to achieve today's level of progressivity. The U.S.
Treasury's Blueprints for Basic Tax Reform (1977)
showed that the distributional efforts of today's tax

"Whatever happens to the rest of the tax system, the
charitable deduction is likely to remain."

system could be obtained~with basic allowances and
only three very wide tax brackets as opposed to the
twelve brackets now appearing on joint returns. As
already noted, wider brackets greatly reduce the
problems posed by averaging, lumpy capital gains, and
the marriage penalty.

Some element of these problems remains, however,
with more than one tax bracket. Further, with several
brackets it is necessary to ask whether it is worth
indexing the system to eliminate bracket creep. This
question also applies to the basic allowances and
exemptions in a single rate system, but with few
brackets it becomes less important.

And, of course, the presence of several brackets with
higher and higher marginal rates does create additional
work disincentives in both the consumption and
income variants of the system and savings and invest-
ment disincentives in the latter. The question of distri-
bution versus efficiency is as old as the study of
economics, and I shall not here pursue all of the scien-
tific and philosophical questions raised in discussions
of this trade-off. Applying tht label "flat tax," however,
to some highly progressive Nariations on the theme
suggests that the Americar psyche is thoroughly
ingrained with some notion o 'progressivity.

Doduclon& It seems as inconsistent to discuss deduc-
tions in a flat rate system as it does to discuss progres-
sivity. Most observers believe, however, that if a flat
rate system is to have any chance of political success,
homeownership deductions must remain. This is un-
fortunate. It is hard to 'think of any good economic
reasons for such deductions, and, in fact, favoring
housing over business investment greatly distorts the
allocation of the nation's capital stock. This is true even
under a consumption tax approach since business
capital would face a zero tax while housing gets a ne-
tive tax or tax subsidy.
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But the politics of the issue are crystal ciear. Out of
93 million returns filed in 1979, 26 million taxpayers
itemized, and 21 million deducted home mortgage
interest. While, at first sight, it may appear that home-
owners using the deduction do not account for a large
portion of the total, many nonitemizers are part-time

'One has to be overjoyed that a tax reform as appealing
as a movement toward aflat tax has become a matter of
public debate.... if the debate does nothing more than
nudge marginal tax reforms in the direction of broaden-
ing the tax base and lowering marginal rates, it will have
provided an immensely valuable public service.'

,orkers with low income. Those who use the deduc-
tion tend to be in the solid middle class, which exer-
cises enormous political clout.

The issue of charitable deductions is harder to
decide on its merits. While retaining this deduction
constitutes a significant departure from the flat rate
concept, it is generally agreed that charitable activities
should be encouraged and thatattempting to do this on
the expenditure side of the budget would leave too
much decision making in the hands of bureaucrats and
politicians. Hence, whatever happens to the rest of the
tax system, the charitable deduction is likely to remain.

Long-nun Economic Impact*

tIcdlency. Probably enough has been said about
economic efficiency, but it is hard to emphasize the
issue too strongly. High marginal tax rates or the taxes
paid on extra work effort or savings are destructive of
economic efficiency. Almost anything that can be done
to broaden the tax base and lower those rates will be to
the nation's benefit. Moreover, it is important that the
taxpayer face the same marginal tax rates on different
types of economic activity. Otherwise, effort is diverted
from activities that are most productive from the point
of view of the nation as a whole. Of course, such distor-
tions have been rationalized in the past by the notion
that private returns do not necessarily reflect the social
worth of activities. I know of no tax expert, however,
who thinks that we have generally done a good job of
identifying activities with positive or negative social
worth, and most would gladly scrap the current system
in order to let private rewards prevail.

Because various investments and occupations are
taxed so differently under the current tax system, a fiat
tax approach would involve a vast reallocation of the
nation's resources. Our current system is so complex
that it is impossible to forecast the characteristics of
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this reallocation with any certainty. This very fact will
make people hesitant to adopt the new system. It is
possible, however, to identify a few industries that
receive especially generous tax incentives and that
would almost certainly lose productive resources
under a flat rate approach. These include oil drilling
and other extractive activities, timber growing, and
rental housing. Ordinary corporate activities that do
not get special advantages should prosper with the
elimination of double taxation. Among the occupa-
tions that would prosper from any reductions in prog-
ressivity are those with variable income and those
that involve long periods of education but high income
during shortened careers, such as medical specialties.
People in such occupations tend to be heavy users of
tax shelters, but, as noted earlier, tax shelters are often
costly. High-income groups that receive most of their
income in the form of wages would benefit relative to
high-income capitalists since the latter now find it
easier to avoid taxes.

Disribution of Income. The proponents of a single
rate flat tax system face a difficult political situation. In
each income class there would be some gainers and
some losers. Those with many deductions would lose,
and those with few deductions would gain. The typical
plan involves tax increases on the majority of the
middle class, though in most cases the increase would
be fairly small. Of the small number of-people with
incomes above SI00,000, the vast majority would
receive large tax cuts.

The point is illustrated in figures 1 and 2, which con-
sider joint returns and assume a flat rate of 20 percent
on all AGI with a $5,000 basic allowance and a $600
exemption. Figure I considers the $20,000 to S30,000
income class in 1979. The bars illustrate the number of
taxpayers paying different average tax rates. The wide
range of average tax rates among taxpayers in similar
circumstances provides evidence of the inequity
prevalent in our current system. There are 12.7 million
taxpayers in the income class. Fifty-seven percent of
them face an average tax rate of 12 to 15 percent. In a
flat rate system, over 80 percent would be concentrated
in a similar range between 12.6 and 16.7 percent. The
"typical" flat rate would be 15.3 percent based on
S25,000 of income and 1.5 dependents. Under 1979
law, 80 percent in this class paid less than 15 percent of
their income in taxes. Under a flat tax it would be
highly unusual for a family in this income class tb face
an average tax rate less than 12 percent, but under 1979
law almost 40 percent of families had average rates
below 12 percent. That is, almost 40 percent would pay
more under the flat tax than they now do. Only 4
percent of the taxpayers paid over the 16.7 percent
maximum tax possible under the flat rate.
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In contrast, figure 2 shows the situation facing those
in the S100,000 to $200,000 income class. There are
only 323,000 returns in this group. Over 90 percent
would have paid more in 1979 than the maximum 19.5
percent possible under a flat rate. Almost 15 percent
paid more than twice the maximum flat rate.

Of course, many who advocate a pure flat rate regard
the progressivity of our current system as immoral and
believe the general taxpayer would accept much less
income redistribution. Moreover, they believe that
efficiency gains would more than compensate the
losers in the middle- and lower-income classes. It has
never been easy to sell this trickle down theory, and it is
not surprising that the flat rate proposals of moderate
Democrats such as Bradley and Gephardt retain con-
siderable progressivity and further protect the bulk of
the middle class by retaining homeowner deductions.
Nevertheless, I do not believe that one should com-

pletely rule out the possibility that the middle class
would accept some tax increases in return for a much
simpler system and one that treats equals more
equally. Middle class taxpayers might even be con-
vinced that considerable efficiency gains would follow,
although they are undoubtedly too sensible to swallow
the vastly exaggerated claims of the more enthusiastic
supply siders.

Transition Probloe

The overnight implementation of any of the flat tax
proposals would seriously shock the economy as well
as many individuals. Many, such as homeowners, have
been induced to make certain investments by privi-
leges under existing tax laws; if those privileges, which
often imply negative tax rates, were eliminated, they
would suffer substantial capital losses. Bankruptcies

FIGURE 1: AVERAGE TAX RATES
PAID ON JOINT RETURNS, $20,000 TO $30,000 AGI CLASS, 1979

Range of Flat Tax I-
12,6% 15.3% 16.7%

I i 1

I

Under 3 3-5 5-7 7-10 10-12 12-IS 15-17 17-20 20 +
Total income tax as a percent of adjusted arou income

NoTE. The low end of the flat tax range usumes S20,000 of income and four dependents. The high end assumes S30,000 of income
and no dependents. The range will include well over 80 percent of all taxpayers under the flat tax described in the texL Most tax.
payers outside the range would pay less than 12.6 percent in taxes because they had more than four dependents or losses carried
forward from previous yean. Th'e 15.3 percent rate is computed for S25,000 of income and the average of 1.5 dependents.
SoURCEc Internal Revenue Service. Statimcj of Income. 1979.
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FIGURE 2: AVERAGE TAX RATES
PAID ON JOINT RETURNS, S100,000 TO $200,000 AGI CLASS, 1979

Range
of -

Flat
Tax

1.15% 19.5%

17-20 20.--25 2-30 30--40
Total income wtx U a percent of adjusted goss income

II
SOURCE. IternalJ Revenue Service Stonsflc5 of income, 1979,

would soar among the losers. Other investors would
find tax rates lowered considerably, and they would
enjoy substantial gains.

The consumption variant of the flat tax creates other
problems. In the Hall-Rabushka variant, it would be
necessary to decide whether asset sales by businesses
should be included in taxable cash flow even though
they were purchased out of after-tax income under the
old system. Theoretically such saes should not be
taxed, but sales of assets where acquisition was deduc-
tible under the new law should be taxed. Thus, there
should ideally be two classes of assets, and this compli-
cates an otherwise simple system.

Many other problems would emerge, and I think it is
clear that the new system would have to be phased in
slowly. Phase-in rules are bound to be complex, and
our tax system could become very much more compli-
cated before it becomes simpler.

Cochuskn

One has to be overjoyed that a tax reform as appealing
as a movement toward a flat tax has become a matter of

8 / August 1982

public debate. Such tax reform faces formidable poli-
tical opposition from the myriad of special interest -
groups that gain from the inordinate complexity of the
present system. Perhaps the strength ofthat opposition
will be overwhelming, and there is little chance of
major tax reforms in the foreseeable future. But if the
debate does nothing more than nudge marginal tax
reforms in the directionof broadening the tax base and
lowering marginal rates, it will have provided an
immensely valuable public service. -

Our tax system, however, has become a mess
because politicians wanted to do all things for all
people. There are few ofus who do not benefit from one
special provision or another. It may be time to make a
deal. We might all agree to give up our special advan-
tages in the interest of obtaining a more simple, effi-
cient, and equitable system. We know that there will be
net winners and losers, but one advantage of having L
hopelessly complex system is that we are not sure who
they will be. Tax reform might be sold as a giant lottery
that, unlike most lotteries, is clearly a positive sum
game.
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STATEMENT OF ROBERT E. HALL, PROFESSOR, DEPARTMENT OF
ECONOMICS, STANFORD UNIVERSITY, STANFORD, CALIF.

Senator LONG. Next we will hear from Mr. Robert Hall from
Stanford, Department of Economics, Ph. D., and professor, senior
fellow at the Hoover Institution, Stanford, Calif. A very fine orga-
nization.

Mr. HALL. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Alvin Rabushka and I are the authors of what we believe to be

the only fully developed flat tax proposal. We see hundreds of re-
marks to the effect that there are numerous flat tax proposals cir-
culating in Washington, but I think it is fair to say that there are
only two fully developed proposals in circulation today. One is the
Hall-Rabushka plan, and the other is Bradley-Gephardt, which is
fully developed but is not a flat tax, as Senator Bradley would be
the first to tell you.

Senator LONG. Senator Bradley, did you hear what he said?
[No response.]
Senator LONG. Say that again. [Laughter.]
Say it again.
Mr. HAL. In my mind, there are two well-developed tax reform

proposals circulating in Washington. One is the Hall-Rabushka
plan and the other is tlhe Bradley-Gephardt. The Bradley-Gephardt,
although it is fully developed, is not a flat tax.

Senator BRADLEY. That's right. [Laughter.]
Mr. HALL. The statement that I have submitted gives extensive

details about the proposal, and I will not attempt to summarize
them. I have circulated our two tax forms, each on a post card-the
business tax form and the individual compensation tax. Those by
themselves explain a lot about the system. I have many extra
copies here.

The thing I would like to stress about the structure of our tax
reform proposal is that it gives attention to the business side of
taxation, as well as to the personal side. In other words, we have
proposed replacing the personal income tax with a flat marginal
rate, a progressive tax, but one which has only a single marginal
rate, a marginal rate of 19 percent. That replaces the personal
income tax. But we also take care of the very severe problems of
taxation that exist today in the area of business taxation.

The combined tax rate of the corporate income tax and the per-
sonal income tax can be 60 or 65 percent under the current system,
and we regard that as the single largest defect of the current tax
system.

Senator LONG. Could I just interrupt you here for a moment?
Mr. HALL. Sure.
Senator LONG. And I will let you have more time at the end to

make up for it. You have got a well-written statement, and I
haven't done justice to it. I am going to take it off and study it
carefully before we vote on this matter. But during the recess, I
will have an opportunity to do justice to all these statements that
have been made, including these three witnesses, which is one good
reason why now and then we ought to have a little time off to
think rather than to just be under constant pressure like we are up
here where we can't do justice to some of these things.
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But you have one as gross revenue from sales. Two is a liable
cost. Now that would just appear as one line. But doesn't that
entail a great deal of paperwork to arrive at that figure? In other
words, just because they are on a post card-sized thing-but don't
you have to do a lot of paperwork to arrive at allowable cost?

Mr. HAu. Businesses, in all circumstances, have to maintain ac-
counting records which would include information like the gross
revenue from sales. There is no suggestion that businesses can sur-
vive without accounting.

Senator LONG. I don t want to brag about the fact that I have to
file a complicated tax return and get audited every year. I don't
want to brag about that. I'm not particularly proud of it or happy
about it. But it seems to me as though when I take the forms-
even what I mail in now. What I am mailing in, the Government
part, looks about like what I am holding up here. Let's say about 8
or 10 pages. But the tax return looks like that and many more. A
whole big pile of paper. All kind of stuff. And all kind of work that
I don't do. Most of it, I have people do for me, but it costs me good
money to do all that. And I think that is true of most people. Now
is that going to be eliminated? For example, that one item there-a
liable cost. Doesn't that entail a great deal of bookkeeping to arrive
at that figure?

Mr. HALL. It certainly does. And as I say, the only tax rate that
would eliminate the Government's interest in accounting would be
a zero tax rate. As soon as we try to collect any revenue from busi-
nesses, then businesses have to be required to maintain accounts.
And it is quite true that each line of the business tax return is the
summation of information that appears in the accounting records.
That's inescapable in any tax system.

But I would stress that computing something like the gross reve-
nue from sales is a very simple computation. It is simply adding up
some unambiguous numbers that come from the accounting record.
It's nowhere near as complex, for example, as the computation of
depreciation, which is a requirement of the current tax system.
You will notice that there are no depreciation accounts required on
form 2. Rather, there is a single very appropriate investment in-
centive; namely, the immediate deduction of investments. So
there's a great deal of simplification even though, as you say, the
fact that businesses file a post card is the tip of the iceberg as far
as what records they have to maintain.

Now what I would like to do in my remaining time is just to
cover a few specific points about the flat tax. In particular, the ac-
counts that I have heard of these hearings have suggested that
there has been a great deal of criticism and very little support for
the flat tax.

Now in the first place, J think one of the key issues that has
been discussed is the question of the relative treatment of higher
income and middie-income taxpayers.

Let me start by being very-clear that any flat-tax proposal, in
particular the Hall-Rabushka proposal, results in a reduction of
taxation for successful Americans. Anyway you do that arithmetic,
the conclusion emerges that putting a 19-percent tax rate on
higher income families gives them relief from the much higher tax
rate that they are paying today.

11-385 0 - 83 - 4
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Now the question in evaluating flat tax is whether the set of eco-
nomic effects that go with the relief of taxation of successful
Americans is something we like or something we don't like. My
fundamental belief is that the revitalization of the American econo-
my, which is something that we all stand for, will almost inevitably
have to be led by successful Americans. And that the treatment of
success in this country is something that we are going to have to
rethink. And that the- heavy penalty on success that the tax system
imposes today is just too much. It is causing successful people to
divert their attention from what they really should be doing, which
is starting new businesses, cranking up new ideas, by the extreme-
ly heavy tax that we put on those activities.

As I say, a representative tax rate for somebody who has a good
idea, starts a corporation and finally cashes in, under the current
tax system, is something like 60 or 65 percent. On the other hand,
the tax system today subsidizes tax shelter activities. No wonder
you find so many successful people or people who could be success-
ful moving into tax shelters rather than putting their energy into
places where it would be economically more justified.

Another point is housing. The analysis that appears in the paper,
I hope, will convince you that there is no threat to housing from
the elimination of mortgage deductions. The elimination of interest
deductions, as a general matter, will lower interest rates by more
than enough to offset the effect of the loss of deductions. There is
no threat whatsoever from the flat tax of the type we have pro-
posed to the housing industry.

Finally, the treatment of the poor is revealed, I think, by most
calculations not to be a problem under our type of proposal. The
distributional consequences are the middle class versus upper
income. All tax systems embody progressive treatment of the poor.
And that's certainly true of ours. We do not ask the poor to pay
taxes. There is a generous personal allowance in our proposal
which insures that at the lower end of the income distribution we
are doing justice to the concept of progressivity.

Well, my impression is that Washington is giving a cool recep-
tion to the flat tax. But that's not true of the rest of the Nation. I
think it's significant that I am one of the few witnesses here who is
not part of the Washington establishment, and I see the flat tax
from a very different point of view from the people in this town. In
the Nation as a whole, people are disgusted with the existing tax
system. And they are ready to start over. And they don't take a
narrow, self-interested view of tax reform. They are interested in
what is good for the Nation, and not just preserving the advantages
that they get from some existing provision of the tax system. So I
would encourage this committee not to take a narrow review of tax
reform, but rather to consider the possibility of starting over.

Senator LONG. Thank you.
[The prepared statements of Robert E. Hall and Alvin Rabushka

follow:]
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Despite recent progress in lowering rates, the

American tax system remains a disgrace, in dire need of

simplification and reform. It is inordinately lengthy,

filling volumes of tax codes, complicated by hundreds of

credits, exemptions, and special provisions. Many

taxpayers require expensive Drofessional help to fill out

their tax returns cor-rectly. Each act of the Congress

further complicates the system. Political promises of real

simplification and reform of the tax system remain

unfulfilled.

The tax system consists chiefly of the personal income

tax, the corporate income tax, and the payroll tax for

social security. The personal income tax has steeply

progressive rates, rising to a maximum marginal rate of 50

percent under the new tax law. The income base to which

these progressive rates are applied has steadily eroded

over the years through a wide variety of exclusions,

deductions, and exemptions to the point where it now

constitutes no more than half of total national income.

The personal income tax discourages savings. Income is

first taxed when earned and again when savings earn

interest. Even worse, the returns to savings put into the

corporate sector are taxed twice, once as corporate

profits, and again at the household level when dividends

are paid. A growing chorus of criticism contends that the

current system attenuates individual incentives to work,
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save and invest. For many taxpayers, saving a dollar in

taxes is worth twice as much as earning another dollar in

income.

Prior to the twentieth century, federal revenues,

comprising about 3 percent of GN?, were largely collected

from customs duties. With the adoption of the Sixteenth

Amendment in 1913 and the payroll tax in the 1930s, federal

revenues have grown to consume 22 percent of GNP.

Escalating inflation in the 1970s pushed growing numbers of

taxpayers into high tax brackets that twenty years ago were

meant only for the very rich. Costly side effects have

begun to surface.

Scholarly research, along with Internal Revenue

Service reports, reveals widespread evidence of tax evasion

on interest, dividend, and other forms of household or

professional income. Tax shelters are now a commonplace

feature of the financial landscape. Estimates of the

underground economy range from several tens of billions to

several hundred billion dollars. In the eighteenth

century, customs duties exceeding 100 percent made England

into a nation of smugglers. Today, marginal tax rates of

50 percent from the personal income tax, 46 percent from

the corporate tax, and 14 percent from the payroll tax are

converting Americans into tax avoiders and channeling their

investments into tax shelters. The current system fosters

contempt for the law, simultaneously discouraging

productive economic activity.
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Why is it so difficult to reform the tax system? Most

scholars, lawmakers and practitioners routinely claim that

it is politically infeasible to simplify and reform

radically the tax system. Talk of simplification is a cign

of unrealism. Congress would, it is alleged, never abolish

the exemptions and deductions for mortgage interest

payments, charitable contributions, excess medical care

costs, or remove the many benefits and credits enjoyed by

low-income households and a bevy of special interest

groups. The American demand for justice means that the

rich should pay higher taxes. As a result of these

beliefs, changes in the tax code are invariably incremental

and represent slight modifications to the corporate or

personal income tax.

We sense growing interest in the public and in

Congress for drastic reform in the tax system. As a

contribution to the debate and discussion on this important

subject, we propose a simple income tax based on low

marginal rates to replace the entire current system of

separate tax rate schedules on corporate and individual

income. The new tax would be a low, flat rate applied to

all taxpayers, excluding the very poor, and to all types of

income. It would be applied to a much larger tax base than

the present system, thus generating similar amounts of

revenue as the current high-rate system with its exemptions

and deductions. The simple flat rate would end "bracket

creep," which is caused by inflation pushing people into
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higher and higher tax brackets. It would largely minimize

the penalty current law imposes on two-earner households

("the marriage penalty"). It would be stable, predictable,

and cease further proliferation of a variety of tax credits

used to attain social goals. Mlost important, it would

restore the incentives to work, save and invest, thereby

promoting growth and higher standards of living.

Our proposal does not include reform of the social

security payroll tax and the retirement benefits it

finances, though reform Is long overdue. The social

security tax cannot be discussed separately from benefits,

and we would be taken too .ar from our basic subject of tax

reform to go into the massive changes in social security

needed to put the system on a sound footing.
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Basic Principles of the Simple Income Tax

The simple income tax rests on four basic principles:

1. All income should be taxed only once, as close as

possible to its source.

2. All- types of income should be taxed at the same

low rate.

3. The poorest households should pay no income tax.

4. Tax returns for both households and businesses

should be simple enough to fit on a postcard or

one page.

We propose the replacement of the existing corporate

and personal income taxes with a business tax and a

compensation tax. The business tax includes the earnings

of corporations, unincorporated businesses, farms,

professionals, and rental income. The business tax does

not permit a deduction for interest payments, dividends, or

other payments to the owners of the business. As a result,

all income that individuals receive from business activity

has already been taxed, and should not be taxed again. The

same holds for capital gains. The business tax is like a

withholding tax; it means that the tax authorities do not

have to track down all the interest, dividends, capital
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gains, and other business income received by the public.

Compensation is the only element of household income not

taxed under the business tax. We therefore propose a new

compensation tax to replace the present personal income

tax. The new compensation tax would have a set of personal

allowances to insure that the poorest families pay no

compensation tax.

Under our existing laws, tax rates can be as high as

50 percent for compensation and 80 percent for business

income, because income is taxed first under the corporate

tax and again under the personal tax. To collect the same

amount of revenue that the present system generates,

assuming the same flows of income as occur today, the

simple tax system would require a standard rate of only 19

percent.

The Business Tax

The new business tax would rationalize the present

hodge-podge of federal tax provisions for business income.

It would reduce the high marginal rates currently paid on

some types of income from capital. By eliminating interest

deductions, it would also end the subsidies embodied in

current tax shelters. A uniform rate of 19 percent would

replace the current range of tax rates that stretch from

actual subsidy of highly leveraged tax shelters with large

interest deductions to rates as high as 80 percent imposed
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on income earned by corporate stockholders.

The new business tax applies equally to all forms of

business--corporate, partnership, professional, farm, and

rentals and royalties. The base for the tax is gross

revenue less purchases of goods and services and

compensation paid to employees. In addition, a capital

recovery allowance is deducted for investment in plant and

equipment. No deductions for depreciation, interest, or

payments to owners are permitted. However, the

self-employed may pay themselves salary in any amount they

choose, provided they report it on the compensation tax

form.

The business tax return would fit easily on a single

page, even for a multibillion dollar corporation. Here is

what it would look like:

HALL-RABUSHKA SIMPLIFIED FLAT RATE TAX FORM

Gross revenue from sales does not include earnings the

Form 2 Business Tax 18

2 AkiJ w o Coost .... . .......... .... ..... ................
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business may receive from its ownership of other businesses

(provided these businesses file their own tax returns) or

from its ownership of securities. These earnings have

already been taxed in other businesses. Gross revenue does

include sales of used plant and equipment. Businesses are

not required to maintain inventory or depreciation accounts

for-tax purposes.

In place of the hodge-podge of investment incentives in

the current tax system, we propose the use of

straightforward first-year writeoff of all business

investment, both in new and used plant and equipment.

First-year capital recovery is a great simplification over

the complicated depreciation deductions and investment

credits in present tax law. It also eliminates the present

problem that depreciation based on historical cost is not

rapid enough to offset the effects of inflation. The

first-year system avoids all distortions of inflation.

In 1981, the net revenue of U.S. business was $1179

billion. Under the new business tax, capital recovery

allowances would have been $349 billion, leaving net

taxable business income at $830 billion. A tax rate of 19

percent would have yielded $158 billion, nearly triple the

revenue from the actual corporate income tax in 1981 of $57

billion. The extra revenue, despite the much lower tax

rate, comes from (1) the much wider tax base, including

unincorporated business, and (2) taxing business income at

its source.
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Under the simple tax system, all business income would

be taxed only once, at its source. Household receipts of

interest, dividends, and capital gains would be after-tax

income. Though wealthy households might receive large

amounts of these types of income, it is important to

understand that the taxes on this income have already been

paid. The recipient household itself should not pay any

more tax on business income. Taxing business income at its

source has an important practical benefit. Under the

present personal income tax, large amounts of interest and

dividend income escape taxation through outright evasion

and tax avoidance. Apparently people find it easy to

overlook these types of income when filling out personal

income tax returns. Under our business tax, the only way

dividends, interest, and other earnings of capital could

escape taxation would be for the business to fail to file a

tax return, which is easier to detect and punish.

Capital gains on rental property, plant, and equipment

are taxed under the business tax. The purchase price is

deducted at the time of purchase, and the sale price is

taxed at the time of the sale. These provisions are most

important for real estate, where they will eliminate the

current abuses in which low capital gains tax rates create

an incentive for artificial turnover of property. Every

owner of rental real estate would be required to fill out

the simple business tax return.

Capital gains in the overall value of a successful firm
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are also taxed under the new business tax and should not be

taxed again at the household level. To see this point,

consider the case of the common stock of a corporation.

The value of its stock in the market is the capitalization

of its future earnings. Because the owners of the stock

receive the earnings after the corporation has paid the

business tax, that tax depresses the stock's market value.

When the market learns that future earnings are likely to

be higher than previously thought, the stock rises in value

and its owners receive capital gains. When the high

earnings materialize in the future, they will be

correspondingly taxed. To tax the immediate capital gains

of the stock would be double taxation. Thus with

comprehensive taxation of business income at the source,

capital gains should be- excluded from taxation at the

household level.

In order to impose the appropriate tax on banks and

certain other types of business, it is necessary to

separate the value of the service the bank provides to its

customers from the interest the bank pays to the customer.

Today, most banks net one against the other, so the

customer gets free services in exchange for lending the

bank funds at zero or below-market interest rates. Because

the business tax is imposed on the value of the product

sold by a business (the services provided by a bank, for

example), but does not allow a deduction for interest paid

out, it would not be permissable for a bank to report the
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net receipts from its customers as its sales. Instead, it

must add in the difference between the interest its pays

its depositors and the full market interest rate they could

earn elsewhere. As a general matter, businesses would not

be permitted to borrow from their customers and pretend

that the value of sales was only the net charge after

deducting interest--this violates the basic principle that

interest payments are never deductible. Businesses like

banks could continue to carry on their relations with their

customers in any way they chose. but for tax purposes, the

full value of their services would be reported as their

sales.

One other potential source of abuse of the business tax

would need to be monitored--the conversion of business

assets to personal use. There is nothing new about this

problem--under today's income tax, one can buy a car for

business purposes at the end of the year, take the

investment credit, and then convert the car to personal use

at the beginning of the next year. Under the proposed

business tax, conversion to personal use would be counted

as a sale, and the market value of the asset would be

included in the revenue of the firm. Auditors would check

that the assets on the books of the firm were actually used

by the firm and not for the personal use of the owners.

First-year writeoff of investment would create large tax

losses in the startup years for almost all businesses and

occasional large tax losses even for established businesses

when they made significant investments. The business tax

provides unilimited carry-forward of tax losses so that

they- reduce taxes in future, profitable years. Further,

the balances carried forward earn interest at the market

rate.
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The Compensation Tax

Most income in the United States is compensation for

work. We propose that compensation be taxed at the level

of the individual or married couple. Compensation is

defined as cash wages, salaries and pensions received by

workers from employers. Pension contributions and other

fringe benefits paid by employers are not counted as part

of compensation.

To limit the tax burden of poor families, we propose a

set of personal allowances. Taxes wo? I be 19 percent of

compensation in excess of personal allowances. The

proposed allowances for 1982 are

Married Couple $6200

Single- 3800

Single head of household 5600

Each dependent 750

Except for the personal allowances, no deductions of any

kind would be permitted, including interest deductions..

The tax return for the compensation tax would fit on a

postcard. It would look like this:
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In 1981, wages, salaries, and private pensions were

about $1503 billion. We estimate that personal allowances

in 1931 would have been $481 billion, leaving taxable

compensation of $1022 billion. At a rate of 19 percent,

tax revenues would have been $194 billion. By comparison,

the personal income tax in 1981 yielded about $289 billion.

The required revenue from the compensation tax is less than

from the personal income tax it replaces because the

business tax covers part of the tax base of the current

personal tax. The reasons that a low rate of 19 percent

yields revenue reasonably close to that obtained from the

current tax system are: (1) the business tax includes

currently untaxed fringes in its base, (2) the current

income tax fails to tax fully dividends, interest, and

other forms of business income because of widespread

evasion and avoidance, and (3) the current tax allows a

number of deductions not included in our proposal, the most

important of which is the deduction of state and local

taxes.

HALL-RABUSHKA SIMPLIFIED FLAT-RATE TAX FORM

Form 1 individual Compensation Tax 1982

SOO-As I

1 Corr epsabon as reported by om vo f . .
2 Giner wage icome, cling pensions paid drectly employer
3 Total compenssbt (lre p&li.ne 2) t
4 Personal allowance ......

(a) Q $8200 for manied ingV jointly
(b)O$SSOf es-gle .. .

(M E S5600 for single head of house oWd
5 Number of dependents. not inclxdin spouse
6 Personal allowarces for dependeNs (line 5 mulbp Iedby $750)
7 Total persoenl allowances (line 4fus loe 6)
8 7axablecompensabon(Afe3lOss ino7) ..
9 Tax (19% oo e 8) ....... . . .

10 Tax vwri by employer .......
i1 Taxdue(/ineglessnot el0, fiposv"Je.
12 Rekrud due "lin 10 lss line 9. dpostive)

woo
cupawn
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International Aspects of the Simple Tax

We favor the straightforward principle that the U.S. tax

applies only to the domestic operations of all businesses,

whether of domestic, foreign, or mixed ownership. Only the

revenue from sales of products sold within the U.S. plus

the value of products as they are exported is to be

reported on the top line of the business tax form. Only

the costs of labor, materials, and other inputs purchased

in the U.S. or imported to the U.S. are allowable on the

second line as deductions for the business tax. Physical

presence in the U.S. is the simple rule that determines

whether a purchase or sale is included in taxable revenue

or allowable cost.

To see how the business tax would apply to foreign

trade, consider first an importer selling its wares within

the U.S. Its costs would include the actual amount it paid

for its imports, valued as they entered the U.S.--this

would generally be the actual amount paid for them in the

country of their origin. Its revenue would be the actual

receipts it obtained from sales in the U.S. Second,

consider an exporter selling products to foreigners

produced in the U.S. Its costs are all of the inputs and

compensation paid in the U.S., and its revenue is the

amount received from sales to foreigners, provided that the

firm did not add to the product after it departed the U.S.

11-385 0 - 83 - 5
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Third, consider a firm that sent parts to Mexico for

assembly, and brought back the final product for sale in

the U.S. The value of the parts as they left the U.S.

would count as part of the revenue of the firm, and the

value of the assembled product as it entered the U.S. would

be an expense. The firm would not be allowed to deduct the

costs of its Mexican assembly plant.

Under the principle of taxing only domestic activities,

the U.S. tax system would mesh neatly with the tax systems

of our major trading partners. If every nation used the

simple tax and followed the principle, all income

throughout the world would be taxed once and only once.

Because the principle is already in use in the many nations

with value added taxes, it makes sense for the U.S. to

adopt it as well.

By the same principle, the compensation tax applies to

the earnings of everyone working within the U.S., whether

or not they are Americans, but does not apply to the

foreign earnings of Americans.

Choices about the international location of businesses

and employment are influenced by differences in tax rates.

The U.S., with the low marginal rate of 19 percent, would

be much the most attractive location among major industrial

nations from the point of view of taxation. Although the

simple tax does not tax the overseas earnings od American

workers and businesses, there is no reason to fear a mass

exodus of economic activity. On the contrary, the

favorable tax climate in the U.S. would draw in new

business from everywhere in the world.
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Balancing the Budget with a Simple Tax

If federal spending can be held to the level proposed by

the President in his budget for the 1983 fiscal year, or if

any increases can be financed by user fees or earmarked

taxes, then the 19 percent tax rate would balance the

budget by 1985.

Even if spending is at the high level projected in the

Congressional Budget Office's baseline budget, a tax rate

of 19 percent would bring the federal deficit down to $75

billion by 1987.

Under the President's spending proposals, the tax rates

necessary to balance the budget starting in FY 83 would be

21 percent in that year, 20 percent in 1984, and 19 percent

in 1985.

Under the higher CBO baseline spending projections, the

tax rates necessary to balance the budget would be 23

percent in 1983 and 1984, 22 percent in 1985, 21 percent in

1986, and 20 percent in 1987.

Immediate adoption of the simple tax would bring

moderate deficits during the current recession, but would

commit the nation to a balanced budget within three years,

provided spending is kept at reasonable levels. -

The base for the simple tax is gross national product

less indirect business taxes and investment. In arriving

at the conclusions just stated, we used projections of GNP
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from the President's budget and from the CBO. We

approximated the base as 79 percent of GNP, based on

detailed calculations for 1980.

The simple tax allows each taxpaying individual or

family to deduct a personal allowance. These allowances

are indexed according to the cost of living from the

proposals for 1981. The total allowance for a husband,

wife, and two children in 1983 would be $8355.

Our estimates of total allowances were derived from our

estimate for 1981 by assuming one percent annual growth in

the number of taxpayers and rates of increase of the cost

of living from the President~s budget and from the CBO

baseline projections.

The simple tax replaces the personal and corporate

taxes, but not the rest of the federal tax system (of which

the social security payroll tax is by far the most

important part). Our computations take a projection of

total federal spending less a projection of revenue from

the other taxes. If the simple tax yields exactly this

amount of revenue, it would just balance the budget.

The computations take account of the influence of past

deficits on current spending through the interest on the

national debt. We used the projections of the Treasury

bill interest rate underlying the President's budget and

the CBO projections in order to track the effect of a

reduced national debt on interest expense.

We do not attempt to take account of the influence of tax

reform on total economic activity and the corresponding

augmentation of federal revenue, though we think these

effects could be substantial.

Details of the future budgetary implications of the

simple tax appear in Appendix 2,
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The Future of the Economy under the Simple Income Tax

At the outset, the simple income tax, with common flat

rates of 19 percent on business income and compensation,

would raise revenue equal to about l percent of GNP, the

same as the current combination of corporate and personal

income taxes. The personal allowances under our proposed

tax system are raised from year to year in line with

inflation, which would tend to hold its revenue constant as

a fraction of GNP (the new law provides for this kind of

indexation starting in 1985).

The switch from the current corporate and personal

income taxes to the simple income tax would have some mild

transitional effects on the U.S. economy. Briefly, the

elimination of depreciation deductions for business would

be costly to the owners of existing plant and equipment,

but this would be largely offset by the reduction in the

taxation of the earnings of capital assets. We do not

think any special compensation is necessary for the loss.

Adoption of the simple tax would lower interest rates.

Rates would fall immediately because investors would

require a lower rate of interest when they were no longer

paying tax on the interest. In the medium run, the

investment boom set off by the more favorable tax treatment

of capital formation might bring interest rates partway

back to their earlier level. In the long run, interest
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rates would decline as capital accumulation proceeded.

Prices of bonds would rise as soon as the tax was

announced. None of these effects would be large, and none

seems to call for any corrective action by the government.

Compared to the gigantic capital losses inflicted on

bondholders by inflation and rising taxes over the past

decade, and the corresponding capital gains accruing to

homeowners over the same period, neither of which has been

offset by any government policy, the effects of the simple

tax in the opposite direction are mild.

Though our system will stabilize revenue as a fraction

of GNP, it will probably produce more revenue than the

government needs to maintain existing programs. Low

marginal tax rates will draw economic activities from the

underground economy into the formal market, where they are

recorded as part of GNP. Businesses and individuals will

spend less time worrying about the tax consequences of

their actions and will concentrate instead on earning

higher incomes. On these grounds, we believe that the

revenue needs of the federal government could be met with

tax rates as low as 16 or 17 percent, rather than the 19

percent needed to reproduce current revenue at current

levels of GNP.

Over the postwar period, cute in marginal tax rates have

coincided with episodes of vigorous economic growth and

reduced inflation in the United States. Moreover, those

nations with lower marginal tax rates have achieved the
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highest economic growth over the past decade. The growth

stimulated by tax refbrm is not only' favorable for the

increased income it would bring to the American public, but

it would also moderate and eventually eliminate the federal

budget deficit.

The benefits of tax reform are not prely economic. The

complexities of the federal tax system foster contempt for

government and make petty criminals out of a large fraction

of the population. A simplified tax with low marginal

rates would help restore confidence in government and would

support the basic honesty of the American people.
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Appendix 1. Income flows and tax yields

Following are the relevant numbers from the U.S. National Income
and Product Accounts for 1981. All data are in billions of
current dollars.

Gross domestic product1  2868

Federal indirect business tax 2  57

Imputed items3  129

Wages, salaries, and pensions 4  1503

Investment5 349

Taxable business income6  830

Revenue from the business tax at 19% 158
Taxable compensation 1022

Revenue from compensation tax at 19% 194

Total tax revenue 352

Actual personal income tax8  289

Actual corporate income tax9  57

Total actual tax revenue 348

Notes:

IEconomic Report of the President, January 1982, Table B-8
2ERP, Table B-76
3Survey of Current Business, "National Income and Product
Accounts, 1976-1979,0 Special Supplement, July 1981, Table 8.8,
p. 77
4ERP, Table 8-21 plus our estimate of private pensions
5Business investment is estimated as total investment in
equipment, nonresidential structures, and farm investment, plus
20 percent of investment in residential structures, ERP, Table
B-15. The remaining 80 percent of residential structures are
owner-occupied and not deductible under the business tax.
6Gross domestic product less federal indirect business taxes,
wages, salaries and pensions, imputed items, and investment

7 wages, salaries, and pensions less personal allowances
8Estimated as 75 percent of the revenue for fiscal year 1981 and
25 percent of the revenue for fiscal year 1982, E Table 8-19
9Same as personal income tax.
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Appendix 2. Revenue and deficit projections

Table 1 presents our computations based on the economic
assumptions and spending proposals in the President's February
budget.

Table 1

81 82 83 84 85

GNP

Tax base

Allowances

Tax. inc.

Tx. inc. ,FY

Rev. P&C tax

Rate, sm rv

Rate, 0 def

Rev. at 19%

Def. at 19%

2922 3159 3522, 3881

2314 2502 2789 3074

481 535 580 620

1833 1967 2210 2454

1790 1933 2149 2393

347 345 370 407

19.4 17.8 17.2 17.0

21.2 20.0

408 455

58 99 51 29

The first four lines compute the level of taxable income on a

calendar year basis. The fifth line gives taxable income on a

fiscal year basis. When divided into an estimate of required

revenue, taxable income gives the necessary tax rate under the

simple tax.

The next line, labeled "Rev. P&C tax", gives the

administration's estimates of the revenue from the personal and

corporate income taxes, including the effects of ERTA and the

4257

3372

655

2717

2651

450

17.0

19.0

504

8
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modifications proposed by the President in February. The line

below, labeled "Rate, sm rv," gives the rate under the simple

tax necessary to yield the same revenue as the personal and

corporate income taxes. Note that the rate declines from

around 19 percent in 1981 to 17 percent in later years, as the

major personal tax reductions of 1982 and 1983 go into effect.

The next line, labeled "Rate, 0 def," gives the simple tax

rate necessary to eliminate the deficit starting in FY 1983.

Though this rate starts above 21 percent, it falls to 19

percent by 1985. Again, these computations take account of the

favorable effect on interest costs of lower deficits in earlier

years.

The last line shows the projected size of the federal

deficit if the simple tax were adopted starting in FY 83 at a

constant rate of 19 percent. The deficit is manageable in all

years and essentially disappears in 1985.

Table 2 presents similar computations for the CBO's baseline

budget projections.
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Table 2

81 82 83 84 85 86 87

GNP 2922 3140 3515 3882 4259 4659 5083

Tax base 2314 2487 2784 3075 3373 3690 4026

Allowances 481 535 581 627 676 726 777

Tax. inc. 1833 1952 2203 2448 2697 2964 3249

Tx.lnc.,FY 1790 1922 2140 2387 2435 2897 3178

Rev. P&C tax 347 350 354 378 407 431 469

Rate, sm rv 19.4 18.2 16.5 15.8 15.4 14.9 14.8

Rate, 0 def 23.4 22.5 21.7 20.9 20.2

Def. at 19% 101 102 97 87 75

The format of this table is the same as that of Table 1, except

that it covers two additional years. The Administration and

the CBO are projecting GNP at about the same level through

1985, though the Adminstration foresees higher levels of real

growth and lower rates of inflation. Allowances grow more

rapidly under the CBO proj-ction as a consequence.

The simple tax rates necessary to raise the same revenue as

the personal and corporate income taxes fall to even lower

levels--below 15 percent--under the CBO's assumptions, because

the Administration's revenue enhancements are not included in

the baseline. On the other hand, the tax rate necessary to
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balance the budget starting in FY 83, shown in the next-to-last

line in the table, is about a point higher because the CBO

projects significantly higher federal spending than does the

Administration.

The last line of Table 2 shows that with higher spending and

weaker real growth, the simple tax at a fixed rate of 19

percent does not eliminate the federal deficit even by 1987.

However, it does bring it well below $100 billion, as against

the CBOs projection of nearly $250 billion.

Sources

Budget of the United States Government, Fiscal Year 1983,

February 1982

Congressional Budget Office, Baseline Budget Projections for

Fiscal Years 1983-1987, A Report to the Senate and House

Committees on the Budget--Part I, February 1982
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Questions and Answers About the Simple Tax

We have spent a good deal of time presenting the simple

flat tax and answering questions about it on radio talk

shows, before professional and lay audiences, and

testifying before Congress. In this section, we have

assembled a number of the questions that have recurred in

those discussions together with our answers. Many aspects

of the simple flat tax are perhaps best explained in the

question-and-answer form.

Deductions

Q: What about charitable deductions?

A: No charitable deductions would be allowed under the

simple income tax. We do not believe that current tax

incentives are a major part of the motivation to make

contributions to community, religious, and other

organizations who qualify for deductions at present. A

large volume of contributions are made by people who cannot

deduct the contributions because they do not itemize

deductions. Deductibility of contributions is widely

abused by wealthy taxpayers to avoid taxes. On net, you

will save more by blocking the tax-avoiding tricks of the
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wealthy than you will lose from the elimination of tax

deductions from your own contributions. There is little

merit in public subsidy for organizations whose success in

raising funds depends on tax deductibility rather than the

intrinsIc merit of their activities.

0: what would happen to the restaurant industry?

A: Though business meals are an important element of the

restaurant industry, there is no reason to expect that the

simple tax would reduce restaurant patronage. Neither the

existing tax system nor the simple tax gives business an

incentive to spend money at restaurants rather than

anywhere else. All reasonable business expenses, including

restaurant meals, are deductible under either tax system.

A limited amount of restaurant spending may arise from

abuse of the current system by providing untaxed income to

employees. This problem would be alleviated under a tax

system with lower marginal rates. On the other hand, as

the new tax system brings businesses out of the underground

economy and into the market, taxed economy, spending at

restaurants will be slightly increased. Neither effect

should be large. The restaurant industry also stands to

gain from the incentive effects of lower taxation of many

of itu employees.

0: Shouldn't the tax system provide some relief to

families with high medical costs?
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A: Virtually the entire U.S. population is now covered by

medical insurance, Medicare, or medical benefits through

welfare. The medical deduction under the current personal

income tax is a source of many abuses, including the

deduction of swimming pools and other home improvements as

medical expenses. Few families would suffer, and the

overwhelming majority would gain, by closing off this

source of abuse.

Q: Why is there no deduction for moving costs in the

simple tax?

A: Moving costs are only one of hundreds of costs incurred

by taxpayers in order to earn an income. It is incon-

sistent to permit deduction of moving costs when costs of

commuting, purchase of special clothing, and other employ-

ment costs cannot be deducted. Many moves are undertaken

for reasons unrelated to earning a higher income and so

should not escape taxation. The deduction for moving

expenses is one of a number of tax provisions abused by a

small minority of taxpayers at the expense of the great

majority. It should be eliminated.

Q: I am a salaried employee. How would I treat unreim-

bursed business expenses? There is no room for this

deduction on the simple individual compensation tax form.

A. Deduction of so-called business expenses of salaried

employees is a major loophole in the current tax system.
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It is widely abused to subsidize summer travel for

teachers, trips to conventions, and other activities for

which special incentives are inappropriate. Genuine

business expenses ought to be borne by employers, in which

case they are deductible under the business tax.

Q: The current income tax grants deductions for certain

adoption expenses. Do you want children to remain orphans

to save a few dollars in government revenue?

A: Deduction of adoption expenses is a good example of a

well-intentioned complication of the tax system with little

practical impact. Lower-income families can't take the

deduction in many cases, and even if they could, it would

have little importance because their marginal tax rates are

not very high. All the benefits of the deduction go to

prosperous families who do not need help from the

government. By adding slightly to the financial attraction

of adoption, the government only further increases the

demand for adoptable babies, which already far exceeds the

supply.

Housing

0: What would happen to the housing market as a result of

ending the deduction for mortage interest?

A: The simple tax would end the deduction for interest of

all kinds, not just mortgage interest. It would not
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discriminate against housing. However, improvements in the

taxation of business investment would tend to draw wealth

out of housing and into plant and equipment, which might

reduce housing values temporarily. The effect would not be

more than a fey percent, and would last only for the

duration of the investment boom set off by the new tax

system. In the longer run, the outlook for housing values

would be improved as overall economic activity increased in

response to the tax.

Q: How would the flat tax affect the savings and loans,

who are in so much trouble today?

A: Like all owners of long-term debt, savings and loans

would receive a benefit from the lower interest rates

brought by the flat tax. The market value of their

mortgages would rise as interest rates fell, improving

their currently depressed net worth. Because tI t interest

the savings and loans would pay on their borrowing would

fall, their operating deficits would decline.

Q: Why shouldn't we tax the capital gain from the sale of

a house?

A: These capital gains are rarely taxed under the current

system, because of the rollover provision, forgiveness of

capital gains for the elderly, and the stepping up of the

basis for capital gains at the time of inheritance. We

believe that the taxation of housing is properly ceded to

11-385 0 - 83 - 6
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local governments under the federal system. Local property

taxes capture part of the value of the services of a house.

A capital gain occurs when the market valuation of the

services rises. These gains arise from after-tax income,

just as capital gains from the ownership of business arise

from after-tax income. Hence taxation of capital gains

would amount to double taxation.

0: The only way I can afford my house today is the large

tax deduction I get for the interest on my mortgage. Won't

I have to sell my house if I can no longer take the

deduction?

A: Don't overlook the benefits you will receive from a

much lower tax rate. Suppose you and your husband earn

$50,000 per year and pay $18,000 in mortgage interest.

Your tax in 1981 would be $11,553, after taking account of

the large deduction for interest. Under the simple tax,

you would not be able to take the deduction--your tax would

be 19 percent of $55,000, or $10,450. You come out more

than a thousand dollars ahead, even though you can no

longer take the deduction. If you could afford your house

before, you can certainly afford it now. However, if you

have been extremely aggressive in taking advantage of

interest deductions, so you are paying little tax in spite

of a large income, you will come out behind with the simple

tax.
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0: I plan to install solar heating in my house and know

the current tax law offers a credit for this energy

conservation investment. Will I still receive this tax

credit under the simple tax? If not, won't this discourage

conservation and make us wasteful of energy?

A: Like all the complications of the existing tax system,

the residential energy credit would disappear with the

advent of the simple flat tax. The energy credit makes

little economic sense--it puts the taxpayers money into

elaborate installations which are at or below the margin of

economic efficiency. With all forms of energy except

natural gas already decontrolled, and gas decontrol on the

way in the later 1980s, homeowners face the right

incentives for solar energy investments without any special

tax gimmicks.

o: Since your plan removes the tax incentives now offered

for preservation of historic structures, won't this

accelerate the destruction of many buildings that belong to

our national heritage and should be saved for future

generations to enjoy?

A: For every genuinely important historical building saved

by the tax incentives, dozens or perhaps even hundreds of'

buildings are subsidized that are not important or would be

kept by their owners anyway. Accelerated depreciation for

historical structures is a terribly inefficient way to

accomplish the goal of preservation--most of its effect is
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to create yet another tax shelter. Direct appropriati.on of

local government funds for saving individual buildings is

far superior as a social policy for preservation.

Q: Doesn't the simple tax encourage speculation in land by

granting first-year writeoff for land purchases?

A: The sellers of Land have to count their proceeds as

taxable income; this offsets the deduction granted to the

purchaser. Prices of undeveloped nonresidential land may

rise a little, but with a 19 percent tax rate, this effect.

should be very small. Land transactions are included in

the simple tax because it is very difficult to separate the

value of land from the value of buildings on it.

Intergovernmental relations

Q: How would local governments be affected by the change

in the taxation of bonds?

A: Loca: governments- derive a small advantage from the

tax-free status of their bonds and the taxation of all

competing bonds in the current system. Under the simple

tax, local government bonds would remain untaxed, but all

other bonds would also provide tax-free interest, because

the earnings of business would be taxed at the source.

The immediate impact of the simple tax would lower the

borrowing costs of other borrowers to the levels paid by

local governments. In the ensuing investment boom, as
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interest rates rose, local borrowing costs would gradually

rise. The slightly adverse effect -on local governments

would be confined to a few years, and would not be large.

In the longer run, local governments would face no higher

interest rates and would benefit in many other ways from

the improved performance of the U.S. economy.

Q: What about such other taxes as state, county, excise,

and sales taxes? What would happen to them under the

simple income tax?

A: Although we would prefer that other government units

besides the federal government switch to taxes based on the

same principle as the simple income tax, we have limited

our proposal to federal action. The only important

implication of our proposal for other taxes is the

elimination of the deduction for other taxes under the

federal personal income tax. Because this deduction is

important only for higher-income -families, who benefit

enormously from lower marginal tax rates, we do not believe

that the elimination of deduction will have any harmful

effects.

0: How would the 'simple income tax affect state taxes

where the tax returns are linked to the federal tax system?

A: Because the new federal taxes would raise approximately

the same revenue as the old taxes, a state that retained

the linkage would continue to receive about the same
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revenue as well. -

0: How does the simple tax treat government? Aze state

and local activities taxed? Does the federal government

tax itself?

A: State and local governments pay no taxes themselves,

but their employees pay the compensation tax on their

wages, salaries, and pensions. Similarly, the federal

government does not tax itself, but its employees pay the

compensation tax.

Retirement

Q: How are existing IRA and Keough retirement accounts

treated under the simple tax?

A: IRA and Keough accounts have provided benefits to a

limited fraction of taxpayers of the same type that the

simple tax would provide to all taxpayers. Under the

simple tax, they would be treated exactly as under the

current system, except that the tax rate would usually be

much lower. When the accounts begin to pay retirement

benefits, those benefits would be taxed as compensation.

It would no longer be necessary to impose a minimum age for

the payment of benefits. Holders of IRA and Keough

accounts could elect_ to liquidate their accounts at any

time, and pay the compensation tax at that time. For the

future, IRA and Keough accounts would not be necessary,
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because the taxation of interest income at the business

rather than the personal level would make any form of

savings have the same advantage as IRAs and Keoughs have

today.

0: Interest on the savings in my life insurance policy is

excluded from current taxation under today's law. What

will happen to the life insurance industry and the value of

my insurance when taxation of all interest Is eliminated?

A: As far as you are concerned, the tax benefits you are

enjoying will continue--there will be no taxes on the

interest you are earning. Furthermore, when your insurance

pays off, you will not have to pay income tax on the

interest component, as you do under current law. As far as

the industry is concerned, taxation of its Interest

earnings and deduction of its interest payments will end.

-Only its actual insurance premiums will count as income,

not the saving that goes with some types of insurance, and

only its payoff for death and other insured events will

count as business expenses.

Business and The Rich

o: Isn't the simple tax a windfall to the rich?

A: Taxation of families with high incomes and few

deductions would be dramatically reduced under the simple

tax. On the other hand, taxes paid by those who take

S
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advantage of the almost unlimited scope for reducing or

postponing taxes through tax shelters and other gimmicks

will rise a great deal. The simple tax would be a windfall

to the hard workers and a loss to those who have

concentrated on avoiding tax.

Q: Is the simple tax progressive?

A: The simple tax is progressive in the sense that

families with higher incomes pay a larger fraction of their

incomes in taxes. Families with incomes below the personal

allowance level pay no tax at all. The proportion of

income paid in tax rises to close to 19 percent for the

highest income. Proportions of income paid as tax are

Income Tax

10,000 4.4 1

15,000 9.2

20,000 11.7

30,000 14.1

40,000 15.2

50,000 16.1

Q: Does business pay its fair share of taxes ur.der the simple

tax?

A: Only people pay taxes. The simple tax is designed so that

income from business sources is taxed at the same rate as income

from employment. Under the current system, some business income

is taxed at excessive rates because of the double taxation of
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corporate dividends. Other business income Is lightly taxed or

even subsidized through tax shelters.

Q: Isn't the tax unfair because rich people can live off interest

and capital gains income and thereby pay no taxes?

A: Not at all. In effect, the simple tax puts the equivalent of

a withholding tax on interest and capital gains. The business tax

applies to business income before it is paid out as interest, or

if it is retained in the business and generates capital gains for

stockholders. The interest, dividends, and capital gains received

by the rich have already been taxed under the business tax. The

rich cannot escape the tax.

Q: Won't part of the tax on capital be shifted onto consumers in

the form of higher prices rather thin being paid by the owners of

the capital? Isn't this unfair relative to the compensation tax,

which will not be shifted?

A: Yes. There is a fundamental difference between capital, which

is a produced input, and labor, which is a primary, unproduced

input to the economy. Because it permits first-year writeoff of

investment, the simple tax puts no tax on the marginal addition to

capital--the tax benefit of the writeoff in the first year just

counterbalances the taxes that will be paid from its productivity

in the future. For this reason, the tax is not actually shifted

forward. On the other hand, all of the growth in the revenue from

the simple tax comes from growth in the size and real incomes of

workers. it is n6t an issue of equity but rather of economic
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reality that all taxes bear fundamentally- on labor income. The

simple tax embodies the right incentives for people to save labor

income to form capital.

0: Isn't it unfair not to tax capital gains received by

individuals?

A: Capital gains are taxed under the simple tax. Capital gains

from the sale of a busiliess property--an office or an apartment

building, or a house held for investment purposes--would be taxed

under the business tax, which treats the proceeds from the sale of

plant, equipment, and buildings as taxable income for the

business. Capital gains on stocks, bonds, and other financial

instruments arise from the capitalization of after-tax income; it

would be double taxation to tax the capital gain as well. Capital

gains on owner-occupied houses arise from the capitalization of

rental values which are heavily taxed by state and local

governments; again, it would be double taxation for the federal

government to tax the capital gain as well.

0: Why does the simple tax collect the business tax from the firm

and the compensation tax from the worker? Wouldn't it be more

consistent to collect both from the firm or both from the

individual?

A: The nation's experience in trying to collect income taxes on

interest and dividends from individuals has been dismal. One of

the huge advantages of the flat-rate simple,,tax is that it permits

airtight collection of taxes on business income at the source,
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where enforcement is easiest. On the other hand, requiring

individuals to fill out the compensation form is necessary to

provide the benefits of the personal allowance to each taxpayer.

The tax withholding system already in operation would be adapted

to permit the collection of most of the compensation tax from the

employer, so that taxpayers would not be faced with a large single

tax payment at the end of the year.

The Business Tax

0: What would happen to the unus-d depreciation deductions from

capital investments made under the old tax system?

A: These deductions would simply be lost. In the first place,

much lower tax rates make the deductions much less

important--reduced taxation of the earnings of capital completely

offsets the decline in the value of the deductions because of

lower tax rates. In the second place, the existing combination of

an investment credit taken at the time of purchase and accelerated

depreciation for tax purposes means that most plant and equipment

has already received most of the tax benefits; eliminating the

remaining "depreciation would not impose an important burden on

business.

O: I'm a travelling salesman. I earn commissions and pay my own

travel expenses. I do not receive a salary. How would I fill out

the simple tax?

A: All self-employed individuals will file the business tax form,
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where they can deduct business expenses. In order to take

advantage of the personal allowance, you will want to pay yourself

a salary of at least, say, $6200 if you are married. Report this

amount along with your wife's earnings on your compensation tax

form. In this way, you will be able to deduct your legitimate

business expenses and receive the personal allowance.

0: Please explain how the current system taxes income twice.

Isn't income income no matter what its source?

A: Income is an individual's command over resources. Only people

have income. The income of a corporation is just the income of

its owners, the stockholders. The current tax system sometimes

taxes the same income twice, once when the corporation receives it

and again when it is paid as dividends to the stockholders. - The

combined tax rate on the stockholder's income is almost

confiscatory, even though the two separate taxes are at rates of

around 50 percent.

0: Row are tax losses for individuals and businesses tree'ed?

A: Remember that the self-employed fill out the business tax form

just as a large corporation does. Business losses can be carried

forward without limit to offbet future profits. There is no such

thing as a tax loss under the compensation tax. You can't reduce

your compensation tax by generating business losses.

0: Would a company going bankrupt get a tax refund in proportion

to its loss?
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A: No. The simple tax would never make payments to taxpayers.

However, a bankrupt company could be acquired by another firm,

which would assume the tax loss.

Q: Some companies pay so much interest today that requiring them

to pay the business tax (which does not permit the deduction of

interest) would make them operate at a loss. Is this appropriate?

A: This is an aspect of the transition to the simple tax.

Corporations and homeowners with large amounts of debt will

suffer, just as those with large holdings of bonds or mortgages

will gain. For two reasons, the problem will not be to serious.

First, the dramatic reduction in the tax rate to 19 percent will

more than offset the increase in taxes from the loss of interest

deductions in most cases. Second, most corporate debt can be

called and reissued at lower rates as soon as the simple tax goes

into effect.

Q: If a firm plowed back all of its income into plant and

equipment, and hence paid no business tax, couldn't the firm

increase its value forever without paying taxes? Wouldn't the

stockholders receive the capitalized value of the firm as untaxed

capital gains?

A: Sooner or later, the firm will run out of sufficiently

profitable opportunities and will start paying out its income to

its owners instead of plowing it all back. If the market didn't

believe this, the stock would have no value, because the

stockholders would not believe that they were ever going to get
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anything. The market will always know that the tax will be

imposed on any returns earned by the stockholders, so the market

value of the firm will always be the capitalized value after

taxes.

Q: Won't businesses constantly buy and sell equipment in order to

take advantage of the immediate writeoff?

A: There is nothing to be gained from extra purchases and sales.

The proceeds of a sale of equipment must be reported as income,

and offset the tax benefits of a subsequent purchase.

0: How are individuals taxed on the'r rental activities? Is

rental income part of individual compensation or business income?

Would individuals have to fite both business and individual tax

forms if they had both kinds of income?

A: Renting is definitely a business activity and would call for a

business tax form. Rental receipts are taxed as business income,

but purchase of a rental unit qualifies for first-year writeoff.

Because there are no complicated depreciation computations, very

little effort would be required to fill out the business tax form

for a rental unit.

Q: If a company provides its employees with subsidized lunches,

physical exercise facilities, company cars, and the like, how are

these treated under the simple tax?

As Fringe benefits cannot be deducted as expenses under the

business tax. Of the firm's expenditures for the purpose of
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attracting and keeping workers, only those paid directly to the

worker and reported for the -purposes of the individual

compensation tax are deductible for the company.

Q: As an investor, I currently find that percentage depletion is

better than cost depletion for my oil wells. What will happen to

depletion under the simple flat tax?

A: Depletion will disapnear as a special complication of the tax

law. Instead, first-year writeoff will apply to all purchases of

oil property and all development costs.

0: I am involved in a highly leveraged investment company. Won't

my company and others like it be forced out of business by the

simple tax because we won't be able to deduct interest expenses

any more?

A: It is true that you will no longer be able to deduct interest

expenses. But it is likely that your borrowing is linked to

market interest rates. If so, the decline in interest rates upon

the adoption of the simple tax will offset the loss of the

deduction. Also, don't forget that the income from your company

will be taxed at only 19 percent. Try filling out the business

tax return to see what will happen to your total tax payment.

Q. Does the simple tax cover the fringe benefits of government

and non-profit organizations?

A: Yes. They are required to file the business return in a

particular way that exempts all of their income except what is
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paid to their employees as fringes. In this way, the simple tax

avoids a distortion in favor of government and non-profit

activities which would arise if they alone could pay untaxed

fringes.

0: How will the simple tax affect the value of the U.S. dollar in

the foreign exchange market?

A: The tax treatment of imports and exports of goods and services

will be essentially the same under the simple tax as under the

existing income tax, so there will be no change in the value of

the dollar on that account. The lower interest rates that will

accompany tax reform may bring a temporary decline in the value of

the dollar, which will stimulate U.S. exports and discourage

imports.

The Compensation Tax

Q: with the current income tax, my fringe benefits aren't taxed.

Your simple tax doesn't tax fringes either, but it does not permit

my employer to deduct them. What will happen to my fringe

benefits under the simple tax?

A. Your fringe benefits are one of the features that attracted

you to your job, and your employer will not want to cut them

without compensating you in some other way. The simple tax

eliminates the distortion toward fringe benefits created by the

present income tax, so you can expect that your employer will

offer you reduced fringes in exchange for higher pay, which you
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can use to buy the benefits yourself or for any other purpose.

0: My teenage daughter has taken a part-time job and will earn

abcuit $1000 this year. Can she use the personal allowance of

$3800 to avoid paying tax? Will I lose my dependent's allowance

of $750 for her?

A: All taxpayers are entitled to the personal allowance,

including your daughter. You will retain the dependent's

allowance as long as you provide more than half her total support

over the year.

Q: As a member of the armed forces, I get to exclude certain

benefits and allowances from my pay for tax purposes. What will

happen under the simple tax?

A: The benefits you receive in kind--for example, military

housing--are not taxed under the individual compensation tax.

Just like a private employer, the Defense Department will have to

pay the Treasury a business tax on the value of those benefits.

Your cash benefits will be taxed under the individual compensation

tax. The government will have to make a modest increase in these

benefits in order to offset the 19 percent tax you will have to

start paying on them.

Q: I am an American citizen and now enjoy a $75,000 exclusion for

income earned abroad. How will this income be treated under the

simple flat tax?

A: All income earned from work performed abroad, or from

11-385 0 - 83 - 7 '
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enterprises located abroad, is excluded from the simple tax. Such

income will be taxed by the country where you earn it.

Q: The simple flat tax eliminates the credit for child and

dependent care expenses. Won't this force people to stay home to

take care of their children and elderly dependents, thereby

increasing their dependence on welfare, reduce their participation

in the labor fcrce, and cost more money to the government that it

would save from its elimination?

A: Like many of the complications in the tax system, the child

ca,.e credit fails to focus its benefits in an area of particular

social need. In effect, it lowers the taxes of a significant

action of all taxpayers--families with two earners and one or

more children. It is available at all income levels. Higher tax

rates are required to finance this lowering of the amount of

taxes. Features like the child care credit are antithetical to

the flat-tax philosophy, which favors a broad tax with the lowest

tax rate. We think that the special problems of helping poor

families with child care and other responsibilities should be

attacked specifically within the welfare system, not with the

scatter gun of the tax system. The simple flat tax provides

plenty of revenue for a generous welfare program.

0: Isn't it unfair to start taxing workman's compensation?

A: Workman's compensation makes payments to replace wages when a

worker is disabled on the job. The wages themselves would have

been taxed, so it stands to reason that the replacement should be
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taxed. Failing to tax workman's compensation would create an

inappropriate incentive for workers to remain off the job after a

period of disability.

0: Why does the simple tax eliminate the extra exemptions for the

blind and the elderly? What makes you want to lay higher taxes on

these two especially unfortunate groups in our society?

A: Many of the elderly and a few of the blind are quite well off.

It raises everybody's tax rate Inappropriately to provide extra

exemptions to every elderly and blind individual. It makes sense

to concentrate policies with respect to the incomes of the elderly

in the social security system--the value of the current extra

exemption is trivial compared to the social security benefits

received by the typical older person. For the blind, efforts

should be concentrated in welfare agencies, not in the tax system.

Non-profit Organizations

Q: How does the simple tax treat non-profit organizations like

cooperatives that pay dividends?

A: They are exempt from the business tax, but their employees

must pay the individual compensation tax. As under present law,

their dividends are untaxed. _Note that non-profit organizations

cannot benefit from the investment incentive of first-year

writeoff either.

Q: What about non-business entities such as trusts, estates, or
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charitable organizations including churches and schools?

A: Any actual business owned by one of these entities must file

the business tax form. Their employees must pay the individual

compensation tax. Otherwise, they are not taxed. Note that a

conventional personal trust, which holds stocks and bonds, deals

entirely in after-tax income and there is no reason for the tax

system to pay attention to it.

Inheritance

0: What about the inheritance tax?

A: We do not believe that an inheritance tax is necessary under a

system with watertight comprehensive taxation of income.

0: Wouldn't it be a good idea to broaden the tax base by

including gifts, life insurance proceeds, inheritances, and so

forth?

A: No. The base for the simple tax is carefully chosen to

provide the most efficient economic incentives Further

broadening to the listed items would be double taxation. Gifts

represent the transfer of income that has already been taxed and

there is no reason to tax it again. Life insurance proceeds are a

mixture of interest earnings, which have already been taxed by the

business tax, and return of premiums, which again were paid from

income already taxed. Inheritances are just a special form of

gifts.
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Economic and social benefits

Q: How will the simple tax change the spending and savings

patterns of individuals and businesses?

A: The improved, uniform investment and savings incentive

provided by universal first-year writeoff will channel capital

into its most productive useE. Equalization of tax rates across

taxpayers will prevent the widespread abuse of tax shelters which

divert savings from their efficient destinations. Dramatic

reductions in marginal tax rates will stimulate investment and

work effort, and draw activities out of the underground economy

and into the more efficient market economy.

0: How much time and money will we save by having to fill out

only the two postcard returns in place of form 1040 and all its

schedules?

A: The Treasury estimates that businesses and the pulic spend

over 600 million hours filling out returns; almost all of this

would be eliminated by the simple tax. At a conservative value of

$6 per hour, that 600 million hours is worth $3.6 billion.

Q: It sounds like the simple flat tax is just a clever ploy to

raise taxes on the already overburdened American taxpayer. Aren't

we actually better off with the present system, with all its

defects?

A: It is true that many people's taxes will rise a little right

after the tax reform. But quickly everyone will benefit from the
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increased economy activity that will accompany a dramatic

improvement in the incentives facing the most critical

participants in our economy. Within seven years, we foresee a

nine percent increase in real incomes on account of the simple

tax, almost double its immediate tax increase for any income

group.

Q: How will the simple tax help the American economy to grow?

A: The most obvious and best-documented effect comes from

workers' response to improved incentives. With lower tax rates,

the take-home pay from extra work--longer hours, more weeks per

year, or a second job--will rise. For the most productive and

highly-paid workers, taxed today at rates up to 50 percent, the

improvement in work incentives will be especially dramatic when

their tax rate falls to 19 percent. More subtle, but equally

important sources of growth will come from the vast improvement in

the incentives for entrepreneurial activity. Today's tax system

puts tax rates as high as 60 or even 70 percent on the rewards to

successful innovation, thanks to the cascading of the corporate

and personal income taxes. With the taxes rationalized by the new

business tax, at the low rate of 19 percent, bright people will be

attracted to innovation and away from the tax-sheltered activities

favored by the current tax system. Finally, the simple tax

provides stronger incentives for capital formation, an important

source of growth in the longer run.
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Senator LONG. Thank you very much, gentlemen, for some very
useful statements. We go under the early bird rule here, so since I
was the first one here, I will ask the first question.

Mr. Pechman, we had Mr. Harris, who is a good pollster, here
yesterday. He provided us with some useful inform-ation about
what the Harris Poll shows on taxes. Let me ask you this question:
If you just asked the question to the average American out there-just a rank and file of middle-income people-if you said something
like this: There are many ways a flat tax could be levied. Would
you favor a flat tax if it meant that your taxes would be substan-
tially increased?

Mr. PECHMAN. Well, the answer would be no.
Senator LONG. That would be my reaction because my impres-

sion about tax simplification is that most people are all for tax sim-
plification unless they find they are going to pay more. When they
find they are going to pay more, that s the end of it.

Now let me ask you this. Do you have available to you or has it
been made available to you one of those Treasury studies that we
were getting for several years that showed on several different
bases, such as expanded income, how much taxes people in various
groups are paying?

Mr. PECHMAN. Yes, I've seen those studies. And, in fact, the
tables that I appended to my statement provide the same type of
data. They give you what an expanded income tax ban would yield
in terms of revenue with various tax rates.

Senator LONG. Right. We had Mr. Weidenbaum before our com-
mittee a couple of years ago. And then he came a year later as the
chairman of economic advisors. And he made the statement at that
time that the very affluent, those over $200,000, were paying 42
percent of the expanded income in income taxes. Now if that was
the case, then I would think in this next year when you get this
top rate down from 50 to 70 and you get the capital gains rate from
28 down to 20, it looks to me like those people should be paying
about 30 percent of their expanded income in income taxes.

Mr. PECHMAN. Your arithmetic is almost right. If you look at my
table 8----

Senator LONG. Table 8. Let me find it.
Mr. PECHMAN. This is an estimate of the distribution of the effec-

tive rates of tax paid in each income class in 1984, after the
Reagan tax cuts go into effect. As you can see, the top effective
rate is for incomes between $500,000 and $1 million. It's 26 percent
of an expanded AGI. In the class above that, it's 23 percent.

Senator LONG. Well, according to this-and this would surprise
people. Now if this is correct, I think we ought to put an ad on tele-
vision or something and tell the people about this. According to
this-and I-take it that you get these figures from the Treasury.
This is from the Treasury studies?

Mr. PECHMAN. This is from a file provided to us by the Treasury
which we ran through a corm puter. Yes.

Senator LONG. Well, I think we ought to try to get this and see if
this is correct because according to this, the people who make a
million dollars and over on the average are paying less to us in
income taxes than the people who are making $500,000 to $1 mil-
lion.
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Mr. PECHMAN. That is correct. That is largely as a result of the
fact that people with over a million dollars have a very, very high
percentage of their income in capital gains, which are subject to a
maximum rate of 20 percent. That overwhelms the ordinary tax
rates. But you are entirely right. It's slightly regressive at the top.

Senator LoNG. Now I know some of those people. And I am proud
to know them. Those people have good manners. They eat on tables
that have tablecloths on them and all that. They are very nice
people. I like to know people like that. Some of them can even con-
tribute to campaigns. [Laughter.]

Mr. PECHMAN. Or to the Brookings Institution. [Laughter.]
Senator LONG. But according to this-and I am not sure you are

right. I think we ought to study that and see-those making over a
million dollars are paying 23.1 percent of their expanded income in
income taxes.

Mr. PECHMAN. That is correct, sir.
Senator LONG. It seems to me as though they aren't hurting. I

don't know what the hell they would be kicking about if that is all
they are paying. Maybe they are spoiled.

Mr. PECHMAN. Well, I agree with you. What this table shows is
that, when you take into account the exclusions and deductions
under present law, we have a very mildly progressive tax. It is not
a punitive tax at all.

Senator LONG. Well, my thought is that in order to arrive at that
conclusion, to arrive at that point-where they are only paying 23
percent of their expanded income in taxes-they probably have to
do some things that are not necessarily in the national interest.
And maybe we ought to change the laws in that respect. So I don't
see where those people have any great claim on a tax cut, especial-
ly those that are paying even less than that because this is an
average.

I see we have a response over here from Mr. Penner.
Mr. PENNER. I would like to comment on that, Mr. Chairman. I

don't want them to shed tears over those having over a million dol-
lars a year in income, but I think it should be pointed out that
those people only get their tax bills down that far by accepting
some rather large costs. That is to say if you want to engage in tax
shelters and so on, you very often have to buy investments with
low rates of return relative to rather enormous risks. So that while
some of those people may escape the tax system in the sense that
they don't pay any money to the Treasury, and that's bad, they
don't escape the effects of the tax system. It costs them a lot of
money to avoid paying taxes to the Treasury.

Senator LONG. I don't think you ought to say that they don't pay
any taxes because if you know anybody making a million dollars
and not paying us anything, I wish you would just give me his
name. And I will ask that they pull tax returns because we have
been working hard to see to it that that number is reduced to a
minimum. That they investe& in tax-exempt bonds, State and local
bonds. But in the record they pay something because they get less
interest that way than they would if they hadn't invested in those.

Mr. PENNER. That's my point exactly. And a flat tax would
change all that.
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Senator LONG. I guess I am just stating a philosophical difference
here. I have been on both sides. I know what it is to make a little
income and I know what it is to make a lot of income. I've been on
both sides of that fence. And I, for the life of me, don't know why
somebody who has the good fortune to make a hell of a lot of
income-a million dollars worth-shouldn't be willing to pay us
more than a 10 percent tax. Do you?

Mr. PENNER. I have no problem with that kind of tax rate. I just
wish it would apply to all of the people who were making a million.
While you are quite correct that the changes in the tax laws great-
ly reduce the people who getting away with paying no tax at all,
the real problem with our system is, if you look at those people
over a million dollars, you will see an enormous variety of tax
rates paid by them, as you will in any other income class.

Senator LONG. And I can support the simplification. I can sup-
port something that makes it more attractive for a person to make
a wise investment in the national interest, and an unwise invest-
ment. Some of these phony tax shelters I don't agree with, but
there are also a lot of provisions in the. law that makes them make
investments that are very good for us. Some are very much criti-
cized. But as bad as we need energy, I think you are serving the
Nation when you drill an oilwell or a gas well. And I feel sorry for
the poor soul that lost every nickel he put into one of those things.
I've had that experience.

But, likewise, when you build a new plant or equipment, that
gives you somc tax advantages, too, doesnt it?

Mr. PENNER. Most certainly.
Senator LONG. Well, I have trespassed long enough, but I do

think that I ought to invite Mr. Hall to comment on what has been
said here because I have had a shot at all of you.

Mr. HALL. Let me just make one brief remark on that point. The
numbers that we have been discussing don't bear on the issue of
incentives at all. Suppose that I had a good idea and I took the
project to one of your million dollar individuals and made a simple
investment proposal. That individual would be taxed, personally, at
the 50 percent rate. Even though he is paying, say, 10 percent tax,
any increments to his income would be taxed at 50 percent.

And, furthermore, a good idea embodied in a corporation would
be taxed as well at the 46 percent corporate rate. So that the disin-
centives to investments that appear in our tax system today are
not revealed by this type of calculation. And they are very, very
severe.

Focusing just on the distributional consequences of taxes, I think,
is a very serious mistake. If we can revitalize the economy b im-
proving the incentives, it makes everybody better off. Even if that
makes the million dollar taxpayer get a larger than proportional
share, it seems to me it's a step ahead. And we ought to pursue
such improvements in the system even though they tend dispropor-
tionately to help people who are already well off because they help
everybody.

Senator LONG. Now let me just invite you three witnesses-as far
as that is concerned, I would be willing to invite all the witnesses
that are going to appear today-after you have heard what has
transpired here, and you are like a lot of all good witnesses who
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have done a lot of study on the subject, you will find some things
that were not said that you think ought to be said. And I would
like to invite all of you to send a rejoinder to add whatever you
would like to add to the record because 1 think all three of you
have really studied the matter, and you have a useful contribution
to make. I think the committee would benefit from it.

Senator LONG. Senator Bradley was the next one.
Senator BRADLEY. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. Let me say to Mr.

Hall that I am glad that you have very clearly separated the flat
tax advocates who support the Hall-Rabushka plan, from the fair
tax advocates of the Bradley-Gephardt. I think one thing these
hearings will do is precisely that-separate the two.

I would like to try to get a little better understanding of what
your plan really is. There are a number of things that have been
asserted. You've asserted them. I've read them in other places. And
I would just like to get a sense of just what your plan is for the
committee's benefit. When you say you tax income only once, what
does that mean?

Mr. HALL. That refers to the problem that exists in the current
tax system of the taxation of corporate income where income is
taxed first in the corporation. And then when it is paid out as divi-
dends or capital gains, it's taxed again at the individual level. The
effective rate of taxation for an investment say in a new firm-
someone has a good idea and creates a firm based on that idea and
then has to pay taxes on that-the tax rate on that income, as I
say, can be, with a compounding of the two tax systems, as high as
65 percent.

Many, many economists have pushed the idea of integrating the
two tax systems-corporate and personal-so that taxation occurs
only once. Now we have figured out how to do that in a way that
solves some other problems in the tax system as well. Essentially
what we have is the taxation of all business income, corporate and
noncorporate, at the source. That is, at the business. Then when it
is paid from the business to the owner of the business, it's after-tax
income. That, incidentally, solves another major problem in the tax
system which is a lot of business income is simply not reported. It
is illegally evaded because of the fact that it is supposed to be
taxed at the individual level. A large business can have millions of
owners. And each one is supposed to report the dividends, for ex-
ample. According to the IRS, something like 20 percent of divi-
dends are simply not reported. That's why Congress finally enacted
a withholding tax provision this year. But it's very minor.

In essence, our proposal is an airtight withholding system. It
says there is going to be only one tax on this income, but that tax
is going to be paid in a way, as I said, that is completely airtight.

Senator BRADLEY. So you are saying that the corporation would
paya 19 percent tax essentially.

Mr. HALL. That's right.
Senator BRADLEY. But all the profits of the corporate sector,

except the profits that are not reinvested, would be subject to that
tax? Is that the idea?

Mr. HALL. Well, "profit" is not quite the right word because we
tax interest and dividends. Normally, firms are allowed to deduct
interest before they compute profit. We tax both interest and what
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is now called profit. But then, of course, we also allow first write-
off investment incentives.

Senator BRADLEY. Well, what I am getting at is that we had a
couple of witnesses earlier in these hearings'say that what they
were for was a tax where if you spent the money, you paid a tax on
that. But if you didn't spend it, if you saved it or reinvested it or
whatever, you wouldn't pay a tax on that. Now we call that a con-
sumption tax.

Mr. HALL. Right.
Senator BRADLEY. What is the difference between that tax and

the one that you have advocated?
Mr. HALL. None at all.
Senator BrADLEY. None. So you are advocating a consumption

tax?
Mr. HALL. That's right, but we are careful not to label it as a

consumption tax because there has been so much misunderstand-
ing of the problems of a consumption tax.

Senator BRADLEY. But that's what it is. I know you don't label it
that, but that's what it is.

Mr. HALL. That's correct. It has exactly the same incentives as a
consumption tax. Certainly.

Senator BRADLEY. What's the difference between that tax and a
19 percent sales tax?

Mr. HALL. Only the progressivity. The problem with doing it as a
sales tax is--

Senator BRADLEY. What if we said we had a 19-percent sales tax,
but then we would give some exemptions for families with kids?

Mr. HALL. Well, as a sales tax, that's not practical. How would
you excuse people from, say, the first $8,000 of their purchases?

Senator BRADLEY. Well, how do you know who is eligible for the
rebate?

Mr. HALL. This is a very significant problem because there are
many, many people physically present in the United States at any
one time who would not be eligible for a rebate. And it's very diffi-
cult to find people lining up who are--

Senator BRADLEY. Well, let's look at it like we are designing the
ideal tax system. Right? Or you are designing the ideal tax system.

Mr. HALL. Which credit?
Senator BRADLEY. We could increase the earned income tax

credit.
Mr. HALL. There's a very significant administrative problem with

that type of proposal. Were it not for the administrative problem, I
would be very much in favor of the system you are talking about.

Senator BRADLEY. OK. Well, I accept that. We had the IRS here
yesterday telling us not to make any changes either because it is
too tough to administer any changes. I don't think that is going to
sell.

Mr. HALL. The administrative problem I am referring to is if the
IRS gets in the business of writing large checks to individuals, then
people will figure out millions of ways to fraudulently apply for
those checks. That's a very significant problem. And it defeats, it
seems to me, the proposal to tax everything and then give it back
in the form of a rebate.
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We figured out how to avoid that administrative problem by de-
signing a tax system which does not involve having the IRS write
checks to people.

Senator BRADLEY. Have you calculated what the tax would be on
a family earning $30,000 under your system? Have you done that?

Mr. HALL. Yes.
Senator BRADLEY. What would that be?
Mr. HALL. I didn't bring that number with me.
Senator BRADLEY. Basically what I am going to get at, if you

don't know-as you probably would .cnow-is I want to compare
what that family would pay under your tax versus what it would
pay under existing law.

Mr. HALL. Let me give you the results of what I have done in
that area. But let me first point out why it is a complicated ques-
tion.

We are proposing that individuals pay a tax only on the wage
and salary part of their income personally. The rest of the tax they
pay is already paid before they receive dividends, interest, and
other types of business income. The calculations that I have done
attempt to impute to individuals the income that they have already
paid the tax on as well as the tax that they pay on wages and sala-
ries. Otherwise, the comparison is really meaningless because we
are changing the logic of the tax system so you must compare all
the taxes that people pay today with all the taxes--

Senator BRADLEY. You mean all the income tax?
Mr. HALL. All the income tax.
Senator BRADLEY. Federal income tax.
Mr. HALL. Federal income tax, personal and corporate under the

current system has to be compared to the individual compensation
tax plus the business tax that they would pay under the reform.

Senator BRADLEY. Well, since you don't know how much more a
family earning $30,000 would pay under your plan--

Mr. HALL. I do. I have done these calculations.
Senator BRADLEY. How much more would they pay?
Mr. HALL. The answer is that their taxes would increase by an

amount equal to about 5 percent of their current income; $30,000 is
the worst case. That's the case where the--

Senator BRADLEY. Say that again. Their taxes would increase by
how much?

Mr. HALL. Their taxes would increase by about 5 percent.
Senator BRADLEY. But what percent increase in Federal income

taxes is that?
Mr. HALL. I didn't bring those numbers with me.
Senator BRADLEY. Does any other panelist have it?
Mr. PECHMAN. Very simply, if a person receives $30,000 and gets

a $10,000 exemption for a family of four, his tax base would be
$20,000. If he paid at a 19-percent rate, his tax would be $3,800.
Under present law, the average person at that level pays 10 per-
cent of his income, which is $3,000. So his taxes would be increased
by $800 or little less than 30 percent.

Senator BRADLEY. A 30 percent tax increase.
Mr. PECHMAN. Yes.
Mr. HALL. I want to make two points on that. First of all, it

seems to me that the relevant way to compute a tax increase is rel-
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ative to income; not relative to tax. Suppose you change from a tax
system that charged somebody zero to one that charged them $1 a
year. That would be an infinite percent increase, and yet we
wouldn't be concerned about that increase. That's the first point.

The second point is that the U.S. economy today is operating at
about 10 percent below its potential. There is really a serious prob-
lem in the economy today. I'm convinced that an important part of
that shortfall in performance has to do with the tax system. And I
don't advocate a system that would have a long-range effect on peo-
ple's income of reducing their aftertax income by 5 percent. I think
that would be a disaster. It's only because I believe that revitaliza-
tion of the economy requires a change in the way we treat success-
ful taxpayers to improve incentives.

Senator BRADLEY. I think all of us would agree with that. The
question is whether we are going to evolve into a system that has
some consistency with present law or whether we are going to
strike out in a totally new direction.

Let me just point out for the record, because I see out of the
corner of my eye the amber light, that in this list of various income
categories that Dr. Pechman submitted with various amounts of
tax, that under current law we are talking about the person with a
million dollars or more, and granted that that person probably gets
the bulk of that income from a capital gains transaction, under
current law, that person still pays 23 percent of his or her income
in taxes. Under the Bradley-Gephardt that person would pay 25
percent of his or her income in taxes. Under a 17-percent flat rate,
that person would pay 16 percent of his income in taxes. So what
you have is an enormous tax reduction for individuals with more
than a million dollars worth of income.

The CHAIRMAN. Senator Baucus.
Senator BAucus. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Mr. Hall, I-was curious about a comment you made earlier that

if there were no mortgage interest deductions that, in fact, housing
would increase due, presumably, to lower interest rates because-
whatever reason. And I'm not quite sure. And that's my question.
Could you please explain to me why you think that if there were
no mortgage interest deduction that the rates would, therefore,
fall, and housing would increase? And could you document that,
too, in some way?

Mr. HALL. The starting point in the explanation is to observe
that the tax reform would put all interest on a different basis from
where it is today. This is not a specific treatment of mortgage in-
terest. I would strongly oppose the elimination of the deduction of
mortgage interest by itself. It's the reform and the entire treat-
ment of interest throughout the economy that brings about the re-
duction in interest rates.

Senator BAUCUS. Let me just ask the question a little differently
if I could. Let's assume two different situations. Under one, we
have a flat tax. Say 19 percent or whatever it might be with no
deductions. In the second case we have the same flat tax with the
home mortgage interest deduction like we have today. My question
is under which of those two alternatives would there be more hous-
ing?
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Mr. HALL. Under the second proposal you would be introducing a
special break for housing so that that would stimulate housing rel-
ative to the flat taxes, as I am proposing it, in a quite inappropri-
ate way.

Senator BAucus. How?
Mr. HALL. It would be a substantial stimulus relative to the cur-

rent situation assuming that all other interest-was being treated in
the way that we proposed. Then to give a special break for- mort-
gages would be to pour Federal tax money into housing, which I
think would be quite inappropriate.

Senator BAUCUS. I'm just trying to clarify this.
Mr. HALL. I think your first question was a more appropriate

one. That is, how would the housing industry look if we had the
flat tax today--compared to the current tax system.

Now my answer is that because of the change in the treatment
of all interest throughout the economy, interest rates would fall.
We have nuted that they would fall by about 3 percentage
points. So in mut tgage rates today, a 16-percent rate would become a
mortgage rate of 13 percent. And the same thing would be true of
Government bonds, corporate bonds and so forth.

The reason for that is very simply because we propose that the
taxation of interest be on a different basis. It's not that interest is
being untaxed. It's that it's being taxed on a different basis. It's
being taxed at the source. So, for example, a corporation that bor-
rowed would no longer have deductibility of the interest under the
tax system. They would be willing to pay less interest. On the
other hand, the holder of the bond would no longer have to pay
income tax on the interest income. And, therefore, he would be sat-
isfied with a lower interest rate. So it is a simple, logical matter.
And I don't think it is one that is argued by any economist I know
of that that change in the basis of taxation would dramatically
lower interest rates.

Now on the other hand, of course, the homeowner would no
longer enjoy deductibility of interest. In our computations, those
two influences almost exactly offset. So from the perspecti-ve of
somebody thinking about buying a house, the economics of home-
owning is unchanged. They would see on the one hand a less favor-
able tax treatment. But on the other hand, they would see lower
interest rates. And to a reasonable approximation these exactly
offset.

Therefore, the attraction of a house, which is what determines
the price of a house, would remain the same. And the profitability
of building new houses, which is determined by the prices of exist-
ing houses, would also remain the same.

So our answer is that there is no threat to the housing industry.
Senator BAUCUS. Let's take the proposal introduced by Senator

Bradley. Let's take it as it is. An alternative proposal would be as
is without the home mortgage interest deduction. The question is,
again, under which of the two alternatives would there be more
housing?

Mr. HALL. Again, you are sking quite a different question be-
cause you are asking a qucaion that deals only with-mortgage de-
ductions.
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Senator BAUCUS. That's right. Answer my question. What's your
answer to my question?

Mr. HALL. The answer to that question is very straightforward.
Namely, that the housing industry would be in better shape in a
system such as Senator Bradley is proposing where the deductibil-
ity of interest is retained as opposed to one where it is eliminated
just for mortgages.

Senator BAUCUS. If I might, Mr. Chairman, just one more quick
question.

The CHAIRMAN. Sure.
Senator BAUCUS. Mr. Pechman, on your table 8, did you assume

a 6-month or a 1-year holding period for capital gains?
Mr. PECHMAN. Well, the present law calculation assumes a 1-

year holding period.
Senator BAucus. Right. So how would the 6-month holding

period change that table?
Mr. PECHMAN. It would reduce the average effective rates in the

top brackets somewhat. Not a great deal.
Senator BAucus. Thank you very much.
The CHAIRMAN. Thank you very much. I want to thank the mem-

bers of the panel for being here. I am sorry that I missed the testi-
mony.

Mr. Pechman, how long has the idea of flat rate been around?
Did it just spring up this year?

Mr. PECHMAN. Well, the first article I wrote on the comprehen-
sive income tax was published in 1955.

The CHAIRMAN. 1955?
Mr. PECHMAN. Yes, sir. In that article, I concluded that you could

reduce tax rates by something like a third. I later raised it to 40
percent assuming the tax base were broadened by eliminating un-
necessary exclusions and deductions. And that's exactly what my
calculations show today: that we could reduce the top bracket rate
from 50 to 30 or 28 percent and still get the same revenue.

- The CHAIRMAN. Mr. Hall, how long have you been working on
your plan?

Mr. HALL. Well, I would say since 1965 when I first began to
think about it. The catalyst to my interest in this was the article I
wrote in the Wall Street Journal that appeared last December
which received a much larger enthusiastic reception than I ever
anticipated, and drew me into this movement in a very serious
way. But it's a very longstanding interest of mine.

The CHAIRMAN. You don't have a plan, do you, Rudy? [Laughter.]
Mr. PENNER. No, I don't.
The CHAIRMAN. Fine. Well, the only point I wanted to make is

that I hope anybody who might be reading about our hearings or
listening or whatever, they will not conclude that we will probably
do anything this year. Maybe even next year, or the next year.
[Laughter.]

Because I think as Mr. Pechman indicated, and was agreed in a
discussion Senator Bradley and I had at the press club, we haven't
originated this great idea. It has been around for 30 years. And I
guess it is about 27. And maybe over the years you have known a
time when there has been this much interest in at least broadening
the base. Maybe that interest has surfaced before we arrived on the
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scene. But it has surfaced again. I think there is a great deal of
interest in base broadening and lowering rates. And I think that's
the real impetus that may push us along the right path.

But it's not easy. We found that out this year. But in any event,
we are going to continue. And we will be asking you again, as Sen-
ator Long indicated, as we proceed if you have any additional
ideas. We would hope to have some field hearings some time next
year, as well as additional committee hearings. I'm not certain
what the House intends to do. But we know there are a lot of prob-
lems when you start eliminating unnecessary deductions and ex-
emptions and credits. And I need somebody to give me a nice pat
list of which ones are unnecessary. And Senator Bradley has
picked out some that certainly have strong appeal.

When I read Mr. Hall's statement, the mortgage interest deduc-
tion is not necessary-medical or charitable. You suggest offsetting
benefits in support of that. And I don't know if Mr. Penner touched
on specifics. Did you get into specifics, Mr. Penner?

Mr. PENNER. Well, I guess the one deduction, and the only deduc-
tion, that I see a great merit in keeping is the charitable deduction.
Most efforts to subsidize this or that by the tax system could be
handled on the spending side of the budget. But, frankly, I don't
see any satisfactory way of handling that particular one.

The CHAIRMAN. Did you list, Mr. Pechman, the necessary or un-
necessary? I haven't had a chance to go through these charts.

Mr. PECHMAN. Yes. Plan one in my statement is the most com-
prehensive plan. I limit the deductions there to what I regard as
the most essential and necessary. If you were a purist like I am,
and had a moderately progressive income tax on a broad base, I
think the only deductions you would allow would be deductions for
unusual medical expenses and casualty losses because people with
those kinds of expenses and losses really have less ability to pay
out of a given income than other people with the same income.

I would also allow deductions for work related expenses. For ex-
ample, expenses that are associated with earning income.

The CHAIRMAN. Work related.
Mr. PECHMAN. But the basic personal deductions I would allow

would be deductions for medical expenses and casualty losses in
excess of 10 percent of income. I would allow an interest deduction
only up to the amount of property income that a person reports on
his or her tax return on the ground that it shouldn't matter wheth-
er you borrow money or invest out of your own funds. You ought to
net out your property accounts.

However, if your interest payments exceed your property income,
that amount of interest has not been counterbalanced by income,
and I would not allow that deduction, but would permit people to
carry it forward into future years against property income.

So I have a pretty broad base. My message is that you don't have
to be a purist. Senator Bradley and Congressman Gephardt have
shown that you can make your own judgments about which deduc-
tions are essential, and still come out with a top bracket rate of 28
percent. I think the American people would find that very attrac-
tive-a tax rate schedule that doesn't exceed 28 percent. That's the
case under my plan, and under Senator Bradley's plan. That would
be very attractive to a lot of people. It would capture most of the
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economic advantages that Bob Hall talked about without sacrific-
ing progressivity, which I think is terribly important in our society.

The CHAIRMAN. Thank you very much.
Senator LONG. Let me ask you this, Mr. Pechman. Under the

plan that you think is the best, the one that you would recommend
most, what would be your beginning tax rate?

Mr. PECHMAN. Nine percent on the first $5,000 of taxable
income, above the zero bracket amount.

Senator LONG. And then your top rate would be what?
Mr. PECHMAN. Twenty-eight percent.
Senator LONG. Twenty-eight percent. Now let me just share a

point with you. How would you feel about that if we simply
dropped the rate across the board? Instead of a 9-percent rate, for
example, start them out with a 5-percent rate, and instead of a 28-
percent rate, start them out with a 24-percent rate. And then pick
up the difference with something that would clearly be a consump-
tion tax. I don't care whether you wanted to call it added tax. You
could have it a tax on all energy. There are all kinds of ways you
could get the money. But how would you feel about it if we simply
dropped the rate? Just said, all right, let's just drop 4 points off on
the top and 4 points off on the bottom and 4 in between.

Mr. PECHMAN. I think I would not like it as- much as the plan
that I proposed-plan one. I think it's less progressive than plan
one because your consumption tax would tax people with incomes
below the poverty line on their consumption. Under this plan,
there is no tax on such people.

I would argue that a plan that goes up to 28 percent is quite rea-
sonable. I mean the rates are not so large that we ought to use a
consumption tax to reduce the rates even further. I don't think it's
necessary.

Senator LONG. Well, I'm just thinking in these terms. It had a lot
of appeal to me. And I think that you find some appeal to the idea.
Starting every individual out with a tax credit of a given figure.
Suppose you said, all right now, we will start everybody out with a
tax credit of $1,000. And you just go ahead and compute whatever
your tax would be, and you reduce it by $1,000. So after you get
through your computation, you've got the credit of $1,000. In fact,
as far as I am concerned, it has a lot of appeal to it because if that
$1,000 exceeds what you would owe, we would just send you a
check because, obviously, at that point you need some help. A nega-
tive income tax to that extent. So you start out with a minus
$1,000. If you don't owe us the $1,000, we will pay you. But 6n the
other hand, above that, you pay us.

But our intent of getting the money in-it seems to me that if
you put your tax where it all comes together, just like generating
power by striking the water up where it flows through a canyon.
You've got a good point at which to tax. You can raise a lot of
money. You can raise whatever you need to raise. And then I think
that you can see the equity you are looking for by just simply start-
ing with a tax credit so that the low income people get the best of
it on that end.
. Mr. PECHMAN. Well, the tax credit, doubtlessly, takes the curse
off a good deal of the regressivity of a consumption tax. There's no
question about it. I would say that, given the amount of revenue
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we are raising, we don't need to go into the complications of rebat-
ing consumption taxes. You would have to set up special machin-
ery as Bob Hall pointed out to make those rebates. I'm not as con-
cerned as he seems to be about the administrative problems, but I
don't think we ought to saddle the Internal Revenue Service with
such a burden if it's not necessary.
-I agree with you that I can marry my plan with a negative

income tax. If you are interested in working with me on that, I
would be glad to devise a plan that will satisfy both your objective
and my objective in the welfare area.

Senator LONG. Thank you very much.
Senator BRADLEY. I'd just like to thank the panel. Their testimo-

ny is extremely important. And I found it personally very helpful.
Thank you.

Senator LONG. Thank you very much, gentlemen.
Now let me call the next panel of witnesses. Mr. Robert McIn-

tyre, director of Federal tax policy, Citizens for Tax Justice; Mr.
Fred Wertheimer, president, Common Cause.

[Pause.]
Senator LONG. We start out in the order in which you were

called. Mr. McIntrye will go first.

STATEMENT OF ROBERT McINTYRE, DIRECTOR OF FEDERAL TAX
POLICY, CITIZENS FOR TAX JUSTICE, WASHINGTON, D.C.

Mr. MCINTYRE. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. I appreciate the op-
portunity to appear before the committee today on behalf of Citi-
zens for Tax Justice. As you probably know, CTJ is a coalition of
public interest organizations, unions, and citizens groups around
the country. We represent tens of millions of American taxpayers.

This spring when Senator Flat and Representative Rate, as Sena-
tor Dole calls them, got together, the buzz word was simplicity.
But, as I think these hearings have made very clear, the operative
principle was trickle-down economics. These hearings have let the
cat out of the bag. And I think this will probably mean the political
death of talk about flat-rate taxes.

We now all understand that abandoning progressive tax rates in
favor of a single rate is almost necessarily going to mean very
much higher taxes on middle-income people, and very much lower
taxes on the very wealthy. In addition, Senator Bradley, with his
proposal, has made very clear that we can have-a dramatically sim-
plified, economically superior kind of tax code without making
things even worse for working people. Neither of these ideas is par-
ticularly new, but their public airing is extremely useful. And I
think these hearings, just as an expos of what the flat-tax people
are really after, already have served a tremendously useful pur-
pose.

The remaining question I think we have to ask is whether we
can get anything more out of this week besides this kind of expos.
A number of witnesses have said it would be a wonderful thing to
come out of these hearings with a consensus on the future direction
in which tax reform should be headed. Others have suggested that
might not be possible.
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But when we look at congressional action over the last many
years in taxes, I think at least trying to get some idea of where we -
are going would probably be worth the attempt, because I think, on
balance, most people would agree that the Tax Code has been get-
ting more complex, more baffling, more economically destructive,
and probably less fair over the last decade. Yet, obviously, Congress
didn t intend, when it started out, that those kinds of things would
happen. And I think some of the blame has to be put on the way
the process works-on just an ad hoc basis. Where, if we see a
problem we immediately search for a tax-based solution: Unem-
ployment is too high? Let's have a job credit. We think we need
more business investment? Let's have faster depreciation or an in-
vestment credit. We think we need more personal savings? How
about an all-savers certificate? And then the public gets angry
about tax unfairness, so we impose a minimum tax. And the proc-
ess goes on and on, the Tax Code becomes more and more complex,
and there are more and more problems for ordinary people.

The results of all this, I think, fairly clearly have not been very
good for the middle class. If you look at what happened to Govern-
ment revenues from 1969 to 1980, they didn't go up as a share of
the GNP. But taxes on individuals went up, even as wages and sal-
aries are going down as a share of the GNP. Now where was the
shift? Well, part of it was the dramatic lowering in the corporate
tax burden, as we all know. Part of it was also that we, by adding
so many new loopholes to do this and that, ended up lowering the
share of the tax burden paid by the wealthy. The official name for
these new loopholes is "tax expenditures." We have seen them
growing very rapidly. And, of course, in 1981 we saw them essen-
tially going out of control. The figures that the Joint Tax Commit-
tee and the Treasury have put out suggest that under the 1981 bill
by 1987, we would have had $1.88 in tax corporate tax subsidies for
every dollar we collected in corporate taxes. In a sense, we would
have passed the break-even point.

Now, of course, the idea of all these things was to help the econo-
my. I think that's what everybody had in mind, and certainly it is
a goal that we all share. But as one commentator has put it, it may
be that we are suffering from a disease caused by the attempted
cure. Because I think if we look at the record, in spite of all the tax
breaks we've added for investment, for example, we haven't in-
creased the share of the GNP going into investment. In spite of all
the tax breaks added for personal savings, we haven't increased
personal savings. But we have caused, besides higher tax rates, be-
sides complexity, besides more unfairness, more economic distor-
tions. And I think people are starting to realize that the time has
come to try to move back to a system that is based on marketplace
economics.

And I think most of us would agree with that. I think there are
very few Members of Congress who would say "I hate the market."
Just as there are very few Members of Congress who would say
they have a very great fondness for unfairness or that they favor
complexity.

So those three principles everyone has talked about this week
are ones that I think have to form the basis for where we start. We
want a Tax Code that's fair, simple, and economically efficient. We
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have to define the terms, of course. With regard to efficiency, I
think we have to say we have to start relying more on the good old
free market, and less on us trying to figure out here in Washington
what makes sense out there in the country. We don't know what
the right investments are here, I don't think. I think if we started
relying more on the market we would have a system that would
make more sense. At the same time by doing it, we would lower
the tax rates, we would simplify the system, and we would make it
fairer. They all go together. I am hoping we get a consensus that's
the direction we should head in.

Thank you.
[The prepared statement of Robert S. McIntyre follows:]
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I appreciate the opportunity to appear before this

Committee to offer the views of Citizens for Tax Justice

on the direction in which we believe tax policy should

be headed in the future.

Citizens for Tax Justice is a coalition of public

interest organizations, labor unions, and citizens groups

around the country. Through our members, we represent

tens of millions of middle- and lower-income Americans,

who have vital stake in a fair, understandable, and

economically efficient tax system.

When Senator Flat and Representative Rate got together

this Spring to talk taxes, "simplicity" was the buzzword.

But, as has been made abundantly clear by previous witnesses

at these hearings, "trickle-down" was the operative principle.

The cat has now been let out of the bag, and with

it is likely to go most political interest in the flat-rate
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tax. It is now agreed that abandoning progressive tax rates in

favor of a single rate on all taxable income would almost necessarily

mean sharply higher taxes on middle-income Americans and sharply

lower taxes on the very wealthy. In addition, Senator Bradley's

"Fair Tax" proposal has made it clear that a dramatically simplified,

economically sensible tax code can be designed without making the

tax burden on working people even more onerous.

Neither of these ideas is new, but their public airing is

extremely useful. In fact, simply as an expose of the true agenda

of the flat-rate tax advocates, these hearings have already served

sufficient purpose. The question is whether we can accomplish

even more this week if we try.

Several witnesses have suggested how beneficial it would be

to emerge from these hearings with a sense of direction as to

where future tax policy ought to be headed. Senator Dole, on

the other hand, has expressed a good-natured skepticism about

the possibility of establishing a consensus on such an agenda.

"we have a loophole session at two this afternoon," the loophole-

closing champion of 1982 announced on Tuesday morning. And indeed

the Committee did spend the afternoon and evening preparing a

package of new tax breaks, special exceptions, and so forth to

be added to the tax laws.

Since we are opposed to the legislative actions taken by the

Committee on Tuesday, it is not clear that we would be happy with

the results even if the Committee does try to establish some

general ground rules for future tax policy changes. Perhaps we

should be joining with those participants at these hearings who

have been fearful enough of the future to suggest that the
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Committee simply declare a moratorium on tax legislation for the

next year or so. When we look at the lurching legislative record

in the tax area over the past decade, however, we are inclined

to believe that a consensus on basic principles could be helpful.

On balance, most people would agree that the tax code has

become more complex, more baffling, more economically destructive,

and less fair over the past decade. Yet Congress did not, of

course, set out to make such a mess of the tax laws. Some of

the blame, we believe, stems from the almost completely ad hoc

basis upon which tax policy has been made.

Unemployment is too high? Let's try a jobs tax credit. We'd

like more business investment? Let's install faster write-offs

and an investment tax credit. The personal savings rate seems

too low? How about an "All-Savers Certificate." The public is

grumbling about tax unfairness? Let's impose a minimum tax.

And on and on the process has gone.

This ad hoc approach to tax and economic policy has made the

tax code an easy prey for special interests, especially those

who can back up their arguments with campaign assistance. Ways

and Means Committee member Andrew Jacobs (D-Ind.) has described

the process this way:

"If you evade your taxes, you go to the penitentiary.
If you want to avoid taxes, you go to the U.S. Congress
-- and see what they can do for you."

The results of this approach have not been happy for middle-

income taxpayers. Although federal revenues as a share of the

GNP stayed constant from 1969 to 1980, the tax burden shifted

rather dramatically. The growth in real wages and salaries lagged

22 percent behind the growth in real GNP, but individual income
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TRENDS IN THE ECONOMY AND FEDERAL
GOVERNMENT RECEIPTS, 1969 TO 1980

% Increase In: Current $ Constant $

Gross National Product: +178% +36%

Government Receipts: +177% +36%
Without Social Security: +144% +20%

Individual Income Taxes: +181% +38%

Social Security Taxes: +296% +94%

Corporate Income Taxes: + 77% -13%

Corporate Profits:
Pre-Tax: +183% +39%
After-Tax: +246% +70%

Compensation of Employees: +179% +37%
Wages and Salaries: +161% +28%

Population: +12%
Over 65: +30%

NOTE: Constant dollar figures are derived using
the change in the GNP deflator 1969-80 (104%).
Figures for government receipts are for
fiscal years; all other figures are for
calendar years.

SOURCES: Most data are from the 1982 Economic
Report of the President (Feb. 1982).
Some 1969 data are from the Staff of
the Joint Committee on Taxation, Tax
Policy and Capital Formation (April 1976).

Citizens fo: Tax Justice
April 20, 1982
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taxes went up faster than GNP, and social security taes went

up 2h times as fast. On the other hand, corporate pre-tax profits

grew faster than the GNP, but corporate income taxes actually

fell in constant dollars. By 1980, the corporate income tax's

share of federal revenues was down 36 percent from 1969, while

individual income taxes and social security taxes had grown

to 78 percent of all federal revenues. The 1981 tax act capped

the process, and was expected to cut the corporate share of the

tax burden to only 7 percent by 1987, while raising the individual

income tax and social security tax share to over 85 percent. We

have also seen a large shift in the tax burden among individuals.

The effective individual tax rate on the highest income class

is now about 25 percent according to the Joint Coimaittee on

Taxation staff -- down from over 35 percent in 1978. The

effective rate on the average middle income family, counting

the full social security tax, is just about the same 25 percent.

The culprit in this tax shift onto working people, of course, has

mainly been the continuing expansion of loopholes -- or incentives,

tax expenditures, tax aids, or preferences, as some prefer to

call them. Under the 1981 act, the federal government was

scheduled to provide 76 cents in tax subsidies for every dollar

it collected in income taxes in fiscal year 1983 -- rising to

86 cents on the dollar by 1987. On the corporate side, the figures

are even more striking: $1.14 in tax breaks for every dollar

collected in FY1983, rising to $1.88 per dollar by 1987.

Of course, this redistribution of the tax burden was supposed

to pay off in an improved economy. Sad experience should have

taught us, however, that the added tax incentives have not only

failed to further their goals, they actually appear to have made

things worse. One commentator has suggested that "the economy

may well be suffering from what doctors call an iatrogenic illness:
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THE SHIFTING TAX BURDEN

Share of Federal Revenues From:

Individual Income Taxes
& Social Security Taxes

55.7%
60.9
67.8
72.1
77.8
85.2

Corporate
Income Tax

23.2%
21.8
19.5
15.7
12.4
7.1

Other

21.1%
17.3
12.7
12.2

9.8
7.7

SOURCES: Figures for 1948 though 1973 are from the
staff of the Joint Committee on Taxation,
Tax Policy and Capital Formation, April i977,
at 40. Figures for 1980 and 1987 are based
on data in the Budget of the U.S. Government,
Fiscal 1983, at 3.32.

Projection for 1987 assumes continuation of
1981 corporate tax law.

1948
1965
1969
1973
1980
1987p
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THE DISINTEGRATING TAX BASE:
FEDERAL INCOME TAX COLLECTIONS COMPARED

TO FEDERAL TAX EXPENDITURES
FY1977-FYi987

Percent of Taxes Forgone
Through Tax Expenditures

Corporate Individual Total

34%
36%
381
40%
44%
54%
58%
54%
57%
62%
65%

35%
36%
35%
38%
39%
40%
41%
41%
41%
42%
42%

35%
36%
36%
391
40%
42%
43%
44%
44%
461
46%

Ratio of Tax Expenditures
To Taxes Collected

Corporate Individual Total

.50

.55

.60
.67
.80

1.18
1.14
1.19
1.31
1.60
1.88

.53

.56

.55

.62

.63

.66

.69

.70

.69

.71

.71

.53

.56

.56

.63

.66

.73

.76

.78

.80

.84

.86

SOURCES: Data on actual and projected tax collections are
from the 1982 Economic Report of the President
(Feb. 1982) and the Budget of the U.S. Government,
Fiscal Year 1983 (Jan. 1982). Data on actual and
projected tax expenditures are from Budget of the
U.S. Government, Special Analyses, Fiscal Year 1979
and Fiscal Year 1980, and Joint Committee on Tiaati-on.
Estimates of Federal Tax Expenditures for Fiscal Years
1'982-1987 (March 8, 1982) and Estimates of Federal
Tax Expenditures for Fiscal Years 1981-1986 (March

, 1981). All projections assume continuation of
1981 tax policies.

Citizens for Tax Justice
April 29, 1982

Fiscal
Year

1977
1978
1979
1980
1981
1982
1983
1984
1985
1986
1987
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a disease caused by an attempted cure."1/ There is much evidence

to support such a diagnosis. For example:

-- During the 1970s, some $36 billion in annual investment

tax breaks were added to the tax laws. Did investment

go up? No. The share of the GNP going toward investment

was exactly the same in 1981 as it was in 1969 -- 16.3

percent. Or looking at longer periods, investment as a

share of the GNP averaged 16 percent from 1948 through

1965, 16 percent from 1966 through 1973, and 16 percent

from 1974 through 1981.

-- Congress has also added or expanded tax preferences for

personal savings over the years. The result: personal

savings as a share of disposable personal income has shown

no trend, averaging 6.4 percent from 1948 through 1965,

7.5 percent from 1966 through 1973, and 6.8 percent from

1974 through 1981.

-- The downside effect of these tax preferences, besides added

complexity, higher tax rates, and increased unfairness,

was economic distortion. By tilting the economic playing

field away from the most productive investments and toward

the most tax sheltered ones, bad investments were made

good, and good ones, bad. One study has estimated that

tax distortions lowered the marginal productivity of new

corporate capital investment in 1979 to almost 50 percent

below its optimal level.2/ Pnd this study looked only at the

effects of two of the major tax preferences.

1/ Kinsley, "Reagan's Industrial Tonic," Harper's, June 1982.

2/ Jorgenson and Sullivan, "Inflation and Capital Recovery-in
the United States," Harvard Institute of Economic Research.
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The 1981 tax act carried the approach of throwing tax subsidies

at economic problems to perhaps its ultimate extreme. New credits

and deductions for various and sundry activities were provided.

Sharply negative tax rates were installed for investments in

equipment -- ranging as low as minus 194 percent by 1987 according

to figures from the Council of Economic Advisers.

The 1982 Tax Equity and Fiscal Responsibility Act was born

of the need to stem the revenue shortfall created in 1981, but

its designers also recognized that the '81 tax act had made the

tax code's economic distortions even worse. And there can be

little doubt that the '82 bill will improve economic efficiency

and fairness. But we still have far to go before we will have

a tax system we can comfortably live with. The question is:

How can we sustain the process begun in 1982?

We believe that, without a guiding set of principles, continued

progress will be difficult. Without some intellectual basis to

resist special interest pleading and without some consensus

around the need to rationalize our tax laws, we could easily return

to the same kind of tax policy chaos that we have witnessed for

at least the last decade.

A colloquy between Senator Long and Senator Hart at these

hearings on Tuesday helps illustrate this point. Senator Hart

had suggested that the Committee investigate a "progressive

expenditure tax" -- in essence a graduated-rate version of the

Hoover Institute flat-rate consumption tax plan put forward by

Senator DeConcini. The tax base under this approach would be

income minus savings and investment (and plus dissaving). Senator
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Long delicately baited and sprung a trap for the senior Senator

from Colorado:3/

SENATOR LONG: So, Senator Hart, as I understand your program,

we would allow people a tax deduction for the

money they saved or invested?

SENATOR HART: Yes.

SENATOR LONG: Now, would you allow this deduction for all

kinds of savings and investments? Would you

give people these big write-offs for unproductive

things like real estate speculation that just

bid up the price of land, or Krugerands, or

other things that don't add to our productive

capacity?

SENATOR HART: Well, Senator Long, I think that's a legitimate

point, and, of course, one of the areas we'd

have to analyze is which kinds of investment

would qualify for the savings/investment deduction

under the approach I'm suggesting, and we'd

probably want to limit it to what we conclude

is productive investment.

SENATOR LONG: But, Senator, that's the current system.

Senator Long is, of course, exactly on the mark. The current

tax laws reflect a series of congressional decisions as to which

economic activities ought to be favored. This complex web of

tax subsidies forms no coherent economic pattern, and to a stranger

3/ The quotations here are not word-for word, but reflect
my recollection of the colloquy.
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unfamiliar with the legislative process would seem to reflect

only a deep distrust of the marketplace as an efficient allocator

of resources. Yet there is little doubt that most members of

Congress would disavow such an anti-market economic philosophy,

just as they would quickly deny a commitment to complexity or

a fondness for unfairness.

Almost every witness before the Committee this week has

described fairness, simplicity, and efficiency as the basic

principles upon which the Committee's future tax policy efforts

ought to be based, We agree, but the fact that these concepts

are so often cited yet so frequently ignored in the legislative

decisionmaking process suggests two things: The first, which

we think is obvious, is that public financing of congressional

campaigns would have a salutory effect on tax legislation. The

second is that, if fairness, simplicity, and efficiency are to

form the basis for a consensus on the future direction of tax

policy, then clearly more flesh needs to be put on them. Let

me therefore offer the Committee our views

on what these tax policy principles should mean:

Fairness. Everyone seems to agree that one element of

fairness must be the approximately equal treatment of equally

situated taxpayers. We would sharpen this definition to mean

taxpayers with equal abilities to pay -- that is, in general,

equal incomes. Here, we differ sharply from the consumption tax

advocates, who would establish instead a "standard-of-living"

test, by exempting savings from the tax base. This, we believe,

is a false route to reform, not only because we find income to te
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a more appropriate measure of taxpaying capacity, but because

the consumption tax approach flies in the face of the popular

understanding of fairness. The income tax, you will remember,

was originally established as a levy on the "surplus wealth"

of the rich. To exempt that wealth is neither fair nor politically

acceptable.

The second prong cf the fairness test involves progressivity.

As representatives of middle and lower income income working people,

we believe that their share of the tax burden is already too large.

Rather than destroying progressivity, as the flat-raters argue,

we believe it should be improved.

Simplicity. This concept is much easier to find definitional

consensus on. In a nutshell, it means that most taxpayers should

have an easy time filling out their tax returns. Every government

program administered through the tax system tends to be destructive

of simplicity, and such tax subsidies should be avoided whenever

possible.

Efficiency. We accept the view of most American economists

that economic efficiency is maximized when marketplace forces

dominate economic decisionmaking. Of course, this rule has no

application where market forces are not at work. Pollution control

is obviously a proper subject of regulation, as are health,

worker safety, and many other areas. Moreover, the government

can play an extremely useful role in macro-economic stabilization

policy. But the tax code should avoid affecting economic choices

in the private sector. Elimination of tax preferences coupled

with lower rates would have this effect.
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The combination of these principles leads us to only one

conclusion: The ideal tax system is a progressive income tax

with few deductions and credits and lower rates.

Of course, comprehensive tax reform will not -- and cannot --

be achieved overnight. But the closer the system comes to

acceptability, the easier it will become to move closer still. Just

as high statutory tax rates put a premium on obtaining special

tax breaks, so lower rates make the loss of a special write-off

less traumatic.

In conclusion, the following should, we believe, always be

kept in mind in making future tax policy decisions: Tax changes

which reduce economic distortions will certainly be helpful to

the economy, but they will not solve all our economic problems,

any more than tax policy mistakes have caused all those problems.

Tax simplification is an important cause, and the people have

a right to a tax code they can generally understand and deal with.

But the overriding, most important factor in all tax policy-decisions

is who wins and who loses on the pocketbook question of who bears

the tax burden.

11-385 0 - 83 - 9
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The anti-loophole coalition is fighting back.

FLAT-RATE TALK

By ROBERT S. McfRE

C RITICS W'HO have called President Reagan ideo-logically inflexible on economic matters got their
comeuppance the other day when David Stockman,
director of the Office of Management and Budget,
announced that he "would not be surprised" to see
repeal of most tax loopholes-apparently including
the gaping. new ones included in last year's tax act-
proposed as pert of Reagan's next budget. Of course,
there's a catch: the Administration would preserve its
commitment to "trickle-down" principles by request-
ing elimination of progressive tax rates as well. Stock-
man's remarks suggest that the Administration may be
caught up in what a front-page story in Tie Wag Street
Journal called an "intellectual groundaweU ... for the
notion of a greatly simplified tax system with a single
rate and few deductions-if any."

The Wlshmgton Post calls a Sat-rate, no-deductions
income tax the "obvious" answer to the internal reve-
nue mess. Democrats- Like Senator Dennis DeConcini
of Arizona and Representative Leon Panetta of Califor-
nia have introduced specific fat-rate legislation. Sci
have Republicans like Senators Mark Hatfield of Ore-
gon and Jesse Helms of North Carolina. And Presiden-
tial adviser Edwin Meese says anything but a fat tax is
"immoraL" Does all this mean that a Sat-rate income
tax with few deductions and credits is the wave of the
future? Probably not, but the growing fascination with
it deserves some serious attention.

Flat-raters are divided into two camps, and each
camp makes two basic points. On the first point, they
agree, along with almost everyone else: the current
system of high tax rates, imposed on a taxable income
base that has been heavily eroded by special tax breaks,
has given us outrageous complexity, gross inequities,
and terrible economic distortions. And it's getting
worse. By 1987 the federal government will forgo 86
cents in "tax expenditures" for every dollar it collects
in income taxes-up from 53 cents per dollar in 1977.
The corporate tax data are even more extreme, with
$1.88 in loopholes for every dollar that will be col-
lected in 1987, up from 50 cents on the dollar in 1977.

Robert S. McIntyre is director of federal tax policy for
Citizens for Tax Justice, a coalition of public interest,
labor, and citizens groups which represents middle-
and lower-income taxpayers.

The second point made by traditional Sat-rate advo-
cates, like the National Taxpayers Union, former Re--
publican Treasury Secretary William Simon, and oth-
ers on the political right, is that taxes on the well-off
are too high and taxes on moderate-income people arm
too low-s problem, they say, a flat-rate would solve.
The traditional Sat-raters forthrightly admit that what
they are promoting is more "trickle-down" tax poll-
ies. "I don't care what you call it," said Jim Davidson

of the National Taxpayers Union in a recent interview.
"Trickle-down economics makes reasonable sense."

A rather different second argument is made by some.
of the newcomers to flat-ratism, such as The Washington
Post. They claim that the current loophole-ridden sys-
tem is no longer progressive, and that a Sat-rate tax
,would in fact be at least as tough on the rich, if not-
more so, than the existing code--and would do away
with all the flotsam and jetsum.

Both sides have a point. Until the 1981 tax act, it
would have been hard to argue that a flat-rate could
possibly be as progressive as the existing tax code. In
spite of the loopholes, the pre-1981 law did retain a
modest progressivity. Corporations and the top 5 per-
cent of individual taxpayers paid average effective
rates of 25 to 30 percent, compared to 15 to 20 percent
for the middle class and about 10 percent for taxpayers
at the bottom. Thanks to Last year's bill, however, there
would now be Little difference in progressivity be-
tween the current Individual tax structure and a flat
rate of 20 to 25 percent-assuming that there would be
generous personal exemptions and standard deduc-
tions and that Social Security taxes would be part of the
package. From the perspective of corporations, a flat 25
percent rate on real income would be a great improve-
ment in progressivity.

On the other hand, in practice if not in theory, a flat
rate would almost certainly mean far less progressivity
than even the current approach. First, most of the
traditional fiat-raters would keep the separate Social
Security payroll tax-which would ensure that people
earning under $30,000 would pay taxes at a higher rate
than their richer neighbors. Second, the old-line flat-
raters understand that the pressures for tax loopholes
would not vanish with a change in the tax rates.

Does any serious person believe, for example, that
business taxpayers would cheerfully agree to the loss
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of their investment "incentives'? Or that charities will
be content to lose the benefits of tax-deductible con-
tributions? On the contrary, they would probably ask
for more, a dmW deduction, say, or a large tax credit
for charitable gifts-proposaLs seriously put forward
by a national commission on philanthropy just a few
years ago. What about Social Security recipients? Will
they be willing to pay taxes-even a mere 20 percent
or so--on half their stipends? Will homeowners grate-
fully give up their mortgage interest deductions if a
single tax rate prevails? Are the oil companies and the
banks standing ready with-their checkbooks? This is
not to say that elimination of many or moot or all
loopholes would not be a good thing. But, and this is
basic point number one, a flat-rate does not necessarily
reduce the pressures for tax breaks. The fight against
loopholes is separate from the fight over rates.

Which leads us directly to basic point number two:
just as one can imagine a fSat-rate tax with no deduc-
tions and credits, so one can imagine a progressive tax
system with none. The latter has long been the goal of
traditional liberal tax reformers, whose ideal is a sim-
ple tax code with much lower but still progressive tax
rates, ranging from, say, 10 percent to 35 percent.

TSATHY SHOULD an executive earning $500,000 a
VTyear contribute a higher shae of his income

toward supporting the government than a working
mother earning $10,000? We can start with the basic
themes usually summarized in the "ability-to-pay"
principle- Assuming we want to spend a certain
amount of money on collective projects such as de-
fense, roads, and aid to the elderly, it's fairer to ask the
well-off to contribute more than to burden those with
lower incomes. And the redistributive effect adds
more to total social welfare. Most economists would
agree that a dollar's "marginal utility" is higher in the
hands of a poor person than in the hands of a rich
person. The extra food that the lower-income worker
can buy for his or her children is worth more than the
rich person's extra drink at the country club.

Another rationale for progressive rates is basically a
benefits argument. Capitalism is a great way to gener-
ate innovation, efficiency, and growth, but it is

-premised on the idea that there should be winners and
losers. Given such a system, it's important to smooth
out some of the rough edges-and we can do part of
that with a tax approach that tells the winners they
have to pay more to support the system under which
they have done so well.

Finally, real free-market liberals, in the tradition of
Supreme Court Justice Louis Brandeis, would argue
that progressive rates can help mitigate the concentra-
tion of wealth and pow-rr which, unless kept in check,
undercuts the basic rtionale for the capitalist system.

In terms of the tax base-that is, what income is
taxed-liberal reformers make the same kinds of
points now being made by the flat-raters. A "compre-

hensive income tax," with few of the government
subsidies now included in the tax code, would be
simpler, fairer in treating equally situated taxpayers
alike, and much sounder economicauly. liberal reform-
ers argue persuasively that most tax loopholes, when
seen as the government subsidies they are, are foolish,
_mistargeted, or even perverse, and that almost all the
tax preferences either would function better as direct-
spending programs or would never be enacted at all if
they could no longer be hidden LK the tax system.

SOMEHOW, IN SPITE of these cogent arguments,
loopholes remain-and they're rapidly expand-

ing. Corporate tax breaks are the fasteet-growing item
in the Reagan budget, outdistancing even defense, and
will double between 1981 and 1985. In constant dol-
lars, the only broad functions showing increases be-
tween 1981 and 1985 under the Administration's 1983
budget are corporate tax subsidies (up 57 percent),
defense (up 45 percent), interest (up 15 percent),
health (up 13 percent), individual tax subsidies (up 11
percent), and income security (up 3 percent). (The
increases in health and income security, by the way,
are misleading. The former is due to growth in the age-
group eligible for Medicare and to projected inflation
in the health sector. The latter is also due to an increas-
ing number of elderly, and masks substantial real cuts
in other programs that help poor people.)

The 1981 additions to the tax expenditure list in-
clude some of the most foolish ever adopted. The new
corporate depreciation breaks will be death to pro.-
ductivity growth unless amended. They lead to effec-
tive tax rates on profits from new investments ranging
from a 37 percent tax on income from industrial build-
ings to a subsidy-or "negative tax rate"-of 194 per-
cent on profits from short-Lived machinery. The result
may be consistent with the President's vision of Amer-
ica as one giant tax shelter, but it will also mean a
dramatic shift in investment toward tax-favored areas,
even when investment in longer-lived assets makes far
more economic sense.

Besides the depreciation changes-which will virtu-
ally wipe out the corporate tax-the 1981 - t was
festooned with Christmas tree baubles ranging from
breaks for oil companies and utilities, to the misnamed
"All Savers Certificates," to preferential treatment for
trucking companies, multinational firms, and people
who adopt children. As Stockman has ruefully admit-
ted, the process "just got out of control."

Last year's tax bill was so outrageous, however, that
the pendulum appears to be swinging back the other
way. The Hams poll shows that 78 percent of the
voters want last year's decision to abolish the corporate
tax reversed. Fifty-eight percent now want the Presi-
dent to try something other than his current Robin
Hood-in-reverse economic policies. At the same time,
many in Congress who had talked themselves into
believing the economic promises of the special inter-

IULY 19 & 26. 1992 21
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ests are now furious at the lobbyists, as the economy
falls to respond to the snake oil. Some Democrats are
particularly angry that even though they went out of
their way to prostitute themselves on Last year's tax
bill, theiropponents are still garnering the lion's share
of the business PAc money.

PART OF THE renewed interest in a no-deductions
Bat-rate tax comes from the anger over last year's

excesses. As another does of "trickle down," the flat
rate is exactly the wrong prescription. But the general
attack on tax breaks is a healthy development. Liberals
and conservatives alike need to consider what a simpli-
fled, less- loophole-ridden tax code would mean to
them.

In the 1950@ before loophole mania took hold. Dem-
ocrats and Republicans in Congress were generally
united in their opposition to tax breaks, other than
long-standing ones with entrenched constituencies,
like the oil depletion allowance, and very narrow
special-interest measures which had little impact on
the overall system. For the- Republicans, the main
reason was ideologicaL they believed in the free mar-
ket and were opposed to government-created eco-
nomic distortions. For the Democrats, the major ratio-
nale was political: tax breaks generally benefited
Republican constituencies, not the poor and working
people who voted Democratic.

The anti-loophole coalition began to break up dur-
ing the Kennedy Administration. Despite Republican
opposition on economic grounds and labor antago-
nism for distributional reasons, the best and the
brightest successfully promoted the single biggest (un-
til last year) loophole in the tax code-the investment
tax credit, a tax subsidy which was supposed to encour-
age business purchases of equipment. After briefly
reuniting during the int year of the Nixon Adminis-
tration to enact numerous reforms (including repeal of
the investment credit), the anti-loophole coalition
completely fell apart in the 1970s.

Beginning with the 1971 Revenue Act, both parties
reversed their philosophies toward the tax system.
Republicans began playing constituency politics-
which meant more loopholes for corporations and the
wealthy-and Democrats began indulging their urge
to get the government tinkering with the economy.
There were plenty of opportunities for both, as infla-
tion-driven "bracket creep" necessitated frequent
amendments to the tax laws. As a result, scores of new
tax breaks, including reinstitution of the investment
tax credit, were enacted in the 1970s, interrupted only
briefly by a few reforms in 1975 and 1976. By the end
of the decade, effective corporate tax rates had been
slashed by at least one-third, capital gains preferences
had been increased enormously, and "incentives" for
everything from energy conservation to exports had
been added to the tax code.

Small wonder that middle-income taxpayers were
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getting frustrated with the tax system. Although gov-
ernment revenues as a share of the gross national
product increased not at all from 1969 to 1980, the tax
burden on middle-class wage earners went up substan-
tially, due to the sharp decline in taxes on the well-off,
particularly corporations, in combination with "brack-
et creep" and much higher Social Security taxes. The
corporate share of the federal tax burden fell by one-
third from 1969 to 1980. In constant dollars, corporate
tax payments were 13 percent less in 1980 than in
969-while constant-dollar after-tax profits were up'

70 percent. The 1981 tax act capped the process, as
Democrats and Republicans stumbled over each other
to provide new tax breaks for every interest group and.
pet economic projet that beckoned.

Yet few members of Congress are happy with their
handiwork. Liberal Democrats are discovering that
they can't fund social programs without revenues, and
that middle-class support for the government he&
plummeted as the tax burden has shifted increasingly
onto wage earners. Conservative Republicans look at
thewreckage of the free market which tax preference.
have given us-and many are aghast.

S OME S'TIRR"NGS on both sides of the Congres-
sional aisle are already evident. As a counter to the-

large crop of fat-rate plans which have sprung up,
Democratic Senator Bill Bradley of New jersey and
Representative Dick Gephardt of Misaouri have intro-
duced a comprehensive reform package with gradu-
ated rates and few loopholes, to which they have
attached the oxymoronic label, "progressive fiat-rate
tax." Republican Senators Robert Dole of Kansas. and
Pete Domenici of New Mexico, chairmen of the Fi-
nance and Budget Committees respectively, have tried
to make loophole-closing the centerpiece of their bud-
get strategies, both because they think it's right and
because they have nowherielse to go after last year.

If Democrats will start representing middle-income
wage earners as taxpayers again, the old 1950s coali-
tion may be ready to regroup. If liberals will forswear
economic tinkering through the tax code-no "Tax-
based Incomes Policies" (TIPs), no energy tax credits,
no "targeted" investment tax incentives-and if con-
servatives will forgo hidden subsidies for corporate
and high-income constituents, there may be a way out
of our income tax mess.

The idea of throwing out the whole tax code and
starting over with a simple system may be impractical.
And for many politicans it may even turn out to be an
excuse to do nothing. "I'll believe these guys are
serious about eliminating all loopholes when I see
them vote to close one," says a long-time Hill tax
expert. But if the flat-raters succeed in promoting a
public debate about the benefits of a loophole-less tax
code, they will-in spite of their "trickle-down"
bias- have performed a useful service for the economy
and for tax fairness.
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STATEMENT OF FRED WERTHEIMER, PRESIDENT, COMMON
CAUSE, WASHINGTON, D.C.

Mr. WERTHEIMER. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. I would like to
start off by thanking you for the leadership you just provided on
the 1982 tax bill that passed. We feel that legislation was impor-
tant. And the passage of it was a remarkable accomplishment,
given the opposition that existed. I want to thank you for that.

We would also like to congratulate Senator Bradley for his fair
tax proposal, which I know Senator Baucus is a cosponsor of.

We have talked a little bit here, I guess, about the newness of
ideas. I guess I remember, although I wasn't there, in 1907 when
President Theodore Roosevelt first proposed the idea of public fi-
nancing of elections so that when Senator Long in the mid-1960's
came up with a dollar checkoff, it wasn't a new idea per se.

Senator LONG. I didn't say it was.
Mr. WERTHEIMER. But it represented a historic political break-

through at least from our perspective, and I guess from anyone's
perspective, no matter what you feel about it. And I think that's
what we see in the work that Senator Bradley and Representative
Gephardt have done. It is a political breakthrough. And it does set
the stage for maybe making some dramatic change in the tax
system in this country.

These hearings are taking place because-in large part-because
there is massive citizen dissatisfaction with the way the system
works. The same words keep coming up. But if you came down to it
from a citizen's standpoint, I think it would come down to the
issues of complexity and fairness. A major cause of both of those
problems was just alluded to. It's the issue of tax expenditures and
their growth; particularly, in receipt years. But that becomes a
problem not just for the tax system and its fairness, it goes to the
whole question of this institution's ability to deal with the budget.
It's a leak in the whole budget process in the sense that it's an
easier way, that it is the back door to the budget process. It's an
easier way to grant Federal aid. And it is a major contributor to
the problems that the country has had in terms of lacking budg-
etary discipline. That's why we have supported sunset in the past
for tax expenditures. We've supported, and still support, a better
integration into the process. And why the proposals that are here
address not just the issue of the fairness of the tax system or the
appropriateness of the tax system, but whether we will ever get a
handle on the budget, the national budget of this country.

All these tax proposals, obviously, are fundamental approaches
to the tax system. We believe that the key issue that this commit-
tee must consider in any of these matters is the fairness question.
It is the fairness question that has created a national interest and
focus on this issue. And if this committee and the Congress were to
do anything that wound up without really dealing with that prob-
lem, we would not be moving. We would not be moving forward, we
wouldn't be moving at all.

For this reason, we find all the straight flat-rate tax proposals as
fundamentally flawed. And it's our view, and I think it's the point
that Senator Long was making earlier, that as the American public
finds out that Lhe bottom line of the flat tax approach is to shift
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financial burdens from the higher income to the middle class, I
think you will find that most Americans will find that approach
fundamentally flawed.

On the other hand, the Bradley-Gephardt proposal, I think,
shows that we can broaden the base, reduce rates, and still build
progressivity into the system, which we believe is essential.

So in summary I would simply say that to the extent this com-
mittee is bringing to the public's attention the fundamental flaw of
the flat tax, which it is, that's a very healthy sign. And I hope this
committee goes ahead and struggles with the very difficult battle
that any tax fight is in the context of the Bradley-Gephardt propos-
al. It could make an enormous change in this country for the good.
And there's a national constituency waiting for that kind of action.

Thank you.
[The prepared statement of Fred Wertheimer follows:]
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TESTIMONY OF FRED WERTHEIMER, PRESIDENT OF COMMON CAUSE,
BEFORE THE COMMITTEE ON FINANCE OF THE UNITED STATES SENATE

Mr. Chairman and members of the Committee:

I appreciate the opportunity to appear before you today on

behalf of Common Cause to speak about the need for reform of the

federal income tax and, in particular, to stress the need for

focusing on the issue of fairness as you consider proposed

reforms of the tax system.

At the outset I would like to congratulate Chairman Dole for

the exceptional leadership he provided the nation on the Tax

Equity and Fiscal Responsibility Act enacted last month. The

passage of this important legislation was a remarkable

accomplishment achieved over powerful opposition. With it the

Congress--spurred by the initiative of this Committee--took a

positive step towards reducing the unfairness of the present tax

system. We hope this represents a sign of future things to come.

I also want to congratulate Senator Bradley for the

legislative proposal he has developed along with Representative

Gephardt and that is now pending before the Committee. I believe

that the Senator's proposal represents a historic breakthrough.

It provides the nation with the framework for fundamentally

restructuring ouir tax system to create a fairer, simpler, and

more efficient basis for distributing the financial burdens that

our society must impose on its citizens.

While my testimony today focuses on the individual income

tax, I do not mean to minimize the importance of corporate
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taxation or to ignore the need for meshing the corporate and

individual tax systems. Corporate taxation has important

consequences both for economic efficiency and for the equity with

which tax liabilities are distributed. It is worth noting that

some of the most glaring tax loopholes relate to the tax

treatment of business income and expenses. We are pleased that

Senator Bradley and Representative Gephardt are currently

developing a corporate tax proposal as a companion to their

income tax system for individuals.

Need for Tax Reform

A.recent Business Week/Harris poll underscores the public's

disenchantment with our present -income tax system.*/ By

majorities of roughly two to one, the respondents indicated that

they favored replacing the present tax system either with a

flat-rate tax that eliminated nearly all deductions or with a

simplified progressive tax that retained some of the most widely

used deductions and exclusions. While the poll's other findings

suggest that the public may not fully understand these

alternative tax systems, the deep unhappiness with the present

system is unmistakable.

Raising revenue is the principal purpose of any tax system.

Beyond that, however, the public has a right to expect that

needed revenue will be raised in ways that are fair, that ensure

compliance by all taxpayers, and that do not interfere with the

*/ The poll was conducted in mid-August. A summary of the
results appeared in the September 6, 1982 issue of Business Week.
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efficient functioning of the economy. These latter criteria

provide a useful basis for categorizing the problems of the

present tax system, as follows:

1. Problems of fairness. Most people believe that some

taxpayers are not paying their fair share. In the

Business Week/Harris poll, for example, 86 percent of

the respondents agreed with the statement that

most higher income people get out of paying much

of their taxes by hiring clever tax accountants and

lawyers. . .. "*/

2. Problems of compliance. Estimates of the "underground

economy" of unreported income range from $100 billion up to

several. hundred billion, with lost tax revenues coming

to roughly one-fifth to one-third of that amount.

Although hard data are scarce, many tax experts seem to

feel that tax evasion has increased in recent years,

threatening the voluntary compliance on which our tax

system is largely based. The increase in evasion

appears related in part to the public's

*/ This finding is hardly surprising. In recent months, the
AmeriCan public has learned, among other things, that Attorney
General William French Smith had invested in tax shelters that
promised four dollars in tax write-offs for each dollar invested;
that former U.S. attorney Roxanne Conlin, a candidate 7or
governor of Iowa, and her husband, whose joint net worth is
estimated at over $2 million, paid no Iowa state income taxes and
less than $3,000 in federal income taxes in 1981 because of tax
losses on their real estate holdings; and that Mayor Pete Wilson
of San Diego, a candidate for the U.S. Senate, paid no federal
income taxes in 1980 on a salary of $75,000 because of losses on
a business investment.
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perception that the tax system is unfair, with more

people thinking that if everyone else is cheating, they

should do the same.

3. Problems of economic efficiency. Certain economists

and businessmen maintain that the present tax system,

especially its high marginal rates, has- hindered

economic growth and productivity. Among other things,

they claim the present system discourages saving and

channels too much investment-into non-productive uses.

These problems have many sources, but each stems in part

from the complexity of the present tax system. That complexity

permits unfair tax avoidance, undermines individuals' compliance

with the tax laws, and distorts economic decisionmaking. The

movement for tax simplification has thus been able to attract

support from all parts of the political spectrum.

Comprehensive reform proposals

Various proposals for comprehensive tax reform and

simplification have been advanced in recent months. While

dissimilar in -some respects, most have one feature in common:

broadening, the tax base. That is, they are designed to enlarge

the base of taxable income by eliminating many of the deductions,

exclusions, exemptions and credits in the present system. This

allows the proposed systems to raise similar amounts of revenue

as the present system, but with lower marginal tax rates for most

or all taxpayers.

The proposed tax systems differ from each other in two

significant respects. First, they differ in the number and kind

-S
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of tax preferences that would be eliminated to broaden the tax

base. Sone would eliminate all such preferences, while others

would retain a selected number. Second, the proposed systems

differ in the rate structure they apply to taxable income. For

example, some systems would apply a single ("flat") rate to all

taxable income, while others propose a set of rates that varies

according to the level of taxable income.

There are three major points that we believe should be

considered in evaluating these reform proposals:

o First, base-broadening, the common feature of these

proposals, should help to simplify the tax system,

increase fairness by reducing the opportunities for tax

avoidance, improve taxpayer compliance, and lessen

economic distortions. In general, it is a constructive

reform that will increase fairness in the tax system.

o Second, the reduction in marginal tax rates offered by

these proposals would lessen the value of tax shelters,

thereby reducing inequities that exist under the

present system. Lower rates should also reduce

disincentives to economic growth and productivity.

However, claims that lower tax rates will stimulate

economic growth have been greatly exaggerated; they

should be viewed skeptically.

o Third, the rate structures of the proposed tax systems

will substantially affect the distribution of tax

liabilities among individuals in different income

classes. Progressivity, that is, the concept that
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higher income taxpayers should pay a higher percentage

of their income in taxes, is an essential ingredient of

tax fairness. Fairness issues, including progres-

sivity, should be given primary consideration in

evaluating proposed tax reforms.

Broadening the tax base

Broadening the ,ase of taxable income involves eliminating

most or all of the deductions, exemptions, exclusions and credits

that have been inserted in the present system to promote non-tax

purposes.*/ We believe that base-broadening is desirable

principally for two reasons. First, base-broadening will make

the tax system substantially more fair by eliminating many of the

opportunities for tax avoidance that exist at present. This will

lead to greater equity among taxpayers whose financial

circumstances are essentially similar (so-called "horizontal

equity"). Second, base-broadening will make the tax system

simpler for the average citizen to understand. Although the

present system is relatively simple for those taxpayers--some 70

percent of the total--who do not itemize their deductions, most

people view the tax laws as full of hidden loopholes for those

few taxpayers who can afford high-priced accountants and tax

attorneys. Simplification should help to restore public

*/ We recognize, however, that some deductions, exemptions,
exclusions and credits (e.g., the exemption for dependents and
the exclusion for moving expenses) help to determine a taxpayer's
net income and "ability to pay." They serve to create a more
equitable tax system, not to promote non-tax purposes.
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confidence in the tax system's fairness, and therefore stem the

growing problem of non-compliance.

In broadening the tax base, the government will give up much

of its ability to use tax preferences (sometimes termed "tax

exepnditures") to further policy purposes unrelated to the tax

system. Among the non-tax purposes that currently benefit from

preferentiar--ftatreatment are encouraging ownership of stock

(helped by the exclusion of up to $100 in dividend income),

providing funds for political campaigns (helped by the 50 percent

credit for political contributions totalling $100 or less),

supporting historic preservation (helped by the credit for

rehabilitation of buildings), assisting state and local

governments (helped by the deductions for interest paid on state

and local bonds and for certain state and local taxes),

supporting charitable organizations (helped by the deduction for

charitable contributions), and promoting energy conservation

(helped by residential energy credits).

Some comprehensive reform proposals would retain selected

tax preferences, but most preferences must be eliminated if the

tax base is to be substantially enlarged. While many tax

preferences provide support for worthy purposes, their

elimination is not too high a price for a fairer and simpler tax

system. Continued support can be provided in more direct forms,

if warranted, such as through grants or loans. Direct support

has the advantage of being subjected to more rigorous oversight

than support provided indirectly through the tax system.
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Reduction of marginal tax rates

The reform proposals that provide for base-broadening

typically provide for a substantial reduction in marginal tax

rates as well. Rate reduction accompanies base-broadening in

part for the obvious reason that these proposals' main purpose is

to improve the tax system, not to raise more revenue for the

government. Unless tax rates are cut, a larger tax base will

result in more taxes being collected.

A second reason for reducing tax rates is that it may be a

prerequisite for eliminating certain tax preferences. In

particular, most of the reform proposals would eliminate the

current exclusion for 60 percent of long-term capital gains. As

a result of that exclusion, the maximum effective rate on capital

gains currently stands at 20 percent. Clearly, opposition to

taxing capital gains as ordinary income will be stronger to the

extent that the top marginal rate in the proposed system exceeds

20 percent.

A third reason for reducing tax rates, often given by

certain btLsinessmen and "supply-side" economists, is that reduced

rates would spur economic growth. This argument has been

oversold. While it is true that extremely high (or extremely

low) tax rates can distort an individual's decisions to work,

save and invest, it is generally true that such decisions are

more affected by other factors unrelated to the tax system. For

example, decisions about how much to work appear to be influenced

more by established working hours and lifestyles, union rules,

and the availability of jobs than by tax rates. Similarly, the
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existence of federal programs that displace personal savings,

such as Social Security, pension guarantees and student financial

aid, seems to have a far greater impact on the national savings

rate than does the federal income tax. And in the last ten

years, external economic developments, including a surge in

foreign oil prices and a worldwide recession, have affected the

health of the economy and the level of investment more than have

tax rates.

History supports this conclusion. For example, this nation

experienced a relatively high rate of economic growth during the

1950's and early 1960's, even though the top rates on personal

income were above 90 percent during most of that period.

Conversely, since the 1981 Economic Recovery Tax Act lowered the

top marginal rate to 50 percent, we have experienced a decline in

capital outlays of 4.4 percent. While high tax rates are often

cast as villains, the case has not been made that they are a

primary cause of our nation's economic ills.

Progressivity of the rate structure

The proposed comprehensive tax systems differ most

significantly in terms of their rate structures, which determine

how tax liabilities will be distributed among individuals at

different income levels. This may be seen by estimating the

"effective" tax rate imposed on the taxpayers in each income
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class, that is, the average percentage of total income*/ paid as

taxes by individuals in that class. Under the present system,

for example, the tax rates on taxable income (the "nominal" tax

rates) range from zero to 50 percent, but the effective tax rates

on total income range from zero for those taxpayers with total

incomes below $3,000 to around 25 percent for those in the

$200,000 to $500,000 income bracket.**/ The system is thus

progressive, although less so than the nominal rates would

suggest.

The most important fact to recognize about the flat-rate tax

proposals, which typically have a single rate between 14 and 20

percent, is that they would redistribute the tax burden away from

high-income taxpayers and onto the middle class. This is readily

apparent when we remember that the average taxpayer in the

$200,000 to $500,000 bracket would pay around 25 percent of his

total income in taxes under the present system, but only 20

percent or less under a flat-rate system. Lost revenues would be

made up by middle-income taxpayers who would pay higher taxes.

*/ Since the definition of "taxable income" varies among
tax systems, "total income" is often used to provi' a fixed
standard of comparison. Under the definitions esta fished in the
present tax system, total income equals the sum of taxable
income, personal exemptions for the taxpayer and his or her
dependents, the standard deduction, other deductions in excess of
the standard deductions, excludable sick pay, excludable
dividends, excludable moving expenses, and tax preference items
as defined in the Tax Reform Act of 1969, including excluded net
long-term capital gains.

**/ Source: Unpublished estimates based on projections
from vle Brookings Institution's 1977 Tax File.
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The unfairness of shifting more of the tax burden onto

middle-income taxpayers is even more evident when we recognize

that the federal income tax is already less progressive than it

was only a few years ago. In particular, the 1981 tax act caused

a substantial reduction in the effective tax rates paid by

high-income taxpayers. This is shown by the attached table,

which compares the effective tax rates on total income for

high-income taxpayers in 1976 with the projected effective rates

in 1984 under the 1981 tax act.*/ The table indicates, for

example, that the effective rate for individuals with incomes

between $100,000 and $150,000 has dropped from 30 percent to 20

percent, and the rate for individuals in the $200,000 to $500,000

bracket fell from 33 percent to 25 percent. These are dramatic

reductions indeed for the most well-off members of our society.

The unfairness of a flat-rate tax is inherent in its rate

structure. The only way to eliminate the unfairness is to

combine the broader tax base that is characteristic of most

flat-rate proposals with a graduated rate structure. That is the

approach Senator Bradley and Representative Gephardt have adopted

in their "Fair Tax" proposal. They have found that even a

greatly simplified rate structure--one with only four or five

brackets instead of the dozen or so in the present system--is

sufficient to keep the same degree of effective progressivity

that exists under the present tax law. As a further innovation,

*/ The effects of the 1982 tax act have not yet been
projected, but they are not expected to be much different from
the results show here for the 1981 act.

11-385 0 - 83 - 10
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they have developed a two-tiered system that taxes both gross

income and taxable income. This further adds to their system's

fairness by ensuring that a dollar of deductible expenses has the

same value for all taxpayers, regardless of income level.

As Senator Bradley and Representative Gephardt have

convincingly demonstrated, the advantages that can be obtained by

broadening the tax base and reducing marginal tax rates need not

be linked to the inherent unfairness of a flat-rate structure.

They can be combined with a graduated rate structure, thus

maintaining the concept of progressivity that we believe is

essential to a fair system for taxing Americans.

The Bradley-Gephardt proposal is designed to carry forward

the progressivity that exists in practice under the present tax

system. Many Americans rightly perceive, however, that the

massive 1981 tax cut gave disproportionate benefits to upper-

income taxpayers. As such it cannot and should not serve as our

standard for fairness in the tax system.

We believe the distribution of tax liabilities that existed

prior to the 1981 tax cut provides a better basis for judging

whether a particular reform proposal will distribute the tax

burden fairly among taxpayers in different income classes. We

urge Senator Bradley and Representative Gephardt to reexamine

this key element of their proposal.

Conclusion

Adoption of a flat-rate tax would benefit high income

taxpayers at the expense of the middle class. We urge this

Committee to reject such proposals as grossly unfair.

k
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In contrast, the approach developed by Senator Bradley and

Representative Gephardt provides the opportunity for base-

broadening and reduced tax rates without unfairly shifting an

additional tax burden onto the middle class. Their simplified

progressive tax can provide the basis for solving one of this

nation's most pressing and fundamental problems--the growing lack

of confidence in the nation's tax system.

The Bradley-Gephardt approach will undoubtedly-need further

refinement. We urge this Committee to give it the serious and

careful consideration it deserves. We further urge the Committee

to meet head-on the tremendous challenge and opportunity it faces

to provide the country with a fairer tax system.

No one likes paying taxes, but we dislike it less if we are

confident that others are paying their fair share to support the

government. On behalf of Common Cause, I ask that you keep the

issue of fairness uppermost in your minds as you continue your

deliberations. No issue is more central to continued public

support for, and compliance with, the federal tax system.
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ATTACHMENT

Effective Rates of Federal Income Tax for High
Income Taxpayers, 1976 and 1984, Estimated by Joseph Pechman

of the Brookings Institution

Total Income Class*/
(dollars)

75,000-100,000
100,000-150,000
150,000-200,000
200,000-500,000
500,000-1,000,000
1,000,000 and over

Effective Tax Rate
(percent)

1976**/

27.9
30.5
32.2
32.7
31.2
27.9

1984***/

19.2
20.8
22.8
25.2
23.7
17.7

*/ Total income is the sum of adjusted gross income,
excludable sick pay, excludable dividends, excludable moving
expenses, and tax preference items as defined in the Tax Reform
Act of 1969, including excluded net long-term capital gains.

**/ Source: Brookings 1972 tax file projected to 1976.
Effectl-ve tax rate equals nominal tax rate (for married couples
filing separate returns applied to total incomes) reduced by
personal exemptions, deductions, tax preference items, capital
gains, maximum tax, income splitting, the earned income credit,
and retirement and foreign tax credits.

***/ Source: Brookings 1977 tax file projected to 1984.
Figure-sare rounded, and do not reflect adjustments in the tax
laws from the 1982 Tax Equity and Fiscal Responsibility Act.
Effective rates calculated as 1976 rates (see note 2) plus
reduction due to t~x deferrals for IRAs and Keogh plans.
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The CHAIRMAN. Senator Long.
Senator LONG. Do I take it that both of you two gentlemen favor

the idea of a flatter tax? You would favor eliminating a lot of de-
ductions and going for a top rate of 28 percent; bottom rate of
what?

Mr. WERTHEIMER. Well, without getting on the specifics of what-
ever the rate is, yes, we certainly favor an approach that would
dramatically reduce the number of preferences.

Senator LONG. But both of you do, if I understand it, favor the
principle of progressivity? That is, that those who are making a
great deal of money ought to pay a higher percentage of their
income in taxes than those who are making a modest amount of
money.

Mr. MCINTYRE. That's right. In fact, I think that we could easily
improve the progressivity of the Tax Code without any economic
problems. We certainly had a much more progressive system when
we had a high growth rate in the 1950's and 1960's.

Mr. WERTHEIMER. I would like to add that we not only favor it,
but if you left it out, you would have far greater national dissatis-
faction on your hands than you have now.

Senator LONG. Now Mr. Harris testified yesterday, I believe, or
the day before that the public is inclined to favor a flat tax. My
impression about these polls is that it all depends on how you ask a
question. How do you think the average person in the middle-
income bracket would respond if you asked that question? If a flat
tax means that you pay a 30 percent increase in your income tax,
and the wealthy get a substantial tax cut, how do you think they
would answer it?

Mr. WERTHEIMER. Don't do me any favors. Laughter.]
That's the problem right now. And that s part of what these

hearings are accomplishing. They are educating people on what is
involved in these proposals. What appeals to the public on the flat
tax, as they understand those two words, is the view that it is
going to be simple and it is going to be fair. And it may well be
simple, but the fairness isn't there. And as soon as anyone finds
out about it, they will move away from that.

Senator LONG. But you do favor, I take it, it and you think there
is a great deal of appeal and you would support a proposal that
would drastically reduce deductions provided that the rates did
maintain the principle of progressivity?

Mr. WERTHEIMER. Yes. And if I could add, as I mentioned in my
prepared testimony, it's our view that the distribution of tax liabil-
ities prior to the 1981 tax cut is a better framework for looking at
the progressivity than the system as it exists today. Because the
Bradley-Gephardt proposal is designed to carry forward the
progressivity that exists in practice under the present tax systein,
we recommend both Senator Bradley and Congressman Gephardt
take another look at that question in terms of what should be the
starting point of progressivity in a new system.

Senator LONG. Well, I am pleased to see that the sentiment on
this committee so far seems to be moving toward the type thing
that you favor. More and more, I think, those who consider it and
have a chance to study it and focus on it and hear it are going to
see that we should not just drop the idea of progressivity because
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those who make a great deal of money should, and they are in a
position, make a larger relative contribution than those who make
a very modest amount of money. I believe and hope that that will
be a part of it, if we do anything.

The CHAIRMAN. Before yielding to Senator Bradley, I wonder if I
might just ask a question. And then if you could conclude the hear-
ing. Don't pass any bill out. [Laughter]

Senator BRADLEY. I don't have a quorum.
The CHAIRMAN. Oh, that's right. But I just want to express my

appreciation to both Mr. McIntyre and Mr. Wertheimer for appear-
ing here. And I do believe that we have got a big educational job
ahead of us. I'm not certain how soon it might be accomplished, but
there is certainly a great deal of merit in trying to streamline the
system.

But I think -it was Mr. Harris yesterday who said it was 81 to 7
on not eliminating the mortgage interest deduction. Now that's
fairly substantial odds. And I'm not certain whether we could per-
suade that group. I think most people perceive the flat-rate tax as
keeping all the deductions they have now, but with a flat rate. And
if that's the way it has to be, then we are never going to be able to
accomplish it unless we do it maybe on an incremental basis, as we
have started this year. Each year, take another look at the Tax
Code and figure out where we can modify some tax expenditures.
And that becomes more and more difficult. A little less difficult
under the reconciliation process under the budget constraints. But
certainly we intend to continue not only the hearings but other ef-
forts to inform the American taxpayers. I am certain that both of
you have done that through your newsletters and other communi-
cations. So I assume we will have you back again next year.

Mr. WERTHEIMER. If I could just say one thing. Everyone in this
room knows the degree of difficulty increases when you start to try
to take away preferences as opposed to adding them. And this kind
of struggle is an enormous struggle. And I would have been far
more skeptical about the capacity for being able to do this until I
saw the miracle you just pulled off on the recent tax bill. That has
given me hope that this committee can, in fact, head in the other
direction and take on what starts off as a battle that is unwinna-
ble, and yet the pieces are there to win it.

The CHAIRMAN. Well, if we agree to vote on all these things we
are going to eliminate in one package, it would be easier than
trying it one at a time. I think that's where you would have some
fall off rather rapidly. But I think Senator Bradley's bill certainly
will be helpful. There are other measures that are purely flat. But
I think our primary responsibility now, as I see it, for the commit.
tee is to make sure the American people, at least those who have a
real interest, may learn a little more about the flat-rate tax and
what some of the different ideas are. And then we will see what
happens as far as public opinion is in another 6 months or a year.

Senator BRADLEY. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. Let me thank both
of you for your testimony. I think that it is very helpful. And as I
read it, both of you have strongly endorsed the concept of lowering
tax rates and eliminating tax expenditures simultaneously. Is that
correct?
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Mr. MCINTYRE. That's right, Senator. We might want to do it si-
multaneously rather than lowering rates one year and plugging
loopholes the next, as we did last time. It probably would be better
for the economy.

Senator BRADLEY. You mean if we close loopholes and cut rates
in the same year as opposed to a lag of one year?

Mr. MCINTYRE. Yes.
Senator BRADLEY. One of the things that some people have said

in response to your testimony is that it is odd to see you coming in
and arguing for letting the marketplace work. There are some who,
say Government doesn't have any role. There are others who say
Government does have a role. Are you saying that you would like
to get Government out of the loophole business because of an atti-
tude toward Government, or is it more a question of economic effi-
ciency?

Mr. MCINTYRE. Well, its completely an issue of efficiency, Sena-
tor. There are so many important things that the Government can
do better than the private sector. Running the schools, building the
roads, manning the national defense-the list is almost endless.
But there are certain things that the private sector can-4o far-
better than the Government. These include building factories,
hiring workers, and making the decisions about where investments
ought to go. And when the Government gets into those fields, we
get in trouble.

Mr. WERTHEIMER. Well, I would just add another factor. In the
world of preferences, there's a power game. And the powerful do
very well with preferences, and the average person who -is not in
this arena except through the representation that you folks provide
doesn't do that well in this kind of system. And that's part of why
we have seen this growth occur.

As someone mentioned earlier, you take every one of these items
on its own and on its own merits, it works or it doesn't work. You
add them altogether and you have got a monster on your hands.
And that's where we are now. And if you could make the kind of
widespread change that is being talked about, you have a shot at
restoring some of the balance that has gone out of the system.

Senator BRADLEY. So you are saying that even though we started
out with low rates, as we financed wars and depressions, the rates
went up. Then people came to Congress and obtained selective
relief. And the fundamental question is, then, whether the general
good is best served by granting selective relief or by dropping the
rates for all Americans and eliminating the loopholes? Is that
right?

Mr. WERTHEIMER. Yes. It has been very hard for Congress to
resist that kind of specified interest. It's very, very difficult just
from a strategical-the way the system functions, it has been very
hard to resist. And it remains hard. And it will always be hard to
resist.

Senator BRADLEY. As you are out dealing with people like we do,
what do you find is the most compelling argument when someone
comes up to you and says, well, yeah, but there's my little provi-
sion in the law and I don't want to lose it.

Mr. WERTHEIMER. That's not where people start.
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Senator BRADLEY. What do you find is the most appropriate re-
sponse?

Mr. WERTHEIMER. I think people start with the question of is
there something wrong with the system. It's not fair. Many people
say, "I believe I am paying my fair share, and there are a lot of
folks, whether or not they are Senator Long's million-dollar cases,
who are not." I think it starts with a basic fairness question.

Mr. MCINTYRE. Well, the first question people always ask when
you talk tax reform around the country is whether they are going
to pay more or less, as Senator Long said. Then they get to the de-
tails. But that's the first question. And then people are, of course,
interested in simplicity. Everybody is.

Senator BRADLEY. The next response in my town meetings, after
am I going to pay more or less, is that the idea, as Senator Quayle
said, I think, when he was describing a conversation he had with
some worker in Indiana-the response is that the idea makes too
much sense.

Now what do you say to the fear out there that somehow or an-
other if we go in this direction it might work for a couple of years
that then the kind of problems we had in the past would reassert
themselves and we would end up with a lower rate tax, but gradu-
ally the law would again be cluttered by more and more exemp-
tions?

Mr. MCINTYRE. Well, there is one significant advantage in this
process if we do undertake it. And that is as time goes by and rates
come down, let's suppose, the pressures for loopholes go down.
Your program keeps mortgage interest deductions, for example.
Some people would say that's a terrible defect. But your tax rate
from those people is 14 percent. So the mortgage interest writeoff
is just not going to be that significant for them. And at some point,
you might even eliminate it. They won't care.

That s the point, I think. If we do lower the tax rates, wbile the
pressures for special interest breaks are still going to be there-you
are going to feel them; we are going to see them-they will be less.

Senator BRADLEY. Thank you very mueh.
Senator LONG. Mr. Baucus.
Senator BAUCUS. I am trying to determine how far you would go

in letting the marketplace make some of these decisions. Wouid
you keep some of the deductions that we have or eliminate thi.m
all? How far would you go?

Mr. MCINTYRE. Well, if you are talking about the personal
income tax, Senator, I think the kind of political decisions that
Senator Bradley has made in his proposal are eminently sensible.
Since this process is, obviously, going to be incremental, it would be
silly to go after deductions that are broad based as a starting point.

Now somewhere down the road we may say, gee, we could fur-
ther simplify the system. And we will ask people: How do you feel
about the mortgage interest deduction at a 14-percent tax rate?
And maybe at that point people would rather have a simple
system. But that's not a deduction that is destroying the fairness of
the American tax system. It's not like some of these tax breaks
that go predominantly to the wealthy or to corporations. And cer-
tainly the last place- to start would be on a broad-based kind of de-
duction like that.
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Senator BAUCUS. As I understand it, you keep deductions that
are broad based because more Americans utilize them. But you
would look more closely at those that are less broad based.

Mr. MCINTYRE. That s certainly where I would start. In the ideal
tax reform world we wouldn't have any of these deductions. But
that isn't what we are talking about. We are talking about the real
world where politics matter, and where we have to deal with real
people. And the bottom line question is: Are we protecting the
middle class from too heavy a tax burden. And to start by propos-
ing to eliminate the mortgage interest deduction isn't going to, help
in that process-as Jimmy Carter found out in 1976.

Senator BAUCUS. Let me ask a second question. What about busi-
ness taxes? Should we attempt some reform there or should we
stay only with the individual income?

Mr. MCINTYRE. Well, I think the business tax side is clearly the
most important side. Senator Bradley's plan deals only with unin-
corporated businesses, as of now.

Senator BAUCUS. I'm talking about the corporate tax.
Mr. MCINTYRE. I'm hopeful Senator Bradley is ready to come up

with a proposal on the corporate side because that is where our
biggest tax shift has been in the last 10 years.

Senator BAUCUS. What do you think we should do for corporate
tax? That is, how should the corporate tax, in your view, be melted
in with whatever we may do on the individual tax?

Mr. MCINTYRE. Well, I think that the result we end up with, Sen-
ator, under the current Bradley-Gephardt program, where we only
allow loopholes if you are incorporated, is an unsatisfactory one.
What we ought to be doing is saying let's get the corporate tax
base up to something that resembles corporate income. Let's get
the rate down. And then let's deal with the problem of dividends.

Mr. WERTHEIMER. Let me say that we also strongly believe that
it's essential to take a comprehensive look on the corporate side.

Senator BAucus. And what would you do, Fred?
Mr. WERTHEIMER. I don't have an answer to that question.
Senator BAUCUS. What's your response to the point that because

business taxes, corporated or unincorporated, tend to be aggres-
sive-that is, they are passed onto the consumers in higher
prices-that we should probably eliminate the corporate income
tax?

Mr. MCINTYRE. Senator, as you know, there are legions of lobby-
ists working for large corporations. They are constantly petitioning
you to lower their taxes. Do you think they are doing, that out of
some kind of public spiritedness?

Senator BAUCUS. I'm asking you the questions.
Mr. MCINTYRE. They know that they and their shareholders are

bearing those taxes, or most of them. They are not the real con-
sumer groups, Senator. What we are talking about with the corpo-
rate tax is the only effective tax we have ever had on the high-
income owners of corporations. And if you think by eliminating
that you are going to benefit consumers, you probably think that
the windfall profit tax cuts in the 1981 tax bill lowered oil prices.

Senator BAUCUS. What I am trying to determine, though, is what
you think we should do with the corporate income tax. What direc-
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tion do we go? Fred is not quite ready to give his proposals. I am
curious as to whether you have any.

Mr. MCINTYRE. As I meant to say a minute ago, the exact thing
you want -to do is try to return to a measure of economic income,
which means we put depreciation back on an economic basis, we
get rid of the various tax credits for this and that; we then lower
the corporate rate to some reasonable level-let's say 25 percent;
and then we deal with the problem of dividends. In that order.

Senator BAUCUS. What would you do with dividends?
Mr. MCINTYRE. Well, you will have to find a way, if you can

reform both sides of the Tax Code, to integrate the corporate and
personal taxes. In other words, if we really start taxing capital
income on the individual side, which we aren't now, then you
would probably need to find some way to avoid taxing dividends
twice.

Senator BAUCUS. So you would broaden the base of individual in-
comes. You would also broaden the base of corporate income. And
then moving toward the direction of not taxing dividends twice.

Mr. MCINTYRE. Right. That's the last step.
- Senator BAUCUS. Thank you.

Senator LONG. Let me just touch on one other subject while we
have you here. Nowyou mentioned, Mr. Wertheimer, the $1 check-
off for the election of the President. And I appreciate what you said
about that. Now you would favor retaining that, I would think,
even if we do go to a flat tax?

Mr. WERTHEIMER. I'm in favor of any system with public financ-
ing of elections. I would point out on the $1 tax checkoff that what-
ever decisions are made on that does not affect the amount of tax
that individual taxpayer pays so it's not a differentiation in terms
of providing an advantage or disadvantage for the taxpayer.

Senator LONG. Well, it is a burden on the Treasury though.
Mr. WERTHEIMER. Well, it is, as are any number of expenditure

programs. I do favor retaining your $1 checkoff, Senator.
Senator LONG. Well, my thought is that like you, whatever the

decision is about the manner, I think we ought to retain the $1
checkoff because it seeks to bring about a situation where whoever
is elected President is not overwhelmingly beholden to some partic-
ular group for money. You believe like I do-I see you nodding, just
so the record will show it-that the President ought to do what is
best for 230 million people. And his decisions should not be colored
by the effect of the campaign contributions. It ought to be based on
what is good for the country and not what is good for those who
pay for the campaign. And we agree on that.

But that's something that you and I are thoroughly familiar
with. So much so that we think that ought to be retained. And Iust think that those who are involved in something like the
United Givers or the Red Cross or the church would be the first to

insist that if we have a so-called flat tax or a flatter tax, whichever
way you want to do it, that that ought to be retained. And I think
that the deduction for a religious contribution-by the time we get
through I would just be willing to bet you my life on this-that if
we take it away, it won't be gone but for a year. They will come
back in here and get it back. And I'd like to ask you what you
think about the charitable contribution when it is, in fact, a chari-
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table contribution-not something to ones own private foundation,
but a charitable contribution to a church or for a public charity
that has general acceptance.

Mr. WERTHEIMER. Well, you are, obviously, raising the bottom
line public struggle that this kind of effort faces. One, where will
you come down in terms of making your judgments about what, if
anything, stays, and what goes. And, second, and in some ways it is
the most worrisome thing, even if you were successful, how do you
stop this whole process from immediately beginning to repeat
itself?

Senator LONG. Exactly.
Mr. WERTHEIMER. And that is extremely worrisome. But I think

that-there are judgments that have to be made. Senator Bradley
has made a set of judgments in his initial proposal. Assuming this
goes forward, we will go through a series of battles. We did not spe-
cifically state in our statement, and aren't prepared at this point to
say that those six or five items are the key items, and that's where
the political judgment should come down.

As was pointed out, there are other ways to deal with a number
of programs. If you look at the direct expenditure side, and if you
treat them as Government expenditures rather than going through
the taxes.

Senator LONG. Well, the day before we held the hearings on the
flat tax the committee met and an amendment was offered to pro-
vide a tax advantage for lawyers and for writers who donate their
works of art or their manuscripts to charity. There will be a lot of
cases where these people will make more money by donating one of
those paintings than they could make by selling it. In effect, Uncle
Sam is the unwilling purchaser of those donations.

Now the significance of that was that here I was vehemently pro-
testing, and I w4 voted down-only one person on the committee
to stand up against this new tax expenditure, which I think has
very, very dubious merit to it-at a time when everybody is getting
his mind all set thinking about the hearings that we are going to
hold the next day on the flat tax. In fact, right now that thing is
out there to be passed with only one Senator, to my knowledge, op-
posing it because it has been well lobbied by those who have an in-
terest in the matter. And I just find myself asking what do you
think our prospects are if we managed to eliminate a great deal of
tax expenditures, or drastically cut back on them and then be able
to keep it that way?

Mr. WERTHEIMER. Well, that's a tough problem. That doesn't lead
me to conclude that-we-shouldn't get there. Even if we started all
over again, we would at least have a different framework, and we
would have a different situation. I guess I would be interested in
looking at the budget process, and the process itself, in the ways in
which tax expenditures are added to the system. And perhaps we
could devise a way of making it far more difficult to add tax ex-
penditures to a new system. It's pretty hard to deal with them now
one at a time. You don't have to come up with the money to pay
for them. I mean you don't have to take it from somewhere else,
you can just add it.
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And one of the things that might well be worth looking at is
whether the process for dealing with tax expenditures should be
different in the future under a different system.

Senator LONG. Well, thank you very much, gentlemen. You have
made a very good contribution. And if you want to make an addi-
tional rejoinder, submit it to us, and we will include it in the
record.

Thank you very much.
[Whereupon, at 11:47 a.m., the hearing was concluded.]
[By direction of the chairman the following communications were

made a part of the hearing record:]
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Washington Tax Letter
Prepared by the Office of Federal Tax Services.

THE FLAT-RATE TAX: AN OVERVIEW AND COMPARISON

OF PROPOSALS AND REFLECTIONS ON TRANSITIONAL ISSUES

The magnitude and frequency of changes in our income tax system have
led a number of policymakers to ask the question, "Isn't there a
better way?" Much of the impetus for this reappraisal initially arose
during the consideration and subsequent passage of the Economic
Recovery Tax Act (ERTA) In 1981. Under ERTA, the top tax rates were
lowered substantially and attempts were made to eliminate perceived
abuses in tax sheltered investments. Yet many concluded that the
complex provisions devised to preclude tax avoidance--by "tax shelter
devices" as well as from the problem of lost revenue resulting from
unreported income generated in the underground economy--still needed
further refinement. In fact, the recent 1982 tax proposals that led
to a Senate-generated tax bill created additional fervor to meet the
challenge of abusive tax shelters and the underground economy revenue
drain. This highlighted the possibility that the solution could
better be accomplished through other approaches. Thus, support for a
radical change in our income tax system is focusing attention on the
need for a greatly simplified approach-, particularly for individual
taxpayers. While the ideas are not new, some Congressmen and econo-
mists have proposed either a flat-rate tax system or one that has far
less complexity, with a simpler tax rate schedule and fewer brackets.

The rush of various "flat-rate tax" proposals is reminiscent of the
excitement a few years ago when similar euphoria was exhibited about
VAT (value-added tax). In fact, one leading legislator,
Representative Barber Conable, has alluded to the flat-rate tax
momentum as having "fad" overtones.
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While legislative action on these proposals is not likely this year,
Senator Robert Dole has announced that the Finance Committee will
commence hearings in September. Increased interest from both liberals
and conservatives suggests that the public should be better informed
about the alternatives under consideration. The remainder of this
letter discusseS some of the issues involved in a simpler system, some
of the problem areas that are likely to emerge, a brief discussion of
the types of proposals that have so far been made and their impact on
different taxpayer groups. The text is followed by exhibits comparing
the tax under various proposals and the components of the tax base.

What is wrong with the present tax system?

Under present law, individual taxpayers must deal with confusing
definitions of gross income (and exclusions), complex limitations on
certain deductions (e.g., charitable- contributions, casualty losses,
medical expenses, interest deductions) and a myriad of tax credits.
There are special calculations for capital gains (and disagreements
over qualification for this tax-favored status), special treatment of
so-called tax preference items and multiple methods (such as income
averaging) to calculate the tax. In spite of Congressional attempts
to simplify return preparation for individual taxpayers, over one-half
of all individual taxpayers still seek outside assistance in preparing
their returns.

Moreover, concern about "bracket creep" (inflation pushing taxpayers
into higher tax brackets) has been a bane of the U.S. middle class.
Provisions of the '81 Act (ERTA) were intended to mitigate these prob-
lems through rate reduction and indexation. Nevertheless, many con-
clude that these changes did not go far enough.

Business taxpayers also face many complexities, although most maintain
adequate accounting records and are accustomed to the requirements for
preparing tax returns. Even here, however, there is still a wide
range of choices that must be made among cost recovery proposals and
inventory accounting systems. Complications also arise from the cor-
porate reorganization, partnership and foreign income provisions.

While some of the recent proposals focus on both business and individ-
ual taxpayers, most show the greatest concern for the plight of the
individual taxpayer. The discussion that follows concentrates on that
area.

What are the concepts underlying a flat-rate tax system?

The threshold question in the development of any flat-rate tax system
is, of course, the definition of income against which the tax rate
will be applied. The definition of income would form the tax base, so
it naturally follows that the broader the tax base, the lower the tax
rate can be. Using our present tax system as a model, a flat-rate tax
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could be imposed on taxable income or on adjusted gross income. A
broader tax base could be called comprehensive income, deemed by econ-
nomists to be more analogous to economic income. This type of base
might include such presently exempt income as additions to retirement
accounts, social security benefits, railroad retirement payments,
accretions in insurance policies, unemployment benefits, the full
amount of realized capital gains and municipal bond interest.

Taxable income, as presently defined, probably provides a poor base
against which to apply a flat-rate tax. Retaining the concept of
taxable income would retain most of the complexities of the present
system and would require the imposition of a rather high tax rate to
derive revenues comparable to present levels. Under a system based on
taxable income, low and middle income taxpayers would probably experi-
ence a significant increase in their tax burden. Unless there were a
substantial increase in the "zero bracket' amount, many flat-tax econ-
omic studies project a profound switch in total tax burden to these
groups. Only upper income taxpayers would realize significant
relief. However, an advantage of retaining taxable income as a tax
base is that there would be little impairment of- tax-favored activi-
ties such as charitable contributions and home ownership deductions
for mortgage interest and real estate taxes.

Adjusted gross income (AGI), as presently used in the tax system,
would provide a much broader tax base by eliminating itemized deduc-
tions. In a true economic sense, however, even AGI does not always
reflect an individual's total economic income. Under present law,
social security, federal transfer benefits and 60% of capital gains
are exempt from taxation, as are some dividends and interest (espe-
cially on state and local government obligations). In addition, to
the extent an individual contributes either to an IRA or, through his
employer, to some other qualified pension or profit sharing plan, such
amounts and the related income are not taxable to the individual until
he actually begins to receive retirement benefits. Also, many special
rules apply to determine AGI. Therefore, some favor taxing all eco-
nomic income currently.

Under a more comprehensive income tax system, there would be few or no
deductions available, and income that is presently exempt or excluded
-- such as social security, the earnings on retirement accounts and
tax-exempt interest--could become taxable. This would be the simplest
system for taxpayers and would also allow the lowest tax rates. None-
theless, this system would also probably increase the tax burden for
low and middle income taxpayers, and investment distortions would
occur because amounts devoted to previously deductible or excludable
items would become taxable.

General problems from a comprehensive tax base

The major criticism against using comprehensive income as a tax base
is the distortion that would follow the loss of special tax incen-
tives. Home builders and homeowners could be hurt by the loss of the
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ownership deductions, and the charitable sector would likely receive
fewer gifts because of the loss of the contribution deduction. Oil
and gas exploration would be curtailed by the loss of depletion and
the current deduction for intangible drilling costs.

The loss of other tax incentives potentially gives rise to a
reallocation of resources wherever there is presently favored treat-
ment. This is especially acute regarding gains from capital invest-
ments that are now subject to tax at 40% of the rate applied to other
income. Likewise, state and local governmental funding by borrowing
could be severely impacted because they would lose their ability to
borrow at lower tax-exempt interest rates.

Finally, a comprehensive income system could put tremendous pressure
on major financial systems if the definition of income included
several forms of savings, especially retirement savings. If social
security were to be taxed, there would be great pressure to increase
the benefits from a system already in serious financial trouble.
Employers would experience similar problems if their contributions to
profit sharing or pension plans were taxable to employees or the
growth in retirement or insurance reserves were similarly currently
taxable.

Business flat-rate tax. Much of the discussion about flat-rate tax
has centered on individual taxpayers. However, such a tax syste:
could be applied to businesses as well. If a flat-rate tax applied tc
businesses, it should probably apply to a modified taxable income
base. A gross receipts tax would mean an enormous tax increase for
capital intensive industries, extractive industries that use percen-
tage depletion and development cost deductions, financial institu-
tions, marketing and distribution organizations, and sectors where
there is a high reliance on inventory. There would also be a severe
increase for those thousands of low margin businesses (such as re-
tailers and wholesalers) who may generate gross profits but little (or
no) economic net income.

What tax rate is necessary?

The Congressional Research Service has developed a series of models
projecting the rates needed to maintain present levels of revenues,
depending on the tax base. For example, a rate of about 12% for indi-
viduals is needed if the AGI tax base is used. This would result in a
tax increase of over 1000% for taxpayers earning less than $5,000, but
about a 50% tax decrease for taxpayers earning over $200,000. For
taxpayers in the $20-$30,000 income group, the tax increase would b6
roughly 13%, while taxpayers in the $30-$50,000 brackets would experi-
ence about a 5% decrease.

By contrast, using the 1984 tax tables and projected 1984 income and
using a taxable income tax base, a rate of 18.5% is required to raise
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the same revenues the Treasury received in 1980. Under this system
taxpayers earning less than $50,000 would experience a tax increase,
with the greatest burden falling on income levels below $20,000.

What proposals have been suggested?

Legislation has been introduced embodying the flat-rate tax system for
individuals only or for individuals and corporations. Three basic
approaches prevail. The first repeals all present tax laws relating
to deductions, exclusions and credits that apply to individuals and
imposes a flat-rate tax on all income. A second group of proposals
would replace the entire system for both individuals and corporations
with a flat-rate tax on all income. The third approach is actually a
graduated tax for individuals on a significantly expanded base. Under
all of these proposals, some amounts of personal exemptions and/or
zero bracket amounts are retained. None of these proposals distin-
guishes between ordinary and capital income, so capital gains would be
taxable in full.

Broad, comprehensive definition of income

Individual flat-rate system. Undoubtedly the simplest flat-rate tax
proposal is made by Senator Helms (S. 2200) and provides a 10% tax
rate applicable to all individuals. Its simplicity, and its weak-
nesses, flow from its requirement that virtually all exclusions, de-
ductions and credits be eliminated. Only a $2,000 deduction for each
current personal exemption would remain. There would be no low income
exemption. This extreme simplicity is likely to be the bill's
greatest impediment. Although other proposals made under the aegis of
a "flat-rate tax" sharply reduce, if not eliminate, many so-called tax
preferences (primarily deductions or specially treated items), none
goes so far as this in broadening the tax base.

The Helms proposal includes in income many items whose nontaxability
has been considered sacrosanct for years, such as insurance proceeds,
gifts and inheritances. Naturally the Helms approach would also tax
retirement nest eggs, social security and other federal and state
transfer payments (including unemployment compensation), tax-exempt
interest income and 100% of capital gains. Interestingly, even though
bequests and gifts are subject to income tax in the Helms proposal, no
reference is made to revamping or eliminating gift and estate taxa-
tion. Thus, double taxation could occur unless the two tax systems
are coordinated.

Individual and corporate flat-rate system. H.R. 6070, introduced by
Representative Panetta, illustrates the flat tax as it might apply to
individuals and corporations. All income would be taxed at 19%.
Under that legislation, a $1,000 exemption credit would be allowed for
the taxpayer, $1,000 for a spouse, $200 for each dependent and $200
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for each individual who is blind or at least age 65. Thus, very low
income individuals would, for the most part, remain exempt from taxa-
tion.

Under the Panetta plan, municipal bond interest and all income
transfer payments (e.g., social security) are included in income and
are taxable. Similarly, all employer-purchased group-term life in-
surance benefits would become taxable to employees. All present law
deductions would be repealed, except those for expenses for the pro-
duction of income, real economic losses and alimony payments. These
repealed deductions would specifically include capital gains on all
assets, including the sale of a personal residence. Corporations
would also be subject to tax at the 19% rate, and many special deduc-
tions would be repealed. These include the deductions for depletion
of intangible drilling costs, accelerated cost recovery (and depreci-
ation), special deductions fop dividends received and deductions for
contributions to qualified employee benefit plans and entertainment
expenses. Deductions for other trade or business expenses would be
retained.

The "simple" progressive (flat) rate tax

The proposal receiving the most publicity is actually not a flat-rate
tax but a progressive-rate tax, with reduced rates applieA to a signi-
ficantly broadened tax base. Senator Bradley and Representative
Gephardt have developed a proposal (S. 2817) for individual taxpayers
having some support among both conservatives and liberals. Their plan
has been called the "Comprehensive Income Tax" and would impose a
basic tax of 14% on all taxable income. A progressive surtax would
then be imposed on total income above $40,000 for joint returns and
$25,000 for unmarried individuals. The highest surtax rate, 14%,
would apply to taxpayers filing single returns with adjusted gross
income over $37,500 and to taxpayers filing joint returns with ad-
Justed gross income over $65,000. Thus, for the taxpayers in the
highest adjusted gross income class, the maximum effective tax rate
would be 28%. Adjusted gross income would be expanded, however, by
including certain items not currently taxed and repealing certain
other deductions.

Under this "comprehensive" tax plan, several provisions of present law
would be, retained. The zero bracket amount would be increased to
$4,600 on joint returns, and the exemption level would be increased to
$1,500 on a single return, $3,000 on a joint return and $1,750 for
heads of households. The deduction fnr employee business expenses
would be retained, as would the exemption for interest on general
obligation municipal bonds. Several itemized deductions would be
retained, including home mortgage interest, charitable contributions,
state and local income taxes, and real property taxes. Social
security and veterans' benefits would remain tax-exempt.

Some current provisions would be modified, including the child care
credit, thq exclusion for employer-provided health insurance, the
deduction for medical expenses (limited to expenses in excess of 10%
of AGI) and the $125,000 exclusion of gain on the sale of a resi-
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dence. A 14% tax would be applied to the investment income of pension
plans, IRAs and Keogh plans. Many other special exemptions, deduc-
tions and credits presently available to individuals, such as for
percentage depletion, intangible drilling costs and the investment
credit, would be repealed. The entire amount of capital gains (with-
out any excludible portion) would be subject to tax.

A pragmatic proposal--an integrated business and individual flat rate

A fourth approach eliminates the present tax system for both indivi-
duals and corporations. S. 2147, introduced by Senator DeConcini,
sets out a series of guidelines for business taxation covering all
entities, including partnerships, proprietorships and individual in-
vestment activities. Under DeConcini's proposal, a tax would be
imposed on gross revenues, with deductions allowable for "capital
expenses of the business" and for amounts the business pays during the
taxable year for "goods and services." No consolidations would be
allowed, and each subsidiary would pay tas on its own income. The
DeConcini proposal does not tax capital gains. No rate is mandated,
since the proposal only sets out guidelines. Apparently individuals
would essentially be taxed only on compensation income but not on
interest, dividends, capital gains or business income.

Evaluation of four approaches

In the purest sense, probably none of these four approaches truly
qualifies as a "flat-rate tax." The closest would be the Panetta
approach. The Helms version has the broadest definition of income.
The Bradley approach is not a flat-rate tax at all, but merely a sim-
plification of our present progressive tax rate structure. The
DeConcini bill is based on a report that has received a great deal of
notoriety, prepared by Alvin Rabushka and Robert E. -liall, senior
fellows at Stanford's Hoover Institution. Very simply, this version
presents guidelines for taxing all business activities, regardless of
whether incorporated, at a flat-rate tax of 19%. The individual
segment of the tax system would then be a flat-rate tax based solely
on compensation.

What bothers proponents of maintaining the current progressive
_stem? Some of the problems inherent in adopting any of these propo-

sals are:

o Regressivity.

0 Fringe benefits and deferred and retirement benefits may be
taxed currently at fair market value.
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o Transitional problems in going from the current system to a
completely new one, whereby current investment tax basis
(i.e., buildings, plant and equipment) may no longer provide
tax benefits, resulting in an economic loss therefrom.

o The impact on special industries or their investors, such as
real estate, home ownership and construction, and oil and gas
exploration.

o Probable reduction in charitable contributions.

o Fair market value of collectibles (i.e., antiques, art and
jewelry) may be drastically affected.

o Municipal bond funding and ownership may be adversely
affected.

o The impact on state income tax linkage to a federal tax
system.

o The concern that once the definition of income is broadened
to include items of income not currently taxable, Congress
will be greatly tempted to increase the basic tax rate.

o Distortion to investment incentives and return on investment.

In other words, once the door is open to a much broader definition of
income, there is nothing to assure that a low rate or even a few
brackets will continue forever. Seemingly, nothing can deter Congress
from the temptation to impose higher tax rates on more substantial
incomes in order to obtain revenues for government expenditures.

Special transitional problems

To the extent that any change in the system would disallow deductions
on investments made before enactment of a new tax system, it is evi-
dent that serious economic displacement could take place unless there
is a substantial transitional period. As one commentator stated, many
citizens would probably be put in a negative net worth position, par-
ticularly if there were long-term commitments based on the current
system of taxation in computing investment risk, rate of return and
profitability. Loss of deductions for these amounts n ft only results
in current loss of tax benefits but also undoubtedly creates reduction
in portfolio asset values. Many economists and tax policy experts
have shrugged at this problem, asserting that it is simply one of the
costs of making a significant change and that the loss is offset by
substantially lowered income taxes. Whether this is true or not can
only be decided on a case-by-case determination.

Others more concerned about the substantial mischief or taxpayer
revolt that might result from such a significant diminution of wealth
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have suggested that a lengthy phase-in period is imperative, such as
20 or 30 years for those who have homes as well as other investments
subject to long-term mortgages. Transactions entered into after
enactment of a new system should be subject to the neP system at the
time of the transaction. Undoubtedly the grandfathering would be
helpful to the extent of investment :aintenance, but one can still
wonder about the diminution in wealth from the "resale market," where-
by purchasers will be willing to pay less because the net after-tax
cost of investment will be higher. A transitional rule creates addi-
tional complexities: two different systems of taxation may be running
contemporaneously.

Similar statements can be made if businesses or business activities
are considered separate from individual income subject to taxation,
primarily compensation. In addition, under the Helms approach, there
would have to be a substantial transition period and coordination
between the current gift and estate tax transfer system and taxation
of such transfers as income to the recipient.

Another area that would require complex transitional adjustment
provisions is qualified retirement benefits, including employer plans
and Keogh or IRA plans. Two questions immediately come to mind: On
the effective date, should sums be frozen under the old (i.e. , the
current) system, including earnings thereon; or should there be a
cutoff of the balance only as of the effective date? If so, should
taxation take place only at the date of distribution or over a phase-
in period? Is there any need to continue special tax provisions, such
as 10-year averaging? Or will the presumed lower rates under flat-
rate tax obviate the need for some of the complexities of maintaining
a plan under two vastly different tax systems? Inherent in all of
this, of course, is the problem of the details to be maintained, by
whom and for how long.

Because of the-vast differences in the four systems set forth above,
it is not possible to explain simply or point to all the transitional
problems. Suffice it to say that many proponents of the flat-rate tax
seemingly have been caught by the attractiveness of its superficial
simplicity. Enthusiasts ignore the fact that, although simplicity
will probably result once the system is fully operational, any change
as significant as a flat-rate tax is likely to require an orderly
transition period. Providing "equitable transition" will create a
taxpayer's dilemma--increased complexity under a dual system for a
lengthy period of time.

Conclusion

In spite of the concerns and problems set forth above, the movement
toward serious consideration of a flat-rate tax must be recognized.
In recent days, there has been editorial support in The New York Times
and Washington Post, as well as guest editorials in The Wall Street
Journal criticizing the complex individual income tax system currently
in operation. Moreover, President Reagan, Senator Dole and the Office
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of Management and Budget (OMB) have recently noted the appeal of a
flat-rate tax system. Whether doubters of such a system will provide
a balance to the movement remains to be seen.

Under any circumstances, however, because of the likelihood of strong
reaction by groups who will be affected substantially by removal of
tax incentives provided to them for many decades, such as charitable
and educational institutions, the oil and gas industry, and the real
estate industry, among others, any substantial change in the philoso-
phy of individual taxation will evolve slowly. As this brief discus-
sion indicates, many variables can be injected into a flat-rate tax
system, even though the goals of the system are retention of a very
broad tax base and a low tax rate, and massive simplification of the
system for most taxpayers. Whichever approach gains favor, efforts to
accomplish fairness during a transition are likely, even though com-
plexity would inevitably result. Moreover, the strong bi-partisan
opposition of two respected tax experts in Congress--Senator Russell
Long and Representative Barber Conable--cannot be ignored.

Thus, even in today's chaotic legislative environment and with the
tremendous pressure off the federal budget, we do not anticipate that
flat-tax legislation will be stampeded through Congress.
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Exhlbit 1

Comparison of Taxes Under Flat-Rate Proposals

Present Law Helms Panella Bredley

Example I

Income before capital gain end Keogh contrbution $100.000
Capital gains ($30.000) . 12.000
Keogh contribution (15.000)
Municipal bond interest
Gifts and inheritances
Adjusted gross income . . . 97.000

Deductions
Medical expense ............. ... 900
Taxes paid ..... 10.000
Interest expense 8,300
Home mortgage interest . .. 4,200
Charitable contributions ..... . 5.000

28.400
Zero bracket amount .... ....... .. 3.400
Net deductions ........................... 25.000

Personal exemptions (4) 4.000

Taxable income ....... $ 68.000

Tex Ihereon . .$ 21 625
Personal exemption credit
Surtax ... ................

Total teas . . . .......... $ 21.625

Example 11

Income before capital gain and IRA contribution
Employer-paid insurance benefits .
Capital gains (S300,000) ... ..... ...
IRA contribution
Municipal bond interest ............ .. .
Gills end inheritance ............ ..

Adjusted gross income . . . . .......
Deductions

Casualty loss .
Tas paid .
Interest expense ....
Home mortgage interest
Charitable contributions

Zero bracket amount
Net deductions I .

Personal exemptions (4)
Taxable income .

Tax thereon .
Personal exemption credit
Surtax . .

Tol laes - .

$ 50.000

..... 120.000
. ...... (4.000)

168,000

. . . . . . . . . . . 600
. . . . . . . . . .. 15.000

1.000
.... 3,200

.. 1,800
21.600

.... 3400
18.200

.. ... 4,000
........... $143.800

S 59,349

$ 59,349

$100.000
30,000

15.000
125.000
270.000

8.000
$262,000

$ 26.200

$ 26.200

$ 50.000-
800

300.000

5.000
75.000

430.800

8.000
$422,800

$ 42.280

$ 42.280

$100.000
30.000

15.000

145.000

$145.000

S 27,550
(2.400)

S 25.150

S 50.000
800

300,000

5.000

355,800

800

600

600

$355.200

$ 67.488
(2.400)

S 65,088

$100.000
30.000

130.000

900
10.000

4,200
5.000

20,100
4.600

$5.500

5.000
S 109.500

$ 14,688

11,100

$ 25.788

S 50.000
800

300,000

350.800

15.000

3,200
1.800

20.000
4,600

15,400

5.000
$330,400

S 45.612

42,012

$ 87,824



Comparison of Individual Taxes under Flat-Rate Tax Proposals

Compensation
Salary .. ....... .....................
Employer contribution to pension plan ($30.000) . .
Employer paid health and life insurance ($2.500) . .

Interest & dividends .... ..................
Capital gain ($400.000) ....................

Business Income
Income from rental property (below) ......... ......................................
Income (loss) from oil & gas partnership #1 (below) ...................................
Income (loss) from oil & gas partnership #2 (below) ...................................

Adjusted gross income ............. ..............................................

Deductions
State & local real property and income taxes ........ .................................
Sales tax...............................................................

Home mortgage interest ........... ............................................
Other interest ............ .................................................
Charitable contributions ........... ............................................

Zero bracket amount ............ ..............................................
Net deductions ........... ................................. ...............
Personal exemptions (joint return, plus 2 dependents) ....... ............................

Taxable income............................................................

Tax thereon ...............................................................
Surtax....................................................................
Business tax (below).........................................................

Total taxes .............................................................. 8 . 280..80 $ 681649

Exhibit 2

Present
Law

$ 350.000

20.000
160.000

(25.000)
(425,000)
200.000

280.000

40,000
4.000

18.000
25.000
30.000

117.000
(3,400)

113.600
(4.000)

S 162.400

$ 68,649

Bradley

$ 350.000

2.500
20.000

400.000

(25.000)
45.000

290.000
1.082.500

40.000

18.000
20,000
30.000

108.000
(4,60)

103.400
(5.000)

$ 974.100

$ 135,730
144,450

De Concini'

$ 350.000
30.000
2.500

382,500

-0-
-0-
-0-

(6,200)
$ 376.300

$ 71.497

59.750""

...................

...................

...................

...................

$ 280.180 $ 131.247



Business Income

Rental Property - ($1-2 million cost)
Gross rents
Operating expenses, taxes .....
Depiecation/ACRS . . .... .... ..
Interest expense
Net income (loss) ........ ..... . .

Business tax (at 19"1/ rate) .
Less- Carryforward of prior year negative tax on net
Net business tax . . ...... ... .

losses (assumed)

Oil & gas partnership (#1)
Income less expenses ....................
Depletion . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Intangible drilling costs (producing wells)
Net income (loss) .. . ........ .

Business tax (credit for carryover at 19% rate) . .

Oil & gas partnership (#2)
Income less expenses
Depletion

Net income (loss)

Business tax (at 19% rate)

Total business tax .

*The De Concin, bill sots guidelines only The detailed calculation are based on a more complete description of ihe underlying concept contained in a paper from ihe Hoover Insitiuion
'Assumes ihai each business is computed separately I businesses of individuals could be combed under the proposal. the tax would be reduced (not less than zero) by $76.000. (Bill does not clartily this point)

-Primarily due to expensing cost of rental property when acquired

Present
Law

$ 250.000
(25,000)
(80.000)

(170.0C0)

$ (25.000)

n/a

Bradley

S 250.000
(25.000)
(80.000)

(170.000)
$ (25.000)

n/a

S 100,000
(5.000)

(50.000)

$ 45.000

n/a

$ 300.000
(10.000)

$ 290.000

n/a

$ 100,000
(25,000)

(500.000)
$(425.000)

n/a

De Concinir

$ 250.000
(25.000)

$ 225.000

$ 42.750
(40.000)...

$ 2.750

$ 100.000

(500.000)
$(400,000)

$ (76.000)

$ 300.000

$ 300.000

$ 57.000

$ 59.750"

$ 300.000
(100.000)

$ 200.000

n/a



Exhibit 3

Comparison of Present Law Treatment of Individual Income, Deduction, Exclusion and Credit Items With Various Flat-Rate Tax Proposals

Present Law

Tax Rate
Graduated from 12%-50%

Income - "From whatever
source"
Includes:
0 Compensation
O Interest and dividends
O Rents and royalties
o Alimony
O Pensions and annuities
o Gross income from business
O Gains from dealing in property

Exemptions and Exclusions
0 60% of long-term capital

gains
O Unemployment compensation
O Life insurance proceeds
o Gifts and inheritances
o Interest on govt obligations

(including IDBs)
o Compensation for

injuries/ sickness
" Schoarships
O Income of states.

municipalities. etc.
0 Meals & lodging furnished by

employer
0 One-time exclusion of gain

from sale of principal
residence

o Contributions by employer to
qualified pension or profit
sharing plans

O Earnings of IRAs. Keogh plans.
qualified plans

o Social Security and Veterans'
benefits

o Various other exclusions

Helms (S. 2200)

1

Flat-rate of 10%

0 Same treatment as present
law

All are eliminated

Panetta (HR 6070)

Flat-rate of 19%

o Same treatment as present
law

All 'eliminated except'

o Gifts and inheritances
o Income of states.

municipalities, etc.

Bradley/Gephardt (S. 2817)

Basic tax rate of 14%
Progressive surtax 6-14%

O Same treatment as present
law

Following are retained:

0 Life insurance proceeds
11 Gifts and inheritances
o Interest on gov't. obligations

(not IDBs)
o Compensation for

sickness I injuries
o Income of states.

municipalities. etc.
o Meals & lodging furnished by

employer
o Exclusion of gain on sale of

personal residence (retained
for normal tax only)

o Contributions by employers to
qualified plans

O Social Security and Veterans'
benefits

Do Concini (S. 2147)"

"Not more than 20%"

Includes only:
O Compensation

o Pensions paid directly by
employer

QFMV of employer
contributions to
pension / profit - sharing plans

Excludes only,

o Capital gains (l00%i,)
o Interest
o Dividends



Deductions
O Personal exemption
o Zero bracket amount
0 Trade or business expenses
0 Employee business expense
0 Interest
o Taxes
o Losses
o Bad debts
O Depreciation (ACRS)
" Charitable contributions
0 Medical expense
0 Alimony payments
0 Moving expense
o Retirement savings (IRAs)
O Expenses for producing incomE
o Intangible drilling costs
o Mining exploration
O Percentage/cost depletion
O Travel and entertainment
O Various other deductions
Credits
O- Foreign taxes
o Investment tax credit
O Earned income credit
O Child care
O Targeted jobs credit
.0 Residential energy credit
o Research
o Various other credits

Repeals all deductions except-

0 Personal exemption

All credits repealed

Converts personal exemptions to
credit and repeals all other
deductions except

o Trade or business expenses
o Losses
o Expenses for producing

income
o Alimony payments

Allows only:

O Personal exemption

Retains most deductions but
modifies the following,

Would provide only a deduction
for "a fixed amount."

o Interest (home mortgage only)
o Taxes (state & local income

and real property only)
O Losses (not casualty & theft)
0 Depletion (cost only)
o Intangible drilling costs

(repealed)
o Child care (deduction allowed

rather than credit)
o Medical expense (excess over

10% of AGI allowed)

Repeals most credits except: Credits not mentioned

O Foreign taxes
o Work incentive program
0 Earned income

'The o Coficou bill provides only guidelines Detiried treatment ia drawn from Hoover Instiuion paper on which the bill is based )
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Statement of Gerald W. McEntee
International President, AFSCME
to the Senate Finance Committee

on Flat Tax and Major Tax Reforp Proposals
October 14, 1982

The American Federation of State, County, and Municipal

Employees (AFSCME) represents over one million public employees

throughout the country. Clearly, they have a direct interest in

the financial resources available for the public services America

needs. As citizens and wage earners, we have a direct interest in

how the tax burden is shared. Over the years AFSCME has been a

strong advocate for progressive tax reform at the state and local

level as well as the federal level.

Developments in federal tax policy are also of particular impor-

tance to AFSCME since most state and local governments conform in

whole or in part to the federal tax code - especially with regard

to personal income and corporate income taxes. For instance, in

taxing personal income many states adopt federal tax rules regarding

deductions and income exclusions, while a few states actually deter-

mine-their personal income tax as a percentage of federal income

tax. In addition, the federal government often influences the

direction of state and local tax policy. As a result, major

revisions in federal tax policy can spill-over to subnational

jurisdictions.

We welcome this opportunity to present our views on the appro-

priate course for reforming our nation's federal tax system. Of

great concern is the fact that working people have lost confidence

in the fairness and the efficiency of the federal tax system.
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Recent Advisory Commission on Intergovernmental Relations polls

show that in September, 1981 36 percent of the public felt that the

,federal income tax was our nation's least fair tax up from 28 percent

in May, 1977.

We must act to restore confidence in the federal tax system and

the process of tax policy making. Tax reform involves adherence to

the underlying principles of fairness, economic efficiency and

simplicity - and requires abandoning attempts to use the tax system

as the provider of subsidies and special allowances.

The lack of confidence in the federal tax system which we

face today can be traced to several developments:

o A trend towards less progressive taxation

o The growth of tax expenditures

o Shifts in the distribution of the tax burden from
businesses to individuals.

Less Progressive Tax System

The notion that individuals with higher incomes should pay

proportionately more of their income in taxes than those with lower

incomes is a critical underpinning of our tax system. Even before

the passage of the Economic Recovery Tax Act (ERTA) of 1981, which

reduced the progressivity of the federal income tax, a clear trend

toward a less progressive income tax was evolving (see Table 1).

The passage of ERTA, meanwhile, was a major set-back for taxation

based on ability to pay. According to the Congressional Budget

Office, the tax reductions embodied in ERTA will increase the after

tax income for househ-olds earning above S50,000 by 6.7% compared to

only 1.3% for households earning less than $10,000 in 1983! (See Table 2).
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Much of recent tax policy debate has centered on the merits of

substituting the current tax system with some form of a single

rate tax scheme. Advocates would have us sacrifice progressivity

for the sake of simplicity. According to the Joint Committee on

Taxation, an 18.5 percent flat tax on the current tax base would

increase taxes by about 30 percent for taxpayers in the $15-20,000

income bracket, but decrease taxes by over 20 percent for taxpayers

in the $50-$100,000 income bracket (See Table 3). As Assistant

Secretary Chapoton stated in his testimony before this committee,

"Any single-rate tax would inevitably result in a major redistribu-

tion of the tax burden from high income to low and middle income

families." A single rate flat tax should be rejected if we are to

preserve any semblance of a fair and equitable tax system.

In the future, we must look to ensure that the progressivity

of the tax system is improved. We must resist simplistic solutions

to complex tax problems that would introduce greater inequities in

the tax structure and shift the tax burden to working people.

Growth of Tax Expenditures

The federal income tax base has been shot full of holes by the

growth in tax expenditures. By Fiscal Year 1987, the Joint Committee

Taxation estimates that the percent of taxes forgone through tax

expenditures will reach 42% for personal income taxes and 65% for

corporate income taxes (See Table 4). This growth in tax expendi-

tures compromises the economic efficiency of the tax system by re-

quiring higher tax rates to collect any given amount of revenues and

results in a complex and time consuming tax compliance process.
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One need only point to the Senate's recent approval of legisla-

tion that reduced the period an asset must be owned before it quali-

fies for preferential capital gain tax treatment to demonstrate that

the pressure to expand tax loopholes is still with us. Congress

must take a firm stand against new tax loopholes if we are ever to

get serious about restoring a reasonable base for taxation and restore

equity and public confidence in the federal tax system.

Shrinking Corporate Tax Burden

Over the years, corporate taxes have been drastically reduced.

In 1960 corporate income taxes accounted for 4.2% of GNP while by 1981

they composed only 2.2% of GNP. It is estimated by the Joint

Committee on Taxation that by 1987 only 7.14 of all federal revenues

will come from corporate income taxes compared to 15.1% in 1981.

The shift of the federal tax burden away from corporations

was greatly accelerated by the passage in 1981 of the Accelerated

Cost Recovery System for determining business depreciation deduction.

The new depreciation system and the liberalized Investment Tax Credit

will drastically reduce the effective corporate tax rate and,

additionally, will distort the economic returns to different classes

of assets. According to the Urban Institute, at an 8% annual

rate of inflation ACRS will reduce the effective corporate tax rate

on plant and equipment from 40% to 18% by 1986 (See Table 5).

Moreover, ACRS distorts the economic returns to different classes of

assets by favoring short lived assets more than long lived assets.
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The 1982 Tax Equity and Fiscal Responsibility Act was an

important step toward redressing the sharp decline in corporate

income taxation and the economic distortions introduced by ERTA.

Particularly, eliminating safe harbor leasing after 1984 and reducing

the basis for depreciation by half the value of the ITC were needed

reforms.

Much more remains to be done. As corporate tax receipts

decline, individuals will be forced to bear heavier burdens in order

to finance services. We must act to reverse this disturbing trend.

Future Course of Tax Reform

In approaching tax reform we must not act hastily or imprudently,

as there are no simple solutions to the complex problems facing our

tax system. A tax reform agenda should:

o Ensure that federal taxes be based on ability-to-pay

o Broaden the tax base by holding fast against new tax
expenditures and by eliminating unproductive and in-
efficient tax loopholes

o Reinstate effective corporate taxation

Improving the efficiency of the tax system or simplifying the

tax system need not conflict with ensuring that taxes are based

on ability to pay and tax burdens are shared equitably. We have

already pointed out that a greater degree of economic efficiency and

a less complex tax system can be achieved by eliminating tax

expenditures.

The challenges we face in pursuing tax reform are significant.

The debate will be a difficult one for our nation. In the couzse of

this debate we must resist simple, one-dimensional solutions that

ignore the full breadth of our tax problems such as a single rate

flat-tax proposal. AFSCME will continue to promote equity as the

major objective of federal tax reform and support progressive

proposals that do not unfairly burden working men and women.
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Table 1

.Increase In Average Federal Tax Rates

for Four-Person Families

(Percent change from 1960-1980)

One-Half the Median Income

Median Income

Twice Median Income

Change from 1960-1980

+114%

+46.1%

+50.4%

Source: Hutton and O'Neill,"Tax Policy", in Urban Institute's
The Reagan Experiment, p. 105

11-385 0 - 83 - 12
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Table 2

Change In Federal Individual Income Taxes
Due to Economic Recovery Act of 1981

By Household Income for Calendar Year 1983
(in dollars)

All Less $10,000 $20,000 $40,000 $80,000
House- than to to to or
holds $10,000 $20,000 $40,000 $80,000 more

940

3.5

120 440 950 1,830 15,250

1.3 1.9 3.2 4.6 6.7

Source: "Effects of Tax and Benefit Reductions Encacted in
1981 For Households In Different Income Categories",
Congressional Budget Office, (February, 1982)

Dollars
per
Household

As a
Percentage
of Income
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Table 3

Charge in Distribution of Tax Liabilities Under
an 18.5 percent flat tax compared

to 1984 Tax Law at 1981 Income Levels

Income
i-n thousands of $)

5

5-10

10-15

15-20

20-30

30-50

50-100

100-200

200

Percent
Change

290.7

51.6

40.6

30.0

19.9

4.].

-21.2

-42.4

-56.5

Dollar per Return
Change

180.71

197.91

388.31

484.54

523.28

190.61

-2,290.90

-16,540.20

-56,438.05

Source: Joint Committee on Taxation

AFSCME Public Policy Department
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Taole 4
Percent of Taxes Foregone through Tax

Fiscal Year

1977

1978

1979

1980

1981

1982

1983

1984

1985

1986

1987

Expenditures

Corporate Individual Total

34%

36%

38%

40%

44%

54%

58%

54%

57%

62%

65%

35%

36%

35%

38%

39%

40)

41%

41%

41%

42%

42%

35%

36%

36%

39%

40%

42%

43%

44%

44%

46%

16%

Source: Joint Committee on Taxation, Estimates of Federal Tax
Expenditures for Fiscal Years 1982-1987
Budget of the U.S. Government, special analysis, Fiscal
Year 1979 and Fiscal Year 1980
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Table 5

Effective Corporate Tax Rate
(percentage)

Industry Division i980 Tax Law ACRS

Agriculture 28.6 8.7

Mining 50.4 33.3

Construction 28.2 8.2

Manufacturing 36.6 14.3

-Transportation, Com- 42.3 18.4
munication, and Utilities

Trade 37.3 17.5

Finance and Insurance 38.8 20.7

Services 38.5 20.5

Total nonresiden- 39.6 17.8
tial business

Source: C.R. Hulten, J.W. Robertson, S.M. Davies, unpublished.

Rates refer to Accelerated Cost Recovery System (ACRS)
when fully phased in and assume an 8 percent expected rate
of inflation.
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OFFICE OF THE GENERAL SECRETARY a ABC
Volley Forge, Pennsylvonio 19481

Written Statement for Inclusion in Printed Record
of Senate Finance Committee Hearings on Flat-Rate
Tax Proposals (September 27-29, 1982.) 6 C

October 14, 1982

Dear Senators:

As American Baptists we are called to "Participate actively in the
political, social and economic life in our society seeking to bring
to all of life the insights of our Christian faith while recognizing
that our wisdom is finite and that free and open discussion in church
and society can enable our understanding to grow and change and deepen."
(American Baptist Resolution on Citizen Responsibility in the Political
Process, Adopted by the General Board, June 1982.)

We wish to bring to the attention of the Sendate Finance Committee our
grave concerns about the proposed elimination of the charitable
contribution deduction if a flat-rate tax is enacted.

Such a proposal would remove all tax incentives to charitable giving
at the same time that Federal Government cut-backs are curtailing or
eliminating programs and services to the poor and the elde-rly thus
increasing the demand on religious organizations to provide care.

We will appreciate your careful consideration of this matter.

Robert C. Ca neral Secretary
American Baptist Churches, USA

William K. Cober, Executive Director
Board of National Ministries

C~sVr J. JuSp Jr., Executive Director
Bdard of Intern tonal Ministries

Grant W. Hanson, Acting Executive Director
Board of Educational Ministries
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STATEMENT BY DANIEL J. PILIERO I, PRESIDENT

AD HOC COMMITTEE
FOR A RESPONSIBLE TAX POLICY

The Flat-Rate Tax Idea Is a Bad One

The Ad Hoc Committee For a Responsible Tax Policy is an

organization representing the interests of investors and members

of the business community throughout the country. The Committee

opposes the flat-rte tax idea in general, and is specifically

opposed to the flat-rate tax bills and modified progressive tax

bills now pending before Congress.

We support responsible tax reform but we strongly object to

the elimination of important deductions including those for

medical expenses, home mortgage interest and other investment

interest, real estate taxes, charitable contributions, energy

exploration incentives and other investment incentives.

We are also concerned that the flat-rate tax proposals may

simply be a device to raise the real tax burden on individuals

and businesses by taxing unemployment compensation, social

security and other transfer payments, employer contributions to

employee benefit plans, such as pension and medical plans, gifts

and inheritances, even unrealized increases in the value of

pensions, life insurance policies, and other assets. Taxing

currently untaxed receipts would also mean complicating the

already difficult tasks of computing and reporting gross income.

We doubt very much that the American people will support

"broadening the tax base" under a new system when they discover

that "base-broadening" is merely a euphemism for eliminating

C'
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important deductions such as those for home mortgage interest,

real estate taxes and charitable contributions, and for making

social security and unemployment compensation subject to the

income tax. Rather than reducing taxes, a flat-rate tax will

actually increase the tax liability of individuals and businesses

by Increasing an individual's taxable income. Even if a taxpayer

is subject to lower marginal rates under a flat-rate tax system,

he faces a greatly expanded tax base because of the elimination

of deductions and exclusions and the taxation of more items of

income. The result is that people will pay out more in taxes.

Senator Bob Dole, Chairman of the Senate Finance Committee,

recently came to this same conclusion, "the loss of major deductions

outweighs the promise of a lower rate. When such facts are

carefully considered, the flat rate itself may go flat."

In addition to "broadening the tax base," a flat-rate

system would impose a single rate of taxation on all individuals

and, under some plans, all corporations. Economists, members of

Congress, and others have repeatedly concluded that such a

single rate tax would increase the overall tax burden on middle-

income taxpayers. A reform that produces this kind of result

is unfair and inequitable and completely contrary to views of

the American public. Furthermore, a single rate of taxation

could easily be manipulated to raise taxes in order to produce

greater revenues and ward off increasing budget deficits.

Consequently, the Ad Hoc Committee opposes the single rate

bracket which the flat-rate tax bills propose.
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We want to emphasize that the present income tax laws

are constantly being improved and are not as unfair as some would

suggest. Congress has already acted to increase the equity and

efficiency of the current tax system. One major reform recently

took place with passage of the Tax Equity and Fiscal Responsibility

Act of 1982. A revised minimum tax is now in effect which guarartees

that all individuals pay a certain level of taxes. Generally, 20%

of all income will be paid as taxes by middle income and wealthy

taxpayers after certain very limited exclusions. The wealthy are

not allowed to escape their fair share of tax liability. This

applies even to those who are risking their capital in areas such

as real estate and energy exploration. Such responsible tax reform

was and is supported by the Ad Hoc Committee For a Responsible Tax

Policy. The flat-'rate tax idea, however, is not a fair or responsible

proposal.

The Flat-Rate Tax Is an Effort To Elimilate Important Deductions
Including Home Mortgage Interest, Medical Expenses, Real Estate
Taxes Charitable Contributions and Energy Exploration Costs.
The Ad Hoc Committee Believes This Proposal For Reform Is Wrong.

The flat-rate tax bills propose eliminating deductions for

employee business expenses, home mortgage interest and other invest-

ment interest, charitable contributions, property taxes, losses, and

medical expenses. These deductions are not loopholes but rather

benefits that individuals depend upon for their financial stability.

These deductions are also incentives for persons to engage in economic

and social activity which is productive and helpful and essential

to the country's well-being.
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In the past, Congress has considered it important to

encourage such things as energy exploration, home-building and

home-buying, business investment, contributions by employers to

employee benefit plans and charitable giving. There is no reason

why .Congress should not continue to utilize the tax laws to

benefit these activities. There is a dire need for bolstering

investment, real estate, and energy exploration, especially at

the present time. Broadening the tax base by eliminating deductions

related to these industries and by taxing additional items of

income such as employee fringe benefits would be far more harmful

than helpful to the nation's economy and to the financial situation

of many individual taxpayers.

Senator Dole recently explained the problems of shifting

to a flat-rate tax: *on top of everything else, we must weigh

the impact of so major a policy shift on certain sectors of the

economy. For example, the housing industry and charitable institutions

have a significant interest at stake in the form of tax deductions

for mortgage interest and charitable giving. Similarly, any

proposal that ended deductions for rapid capital cost recovery

could mean far-reaching changes in the composition and level of

capital investment. We accelerated those write-offs lait year

in order to spur growth. And we ought to think long and hard

before switching signals again on investment policy. For example,

the energy Industry, both in terms of exploration and development
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and use of new conservation methods and alternative sources,

could be greatly affected if we jettisoned every tax incentive

in present law."

Furthermore, many of the currently available deductions

are Included in the Code to help people who are faced with

the financial burdens of heavy medical and other expenses and

losses. To eliminate or reduce the medical expense deduction,

casualty loss deduction or interest deduction would do nothing

to improve the tax system and instead would work a hardship on

many persons, especially low-and middle-income taxpayers. Deductions

of these types do not permit tax avoidance, but rather they reflect

sound social policy. Senator Dole recently reaffirmed the objectives

of the present tax system:

'It upholds the principle of progressivity. It

effectively accommodates both the need to raise revenue and the

desire to use tax incentives as tools of social and economic

policy, from encouraging home ownership with mortgage interest

deductions to using tax credits to stimulate industrial research

and development."

The Flat-Rate Tax Is an Effort To Tax Previously Untaxed Receipts
Such As Unemployment Compensation, Employer Contributions To Employee
Benefit Plans and Social Security. The Ad Hoc Committee Opposes
These "Base-Broadening" Measures.

Broadening the tax base would mean taxing such items

as employer contributions to employee pension plans, health and

life insurance, subsidized parking and meals and educational
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expenses, reimbursement of certain items now treated as business

expenses. Furthermore, social security, unemployment compensation,

and pensions would be fully subject to the income tax. It is

not difficult to perceive that by eliminating deductions and

exclusions, and taxing more items of income, the tax base for

a particular individual would often significantly exceed his

current tax base. The result, once again, is higher taxes..

Moreover, many of these items of income are now exempt as a

matter of social policy. The American people are opposed to

taxing unemployment compensation and social security. A flat-

rate tax, however, would tax these items and many others including

employee fringe benefits. We believe this is economically and

socially unsound.

In addition, broadening the tax base would add complexity to

the already complicated tax system. The intricacy of the present

internal revenue laws derives not from deduction and exclusion

provisions, but from the difficult task of determining what

constitutes income. Any "base-broadening" efforts, any attempt

to include presently untaxed receipts such as social security or

certain employee benefits would further complicate the already

difficult job of computing and reporting individual or corporate

income. Hence, a simplified tax system would not be attained by

by moving to a flat-rate tax structure.
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The Flat-Rate Tax Would Impose a Single Rate of Taxation on All
Taxpayers and Thereby Increase the Middle Income Taxpayers' Share
of the Overall Tax Burden.

The Ad Hoc Committee For a Responsible Tax Policy also

objects to the imposition of a single rate of tax on all taxpayers.

Economic studies have consistently concluded that a flat-rate tax

would increase the overall tax burden on middle income taxpayers.

A single rate of taxation would inevitably lower the marginal tax

rate for current upper income brackets and raise the marginal

rate for middle income taxpayers. In reducing the tax rate for the

upper tax brackets a greater portion of the tax burden is shifted

to lnwer income taxpayers. Joseph M. Minarik, Deputy Assistant

Director of the'Tax Analysis Division of the Congressional

Budget Office, stated in clear terms: "A flat-rate tax would

inevitably shift more of the tax burden to middle-income families ---

and possibly, depending on how it was constructed, to low-income

families as well."

Admittedly, many of the proposed bills provide for personal

exemptions or specifically exempt very low wage earnings from

the income tax. But this does nothing more than create the need

to impose a higher tax rate on the remaining taxpayers in order

to generate sufficient revenues. The result, once more, is to

raise taxes on already-burdened middle income taxpayers.

Moreover, our present progressive income tax structure

is based on the "ability to pay" principle. Those having substantially
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more income than others pay a higher percentage of their income

in taxes. Under a pure flat-rate tax, an individual who is the

sole wage-earner.for a family and earns $15,000 annually would

pay the same percentage of his income in taxes as would an individual

with $150,000 annual income. This situation is inconsistent

with our notions of fairness and justice, especially when one

considers that those earnings-presently taxed in higher marginal

brackets, 40% to 50%, are not needed for the basics of food,

clothing and housing. Most economists agree that a dollar's

"marginal utility" is higher in the hands of a lower-or middle-class

family than in the hands of the wealthy. Second, those who pay

the higher marginal tax rates under the present system are, by

definition, deriving substantial incomes from the capitalist

system. Given that they are prospering under that system, it is

certainly fair to require that they pay more to support the system.

Senator Russell B. Long recently stated the following:

"in my view, simplification of the tax system and flat

rates are completely separate issues. If it is desirable to

close loopholes in order to reduce tax rates that can be done

without the massive shift in tax burden involved in a flat-rate

tax. I am concerned that some proponents of a flat-rate system

are using simplification as a convenient slogan to justify big

tax cuts for the rich at the expense of middle- and lower-income

taxpayers.*
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A Single Rate of Tax Could Easily Become a Device For
Raising Large Amounts of Revenue By a Simple

Manipulation of the Tax Rate.

k
The Ad Hoc Committee is further concerned that a single

tax bracket could easily become a tool for Congress to raise

revenues by a simple adjustment of the tax rate. This would

subject all taxpayers to potentially large increases in their

rate of taxation over a relatively short period of time in order

to compensate for budget deficits. A progressive tax structure

does not threaten taxpayers in this manner. We recognize the

need to generate sufficient revenue, but we believe that a progressive

system more equitably distributes the tax burden. Moreover, we

are concerned that a single tax bracket could be easily manipulated

to excessively raise the tax burden on individuals and businesses.

This is yet another reason that the Ad Hoc Committee opposes the

flat-rate tax.

Conclusion

Attempting to broaden the tax base'and to impose a single

rate of taxation on all taxpayers are the two primary hallmarks

of the flat-rate tax proposals. For the reasons noted above, for

reasons of fairness and economic stability, the Ad Hoc Committee

For a Responsible Tax Policy is opposed to the flat-rate tax idea.

We object to the concept as a general framework for reforming

the tax laws and we specifically oppose the various flat-rate tax

and modified progressive rate tax bills that have been introduced

to Congress. Our position represents the views tof the investment

and business communities throught the Country, 4nd the American

people overall. We, therefore, urge members of Congress and

private groups and individuals to join us in opposi-ng the

f lat-rate tax.
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Awmflc N-op" Am

444 North Capitol Sirent N.W
Suite 500
Washington D.C. 20001
Telephone 202-639.1100
Cable Address: Amrerliosp

N STATEMENT OF THE AMERICAN HOSPITAL ASSOCIATION
TO THE SENATE COMMITTEE ON FINANCE

ON
FLAT-TAX RATE PROPOSALS

OcLober 14, 1982

The American Hospital Association,

other health care institutions, as

is pleased to have the opportunity

rate system.

Although the flat-tax rate concept

to some because of its simplicity,

potential impact on the ability of

quality health care services.

which represents over 6,300 hospitals and

well as more than 35,000 personal members,

to comment on the concept of a flat-tax

has immediate and strong political appeal

we have very serious concerns regarding its

hospitals to continue providing high

We have two principal concerns: first, the impact that these proposals would

have on the treatment of tax deductable charitable contributions, which are a

major source of support, and second, how these proposals would affect the

treatment of tax-exempt bonds which are used by non-profit hospitals as a

major tool in financing capital projects and major equipment purchases.
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Need and Use of Charitable Contributions

During the early history of health and hospital care in this country, private

contributions comprised a substantial proportion of funds for building and

operating hospitals. While other sources, including government, now provide a

greater share of funds for these activities, non-profit hospitals and health

care institutions, which represent the largest portion of our health care

resources, continue to rely on charitable co i-ibutions for a variety of

purposes.

These funds are used for replacement of obsolete facilities and equipment;

support for health research and education programs; assistance in maintaining

and improving community health care through assuming such responsibilities as

subsidization of care for indigent patients; and helping to finance

experimental and innovative approaches to the delivery of health care.

In 1980, the hospital and health care field received a total of $6.49 billion

in charitable contributions. The American Association of Fundraising Counsel

estimates that this represents 13.6 percent of all philanthropy during that

year provided by individuals in the United States. For many years, the health

and hospitals category of philanthropy ranked as the second largest recipient

of charitable dollars behind religious organizations. However, between 1978

and 1980 the field of education overtook health and hospitals in the number

two spot.

11-385 0 - 83 - 13
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Clearly, the activities supported by charitable contributions are merited and

in the public interest. Moreover, during times of reductions in governmental

support, these funds diminish the financial burden on all levels of

government. In addition, private philanthropy reflects and fosters a highly

desirable attitude by individuals toward the needs of their communities. The

encouragement of private giving is also consistent with the policy of the

Reagan Administratirn to rely on increased charitable giving by individuals

and corporations to help finance social, educational and health programs,

particularly those that have suffered substantial reductions in federal

support.

Tax Policy Implications

Perhaps the most Important federal policy affecting charitable giving is the

deduction allowed for charitable contributions in the individual income tax.

This policy has provided an incentive for voluntary giving and has served

society well. It has also been an effective mechanism for promoting other

social goals whether they be in the area of improved health and hospital care

or support for education, the arts or the humanities. According to Martin

Feldstein, a former Harvard University economist who now serves as Chairman of

the President's Council on Economic Advisors, tax subsidies for charitable

giving is generally a more efficient method of achieving a desired purpose

than a direct government expenditure.l/
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However, charitable giving has not kept pace with our economic growth, In part

because of other federal tax policies. In fact, according to a study

published by the Urban Institute, private contributions to churches,

universities, hospitals, service organizations and other non-profit charitable

institutions will decline over the next four years by $18.3 billion in current

dollar terms, and $9.9 billion in constant dollar terms, below what they would

have been under prior law as a result of the recently enacted Economic

Recovery Act of 1981. These reductions in private contributions will

exacerbate the revenue losses non-profit organizations are already expected to

experience as a result of declining goverament support.2/ As a result of

the Tax Equity and Fiscal Responsibility Act of 1982 which was enacted this

past simmer, hospitals ill be forced to absorb cuts in Medicare and Medicaid

of $13 billion uver the next three years.

While tae Economic Recovery Act of 1981 contains several key features that

will discourage charitable giving in large amounts this same law also included

two other provisions that are likely LO encourage giving. -owever, these

provisions such as making charitable deductions available to non-itemizers,

and increasing the minimum allowable corporate contribution aren't likely to

make up the losses resulting fro, the other major changes enacted in the 1981

mesure.
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Flat-Tax Rate Proposals

There have been several bills introduced during the Second Session of the 97th

Congress that would implement a flat-tax rate system. Some of these proposals

would eliminate deductions for charitable giving while others would not.

The American Hospital Association is strongly opposed to any flat-tax rate

proposal that would either eliminate the deduction for charitable

contributions or substantially discourage charitable giving.

Charitable contributions are a very important and much needed source of income

for the health and hospitals field as well as other important areas that are

in the public interest. The charitable deduction that currently exists is in

the public interest and is an important element of national social policy.

Impact on Tax-Exempt Bonds

The other major concern to ARA regarding the flat-tax rate concept is the

impact that such a system would have on the ability of private, non-profit

hospitals to continue their use of tax-exempt bonds.

Tax exempt-Ifinancing is vitally important to minimizing-the cost of hospital

capital projects. rn the recent past, the interest rate for tax-exempt bonds

is about 3 percentage points lower than comparable taxable obligations.

During part of 1981, there was as much as a 30 percent differential between

interest rates for tax-exempt and taxable bonds.
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There has been a great deal of misinformation regarding. the growing use of

tax-exempt financing by hospitals with many arguing that this has contributed

to a growth in capital expenditures. However, this simply is not true and

hospitals have only turned to tax-exempt bonds to replace other sources of

financing which have been reduced, such as government programs and

phi lanthropy.

In a recent study entitled the "Future Capital Needs of Community Hospitals,"

by Harold Ting-and-John Valiante, they stated that "the ability of community

hospitals to meet their plant' and equipment investment needs during the 1980's

--an amount estimated to total more than $160 billion or about three times the

investments made during the 1970's--is emerging as a issue of central concern

to the industry and souaegovSrnment officials. At the same time that capital

needs of community hospitals are growing, these institutions are facing a

potentially sharp relative decline in the necessary funds to finance these

investments, creating the possibility.of a capital shortage." The study also

-states that "community hospitals with large Medicare and Medicaid populations

will be unable to generate the operating cash flow required to maintain plant

and equipment." 
3

As a matter of social policy, here again, the use of tax-exempt bonds for

hospital construction plays an important role. If this source of financing

were not available then Medicare, Medicaid and other payers would be forced to

absorb these capital costs because of the crucial need of allocating resources

to capital projects in order to maintain our-nation's hospital infrastructure

in a rapidly changing technological and medical environment.

In sumary, the AHA has serious concerns in regard to the concept of a

flat-tax rate system and appreciates the opportunity to share them with you.
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Suamer 1982), pg. 14-15.
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AERICAN IMTVMJE OF (CEM = PUBLIC ACPXOflA'S

FWMAL TAX DIVISION

SCN THE FIAT-RATE n-CE TAX SSTE

The Federal Tax Division of the Aerican Institute of Certified Public

Accountants is the senior technical body of the Institute authorized to speak

for the AICPA on matters involving federal income taxation. There are over

180,000 CPAs who are members of the AICPA and many of them devote a high

percentage of their efforts to the federal taxation area.

General

The Chairman is to be cxrmended for holding hearings to consider

proposals to move to a flat-rate or other simplified system of taxation. The

terms "flat rate," and "flat tax," and simplifiedd tax" connote elements of

simplicity and perceived fairness, wbich have encouraged numerous individuals

and groups to provide vigorous support for such a change in our form of inrome

taxation.

Although we support the desirability of hearings to consider these proposals,

we are not, at this tire, prepared to either support or oppose one or more of

such proposals. Rather, we believe that the matter deserves substantially more

research and analysis to determine whether s-xh" a basic change in our system of

taxation will serve our fiscal needs, while at the sawe time improving the

essential elements of any desirable tax system. In other words, an overhaul

of the existing system must proceed cautiously to ensure that it may provide

simplicity, faiT.% and efficiency in operation. Also relevant is the fact that

the tax system ha.,n used effectively in the past to promote specific economic

or social goals! press .by, this function would continue in any modified system.

Malor proposed changes frcrm the present system should be analyzed as to their

impact on these goals, particularly on saving and investment.
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For these reasons, we urge that you proce d slowly and carefully in this

effort. As a responsible professional organization, we plan to participate

actively and objectively in that research and analysis. To do so, we have

appointed a task force to study this area and anticipate that it will provide

a well-reasned analysis and recommendations which will be provided to y and

your staff within the next six months.

Coauents below relate to some of the more specific preliminary thoughts

the Federal Tax Division has had on this matter.

Suplif ication

There can be no question of the need for simplification in our tax laws.

Tales of professional tax advisers having difficulty crmpleting their own indi-

vidual inome tax returns are commonplace. The thickness of the Internal Revenue

Code and regulations vlumes expands at what seems to be an exponential rate of

growth.

A flat-tax system could create a ver.y substantial sixplification of the tax

laws after the necessary transition period. However, we do not believe that the

only way to achieve simplification is to adopt a new tax system. Simplification

could also be gained through a concerted effort to identify and reduce complexities

in the current tax system. Although simplification is a very desirable goal for

any tax system, before embarking on a completely new system to achieve that goal,

we should have concluded that alternative means are either not available or are

not politically feasible. Such a comprehensive evaluation has thus far not been

attempted.

change itself is car.Elicat ing. We ha% seen the effects of pro liferating

change in all facets of life, and incame taxation is certainly no exception.
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The consequences of changing the tax laws year after year - with ciroundiM

results - nust be considered. Continued change increases the uncertainty and

hence the riskiness of business invesnt at a time when increased saving and

investment is needed.

S

National Ccrission on Tax Sizmlification

We have no doubt that i=Vrmroet in the area of simplification is an

achievable goal within the context of our present tax syste<. But it will take

the clear resolve of the Congress, the Administration and knowledgeable profes-

sional groups to do so. For this reason, we urge the formation of a National

Ccnission on Tax Simplification which should explore issues in addition to

the flat-rate tax, including:

o a new Internal Revenue Code

o the use of the tax system for social and economic incentive purposes

and the impact on siplification

o the procedures for drafting and adopting tax legislation and their Lmpact

on simplicity.

tue AICPA Federal Tax Division would be pleased to participate in such an effort.

Equity or Fairness of the System

The question of fairness of any tax system is essentially a political issue.

Some would argue that a single flat rate of taxation on a comprehensive base is

the fairest method of taxation. Others would argue that ability to pay is

critical to fairness, and that the rate system therefore must be progressive,

in a manner similar to bur present system. If a single flat-rate system were

adpted, the primary beneficiaries in teams of rate reduction would likely be those

'who Say at the currently high marginal rates of up to 50% of taxable incame. To

achieve the sape level of funding of gcveTmnt spending, presumably the middle
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and lower level income individuals would have to pay at an increased percentage

rate under a flat-rate system as cczpared with the present system.

Cn the other hand, if malti-level rates were adopted under a new systan,

it might eliminate some of the perceived advantage of simplification. Moreover,

simplificationn of the rate structure could be achieved by decreasing the number

of rate brackets without altering the overall revenue to be derived under our.

present incre tax system.

Transition Period Problems

If a flat-tax structure were adopted, we believe a lengthy transition period

would have to be provided to shift from the old to the new system. Changing the

tax rules abruptly by eliminating current tax benefits from investments held by

millions of taxpayers in reliance upon existing tax laws, would be grossly inequi-

table.

For example, deductions for home mortgage interest and property taxes affect

a great number of taxpayers. Eliminating these tax deductions would lower the

value of hores significantly. A transition measure would be needed to protect

those currently owning hates. The length of the transit-on measure would have

to be ve-y long, perhaps 10 to 15 years.

Equity demands that appropriate transition measures be included for all tax-

payer groups with investments made in reliance on current law. In each case it

would be necessary to make the difficult decision concerning a proper cutoff

point in the future, beyond which the tax benefits provided by current law wold

not be available.

Ecormic Readjustment

Related to the need for a lengthy transition period is the severe economic

readjustment we could expect if a flat-tax system were adopted. Market prices

that are based to a significant degree on tax treaunent would vary widely depending
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on the changes relative to each item in question. This eooncuic readjustmnt might

or might not be beneficial in the long run, but it would certainly be unpredictable.

A flat-tax system, with a low top marginal rate, would go a long way toward

eliminating tax shelter investments, particularly those based heavily on tax-

benefits. This would appear desirable fra the standpoint of encouraging inveit-

.ment activities based more on economic rather than tax criteria. on tbe other

hand, same of the largest categories of tax shelter investment now available -

e.g., real estate and oil and gas, - were given special tax benefits to encourage

that very type of economic activity. Most of the flat-tax systems, as proposed, -

would not allow for this targeting of tax benefits to achieve economic goals.

This committee, and its counterpart in the House, have often used'the tax

laws - and we believe appropriately so - -to encourage or to discourage certain

economic activity by businesses and individuals. While the tax laws are replete

with illustrations of such provisions, clear exwples would include tax-favored

treatment of employer sponsored medical reirbursaent plans, retirement savings

(IRAs, Keoghs, corporate qualified plans, etc.), charitable deductions and targeted

job tax credits. Your consideration of a flat-tax system, therefore, should also

take into account the impact of such a system on the ability of the Congress to make

desirable tax changes in the future to encourage or discourage specific economic

activity.

Industries and'Groups Affected

Econanic readjustment would likely be hardest for those industries and groups

now receiving significant tax benefits in one form or another. Sae of the grou,?s

and industries included in this category are real estate; oil, gas and mining;

state and municipal bonds (both general 7arpose and industrial development); social

security recipients; and investors in securities.

I
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heretical cxrnic arguments can be made, that this type of readjustrent

will be healthy and will cause less distortion from tax effects in making

ecornaic decisions. While this may well be true, we must not overlook the

tangible and real cost, effort, and pain that the dislocated seents of our

economy will have to endure in making such changes. Careful and thorough

attention to necessary transition mechanisms for each of these segments are

necessary before radical charge should be attempted.

Flat-Tax Benefits

If the extremely difficult transition problems could be adequately dealt

with, a low rate system with a broadened tax base has a nuier of benefits. As

we mentioned before, the tax structure could be simplified and its appearance

of fairness =proved. An increased level of taxpayer oonliance might also be

achieved.

A low marginal tax rate on investmnt income should cause considerable

expansion in caving and investment. The low marginal rate should also cause

increased productivity as it becres more profitable to earn additional

inocm.

Corlusion

We strongly urge that you endorse the establishment of a national commission

cn tax simplification to address ways and means of iAproving our tax system on

a systematic basis.

Changing to a flat-tax system .ou.ld involve major, prolonged conic

readjustments. A valuable fiscal tool of government, the targeting of tax

benefits, would be weakened. Before making such a change, the very difficult

transition problems must be dealt with in a way that protects investments

made by taxpayers relying on the current tax system.

We are not ready to endorse or oppose a flat-tax.system. However, we

believe that the transitional problems, economic readjustments, and other

question areas slxhold be given long and careful study before such a fundamental

change is made.
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Flat-Rate Income Taxation

C. Lowell Harriss, Executive Director, Academy of Political

Science; Professor Emeritus of Economics, Columbia University;

Economic Consultant, Tax Foundation, Inc.; Associate, Lincoln

Institute of Tand Policy. Presented to the Committee on Finance,

U. S. Senate, October 1982. Views expressed are the author's and

not necessarily those of any organization with which he is

associated.

High marginal rates of taxation influence behavior and have

non-revenue effects. Some of the results may be welcome (more

charitable donations), but many must create distortions and impose

costs ("excess burdens") which by reasonable standards are

undesirable. Differences in tax rates also produce non-revenue

effects by providing incentives to alter behavior.

Proposals to reduce drastically the level of rates and even

to substitute a two-rate--zero and one other--schedule for one

of many steps have received serious and informed attention.

wFailure" to date by no means indicates that such suggestions

are now futile. Or that on balance the defects outweigh the

merits.Yet, as your recent HEARINGS have shown, fundamentally

difficult problems of principle and of implementation exist.

They are by no means insuperable if the goal is to improve on

the present system as distinguished from achieving some ideal.

Rate Uniformity or Simplification

Differences among individuals and families in sharing the

costs of government are inevitable--in any single year or over

lifetimes. Regressivity, proportionality, and progressivity
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(relative to income, wealth, or consumption) can load to differences

(large, medium, or small) whereby those with the larger amount pay

more toward the common, collective expenses of government. Most of

us, I expect, have been brought up with the notion that progressivity

is better then proportionality or regressivity. The bases for such

a conclusion are "more uneasy" than often assumed. Intuitively,

my own preference is for some progressivity; but I submit that the

bases for such a conclusion do seem less solid then unsophisticated,

popular statements suggest.

A flat-rate, more correctly a dual-rate (zero and one other),

tax can provideppreciable progressivity for very large numbdrs

of taxpayers. In fact, with a rather large exemption and zero-rate

bracket most Americans can experience considerable progressivity.

The minority, tiny or small, in the higher ranges would in fact

bear proportional rather than progressive burdens. Their total tax

would be reduced under any conceivable shift to a flat-rate system.

Such a change, even if put into effect over a period of, say, five

years would make me uneasy.

Yet the present system also makes me uneasy. Federal plus

state rates of over 50 percent at the margin deserve criticism.

Significant reduction, however, does not require a shift to a single

rate.

Any consideration of progressivity and related matters should

take explicit note of recent changes which seem to receive little

attention. Federal estate and gift taxation has been altered so that

most families once potentially subject will in the future bear no

such tax. Many states are reducing, even eliminating, such taxes

on the transfer of wealth. Expensive government--and all must agree

that American government is indeed expensive--may "need" more

financing from the prosperous than would eventuate. Complex
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will arise. Should we not do our best to consider them thoroughly

and early and as realistically as possible. For example, with a

modest rate of income tax there could be no small number of families

a few years hence living very well indeed on inherited wealth as

distinguished from their own industry and thrift. Desirable?

Broadening the Tax Base

Half a century aeo, almost, I began to study Federal taxation.

Broadening the base Was even then proposed. Two distinguishable

benefits are expected1 -(I) Enlarging the base would facilitate

rate reduction and the advantages that would follow. (2) The

measure (base) for sharing the costs of government could be improved.

Note that I use the word "could," not "would," because improvement

is not inherently a product of base-broadening.

Some present omissions seem to me inappropriate--most of

Social Security benefits and the imputable income from owner-
ci1.tcsary or desirable for obtaining

occupancy of housing, for example. Othei Y in an

appropriate measure of the base for sharing the cost of national

government--interest associated with obtaining income and state-

local taxes, for example. And so on.

Each serves attention on its own merits. Historical experience

includes more of narrowing than broadening the concept of taxable

income. If new discussions were to include explicitly broad rate

reduction as a result of base-broadening, just conceivably some

general public support might develop.

Concluding Comment

Dozens of distinguishable and important issues arise in the

examination of "flat-rate" taxation. You and your successors will

have available an accumulation of evidence and analysis, including

staff. Progress is possible.fine Work from your own
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iValue'Added Tax:'
Only True Reform.

Editor: The value-added tax should
replace all existing federal taxes: income,
estate and gift, and excise.

Let me dispel some myths about VAT. It
is said that it is "regressive," that it hurts
the poor..The present "progressive" in.
come tax system is hardly beneficial to
the poor. All taxes are ultimately paid by
-the consumer through the price struc-
ture.

Some' members of Congress and the
tax-related professions would have us
believe that a VAT system would be too
difficult to administer. The present sys- .
tern - with its depreciation schedules, tax .. i
shelters, deductions, etc. - is hardly a Al
model of simplicity. Another factor is the
ever-growing ,underground economy.
Compliance is a failure. The very simplici.
ty of VAT will facilitate administration
and compliance.

It Is economically neutral neither
inflationary nor defttionary.

I.VAT pemeates the-entire ncohemy N"o
,.one escapes#.~ tax. It is self-checking.
Bach taxyetol ts VAT on his sales or
services, takes a credit for VAT payments

' tQ suppliers and gives the net VAT to theI'g6v rnment, . -'.. ,.' . I -

Yes, I would exempt food purchased in a
food store, medical services and prescrip.
tion drugs.

In the field of international trade, VAT
will place us on an equal footing with our
trading partners. Presently, our industry
Is at a disadvantage because VAT is rebat.
ed on exports and assessed on imports.
Income taxes are not amenable to such
treatment.

Congress is finally listening to the
voices of real taxreform. Now is the time
to eliminate all present forms of federal
taxes and to install the VAT in one stroke,
without complicated phase-ins.

Bdros Odian
I Amherstl

19a

&4f. Mh
co'U""_ "NO
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CALIF ORNIA STATE UNIVERSITY, HAYWARD

HAYWARD. CAUFLA1A .4

SCHOOL OF 3LSIN5Ss AND LCO4OMICU :4eptet-t 2 l
reieI Oml ~l 4 11ai l

Senator Robert -Ole
PC-use ays and Means
1100 Lon.-1rth anildirq
Washircton, D.C. 20515

_rkar S senator Dole:

I have erclose] copies of corresrx-mlence i Ih h ope you
will find helpful in connection with ytoILir h ceirus or the flat
tax.

T an an adivocate of the flat tax. e r-ust R2o it or lose
the war with the urerqround e-onrjy. A system of excrpt iors,
e.xclusxons, adjust'rents, dcJuctions, ard credits d&-es rothlina tut
foster special interest legislation to rrake ore exception after
another. The clo-ete is right. If we rass this oprprtiLrty, we
will live to regret it. I have previously sent a copy of -ore
extersive testLTony presented before Itouse 4ays and M4ers which
d -lrstrates the u-possibly cerplex an] unwor)rl'ble nature of the
systt!r.

I would welcon the oprurtuntity to testify -ore fully or
respond more pointedly to issues or questions %rau rev have.

fIank you very-rnuch.

Sircere ly

Philir . Storrer
Professor

PS, ' r
Elu.

- NO-
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CALIFORNIA STATE UNIVERSITY. HAYWARDc i- HAWA1a~ CAUVON3A Wad

SCHOOL OF BLUSM5E8 AND UoNc Setenber 27, 1982
Osgawu"464 or Amosmdag1
Tdepaoam 111114111

Mr. J.M. Farley
2935 Lane Drive
Cxncrd, CA 24518

Dear Mr. Farley:

Thank you very 7ich for your recent letter. I share your
deep concern regardirig the effec-t of a flat tax on yt-ir financial
health. My perscmal feelrr17 is that the first $10,000 to $12,000 of
in~cte should be tax free and that the flat rate of 18% to 20% be
phas-d in ratably as incaTe rises frcr $10,000 to $12.000.

Please take tire to share yt)ur corcerrs with --wmbers of Cbrigress,
most notably:

Representative Fortney (Pete) Stark
Clia irran Select S-iLbcwi Ittee
Hckise Ways and Means
1100 1orwqurth Building
Washingtor. D.C. 20515

Senator Rckert [ole
Fbuse Ways and Means
1100 1,rworth auildir
Vbshingtor, D.C. 20515

Foth men are holding hearings this month on the flat tax as an
alternative. T have taken the liberty of sharimu y-cr letter with then.

Thank ycu very much for yvur ccscern and call me the rext tire
I'm on the C),en Spann Shw. 1e will talk mrore then.

Sincerely,

Philip P. Storrer '

Professor
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STATEMENT
on

FLAT-IRATE TAXES
fdr submission to the

SENATE FINANCE C4tMTTEE
for the

CHAMBER OF COMME1ECE OF THE UNITED STATES
by

Kenneth 0. Simonson*
October 14, 1982

The 250,000 members of the U.S. Chamber of Commerce are extremely

interested in improving the tax system. Taxes pose a severe and growing

financial and paperwork burden for both our corporate and our individual

members. Any proposal which would significantly lessen either of these

burdens deserves careful consideration. Most proposals for tflat-rate* taxes

or other tax alternatives promise to do both. But no bill introduced so far

is likely to deliver as much relief as its sponsors suggest. In addition,

there are drawbacks as well as advantages to each proposal.
The Chamber, while endorsing simplification and reduction in marginal

rates, does not have a position for or against flat tax proposals now before

this Committee. But we wish to draw attention to several issues that Congress

should weigh carefully before revolutionizing the tax co4e. Moreover,

frequent and drastic revisions of the tax law, such as have occurred in the

last several years, chill investment by increasing uncertainty and adding to

the cost of doing business. Consequently, many taxpayers would prefer a

moratorium on tax changes over any further restructuring.

Simplification

One of the most seductive arguments for a flat tax is that it would

vastly simplify the tax system. A true flat tax would tax all income once at

a single rate with no exclusions, deductions, or credits. But such a system

may not be as simple or as desirable as it sounds. Translating the principle

into legislative language leads immediately to considerable complexity.

Decisions must be made as to whether fringe benefits and other noncash

'Senioc Tax Economist, Tax Policy Center, Chamber of Comerce of the United

States
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payments ace income and if so how to value them. Should capital gains be

treated as income? If so, what is the peoper time to tax them--as accrued or

upon realization? Sould the cost of capital assets be defouctible immediately

or over the useful life of the asset?

Dozens of equally troublesome questions arise in the construction of

any tax system. These problems cannot necessarily be simplified merely by

adopting a broad base and a single rate. Furthermore, a flat tax that expands

the definition of income to include items not received in cash or eliminates

legitimate business deductions may introduce more distortions, unfairness, and

taxpayer resentment than it removes.

On the other hand, there are ways in which a flat tax can improve both

simplicity and some taxpayers' perceptions of the fairness of the tax system.

Income averaging becomes unnecessary, becau eceiving a large increment of

income in a particular year does not pus 'the taxpayer into a higher bracket.

Mor the same reason, indexing, income splitting, separate schedules for

different household situations, and 'marriage penalty' relief can be

eliminated. Taxpayers will no longer suffer Obracket creep* from inflation

(although inflation may still cause problems with the tax treatment of

capital). Wage withholding can be simplified and made more ptecise, since

taxpayers can more easily calculate taxable income and tax liability when

there are no deductions and only one bracket. However, these forms of

simplification are sacrificed as soon as one moves away from a pure,

single-rate tax without deductions or exemptions.

Incentives

Much of the complexity in the tax system arises from efforts to use the

tax system to achieve social or economic objectives, such as encouraging home"°

ownership, energy conservation, charitable contributions, and, of course,

income redistribution. Before revolutionizing the tax 3ystem, Congress should

consider carefully whether these goals are still appxopriate for federal

policy and whether the tax system should be used to advance them. If the

answer to both questions is yes, then a switch to flat-rate taxation may not

be desirable.

Cn the other hand, the combination of a broader base and lower rates

could lessen the penalty against saving and encourage other worthwile goals

that t.he tax system now hinders. The tax system is currently heavily biased

against saving, and contains very unequal treatment of different forms of
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saving. Corporate shareowners pay corporate income tax plus tax at the

individual level on dividends. They are taxed again if they r-ceive capital

gain when they sell the stock. Investors in municipal bonds and "all-savers

certificates" ace at the other extreme: they pay no federal income tax. In

between are savings bonds and individual retirement accounts, which accumulate

tax-free but are taxed upon distribution. Such differential treatment not

only adds great complexity to the tax code, it creates major distortions in

the allocation of capital.

Thus, a simplified income tax could do much to improve neutrality and

efficiency in the allocation of capital. A consumption tax, which exempts

either investments or the income from them, would do even more. But a

reform which treats all capital gains, interest and dividends as income

while maintaining graduated rates would make the tax system still more

discriminatory against saving.

Corporate Taxation

The economy would benefit if businesses did not have to consider tax

reasons in deciding whether to incorporate. Taxing income one time, at either

the corporate or the individual level (as opposed to taxing individuals at one

rate), would greatly reduce .existing distortions affecting investment. But

achieving integration of corporate and individual taxation is not a

straightforward task and may not make the tax system appreciably simpler.

Partial relief from double taxation can be granted by enlarging the

$100 dividend exclusion. Congress should not adopt a flat tax plan which

eliminates this exclusion unless it provides other relief from double taxation

of corporate income.

Restructuring corporate taxes presents many of the same difficulties as

with personal taxes. How should income be defined and measured? Should

credits and other incentives which were enacted to serve social goals be

abandoned foc the sake of simplicity? Should graduated rates be replaced by a

single rate, given that a revenue-neutral rate would have to be set much

higher than the reduced rates now paid by the vast majority of small

companies? We look forward to helping the Committee work on these problems,

but there will be losers and gainers from any change in corporate taxation as

well as individual.
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Tax rates and tax revenues

Most flat tix proposals are advertised as being revenue-neutral, that

is, they would initially raise the same amount of revenue as the present

income tax. But some proponents contend that most taxpayers would pay less

than at present, while some (sometimes the same speakers) say they would raise

additional revenue and help reduce the deficit.

These claims appear contraditory, yet there may be a grain of truth to

them. With a high enough exemption level, it is possible to reduce taxes for

a majority of taxpayers. But this implies that those people remaining in the

system will pay much more than before. At the same time, reducing the top

rates can lead to more investment, to a switch from less-productive,

tax-motivated investments to ones chosen on economic grounds, and to more

reporting of income. All of these changes can produce more revenues With a

lower rate.

However, we urge the Committee to be suspicious of these claims. In

general, the lower the single rate is, the more taxpayers and the broader the

income base that must be included. If a high exemption level is chosen, a

relatively high flat rate must be imposed on remaining taxpayers. That

reduces the incentive to earn enough (or report enough) to move from

nontaxable to taxable status, and it lessens the incentives for investing.

Finally, if a rate, base, and exemption level are chosen which do not

bring in as much revenue as under current law, many business people fear that

the difference will be made up through higher taxes on business. Likewise,

there is fear that a flat rate would be too easy to raise any time Congress

feels the need for higher revenues.

Income distribution

Despite the claims of some flat-tax proponents that they would make the

rich pay more, the reality is that the federal income tax system is

progressive. Therefore, substituting a flat rate for the current graduated

rates would lower taxes for high-income taxpayers on average and raise taxes

for lower- or middle-income taxpayers. Raising the basic exemption level

would help out taxpayers at the bottom, but necessarily increases the burden

on the middle still further.
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Broadening the bage significantly is likely to mean higher taxes on the

middle class, too, since many of the largest personal deductions or untaxed

income sources are used predominantly by middle-income individuals, including

deductions for property taxes, mortgage and consuther interest, and tax-free

social security benefits. In 1981, taxpayers with income between $15,000 and

$50,000 filed 75 percent of the returns which claimed itemized deductions,

even though their income class accounted for only 43 percent of all returns.

Tus, eliminating these deductions would mean higher taxes for many people in

the middle.

The so-called fair tax* introduced by Sen. Bill Bradley (D-N.J.) and

Rep. Richard Gephardt (D-Mo.) attempts to maintain the current income

distribution. But to do so, this bill abandons both the single rate (it has

four, ranging from 14 to 28 percent) and the no-deduction concept (property

taxes, mortgage interest, and charitable contributions remain deductible). In

addition, it penalizes saving by making capital gains taxable as income and

taxing pensions as they accumulate.

Taxpaying population

There is a good case to be made for requiring all households to pay

some tax. Such an approach enables use of a lower tax rate than with a

smaller number of taxpayers, and it makes individuals more aware of the high

cost of government than if someone ele Is paying the bill. Eliminating

personal exemptions and the zero bracket amount also allows some

simplification of the tax return. Finally, when everyone owes tax, soe

people may be less inclined to cheat on the grounds that 0Other people don't

have to pay, so why should I?"

However, the combination of a zero exemption level, a broad base and a

single rate eliminate all progressivity from the income tax. Some bills
maintain progressivity by raising the exemption level. For instance, Sen. Dan

Qkayle's (R-mnd.) bill woulA_0Jaldividusls with incomes over $17,500,

more than five times the current cutoff. This approach leaves low-to-middle

income taxpayers with a low effective rate. But by dropping tens of millions

of taxpayers out- of the system, it may increase resentment on the part of

those who are left in, and it results in a higher marginal rate for the first

dollar of taxable income (18 percent in Sen. Quayle's bill).

K.
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The current law uses a very bad approach to increasing the number of

taxpayers: the alternative minimum tax. This tax will be paid by only a few

hundred thousand taxpayers, but it requires them and many others who will not

owe the tax to make an extremely complex calculation of their Oalte' ative

minimum taxable income* in addition to their regular tax computation. Many of

those who wind up paying the alternative tax would pay some regular tax

anyway, so this tax will add'much complexity at a gain of little revenue and

little base-broadening. It should be promptly repealed.

Transition ioblems

Switching from the current system to a substantially different one is

likely to entail severe transition problems. The one which has received the

most publicity is the effect on homeowners if their deductions foe property

tax and mortgage interest are terminated. Fany of them would no longer be

able to afford their homes. At the same time, the potential pool of buyers

would be sharply curtailed. Similar problems would affect all capital, assets

and all purchases and investments financed with borrowing.

*%wMany transition problems may not be apparent immediately. Therefore,

before implementing a wholesale change in the tax system, Congress should

allow adequate time for discussion and for familiarization by taxpayers.

Conclusion

The U.S. Chamber welcomes iblic discussion of tax alternatives, and

hopes that Congress can achieve significant improvement-in simplicity,

fairness, and removal of bias against productive economic activity. But

Congress should recognize that no flat tax or other new system Is a panacea.

There will be losers as well as winners from any tax change, and it is

important to decide whether the change is worth making in light of the costs

it would impose. In fact, many taxpayers would prefer a moratorium on new tax

laws to any change, minor or major.
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WRITTEN STATENEir OF GENERAL BOARD OF THE CHURCH OF THE NAZARENE FOR INCLUSION IN

PRINTED RECORD OF SENATE FINANCE COMMITTEE HEARINGS ON FLAT-RATE TAX PROPOSALS

(SEPTEMBER 27-29, 1982)

The Church of the Nazarene is an international denomination with approximately

550 missionaries and 10,498 ministers in the United States. The United States

constituency is represented ty 4,888 congregations with a membership of 492,203

and Sunday Schocl enrollment totalling 819,941 in 74 Districts. The Church of the

Nazarene operates 8 liberal arts colleges, one Bible college, and one Seminary

in the United States (see attached list).

We have followed with great interest the recent discussion regarding a flat-

rate tax. Although we recognize that there are several variations of a flat-rate

tax system being considered, each with varying degrees of impact, we would support

the concept of a simplified system of taxation and would favor any move in this

direction.

Of concern to us, however, are the provisions of current tax law designed to

encourage charitable giving. Although individuals make charitable gifts because

they are philanthropic and wish to benefit society, they oftentimes give more than

they would otherwise b_- able due to the favorable tax treatment they receive. This

is an important benefit given to charitable organizations in a psychological as well

as a material sense. That the government supports and encourages charitable giving

in a tangible way is an impacting factor not to be taken lightly. This would seem

to be of significant importance in v ew of reduced government spending and greater

reliance on charitable organizations.

Therefore, we are opposed to any proposal that would no longer encourage

charitable giving. T'iis is not to say that the current charitable deduction could

not be simplified or replaced with another means of encouraging gifts to charity.

Any change in this area would need to be compatible to the new system.
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Our suggestion would be a tax credit equal to 50% of the amount of charitable

gifts. The benefit of such a credit would be two-fold. It would be simple. It

would encourage charitable giving of all income levels equally. A criticism of

the current charitable deduction is the added benefit derived by those in higher

tax brackets. These givers are the ones with the resources to make substantial

gifts, however, and should not be discouraged. Those in lower tax brackets

should receive the same encouragement. A 50 tax credit would not discourage

givers in high tax brackets and would also give equal benefits to those in lower

brackets.

Thank you for the opportunity of expressing our views on this subject. We

are grateful fortfhe representative government that God has given us and for the)

Religious freedoms so carefully protected by our Constitution and our government.
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CON CRDIA COLLEGE
BRONXVILL(~.. N YORK 0708 * 914 3379300

September 28, 1982

Mr. Robert E. Lighthizer, Chief Counsel
Committee on Finance, Pm. 2227
Dirksen Senate Office Building
Washington, D.C. 20510

Dear Mr. Lighthizer:

On behalf of. the students and faculty of Concordia College, Bronxville,
New York I offer the following:

"Written Statement for Inclusion in Printed Record of Senate Finan -e
Committee Hearings on Flat-rate Tax Proposal (Sept. 27-29, 1982)"

I am not opposed to a flat-rate tax or simplified tax system. However,
if a flat-rate tax or simplified tax system or a combination of the two
is enacted, a credit should be allowed for charitable gifts. The tax
incentives then would not be dependent on a taxpayer's bracket. if

Congress would be unwilling to allow a 50% credit (or all taxpayers,
a progressive credit -- based *i n a taxpayer's adjusted gross - could
be allowed. A ceiling could ae placed on the credit to assure that
taxpayers do not entirely avoid paying taxes ty making charitable gifts.
The present five-year carryover rate should continue to apply.

Concordia College, Bronxville, New York is, like other small independent
liberal arts colleges, dependent upon gifts from donors to meet current
operating and capitol expenses. Tax incentives for donors to continue
this support should not be removed, especially in light of President
Reagan's call for greater support from the private sector to take up
the work the federal government has undertaken in the past. We must
be able to assure students that money will be available f-om prv-3te
sources of support for financial aid which is no longer available from
public sources. Education is, after all, still Nmerica's investment
in the future. We should not and cannot afford to discourage invest-
menT in our future.

Director e%]elopment

HCS,/ra]
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Request to Testify
United States Senate
Committee on Finance

September 27, 28, 29, 1982
Flat-Rate Tax And Malor Tax Reform Proposals

Summary of Testimony:

A FISCAL SYSTEM FOR THE TWENTY-FIRST CENTURY
by

Michael J. Daillak, CPA

Can the U.S. Hitch a Ride on the Velocity of Money
And Suddenly Turn Into a superhero Among World Economies?

Imagine a federal government with a tax base broad enough to fund all reason-
able expenditures without levying unreasonable taxes. Imagine a world in which you
are taxed only on what you spend -- not on what you save or invest legitimately.
The millentum? No, a "flat-rate" tax system which embodiesa before-the-fact con-
sumption tax. A broad base transaction tax that would eliminate the filing of tax
returns for almost all taxpayers. Involving a tax rate in the range of 1 percent
to 2.5 percent, it would reorient the sources of tax revenues (yet, exceptional are
easily provided for) to encompass every economic entity within our nation's borders,
and represent a substantial tax reduction to the majority of those taxpayers pre-
sently paying taxes. Its administration would require no more of most taxpayers
than that which they already do. As for the banking-savings-investment industries
which would be the fiscal intermediaries and the IRS, it requires far less of them
than the interest-dividend withholding provisions of the Tax Equity and Fiscal Re'
sponsibility Act of 1982.

The required economic base at these low rates is in the range of 29 to 75
trillion dollars. The only base in our economic system which approaches this range
is the total of all deposits to checking accounts from any type of transaction --
(i.e., the velocity of money). (See Tabje I.) Because the tax base is not net in-
come, the flat rate applied to it is not as implicitly regressive as the flat-rate
systems presently feing considered by Congress.

It will stimulate savings and investments which will ultimately lower interest
rates.

I do-not propose to tax deposits to savings accounts or deposits to specific
types of investment accounts such as the general accounts of brokerage houses.
Quite the contrary, I propose the corollary: If checks ate drawn and deposited to
savings accounts or to qualified investment accounts, there would be a restoration
of the "flat-rate" tax previously deducted.

This is a before-the-fact consumption tax, because the assumption is made that
the purpose of holding money in a checking account is solely for the purpose of
consumption of one type or another. Since the tax has been taken out before the
actual fact of consumption is accomplished, the party taxed has the opportunity to
reconsider and transfer those after-tax funds to a savings account or investment
situation and have the amount of the tax restored. The thrust of this proposal is
conservatism in terms of economic decision-making in its ultimate form, as opposed
to the present situation, which induces lavish consumption by taxpaying entities.
(The more wealthy the entity, the more lavish the consumption.) The current sys-
tem spites the taxing authority and contributes to the characterization of our's
being a "disposable society".

Some of the effects this system would have are as follows:
I. Major cuts, or elimination, of all (not just the income tax) presently exist-

ing federal tax rates. For example, the 6.7 percent individual and employer
social security tax is implicit in the rate range assumed.
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Sumary of Testimony: Page 2

2. Since the tax is levied by a function of deposit to checking accounts, there
is no self-informing, after-the-fact reporting required -- with the attendant
opportunity and temptation to alter the facts. The national conscience would
become clearer.

3. There vould probably be one-time effects such as:

a. Creating a.surplus funds flow to the federal government, taking the gov-
ernment out of the demand side of the credit markets.

b. A diffuse reduction of disposable income of all presently non-taxpaying
sources by I to 2.5 percent, thereby abating demand side inflationary
pressure on the one hand; while on the other hand .....

C. Creating a stimulative inflationary impetus from the net effective tax
reductions for most individual taxpayers.

Finally, this flat-rate concept does not require the abandonment of our pre-
sent "progressive" system of taxation; it can be used in combination with the
present system as either the primary or a secondary fiscal system. But, the so-
called "tax shelter" should disappear. Therefore, there should be more prudent
risk evaluation with regard to potential investments.

I offer for your consideration a "flat-rate" tax on the deposits made only to
checking accounts. As Table I indicates, there is a favorable downward trending
to any rate applied to this base.

TABLE I

The relationship of the Federal Budget to Annual Bank Debits to Demand Deposit
(Checking) Accounts of Individuals, Partnerships, Corporations, States and
Their Political Subdivisions, excluding Accounts of the Federal Government
(in billions of dollars):

Fiscal Federal Annual Debits to Budget as a
Year Budget Checking Accounts % of Debits
1955 $ 68.5 $ 2,044 3.35%.
1960 92.2 2,839 3.25%
1965 118.4 5,162 2.26%
1970 196.6 10,237 1.92%
1975 326.2 23,565 1.38-
1980 579.6 63,013 .92%
1981 662.0 86,430 .77%
1982 (est.) 722.3 84,000 .86%

(Assumption: That bank debits (i.e., checks clearing) equal bank-deposits.)

11-385 0 - 83 - 15
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Request to Testi(y
United States Senate
Com ittee on Finance

September 27, 28, 29, 1982
Flat-Rate Tax And Major Tax Reform Proposals

Approximation of Testimony
(a manuscript recently submitted to the

Journal of Accountancy
published by the

American Institute of Certified Public Accountants. Inc.):

A FISCAL SYSTEM FOR THE TWENTY-FIRST CENTURY

by

Michael J. Daillak, CPA

Can the U.S. Hitch a Ride on the Velocity of Money
And Suddenly Turn Into a Superhero Among World Economies?

Imagine a federal government with a tax base broad enough to fund all reason-

able expenditures without levying unreasonable taxes. Imagine a world in which

you are tax-d or ly on what you spend -- not on what you save or invest legitimately.

Further, imagine that your tax is only I to 2k percent of what you designate for

consumption through your bank deposits. And to top all of that, the government

would cease to reward unsuccessful ventures. Furthermore, it would have enough

money in its coffers to provide the governmental services we have come to expect.

The millenium? No, a "flat-rate tax" system that would be fair to Americans

on all steps of the economic ladder.

I believe there is a "flat-rate" system that could service our country's

political-economic needs well into the Twenty-First Century. I further believe

the I to 2 percent rate would be acceptable -- at least in concept -- by the

70C individuals and 60-plus corporations served by my two-office firm as a tax

preparer.
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The required economic base to meet government needs at these low rates is

in the range of 29 to 75 trillion dollars (one trillion - 1,000 billion). The

only base in our economic system which approaches this range is the total of all

deposits to checking accounts from any type of transaction -- (i.e., the velocity

of money). 'Because the tax base is not net income, the flat rate applied to it

is not as implicitly regressive as the fist-rate systems presently being consid-

ered by Congress. In addition, it is a before-the-fact consumption tax. It

therefore enc oures investment and savings, especially since the tax is auto-

matically refunded if consumption does not occur.

At least 100 million taxpayers wo,,ld be relieved of the annual tax filing

responsibility, because reporting and collecting of the tax would become by-

products of he normal banking transactions most Americans carry out on a regular

basis. Emplo-MIT would be relieved of withholding and social security tax respon-

sibilities. (Social security would become a part of this "single tax" and no

longer would be a mandatory deduction from each paycheck.)

But, how could a government which finds itself facing annual deficits in

excess of $100 billion through Its present taxing systems suddenly become self-

supporting using only a single tax at a signif icantly lower rate level? The

answer is a much broader tax base. If the 84 trillion dollars expected to be de-

posited to checking accounts 1982 were taxed at only .86 percent (i.e., less

than nine-tenths of one percent), it would raise the 722.3 billion dollars the

federal budget would require. (See Table-I.) That, of course, is too simplistic

an answer. Later in the article I will suggest adjustments which would be

required.

The next question is. Why would a Certified Public Accountant, a member of

an industry which earns 35 to 50 percent of its income from tax preparation ser-

vices, propose a system that would eliminate these services?
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First of all, I believe there are alternative areas into which our prac-

tices can expand -- such as operational auditing, long-range planning, other

innovative management services, and, perhaps, prescribed additional accounting

services in connection with federal banking legislation regarding borrower's

credit presentations and accounting systems -- which would be coat effective

to our clients.

Second, in good conscience as a citizen, I must offer my best opinion of

a solution to the problems that beset our present tax system.

This flat-rate concept does not require the abandonment of our present

"progressive" system of taxation; it can be used in combination with the pres-

ent system as either the primary or a secondary fiscal pystem as follows:

a. As a primary "flat-rate" fiscal system, the present progressive system

would be amended so that it was applicable only when either certain rates

of return were exceeded or when certain very high levels of net income

were attained, thus preserving the overall progressive nature of our tax

system.

b. As a secondary "flat-rate" fiscal system, the "flat-rate" would range from

as little as two-tenths of one percent up to one-half of one percent with

the objective of providing sufficient supplementary revenues to offset un-

wanted projected budget deficits, in a manner that was optimally diffuse

as far as the overall impact on the economy.

Taxpayers would not have the temptation to subvert the flat-rate system if

it were the primary system. Instead, they would have a vested interest in making

-it work, because for probably 98 percent of the 126 million-plus taxpayers today,

this system represents a potential substantial reduction in their effective tax

rate. For example, all individuals and employers subject to our present 6.7 per-

cent social security tax would realize a savings/reduction equal to the entire
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tax, since it is implicit in the flat-tax range assumed in this article.

Most importantly, with the adoption of a flat-rate tax, the so-called "tax

shelter" would disappear. With regard to economic decision making, there would

be no benefit to be derived from losses. Thqre would be no subsidization by the

feverel government for losses. Therefore, there vould be more prudent risk

evaluation vith regard to potential investments.

This revised tax system would reduce the insidious subversion implicit in

the present system's seductive treatment of losses so that our economic system,

which is the dollar vote allocating scarce resources, could return to optimum

operation. There should be no decrease in the entrepreneurial spirit or the

tendency to take valid risks in search of real profits that has always existed

in our economy. Therefore, the enabling legislation which must accompany this

system, requiring most cash receipts to be deposited to either checking or say-

ings/investment accounts, would be accepted, since it requires no more of most

taxpayers than that which they already do.

One of the advantages of a revised tax system of this nature is that it will

stimulate savings and investments which will ultimately lower interest rates and

improve the productive capacity, which is the strength of the economy and the

nation.

I do not propose to tax deposits to savings accounts or deposits to specific

types of investment accounts such as the general accounts of brokerage houses.

Quite the contrary, I propose the corollary: If checks are drawn and deposited

to savings accounts or to qualified investment accounts, there would be a restor-

ation of the "flat-rate" tax previously deducted. This restoration would be the

immediate responsibility of the party in receipt of the deposit. The federal

government would, of course, reimburse the savings/banking institution or the

brokerage firm for this restoration of the tax. "
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What we're talking about here is a before-the-fact codsumption tax. We

would tax potential consumption, because the assumption is made that the purpose

of holding money in a checking account, usually non-interest bearing, is solely

for the purpose of consumption of one type or another. Since the tax has been

taken out before the actual fact of consumption is accomplished, the party taxed

has the opportunity to reconsider and transfer those after-tax funds to a savings

account or investment situation and have the amount of the tax restored. The

thrust of this proposal is conservatism in terms of economic decision-making in

its ultimate form, as opposed to the present situation, which induces lavish

consumption by taxpaying entities. (The more wealthy the entity, the more lavish

the consumption.) The current system spite the taxing authority and contributes

to the characterization of our's being a "disposable society".

This before-the-fact consumption tax would induce alterations in the com-

ponents of the velocity of money,' the tax base -- but it should have no adverse

effect on real production or the value added from productive efforts.

The velocity of money presently includes checking accounts which are set up

purely for convenience and represent simply transfers of money for purposes of

allocations. Co mnonly, in households one member has a checking account into which

he deposits his check and then immediately takes part of it out and gives it to

another member to put into that member's household account. There may be accounts

for the children, with lesser sums shifted to them to again be redeposited. Also,.

businesses quite frequently have multiple accounts; there may be a pooling account

where money from various sources is received and then redistributed into a payroll

account, a general account, a specific reserve account, or a trust account. This

is Simply a matter of convenience, and of course, it is a major distortion involved

in the base to which I have chosen to relate this "flat-rate" tax.

In order to approximate an adjustment to the proposed tax base for this dis-

tortion, we should bring into perspective the taxpaying entities of this country.
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There are, of course, estates and trusts, but in terms of volume, they represent

the lowest. Next comes business tax reporting, either in the form of individual

tax returns (Schedule C and F), partnership returns, or corporate returns. As

of 1980, there were estimated to be 15 million businesses in the United States,

of which 14,000 had revenues in excess of $100 million annually -- that is,

gross revenues before deductions. There were 140,000 that had gross revenues,

before deducting expenses, of between $1 million and $99 million per year. And

then there were the 14 million-plus businesses in this country that had gross

revenues, before deducting expenses, of less than $ million per year. Of course,

there were the 95 million individual taxpayers. s4s is a significant number of

people and when related to the electorate or to the aIt population of this coun-

try, it involves just about everyone.

Admittedly, one of the most significant consequences of this type of tax

system would be a reorienting of the use of checking accounts away from those

that are purely for convenience purposes. And this, of course, would affect the

revenue to be derived from such a tax system. Let's take a moment to consider

this potential shifting away from convenience and multiple checking accounts.

Assume that half the population, approximately 110 million people, have an extra

checking accountinto-which they deposit an estimated $10,000 annually. If those

accounts were eliminated, that would result in a $1.1 trillion reduction in the

presently assumed base of $84 to $86 trillion indicated in Table I.- Also, if we

assume that each of the 14 million businesses, vith gross revenues of less than

$1 million annually, had a convenience checking account that could be eliminated,

and that these accounts had annual depcsits averaging $500,000, that would be an

additional $7 trillion reduction in the velocity of money in the $84 trillion

base. If each of the 140,000 businesses with gross revenues of $1 million to

$99 million eliminated an extra account with annual deposits of $50 million,
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that would be another $7 trillion reduction in the base. Finally, if each of the

14,000 businesses with gross revenues in excess of $100 million eliminated an

extra account with annual deposits of $500 million, that would be an additional

$7 trillion reduction. After these deductions, the base-still would be approxi-

mately $63 trillion and a 1 percent flat-rate should yield $630 billion, which

is an amount in excess of the total amount collected from all federal taxes (i.e.,

income, social security, excise, etc.) in fiscal 1981. Therefore, the viability

of this proposal still remains.

However, it %say be necessary to make a further reduction, for a possible

distortion ceased by the trading accounts related to government securities.

Since the majority of these transactions occur irr the New York area, which is

the financial capital of this nation, I will, for conservatism, exclude all bank

deposits to all major New York City banks, approximately $35 trillion. Although

this reduces the tax base to $28 trillion, a "flat-rate" of 2k percent would

produce $700 billion of tax revenues.

The adjustment estimates above will, hopefully, cover any exemptions Congress

enacts. In such cases, the individuals or business entttites would simply deposit

receipts subject to exemption, or to special rates, in a separate deposit which

would indicate the special rate and the appropriate taxpayer I.D. number for im-

mediate IRS followup. IRS audit efforts would now be contemporaneous with each

transaction, and therefore much more effective.

This system conceptually would have the f \Iowing additional permanent

effects on the political-economic system:

1. A flexible "flat-rate" would provide a sufficient (also horizontally equi-

table and politically acceptable) revenue source to allow balanced, surplus

or deficit budgets on a discretionary basis.

2. It would provide the opportunity for major cuts, or elimination, of all
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(not just the income tax) presently existing federal tax rates. (A means of

mitigating the potential inflationary effects of the resultant refunds is

discussed below.)

3. It would successfully blunt meat-axe approaches to federal tax reform.

4. Since the taxis levied hb-&Afunction of deposit to checking accounts, there

is no self-informing, 68ter-the-fact reporting required -- with the attend-

ant opportunity and temptation to alter the faSts. The national conscience

would become clearer.

5. It might prove that taxes which are easier to tolerate (i.e., cheaper, more

efficiently administered and imbued with more perceptible equity) will

create an increased demand for, and appreciation or tolerance of, the good

and services provided by government.

In addition, there would probably be the following short-term or one-time

..effects of:

1. Creating a surplus funds flow to the federal government'(since normal with-

holding and tax estimate procedures would not be immediately abandoned, but

instead probably reduced by at least 50 percent). This would take the gov-

ernment out of the demand side of the credit market while it could remain

active on the supply side; thereby substantially reducing interest rates and

their "cost-push" inflationary impetus.

2. A diffuse reduction of disposable income of all presently non-taxpaying

sources by I to 2.5 percent, thereby abating demand side inflationary pres-

sure on the one hand; while on the other hand .....

3. Creating a stimulative inflationary impetus in 1984 from 1983 refunds (due

in 1984) which would be approximately 4 to 5 times normal. This situation

could-be mitigated by providing a check-off on the 1983 tax returns which
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allow the individual taxpayer to elect to have the government retain the po-

tential refund for a minimum of four years. up to a maximum of ten years, in

return for thG government providing an inflation-adjusted, real rate of re-

turn of between 4 percent and 10 percent, depending upon the length of time

of deferment elected.

Of tourse,a' ta.revision of this type has further implications, both inside

end outside the tax code and there would be a requirement for mdch enabling legis-

lation, including the following:

1. As previously stated, to require almost all cash receipts to be deposited in

either checking or savings/investment accounts (to be enforced on a discre'

tionary basis), if not used to purchase money orders, cashier's checks, etc.

(see below).

2. To require the "flat-rate" on checks deposited to checking accounts to be in-

creased by a multiple of the number of endorsements on a check or by the num-

ber of days from-date of issue in excess of seven, whichever is the greater

ultiplp. Also, to levy an equivalent "sales tax" on money orders, cashier's

checks, etc., purchased with cash.

3. To provide for reporting to the IRS those persona consummating a transaction

in cash in excess of a certain amount -- say $100.

4. To provide for a confiscatory penalty tax on all cash amounts that could not

be traced to a direct withdrawal from a bank checking account by the party

in custody of the cash.

5. To provide financial institutions with a remittance lag time -- to be policed

by the existing IRS audit forces -- in order to compensate the financial insti-

tutions for their cost to administer and report this new withholding system,

and to replace any "float" loss due to the abandonment of convenience type

checkiag accounts.
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-There's also the possibility that this revised system of taxation would en-

courage covert barter arrangements which would further subvert the assumed tax

base. However, barter arrangements discovered could be subject to a confiscatory

tax, similar to that for cash hoards which cannot be traced to a bank withdrawal

by those in custody of the hoard. And the value of the barter arrangements could

also be made subject to the income tax, which, as indicated, would still be in

effect, but would normally have a beginning point at a significsntly higher level

of taxable income.

There is the optimal flat-rate tax system in basic outline, along with sug-

gested means of operations and consideration of some of the problems which could

appear in the system.

Would it work? This Certified Public Accountant/tax preparer believes it

would. However, it must be sold. It can never work until it becomes law, and

it can only become law if the majority of the members of Congress can be pursuaded

that it is THE tax for the 21st CeAtury and that it will be a reliable source of

funds for all their programs.
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TABLE I

The 'relationship of the Federal Budget to Annual Bank Debits to Demand

Deposit (Checking) Accounts of Individuals, Partnerships, Corporations, States

and Their Political Subdivisions, excluding Accounts of the Federal Government

(in billions of dollars):

Fiscal Federal Annual Debits to Budget as a

Year Budget Checking Accounts . of Debits

1955 $ 68.5 $ 2,044 3.35%

1960 92.2 2,839 3.251

1965 118.4 5,162 2.26%

1970 196.6 10,237 1.92.

1975 326.2 23,565 1.38

1980 579.6 63,013 .927.

1981 662.0 86,430 .77.

1982 (est.) 722.3 84,000 .86.

(Assumption: That bank debits (i.e., checks clearing) equal bank deposits.)
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I am Thomas J. Donohue, president of Citizen's Choice, a

national grass-roots taxpayers' organization founded in 1976.

.Citizen's Choice currently has over 75,000 taxpaying members

nationwide, representing all sectors of our society. -

I arh pleased to have this opportunity to testify before this

ftmmittee on the topic of tax alternatives. Citizen's Choice is

uniquely qualified to present testimony on this subject. Our

National Commission on Taxes and the IRS conducted a nationwide

'investigation of taxpayers' attitudes toward the IRS. In response

to the Commission's finding that our tax system is in need of

massive reform, we commissioned a study that addressed the pros and

cons of a variety of alternative tax systems and which served as

discussion material for two Citizen's Choice-sponsored tax forums on

the topic. Today, I will outline the findings and conclusions of

our efforts.

The United States has a tax system under which some

millionaires can get away with paying no income tax at all, while

people who earn $60,000 a year may pay nearly half their income in

taxes. It is not surprising, therefore, that the system is viewed

by taxpayers as inequitable. We have a system in which each piece

of tax legislation passed by Congress is added to the fourteen

volume and more than 7,000 pages of rules and regulations comprising

the present Internal Revenue Code. Considering this, it is also not

surprising that the system is seen as complicated.
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Moreover, when revenue loss from 'underground' economic

activity is estimated at more than $100 billion annually -- almost

enough to balance the federal budget -- it is not surprising that

the present system is viewed as inefficient. Tax avoidance and tax

evasion are becomLng a national pastime. And incidents of IRS

abuse, borne of :rustratidn in enforcing our tax laws, are becoming

commonplace. It is high time for meaningful tax reform.

For this reason, the proposal of a flat rate or broad based

tax with low marginal rates has generated considerable legislative

and popular interest in the last half year. From tax experts to

taxpayers, the opinion is the same -- our present system of

voluntary taxation is headed for disaster. It has become extremely

complex and unwieldy. It has drifted away from its original purpose

of raising revenue and has become a tool for promoting specific

social and economic goals. So, whether it is the charitable

deduction or the energy credit, the idea is no longer simply to

raise revenue, but to help elements of our society to succeed. And,

while there is nothing insidious about this policy, it becomes a

great problem when exclusions, deductions, exemptions and credits

become the norm rather than the exception in the tax code.

The medical expense deduction is a classic example. Congress

wished to relieve those taxpayers who incurred large medical

expenses. The result was a tax deduction for the amount of medical
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expenses that exceeds 3 percent of the taxpayer's adjusted gross

income. But the medical expense deduction did not cover the cost of

prescription drugs. For those individuals whose drug expenses were

unduly large, Congress passed a tax deduction for the amount that

exceeds one percent of adjusted gross income. Finally,,Congress

wanted to include a deduction for those individuals who have medical

insurance and would noLmally not spend more than 3 percent of their

gross income on medical bills. The result was the recently repealed

$150 medical deduction for those who pay for medical insurance.

Each of the above was well intended. But in practice they

cause more confusion t~afrtythi4 m-else. Recent IRS statistics

reveal that more than 75 percent of taxpayers who claim any one of

these deductions make mistakes in computing the amount of their

deduction.

As this example illustrates, there can be no argument on

whether meaningful tax reform should be undertaken. T.1ere is

considable diversity of opinion, however,*on what direction tax

reform should take. Should the rate structure be flat. or

graduated? Should the tax be based on income or consumption? What

should the actual numbers be?

Setting aStde the technical questions that must be addressed

when considering alternative tax systems, I would like to address
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the larger issue of the theoretical advantages of adopting a

simplified tax system. Since the present system is complicated,

unfair and inefficient, any substitute ought to substantially

improve on these flaws and at the same time be sensitive to

inflation. In the view of Citizen's Choice, a broad-based tax with

a flat or slightly progressive rate, with no deductions, represents

a substantial improvement over the present system. In regard to

inflation, the flat-rate tax is superior to a graduated rate

structure in that it simply eliminates bracket creep once and for

all. With a flat rate, there is no higher bracket to be pushed into

in the inflationary spiral, so there is no counter-incentive to

worker productivity.

Probably the most commonly heard criticism of the present

system is that its complexity causes administrative difficulties.

At present, the Internal Revenue Service is capable of auditing only

1.5 percent of the returns that are filed annually. The result is

that a large percentage of taxpayers overstate the amount of

deductions they are entitled to, knowing that they will probably

escape an audit. On the other hand, the complexity of the tax code

breeds a huge number of mistakes that may or may not be picked up by

computer scanning of returns. If an error is detected, it requires

human involvement, which once again strains an already overburdened

agency.

-4
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A simplified tax system in which a flat.peroentage is paid on

an easily documented amount of personal income could conceivably

reduce the IRS to a block full of computers and the technicians

necessary to run them. Moreover, with credits and deductions

eliminated from the tax code, there wouldn't be any need for

taxpayers to employ a tax specialist, accountant or attorney. Since

52 percent of the people who itemize deductions seek professional

assistance in preparing their tax returns, a flat-rate system with

no deductions would be a vast improvement from an administrative

standpoint. It would also result in a higher rate of compliance and

equal, if not higher amounts of revenue.

The benefits to our economy under such a system would be even

greater. Under the current system, there are incentives to

artifically shelter income from taxation at high marginal rates.

These tax shelters distort the economy. Under a pure flat-rate tax,

investors would not need to consider the tax consequences of their

investments. Money would be invested in those areas that would

result in the highest pre-tax return, not in areas that have a

particular tax advantage.

The obvious advantages of a simplified tax system demand that

this idea be given serious consideration. Citizen's Choice has

taken the lead in bringing the issue to the forefront and promoting

the debate. We have sponsored two tax forums at which distinguished

it-385 0 - 83 - 16
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legislators, economists, tax specialists and business leaders worked

on developing a viable p:oposal for reforming the federal income tax

code. The first meeting of this *National Forum on Tax

Alternatives* resulted in a signed resolution calling on this

committee to hold hearings on the subject of tax simplification.

The second forum focused primarily on the question of h6w to define

the tax base. Both meetings stressed the advantages of simplifying

the present system while recognizing the difficult transitional

problems to be confronted.

This week's hearings are the most significant step yet in the

tax simplification effort. We commend this Committee for

recognizing the need for meaningful tax reform and for fostering

informed debate on the topic.

We are now at the stage where this debate must turn from the

theoretical to the practical aspects of tax reform. -This

necessitates deferring to the economists and tax experts who must

construct a new tax system that has revenue-raising as its primary

goal. We recognize that this cannot be done overnight. But we urge

you to take whatever action is necessary to see that tax reform is

accomplished. On behalf of the members and staff of Citizen's

Cnoice, I offer to this Committee and to any of its members in

particular our assistance in any way you might find it helpful in

reaching our common goal of a more efficient, equitable and simple

system of t3x3tion. We look forward to working with you to this end.
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HATTER - WILLIAMS, INC. .,Tu
433 006 CA.

27 September, 1982

Mr. Robert E. Lighthizer
Chief Counsel,- Commiittee on Finance
Room No. 2227
Oirksen Senate Office Building
Washington, 0. C. 20510

RE: The Flat-Rate Tax Bill

Dear Mr. Lighthizer:

I an writing to ask that you consider in your hearings on the
Flat-Rate Tax Bill the alternative measure which was proposed
by Senator Win. Bradley of New Jersey Instead of the bill being
proposed. The reason for this is that I feel we must provide
some sort of deduction for charitable contributions in order that
our charitable organizations throughout the country can maintain
themselves not only today but far into the future as they perform
their many good works.

I am a strong Republican but in this particular instance feel that
we must salvage what we can very definitely for our charitable
organizations throughout the United States.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Larry'W. Hatter

LWH: dh

rance

110V STAUT

CAU 1204
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STATEMENT OF

FORTESCUE W. HOPKINS

BE-FORE THE

SENATE COMMITTEE ON FINANCE

HEARINGS ON FLAT RATE TAX AND MAJOR TAX REFORM PROPOSALS

SEPTEMBER 1982

Mr. Chairman:

I am an attorney from Daleville, Virginia. I represent no

one but myself. THE FLAT RATE TAX MOVEIENT reflects the conviction of

millions of Americans, based on what is now, clear and convincing

evidence (a towering babel of tax expenditures about to collapse under

its own weight), that a representativ form of government which gives

its legislative branch (or an oligarchy, therein) the unlimited power

to enact discriminatory tax legislation is a failure, and that the

obvious abuse of this power has locked this country into an ever des-

cending economic spiral with no end yet in sight.

The principal features of my proposed flat rate income tax

Constitutional Amendment, attached hereto are summarized as follows:

1. The sole source of revenue of any kind permitted to the

Federal government or to any State government will be a flat rate,

equal and non-discriminatory individual income tax. The only pre-

rogative of the Federal government with respect to the regulation, en-

forcement, collection and amount of this tax will be its sole power,

from time to time, to establish whatever the percentage rate of tax it

chooses.

2. The taxable income base will include:

(a) All payments (in cash or value) received by any

individual regardless of source less a first return of capital. (All

Social Security, pension or insurance contributions, made by any ind-

ividual will be considered a capital investment.)

(b) All presently non-taxable income.

(c) All income presently excluded under 200 billion plus

of tax expenditures (Appendix A) except for return of capital.

(d) All gifts, awards, inheritances and insurance paym-nts

of any kind less taxpayers basis will be included in income.

3. Exclusions from income: None, except for return of capital
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which has previously been subject to tax id the hands of the individual

taxpayer.

4. Credits or exemptions: The allowance of any credit or

exemption of even $1.00 is not premitted. A single exemption of any

&mount is highly discriminatory and violates the total non-discrimina-

tion and equality principle behind this amendment. The principle that

a three month old baby with an income of $10.00 would have a tax return

prepared for it is designed to insure (regardless of how diseconomic

it may be) that from the cradle to the grave, every American will main-

tain his self-respect, and the highest possible sense of individual

political responsibility knowing that he has always paid his fair, just

and equal share towards the support of his government. In the case of

Pollock v. Farmers' Loan & Trust Co. (1895), 157 U.S.429, the great

opinion of Associate Justice Field on the subject of the effect of a

$400.0 exemption on a 2% flat rate income tax is attached hereto as

Appendix B.

5. Elimination of all other Federal taxes including Social

Security taxes.

(a) A Social Security tax is a highly discriminatory and

regressive income tax. In the lower income brackets this tax often

amounts to more than the regular income tax. Consequently, any flat

rate income tax projection that fails to consider the elimination of

this tax presents a highly irrelevant and misleading picture. For

those politicians who tremble or rant and rave at the very mention of

the words "Social Security" be advised that it is not being suggested

here that the amount of Social Security benefits be tampered with in

any manner but that (1) the tax will be eliminated and (2) the benefits

will be taxable to the extent they first exceed the total amount paid

in by the employee. The effect of this amendment will be, for future

years, to eliminate any distinction between income and wages and there-

by to broaden the base of funds available to pay such future benefits

as Congress may decide.

(b) All other taxes and user fees, etc:(l)If a government

service requires a fee, the service belongs in the hands of private
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industry and (2) Excise and import taxes are regressive and, in the

end, borne by individuals, mostly our lower income Americans. Whatever

Congress seeks to accomplish by excises, import taxes, or duties other

than by raising revenue, let them do it directly ratherihan indirectly.

The poer has been abused, it should be terminated.

6. State taxes: States are not exempted from the principle

of an equal, just and non-discriminatory tax. Under the terms of this

amendment, it is intended that States will tax interest on obligations

of the Federal government. The determination of taxable income for.

Federal as well as State purposes will be totally parallel and the

State will also be permitted to set whatever rate it chooses.

7. Tax returns: Forms of a combined Federal and State

individual and business income tax returns are attached hereto.

Conclusions and observations:

(a) The proposal of a Constitutional Amendment is in

accordance with the advice of Alexander Hamilton (The Federalist,

No. 28) and Thomas Jefferson, who both said: that if the national

government exceeded the limits of its powers (and unrestrained by the

Supreme Court) the people should appeal to their State Legislatures

to form committees of correspondences between the States with a view

to employing the amendment procedure of Article V of the Constitution.

(b) Even though, the Supreme Court has settled the

question of the constitutionality of a discriminatory income tax in
(1916) 240 U.S.I

Brushaber v. Union Pacific R.R.Co/and in the 66 years since that dec-

ision has not chosen to reverse or review it, it is my opinion that:

"The cumulative effect of the discriminatory tax provisions of the

Internal Revenue Code makes the entire title 26 of the U.S. Code un-

constitutional". Support for this opinion can be found in the fact of

the existence of 200 billion dollars plus of discriminatory tax ex-

penditures (Appendix A), and in the cogent reasoning of Frank Warren

Hacket in his article entitled "The Constitutionality of the Graduated

Income Tax Law" Yale Law Journal, Vol XXV, April 1916, No.6 (Attached

hereto as Appendix C).

(c) For the most comprehensive analysis of the relative

merits of a flat tax vs a progressive rate tax your attention is
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invited to the article contained in the University of Chicago Law

Review, Vol 19, Spring 1952, Number 3, entitled "The Uneasy Case for

Progressive Taxation" by Walter J. Blum & Harry Kalven, Jr.

(d) I believe that ten years from now or less, the per-

spective of history will establish that the FLAT RATE TAX MOVEMENT was

the most important and significant event or trend in American history

since Patrick Henry started the ball rolling against the Stamp Act of

England in 1765 with his famous speech "if this be treason, make the

most of it". Against a bleak economic and unemployment situation and

political turmoil, this non-partisan MOVEMENT holds out the truly

exciting and hopeful prospect of achieving for America, in the not too

distant future, an unimaginable and undreamed of peace, prosperity,

productivity and individual happiness, all sustained by a degree of

individual political responsibility that only a totally equal, just,

fair and non-discriminatory tax can inspire.

(e) The provisions of the recently enacted Tax Equity and

Fiscal Responsibility Act of 1982 (TEFRA) will have a most extraordinary

impact on fueling the flames of this MOVEMENT. The ha:shness, oppress-

iveness and stupidity of the so-called "compliance measures" of this

act against the taxpayer and his return preparer are without parallel

in the history of this countA, except for the turning of the British

screws on America between 1765 and 1773 (Navigation Acts, Tea Tax, etc)

which led, as we all remember, to the Famous Virginia Resolutions of

1773 inspired by Patrick Henry's immortal "Give me liberty or give me

death" speech. Patrick Henry opposeId ratification of the constitution

because of his fear of the abuse of the power to tax. Appendix D.

Respectfully submitted,

Fortescue W. Hopkins
Box 218
Daleville, Virginia 24083
703-992-3932
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PROPOSITION 1776

CONSTITUTIONAL AMENDMENT

ARTICLE XXVI

IN CONNECTION WITH SECURING THE REVENUE OF THE UNITED STATES

OR OF ANY STATE, OR FOR ANY OTHER PURPOSE, NO DUTY, EXCISE, IMPOST,

TAX, LICENSE OR FEE OF ANY KIND MAY BE LEVIED OR IMPOSED EXCEPT A FLAT

RATE, PROPORTIONAL AND NON-DISCRIMINATORY INCOME TAX ON ALL INDIVIDUAL

NET INCOME PAID OR AVAILABLE FOR PERSONAL USE. IN DETERMINING SUCH

INDIVIDUAL NET INCOME OR TAX, NONE OF THE FOLLOWING SHALL BE PERMITTED:

EXEMPTIONS, CREDITS, ANY DISTINCTION BETWEEN ORDINARY INCOME AND CAPITAL

GAIN OR ANY KIND OF INCOME OR ANY DEDUCTION OR OTHER PROVISION DESIGNED

TO ACHIEVE, IN THE SLIGHTEST DEGREE, A NON-REVENUE RELATED OBJECTIVE.

ALSO, IN DETERMINING NET INCOME, BUSINESS EXPENSES SHALL BE ALLOWED,

THE CASH BASIS METHOD OF ACCOUNTING SHALL BE USED AND THERE -.4iA&"E NO

ALLOWANCE FOR DEPRECIATION, DEPLETION OR ANY KIND OF AMORTIZATION.COSTS

OF kLL BUSINESS RELATED CAPITAL ASSETS SHALL BE ALLOWED AS AN EXPENSE TO

THE EXTENT THAT CAPITAL :S NOT ACCUMULATED BEYOND REASONABLE BUSINESS

NEEDS. IN CONNECTION WITH THE DETERMINATION OF THIS TAX, NO REGULATIONS,

RULES OR PRECEDENTS SHALL BE PROMULGATED BY ANY AUTHORITY. THE NET

INCOME OF ALL ENTITIES OTHER THAN AN INDIVIDUAL SHALL BE DETERMINED ON

THE SAlME BASIS AS INDIVIDUAL NET INCOME AND EACH INDIVIDUAL SHALL INCLUDE

IN HIS NET INCOME HIS PROPORTIONATE SHARE OF SUCH ENTITIES INCOME OR

LOSS. ENTITIES, INCLUDING SOLE PROPRIETORSHIPS, SHALL, IN THE FORM

ATTACHED, FILE QUARTERLY INFORMATION TAX RETURNS WITH THE UNITED STATES

AND PROVIDE QUARTERLY INCOME INFORMATION TO ITS EQUITY HOLDERS. ANY

DISPUTES AS TO THE DETERMINATION OF NET INCOME PAID OF AVAILABLE FOR

PERSONAL USE SHALL BE RESOLVED BY ARBITRATION AND THE RESULTS SHALL BE

BINDING ON ALL PARTIES. FOR BOTH FEDERAL AND STATE PURPOSES, A SINGLE

INDIVIDUAL INCOME TAX RETURN (PERMITTING BUSINESS LOSSES TO BE CARRIED

FORWARD AND APPLIED INDEFINITELY) SHALL BE FILED WITH THE STATE OF

RESIDENCE ON A QUARTERLY BASIS IN THE FORM ATTACHED. THE TAX SHALL BE

ENFORCED AND COLLECTED BY THE STATE OF RESIDENCE WITH THE FEDERAL SHARE

RE.':':ED WITHIN 30 DAYS LESS COLLECTION COST BASED ON THE RATIO THAT THE

FEDERAL TAX BEARS TO THE STATE TAX. THE SUPREME COURT SHALL HAVE ORIGINAL

J-'FISDICTION WITH RESPECT TO ANY DISPUTE BETWEEN STATE AND THE UNITED

STATFS INVOLVING THE FOREGOING PROVISIONS.
Fortescue 1. Hopkans
Daleville, Va. 24083
703-992-3932
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FORM 1776

Quarterly for
Period ended Individual Income Tax Retur.

Name (first, initial, last.1 Social Security Nunqber

Present home address

City, town, or post office, state and ZIP code

1. Wages

2. Cost of benefits provided by
employer (no exceptions)

3. Income or (loss) from business
entities (attach list)

4. Other income paid or available
(include gifts and inheritances
and all payments or assets received
from any source except distributions
from business entities and return of
capital)

5. Carry over loss from previous quarter

6. Add all lines 1,2,3&4 but subtract
lines 3&5 if applicable. This is
your taxable income (or carry over
loss.)

7. Federal income tax (_% x line 6)

8. State income tax (_% x line 6)

9. Total tax (attach check or money
order payable to State of _

Sign you return 10.
(individual or parent
of minor taxpayer and
file with the State
of J.

your signature

Name and
address

Figure your
tax

Amount you
owe

I &
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FORM 1776

Quarterly for
period ended Business Income Tax Information Return

Name Employer Identification Number

Type of business entity, individual, corporate, trust,
partnership, association, etc.

City, town, or post office, State and ZIP code

1. Gross receipts from business

2. Subtract business expenses

3. Subtract costs of capital assets

4. Add amounts distributable from other
business entities (attach list)

5. Other income paid or available (include all
payments 'or value of assets received from any
source, except capital investment by equity
holders

J

6. Add lines 1,4&5 and subtract lines 2&3. This
is your distributable net income or loss (attach
list showing distribution of income or loss to
each equity holder by States and distribute such
information to each equity holder on or before
the 15th of the month following the end of the
quarterly period)

Sign return 7.
and file with
the Internal
Revenue Service

signature of responsible person

.0

Name and
address
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arIGs ot omei of tihe United States. Mr.
:ustlcs Nelson, In deUvering judgment. aid:
"Te nersl government and the stat ., al-
though both exist within the sameterritorlal
limits. are separate and distinct sovereignties.
acting separately and Independently of each
other, within their rpective slphrces. Th-
former, In Its appropriate spicere. Is soulprene;
but the states, within the limits of their pow.
ers not granted, or, in the language of the
tenth amendment,. 'reserved,' are as inde-
pendent of the general government as that
government within its sphere is Independent
of the states."

This Is quoted in Van Brocklln v. Tennes-
see. 117 U. S, i51. 178, 6 Sup. CL G70. and the
opinion continues: "Applying the same prin-
ciples. this court in U. S. v. Baltimore & 0.
IL Co.. 17 Wall 322, held that a municipal
corporation within a state could not be taxed
by the United States on the dividends or In-
terest of stock or bonds held by It In a rail-
road or canal company, because the munici-
pal corporation was a rep resentative of the
state, created by the state to exercise a limit-
ed portion of Its powers of government, and
therefore Its revenues, like those of the state
Itself, were not taxable by the United State.
The revenues thus adjudged to be exempt
from federal taxation were not temsceivee
appropriated to any specific public use, nor
derived from property held by the state or by
the municipal corporation for any specifc
public use, but were part of the general In-
come of that corporation, held for the public
use In no other sense than all property and in-
-come belonging to it In Its municipal char-
acter must be so held. The reasons for ex-
emptlng all the property and Income of a
state, or of a municipal corporation, which Is
A political division of the state. from federal
taxation, equally require the- exetuption of

-all the property and Income of the national
,goTernmnt from state taxation."

In Mercantile Bank v? City of New York.
121 U8.& 1= 12. 7 Sup. Ct. 82, this court
.said: "Bonds issued by the state of New
York, or under Its authority, by Its public
nunicpal bodies, are'means for carrying on

-the work of the government, and are not
taxable, even by the United States, and It ts
aot a part of the policy of the government
which issues them to subject them to tax-

4too for Its own purposes."
The question In Bonaparte v. Tax Court.

104 U. 8 592, was whether the registered
public debt of one state, exempt from taxa-
ion y that state, or actually taxed there, was
Lizaple by another state, when owned by a
!cIttgn of the latter, and It was hold that
there was no provision of the constitution of
the rlnited States which prohibited such taxa-

4ion The states bad not covenanted that this
would not be done, whereas under the fun-

damental law. as to the power to borrow
.money, neither the United States, on the
uns hand, nor the states on the other, can in-

4r.v -ith that power as possessed by each.

and an essential element of the sovereignty
of ia ch.

The law under consideration provtdea flhat
notihig herein contained shaU apply to states.
counti,4 or municipalities." It i contended

.that, although the property or revenues of the
st-lce or tLi-r lnvtruu-ntilitlos cannot be
taxed, nCverthblch* tle IncoLue derived from
state, county, and municipal securities can
be taxed. But we think the same want of
power to tax the property or revenues of the
states or their Instrumentalities exists In re-
lItion to a tax on the income from -their se-
curiti, and for the same reason; and that
reason is given by Chief Justice Marsball. in
Weston v. City Council, 2 Pet. PS, 46,
where he said: "The right to tax the contract
to Uay extLet, ssheu wuade, must operate upon
the power to borrow before It Is exercised.
acid have a sensible Influence on, the contract.
°thu extent of this tflubence depeuds ou the will
of a distinct government. To any extent,
however Inconsiderable, it Is a burthen on
the operations of government. It may be
carried to an extent which shall arrest them
entirely. 0 0 - The tax on government
stock Is thought by this court to be a tax on
the contract, a tax on the power to borrow
money on the credit of the United States, and
constquenUy to be repugnant to the consti-
tutlon." Applying tbis language to these
municipal securities, it s obvious that taxa-
tion on the Interest therefrom would operate
on the power to borrow before It Is exercised.
and would have a sensible influence on the
contract, and that the tax In question is a
tax on the power of the states and their in-
strumentalities to borrow money, and con-
sequently repugnant to the constitution.

Upon each of the other questions argued at
the bar, to wit: (1) Whether the void pro-
vla!ons s to rents and Income from real ws-
tate invalidated the whole act; (2) whether,
as to the Income from personal property, as
such, the act Is unconstitutional, as laying di-
rect taxes; (3) whether ani part of the taz,
If not considered as a direct tax, is In raUd

grou..da r, 0ggcs~ed,-4o theJatie yl~y divided, ad there

foeno oplma expr
The result 5lTirthe decree of the cirvult

court is reversed and the cause remanded,
with directions to enter a decree In favor of
the complainant In respect only of the volun-
tary payment of the tax on the rents and In-
come of the real estate of the defendant com-
pany. and of that which It holds In trust, and
on the Income from the municipal bends,
owned or so held by It

Mr. Justice FIELD.
I also desire to place my opinion on rec

upon some of the Important questions dis-
cussed In relation to the direct and Indirect
taxes proposed by the Income tax law of
18s4. hi

Several suits have lhven lustituted La stale

2575
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AUPnn)A roltlr FtRPOhITfL, Vol. I&

"ad feeral courts oth at law Ani In equity., rect Direet tx, % In a general end large
to test Lbe validity of the provistons of the IDrie may be described as taxes derived Ira-
law, the deteriainatlas of whilh wlfl neoo,.v- rniui-tv fromin Sieo person. or from renl or
sItate careful sad exto-n~lod comklattri(r. -!1m rn.tlr rolerty, without sy r'c,-ure there-

The subject of taxation In tb new govern- q m to other sources for relmburs.-mcut. In
meat which was to be estalU'h,'d er-n!:t,1 n m, re real rield senoe, th,'y have sonietimes
great Interest In the convention %, hih ft-inai0d ihen conilied to taxes on real property, in-
the constlrutiou. and w'as the cause of mc h eluding the rents and Income derived there-
difference of opinion ameng its metntl'rs. from. Such tixes are conceded ,o be direct
snd earnest contention between the states. ti es. however taxes on other property are
The great source of %eaknes of the confed- d-signated, And they are to be nppottl-ced
eruton was tea lnability to Ivy taxes of any among the states of the 

0
Uniloc ae ,rding to

kind for the support of Its gove-nmect 'T1o their res-pectire numbers. The second sec-
rmiee revenue It was cblgoed to uake reqiti- t:oo cf article 1 of the constitution declares
ti.ns upon the states, which were respected that representative and direct taxes shall be
or disregarded at their pleasure. Great em- thns ipportioned. It bad -en a favorite doe-
harrasaments followed the ccnsequent inabil- triue In England and In the ,oloniks, before
Ity to obtain the necessary foods to ca-rry on the adoption of the constitution, that tax-
the government. One " the principal oh- tion and representanton should go together.
jets of the proposed new goverumeut w.Is to The c-ustituuon prt-cribes aich iporimon-
obviate this defect or the conetlerat %, ]wu- ment among the several states according to
rerring sthority upon the new govcr1mT'nt, their respective numbers, to be detrrmlned
bjy which taxes could be directly lid v-hen- by adding to the whole number of free per-
ever desired. Great diflculty In sc rujplish- sont, including thoe bound to service for a
Log this object was found to exist. The st;ufi.e term of yeors. and exchillrn Indiana not
bordering on the ocean were unwilling to give taxed, three-tifths of all other persons.
up their right to lay duties upon Imports, .Some decisions of this court bare qualified
whieh were their chief sooce of revenue, or thrown doubts tipon the exact manning of
The other taites, on the other hand. were un- tie words "direct taxes." Thus. in Springer
willing to make any agreement for the tnry- v. U. S., 102 U. S_ W$O. it was held that a tax
log of taxes directly upon rnal and personal ul-na gains. profits, and Income was an ex-
propt-rty, the smaller states tearing that they else or duty. and not a direct tax, within the
woold be overborne by unequal birdens moaniog of the constitutlon, and that Its Ia-
fored upon them by the action of the.larger Iviton was not, therefore, unconstitutionaL
sttes. In this condition of things, grcat era- And in Insurance Co. v. Soule. I WalL 433.
t4rrajsment was felt by the members of the It was beld that an Income tax or duty upon
onvtntion. It was feared at times tliit the the amounts Insurcd, renewed, or contlnued

effort to form a new government would fail. by Insurance companies, upon the gross
But happily a compromise was efr's'ter by an nmoiinte, of prPmliums tceved by them and
agreement that direct taxes Shetil I" 1,ill nieu%, 5 rutt made by them, and ups'
by oungrema by apportiuning them among the dlvIdomi til w tri lhstriiuied siit,, was not a
states according to their representation. lit direct tax, but a duty or excise.
rejurat for thts concession by some of th, In the dlscuq%1on< on the sitbject of direct
t4te, tbe other states borderIng on na-vig- taxes In the Hrlti.-.h parliament, an Income

bls waters consented to relinquish to the new tax has been generally designated as a direct
*overnment the control of duties. Impose, and tax, differing In that respect from the decl-
excises, and the regulation of commerce, with sion of this court In Springer v. U. S. But.
the condlton that the duties, Imposts, and ex- whether the latter can be accepted as correct
cise should be uniform throughout the Unit- or otherwise, It does not affect the tax upon
* States. So that, on the one hand, anything real property and its reats and Income as a
lilke oppression or undue ailvantae of any oue direct tax. Such s tax Is. by universal con-
sttte over the others would be prevented by sent, recogrnled to be a direct taX.
thp apportionment of the direct taxes among As stated, the rents and income of real
the states according to their representation, property are included in the designation of
AZ4, on the other hand, anything like oppres- direct taxes, as part of the real property.
sion or bardship in the levying of duties, In- Such has been the law in England for cen-
P#14 and excises would be avoided by the turt-s. And I ibis country from the early set-
privtlcn that they Should be uniform tlement of the colonies; and It Is strange that
t~uugbout the United States. This ow- any member of the legal profession should
prpuse was einntlial to the continued nulon at this day question a doctrine which has al-
at4 barmooy of the states, It protected itys been thus accepted by common-law
eT"ry state from being controlled In its taxa- lassyers. It is so declared In approved treat.
to by the superior numbers of one or more ises upon real property and In accepted so-

.tber nsti , thorlties on particular branches of real estate
MU. cimUtltion, accordingly, when com- law, and l-is been so aonounced In decisions

pleated, divided the taxes which might be 1ey- in the Epglish courts and our own courts
W4 under the authority of congress Into those without number. This. in Washburn on Real
'fle wes direct and those which were lndl- Property, It Is said Wat "a devise of the rents

2576
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sad proit of land, or the Income of nad, Is
equivalent to a devise of The laud Itself. ad
will be for life or lin fe-, according to (be
11lnifitILt 1 \.0% ',111- I44 W till: L'-e." V li'me
2, 'p. 3, 1 30.

In Jarman on Wills It Ia laid down Ihnt "a
derivte ef the rents and profits or of the In-
conte of land poses the land itself. both at
law and In equity; a rule. It is said. founded
on the feudal law. ac-ording to which the
whole beneficial In:rest In the Lind o uiitcd
In the right to take the rental and proiht.
And since the act I Vlct. c. 23. such a dcvise
carries the fee simple: but before that act
It carried no more than an estate for life,
Unless words of inheritance were ndlel."
Mr Jarman cites numerous authorities In
support of his statement. South v. Allelne.
I Salk. 228; Goldin v. Lakeman, 2 1larn. &
AA uo 4;: Juhnson v. Arnold. I s'-m Sr. 171;
Balas v. Dixon. Id 42: Mannnox v. Greener,
I. t- 14 Eq 41;3: Blann v. Hell. 2 De Gex.
M1. & 0 781; Plenty v. West, G C. B. 1,A).

Coke upon Littleton say%- "If a t1.ml .-li-'-l
of land% In fee by his do. c rautoth In :1ts-
other the protita of thos 11'4,, to Ii,. ind
to hold to hin andi his hy,-es. anti ni.kOtlt

.liv0Yy atnindiuD furt3m chartat. the Vhole
1171d it-sife, duth passe; for .bat Is the luud
but the profits tbere.,ft' Lib. 1, p. 4b. c.

In Goldin v. rnk -man, Lord Tenterden.
Cblef Jastl-e of the court of the king's b-nch,
10 the eame ff'¢ 'Lt sald, -It Ia an e,;nihshed
rule that a devise of the rents and profits
h a devise of the laud." And. In Johnso
• Arnold, Lord Chancellor Ilardwicke reit-
erated the doctrine that a "devise of the
P t of lands Is a devise of the land, them-

The same rule Is announced in this country.
-tbe court of errors of New York. in Pat-
terma v. Ellis. 11 Wend. 259.2,t. holdlg
that the "devise of the Interest or of the
~t ti and profits Is a devise of the thing

Itself. out of which that Interet or thote
retsa and profits may Issue;" and the kirrviue
CVWj of Massaehusetts, In Reed v. !Led, 0
MUm. 897 374, that "a devLte of the Income
Of lands to the same, In Its effect, ax, a devise
of the lands." The same view of the law
was expressed In Anderson v. Greble, I
AShm. 13, 138. sing. the presldeut of the
cOten stating. "I take It to be a well-settled
rle of law that by a devise of the rent,
Pfvet& and Income of land, the land itself
AS~cS." Similar adjudlealions might be re-

Puted almost !udeflnitely. One may have the
eperta of the Engtlsh courts examined for

several centuries without finding a -slngle
fIcooi or even a dictum 'of their judgesr. confilet wLth them. And what answer
00 we receive to these adjudications? Those

Ctem turnlsh no proof that the
of the constitution did not follow

as the rest body of the people of the
F~ntry then did. Ain Incident which oc-

wrtsd is this court and room 20 years ago
3 PELCA.-162 - _

may have become a precedent To a power.
All arminient then being made by a dtaUo-
gulihed cotisxel. on. a public question, one
of tb' ilwIs excaimed that tire xvas a
con.luive uu-iser to his pItion. ond that
was that the court v.'us of a different otlnlu.
Those ntih decline to recognize the adjudica-
tions cited may likenlee consider that they
hatve a ounelu.ive answer to them in the fact
th.at thy als, ure of a different opinion. I
do not think so. The law, as expounded for
cntnrics. cannot be set a.side or disregarded

tu xause sote of the juldes are now of a
different opiuion f'rom those who, a enrtury
ango, followed It. in finnlog our centItution.

Htatillton, . making on the subject, asks.
"N'itat: fit fact, is property bIt a fiction.
without fhe bcneicial itse of It?" and adds.
"in niny cases. Indeed, the Income or au-
nuity Is tie property itself." 3 lmtlltoa,
WVorks (Piitnam's E'd ) p. 34.

It must be -on'elltd that whatever affects
,Iny eletwent that gives an article Its value,
in the eye of the law. affect the article
lItr If.

Il flrown v. Makryland. 12 Wheat. 419, It
wAS hilt tU13i a twe tol the occulpation of an
kUnl ortu'r Is lho isite w . tax on his in rts,
tnd as snt-b , ta Inv:Mlid. It was i.-w,,dc-s
that the state nmlht t.ix occup ttions and that
thls wsaq notlli morc; but the court tlid.
by Chief Ji-tW -e Marshall (ipge 4441: "it Is
Iii-i.vtssille "_ncal fr-m ourselves that this
Is varying ti.e form without varying the
stbstnee. It Is t-citing a prohibtion which
Is gencrni as If It i% cre cootned to (I partle-
tilar mode of doing the forbidden thing. All
must perceive that a tax on the sale of an
article imported only for sale Is a tax on
the article Itself."

In Weston v. Connel. 2 Pet. 449, It was
held that a inx upon stock Ismed for loane
to the United Sttc was a tax upon the loans
themselves, and clttlly iuvalid, In Dobbins
v. CommIssoner, 10 ['ei. 433, It was held
that the salary of an oflicer of the United
States could uot be taxed, If the otlice was
Ittclf exempt In Almy v. Californla. 21
flow. 1M. it was held that a duty on a bill
of lading was the same thIng as a duty on
the article transported. In Cook v. Pennsyl-
vanla. 97 U. S. 5It It was held that a tax
upon the amount of sales of goods made by
an auctioneer was a tax upon the goods sold
In Philadelphia & 8. s. S. Co, v. Pennsyl-
vania. 122 U. 8. 32. 7 Sup. CL IllS, @ad
Leoup v. Port of Mobile. 127 U. ." 40. 048.
8 Sup. CL 13,_0, It was held that a tax upon
the income received from interstate com-
merce was a tax upon the commerce Itself.
and equally unauthorized. Thesamedoctrine
was held In People v. Commaloera of Tax-
es, etc., 90 N. Y. 03; State Freight Tax Case,
15 Wal. 23, 274; Welton v. Masouri. 91 U.
8. 275, 278; and In Fargo v. Michigan, 121
U. S. 230, 7 Sup. C. 8,37.

The law, so far as it Imposes a tax upon
land by taxatlou of the rents Lnd Ineome
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tharetof, must therefore till, as It does not
follow the rule of aul'crtilntunt. '1 b C't-
atItutlon Is Imperative In Its directions on
this subject, and adruits of uo du'l'arture fro ii

C the Law is not invalid merely In Its/ disregard of t2he rule of apportlooaneut of

&l the direct tax levied. There Is another and
a n equally (-)gent objecton to It. In taxing
incomes other than rents and profits of real
Orlstte Is disregards the rule of uniformity
which to prescribed In such cases by the con-
ttulo.#"rbe eighth section of the first art-

ide of the oonstltution declares that "the
congress shall have pjwer to lay and collect
taxes, duties, Imposts. and excises, to pay
the debts and provide for the common de-
fence and general welfare of the United
States; but all duties. iniposts, and excises
shall be uniform throughout the United
States." Excises are a species of tax con-
slating generally of duties laid upon the man-

,.ufacture, sale, or cousunmption of commodi-
ties within the country. or upon certain -aII.
logs or occupations. often taking the form
of exactions for ikenses to pursue them. The
taxes created by the law under consideration,
as applied to savings banks. insurance coat-
panles. whether of fire, life, or marine. to
building or other assoclations. or to the con-
duct of any other kkud of business, are ex-
cise taxes, and fill withinn tite ri-luireincnt.
so far as they are late. by congress. that they
must be uniform throughout the Unted
States.

The uniformity thus required Is the uni-
fortuity throughout the United States of the
dit tmipost, and excise levied; that Is. tho
tax levied cannot be one suM Ul.U an arti-
cle 4t one place, and a dtffcrcnt suiu upon
-the same article at other place. The duty
received must be the same at all places
thresoghoot the United States, proportivned to
the quanUty of the article dispoeW. of, or
the pxtent of the business done. If. for In-

. stage, one kind of wine or grain or produce
has IL certain duty laid upon It, proportioned
to It quantity. In New York It must have
a likes duty, proportioned to its quantity, whet
imp9'ted at Charleston or San Francisco; or
It a .ax be laid upon a certain kind of busl-
ncoss, proporUoned to Its extent, at one place.
It mpat be a like tax on the same kind of

bus qess. proportioned to its extent. at 3n-
other place. In that sense. the duty ou-st

be niform throughout the United States.
It ls contended by the government that the

conmtutlon only requires au uniforwlty geo-
gra cal in Its character. That position
would be stasfied If the same duty weie laid
In &4 the sttes, however variant It migbt be
In different places of the same state. But it
could not be sustained In the latter case with
out defeating the equality. which Is at eos~ci
flal element of the uniformity required. so
far ps the same is prncticabli.

In U. 8. v. Singer, 15 alIl. 111. 121, a tax
nas Impoasd upon a distiller, in the nature

of an excise, ari the question arose whotber
Ii I , 'l tt ii upon different distiller the
unlutt2;ity of the tax nAas preserved. aud tb@
cottit .-=id: "l'he law Is not in our jtdg nclt

to auy constitutional objection. The
tax Iwposed uron the distiller it In the BA-
ture of an excise, and the only limitation UP
on the power of congress in the Iml'oaltloo Of
taxes of this character Is that they shall be
'uniform throughout the United States.' Tbe
tax here Is uniform in Its operation; that 14
It is assessed equally upon all mauufacturl5
of spirits, wherever tbey are. The law do..,
not establish one rule for one dlstlUer and a
different rule for another, but the same rWe
for all alike."

In the Head Money Cases. 112 U. . W0,
S91. 5 Sup. Ct. 247. a tax was Imposed uPOs
the owners of steam vessels for each passce"-
ger Linded at New York from a forelgo poet
and It iks objected that the tax was not le0
leti by any rule of uniformIty. but the coUrt.
by Justice Miller, replied: "The tax to uml-
form when it operates with the same fort
and effe-.t In every place where the subJed
of It Is found. The tax in this case. wbicl.
as far as it can be called a tax. is an excis
duty on the busiuess of brfnglng passentem
from foreign countries into this, by oces!
navigation, is uniform. and operates precLts
ly alike in .every port of the United States
where such pa&s.eugers can be landed." LD
the decision in that case, In the circuit cotirt
(1S Fed 13.5. lK)i. Mr. Justice Blatehford. 12
addition to pointing out that "the act wwS
not passed in the exercise of the power of
laying taxes." but was a regulation of cow-
ro-e. used the fellow-ing language: "Asl&
from this, the tax applies uniformly to A3
stream and tall vessels coming to all ports I
the United States, from all foreign ports
witb all alien passengers. The tax bcing I
license tax on the business, the rule of a-
fortuity Is suffciently observed If the i-
extends to all persons of the class selected
by cougreea; that It. to all owners of vxb
vessels. Congress has the exclusive power
of selecting the class. It has regulated thit
particular branch of commerce which coU
corns the brhliing of alien passengers." aOl
that taxes sLai be levied upon such prolp
erty as stall be prescribed by law. Tbe ob
Ject of thls provlfon was to prevent utDJO
discrim!natlous. It prevents -property froO
being clAssifi.d, and taxed as classed, b5
different rule. All kinds of property wist
be taxed uniformly or be entirely exeodt

Tie uuiforwitty must be coextensive Tvit
the territory to which the tax applies.

M1r. Justice Miller, In his lectures on Of
constitution. ISSO-tS90 (pages 240, 241). SAW
of taxes levhid by congress: "The tax mult
be ulform on the particular article; and it
lI titiform, within the weaning of the Nti
stitutional requiremeat, if It Is made to bear
tite same percentage over all the United
States. Th4t is mauifestly the meaning Of
this word, as useo in this clause. The Cro5-
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erg Of the con.stitution could aot hare meant
f5 gay tfn t tie grovei1, tlctut. In rni.,ti ,. its
rrenu(s, sh3,,*i nt be2 a1'uitJ to d- rm-
inate between the arth'7es wiilch it sE,,tld
tL-It" In discu qiin.: goni'rnl1 t

1
, roluire-

aent of untfo.milty fcnnd IU st'ltI .. isltu-
tiuns, be said: 'The dirfculties in tle o.iy
of this construction have, however. bcn
rery lar;;el obviated by the meanln of the i
word 'uniform.' Tahich has been ad pted i
holding that the uniformilty must refer to
articles of the sane class; that is, different
artlles may & taxed at different auoints,
Provhld the rate is uulform on tie tirue
,-!ass everywhere, with all pcoplh, aud at all
.7IDies .

Oto of the learned counsel puts it very
clearly when he says that the coriect mean-
nig of the provisions requirlng duties, Im-
1.ts, and exciqes to be "uniroi m thrilghut
the United1 States" Is that the law liposidig
1hem should "bave an ekliel and uniform ap-
,hkCati,,o in every part of the niou."
If there were any doubt as to the intention

of the states to make the grant of the right
to lmpose Indirect taxes subject to the con-
dition that such taxes shall be in all respects
uniform nod impartial, that doubt, as said
by eouusel, should be resolred in the interest
of justice. in favor of the taxpayer.'

Exemptions from the operation of a tax
ais\ays create Inequalities. Those not ex-
empted must, In the end, bear aq additional
burden or pay more than their sharm A
law containing arbitrary exemrpUons can in
ano ust seuse be termed "uniform." In my
Jud-tent, congress has rightfully no power,
st the expense of others, owning property of
the like character, to sustain private trading
corporatlons. such as building and loan asso-
ciations, savings banks, and mutual life. tire,
marine, and accident Insurance coulAnles,
formed under the laws of the various states,
which advance no national purpose or public
interest, and exist solely for the pecuniary
Prot of their members.
'Wbere property is exempt from taxation,
the exemption, as has been justly stated,
ma'st be supported by some consideration
that the public, and not private, Interests
will be advanced by It. Private corporations
sad private enterprises cannot be aided un-
der the' pretense that it to the exercise of the
discretion of the legislature to exept then.
Assoclation v. Topeka, 2) WalL G53; Par-
kersburg v. Brown. 106 U. 8. 487. 1 Sup. Ct.
442; Barbour v. Board, 82 Ky. 045, G.'4, =: I
City of Lexington v. McQuillan's Ilet's 9,
Dana, 513. 51G, 517; and Sutton's Ileir v.,
City of Louisville, 5 Dana. 2S-31.

Cooley, in his treatise on Taxation (2d Ed.
215), Justly observes that "it Is difficult to
conceive of a justifiable exemption law which
should select single individuals or corpora.
tions, or single articles of property, and, tak-
lag thnm out of the class to which they be-
long, make them the subject of capricious

legislative favor. Such favoritism eouM,
i.rnke no I rcteni.' to i t'iallty: It would lack

tl ,, n'i. ice ,f I -i.' it, tax le.Islatoij"
illtoeew t Vi 1,.iv tider u.no, Jracieo it

rat-k,,d tx d'...l~',, : features %%blcb af-
fect the ai hcc 1aw. It dscrnainates between
these who rc.cre an Itinme of $1,000 and
tlose nho do u-L It this vitiates, in my
judg.tmnt. by th' ai ltrary dscrimtniticn.
the whole l.'gistatcn. li.m;Itou says In one
of his papers (tbe Continentahst): "The gen-
lus of liberty reprobates everything arbitrary
or discretionary in taxation. lt.excts ttat
every man, by a tkcfInite and general rule.
bhuld know T hat proportion of his property
the state demands; whatever liberty we nay
beast of in thItry, it cannot exist In fact wile
[arbitrary] asseossments continue." I Haiil-
ton's Works (Ed. 1S&,i 270 The legislatila,
In the discrimination It makes, is class legis-
lation. Vhenever a distinction Is made In
the burdens a law lmposes or in the benefits
It centers on any citilens by reason of their
birth, or wealth, or religion, It is class legis-
lation. and leads Inevitably to oppression and
abuses, and to general unrest and disturbanoe
In society. It v.as hoped and believed that
the greaU amendments to the constirution
which followed the late Civil War had ro-
dered such legislation impossible for all future
time. But the objectionable legislatlun re-
appears to the act under conslderatlen. It is
the same in essential character as that of the
English Income statute of 1601, which taxed
Protestants at a certain rate, Catholic as a
class, at double the rate of Protestants, and
Jews at anotber and separate rate. IEuder
wise ano.co.:sttutional legislation. every cit-
e-n should c 'Qi'oTb--te -roportoh-, however

-it-al te sutm. tdo~e-support or tMe Vgovern-
met, t n-'ih kl-idn-e-s-st-o-ur-gv-an, of our
citizens to escape from that obligation. If be
.otitrbincL the jni,'llest mite of his earnligv
to that purpose, he will b te Y jeAter regard
for..the government and more self-'spet for
himself. fee-ling bat though bets poor it fact.
be .!not a pauper of his gavrety enL And it
Is to be hoped that, whatever woes and em-
t--ssmiFtas-ht-y D etieour people, Wey may

lver lose thelr-ma- nlTi-'i7 -lrespct
ThbselaaiTtlei reser .--d, t[eyrI ulti'miltot%
triumph over all reverses of fortune- (ce"
'There ',-nothlng in hbe-a of-o-lt-e corpr.

rations or awsoclatbons exempted in the pro-,
ent act, or in their method of doing busivesn.
wh!ch can be claimed to be of a public or
benevolent nature. Trhey differ in no e-e n o
tal characteristic in their business from "all
other corporattons, companies, or aas).'1ictions
doing business for profit In the United States."
Se-tion 3"2, LAw of 19.4.

A few words as to some of them, the ex-
tent of their capital and business, Lad of the
exceptions made to their taxation:

(1) As to Mutual Savings Lank. Under in-
come tax laws prior to 1570, these Institutions

I were specifically taxed. Under the new law,
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M a Institutioo of this clam Rrie @exempt.
provided the sbarrhohlcrx do oet 1:artl--lmtv
Lu tle profits. and t11crv.st and ,l id..ltN are
only pidd to the dicliIto. No I..itlt h, Ilx.d
to the p operty and Ivicu(u- thus excupL .-
It may be 1100,0Wut. or IW,0u0O,UUO. One of

.the counsel etuagsbed In this case read to us
durln the argunwnt froan the report of the
comptroller of the currency, sent by the presi-
dent to congrmlss Deember 3, 1MM. a state-
ment to the effect that the total number of
m utuail svings banks e .t were G40, and
the total number of stock :- .t'gs banks were
37 and sbowed that they did thi rc.ze char-
acter of business and took in the money of
depositors for the purpose of making It bear
Interest, with profit upon it In the same way;
and yet the 046 are exempt, and the 378 are

taxed. He ieo showed that the total deposits
In savings banks were 1.744000,000.

(2) As to Mutual Insurance C.rporat.ons.
These companies were taxed under previous
Income tax laws. They do business some-
what dlfferently from other companies; but
they conduct a strlctiy private business. to

l the public has no Interest, and have
often held not to be benevolent or chart-

table organolztlons.
The sole condition for exempting tbcm on-

der the present lw Is delay red to bt-e Itht they
make l0ans to or divide their profits among
their members or depositors or poitl-y h odicrs
Every corporation Is carried on, however, for
the benefit of Its members whether atockhold-
em or dep,.ators, or polly bolders. If It Is
carried on for the benefit of Its ahareholdera,
every dollar of Income Is taxed: If It is car-
ried on for the benefit of Its policy holders or
depositors. who are but another clams of share-
holders, it i wholly exempted. In the state
of New York the act exempts the Income from
over $,000,00,000 of property of those com-
paa.e. The leading mutual life Insurance
company has property exceeding $204,000,000
in value, the Income of which is wholly ex-
empted. The Insertion of the exemption La
stated by counsel tohave qaved that Institution
fully 4100,00o a year dver other insurance
compsalfe and mssoclatloas, baking similar
property and carrying on the same busitses,
simply "muse such other companies or asso-
ciatone #livtde their profits amo n thicir share-
holders 1"ed of their policy holders.

(3) As to Building and Loan Association
The prop" of these Institutions Is exempted
from tszlitlon to the extent of milli. t. They
are in no sense benevolent or charitable insU-
tutions, tnd are conducted solety ror toe pe-
c rolt of their members. Their aswt

yxeed t$e llpital stock of the national banks
of the qiuntry. One, in Dayton, Ohio, has
a capitejot 10,000,000, and Pennsylvania has
IMO00, AG invested n them associations.
The oenu report sbmltted to congress by
the present, May 1 194. shows that their
property In the United States amounts to over

"1MOA0 Why should these Lastiutions

and their Immen s arcmulatios. of property
Ike aiceled out for the sikvial favor of cvn-
gvss. :ud be-fre-d frou Uticlr just, equal, and
I1r-,1I.,rl..I,.lC a,0ll r tit tI: ttinti. wlunI others
,nizagksd under difftreult uuuait In sl|ualar
bt Ln- c, are subjcxtcd to taxation by thi
law7 The asgregate amount of the savLng to
tMese assoclatious, by reason of their exciap-
thIn. Is over $000.000 a yc-r.

If this statecaentoftheeczmptlonsotcorpora-
tions under the law of congress, taken from the
carefuly prepared briefs of counsel and from
reports to congress, will nbot satisfy parties
interested In this cagse that the act In question
disregards, In almost every line and provision
the rule of uniformity required by the consti-
tution, then "neither will they be persuaded.
though one rose from the dead." That there
should be any question or any doubt on the
subject surpasses my comprehenslon, Take
the case of mutual savings banks and stock
savings banks. They do the same character
of business, and In the same way use the
n.a ey of depo itors, aning it at Interest for
profit, yet 040 of them, under the law before
us. are exempt from taxation on their Income,
and 378 are taxed upon IL How the tax on
the Income of one kind of these banks can be
,,aid to be laid upon any principle of uniform-
Ity, wh len the other Is exempt from all taxa-
Uon. I repeat, surpasses my comprebension.

But there are other considerations agalost
the Law which are equally decisive. They
relate to the uniformity and equality required
in all taxation, national and state; to the
Invalidity of taxation by the Unted States
of the income of the bonds and securities
of the states and of their municipal bodies;
and the Invalidity of the taxaton of the
salaries of the judges of the United States

rts.
-As stated by counsel: "M e toe no such

thlng In tha.theory of our nAtU9wj premr-,-
meat as unlimited power Of'txation In CoP-
gress. There are limitations, as he justly oh-
serves, of Its powers arising out of the essen-
thal nature of all free governments; there
are reservations of Individual rights. without
which society could not exist, and which ar
respected by every government. The right
of taxation is subject to these Ilmltstions"
Citleus' Savings Loan Asu'n . Topeka. 20
Wail G5, and Parkersburg v. Brown. 106
U. S. 487, 1 Sup. Ct. 4"2.

The Inherent and fundamental nature
eh --- "er -oa tax Is that of a contribution:
to the support of the government, levied,

pon the principle of equal and uniform ap-
rtlonment among the persons taxed, a

any other exactou does not come within the I
le l defniion of a "tax."
'This inherent limitation upon the mxlng

power forbids the Impoeltlon of taxes whiclh
are unequal In their operation upon similar
kinds of property, and necessarily strtkeg
down the gross and arbitrary distinctions In
the Income law as passed by coagreso. The
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Law, as we have seem dl n'zrgnhes in the
tuation between corporations by uempULg
the property of some of them from taxatioL,
and levying the tax on the property of oth-
eir. when the orlpurntlons do not materially

i ddtler frum one ampther in the el'unictor of
their business or in the protection requircl.
by the governmenL Trifling differences In
their modes of business, but not In their
results, are made the ground and occaslcn of
the greatest possible differencesinthe amouut
or taxes levied upon their incomes, showing
that the action of the legislative power upon
them has been arbitrary and ctpriclous, and
sometimes merely fanciful.

There was another position taken in this
ease which Is not the least surprising to me
of the many advanced by the upholders of
the law, end that Is that if this court shall
declare that the exemptions and exceptions
from taxation, extended to the various cor-
poretons mentioned, fire, Ilsf and marine
insumnce companies, and to mutual savings
banks, building, and loan associations, vlo-
late the requirement of uniformity, and are
therefore void, the tax as to such corpora-
tions can be enforced, and that the law will
stand as though the exemptions had never
been Inserted. This positlou does not. in my
Judgment. rest upon any solid foundation of
law or principle. The abrogation or repeal
of an unconstituUonal or Illegal provision
doe not operate to crests and give force to
LAY enactment or part ot an enactment
which congress has not sanctioned and pro.
mWulgatd. Seeming support of this singular
Posi~ton is attributed to the decision of this
court in Huntington v. Worthen, 32D U. S.
97, 7 Sup Ct. 409. But the exftniuntion of
that case will show that it dons not give the
slbhtmt sancUoo to such a doctrine. There
the constitution of Arkansas had provided
that all property subject to taxation should
be taxed according; to its value, to be ascer-
ined in such m ne- as the general asm-

by Would direct maiklng the same equal
Lnd uniform throubout the state, and cer-
tlain public property w"s declared by statute
to be exempt from taxation, which statute
wa subsequently held to be unconstitutional.
The court decided that the unconstitutional

a of the enactment, which was separable
from the remainder, could be omitted and
the revalaer enforced; a doctrine undoubt.
edlysod, and which has never, that I am

Mare f, been questioned. But that Is en-
tiey iferst ftt, 6eo position here taken,
tht exempted things can be taxed by strlk-
tg out their exemption.

The 1w of 1894 says there shal be assess-
ed, lev and collected, "except as herein
Oterwips provided." 2 per ceatum of the
amount, etc. If the exceptions an stricken

ut tIs nothing to be assessed and col-
lected . what congress has otherwise

"mrenavely ordered. Nothing less can have
the foe-of law. Thiscourtis impotent to pass

any law on the subject It has no legislative
po*er. I am unable, therefore. to sea bow
we can, by declaring an exemOtion or excep-
tion invalid. thereby give effect to prnvialons
as though they were never exempted. The
court by dcliarlnj. the e-xciiitioln, Invlild
cannot, by any counelva-e Ingenuity. give
operative force as enacting clauses to the
exempting provisions. That result s not
,1ihIn the power of man.

Tho law Is also Invlid In its provision an-
thorizing the taxation of the bonds and se
curitles of the states and of their municipal

,bodies. It Is objected that the cases pending
before_ us do not allege any threatened at.
tempt to tnx the bonds or securities of the
state, but only of municipal boles of the
st3tC. The law applies to both kinds of
bonds and securities, those of the states as
well as those of municipal bodies, and the
law of congress we are examining, being
of a public nature, affecting the whole com-
munity. having been brought before us and
assailed as unconstitutional in some of Its
provisions, we are at liberty. and I think it
is our duty, to refer to other unconstutional
features brought to our notice tO examining
the law, though the particular points of their
objection may not bare been mentioned by
counsel. These bonds and securities are as
important to the performance of the duties
of the stato As like bonds and securities of
the Uulted States are important to the per-
formance of their duties, and are as ex-
empt from the taxation of the United States
as the former are exempt from the taxa-
tion of the Kates. As stated by Judge Coo-
ley in his work on the Principles of ontU-
tutonal Iaw: "The power to tax, whether
by the United States or by the states, Is
to be construed In the light of and Umited
by the fact that the states and the Union
are Inseparable, and that the constitution
contemplates the perpetual maintenance of
each with all Its constitutional powers, on-
emtbarrassed and unimpaired by any acUon
of the other. The taxing power of the
federal government does not therefore ex-
tend to the means or agencies through or
by the employment of which the states
perform their essential functions; sine, Itf
these were within its reach, they might be
oenbarra.sed, and perhaps wholly paralyzed.
by the burdens It should Impose. That the
power to tax Involves the power to destroy;
that the power to destroy may defeat and
render useless the pIwer to create; that
there is a plain repugnance in conferring on
one government a power to control the con-
stitutional measures of another, which
other, In respect to those very measures, Is
declared to be supreme over that which
exerts the control.--are propositions not to
be denied.' It is true that taxation does not
necessaAly and unavoidably destroy, and
that to carry It to the .exess of destruction
would be an abuse not to be anticipated;
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bWt 7 vu7 powe would take .hotn the
states a portob of their intended liberty of
Independent action within the sphere of their
powers, and would conatItute to the stntn, A
pepetual danger of erlntirroeancnt and pos-
sble anlbhUllacn. The ceomttution coutpm-
plate no such shackles upon state powers.,
and by Implication forbids them."

'Th Internal revenue act of June 90, 1864.
in section 122, provided that railroad and cer-
tain other companies specified, indebted for
woney for which bonds had been Lssmed.
upon which Interest was stipulated to be
paid. should be subject to pay a tax of 5 per
cent CS the amount of all uch interest, to
be paid by the corporations, and by them
deducted from the Interest payable to the
bolder. of such bonds; and the question
axom in V. 8. v. Baltimore & 0. R. Co.. 17
Wall. 822 whether the tax Imposed could
be thus collected from the revenues of a city
owning such bondL This court answered
the question as follows: "There is no dispute
about the general rules of the law applicable
to this subject. The power of taxation by
the federal government upon the subjects
and In the manner prescribed by the act we
are considertnig is undoubted. There are,
however, cert in departments which are ex-
cepte4 from the general power. The right
of the states to administer their own affairs
through their legislative, executive, and Judi-
dial departments, In their own manner,
through their own agencies,. I conceded by
the uniform decisions of this court, and by
the practice of the federal government from
It@ organization. This carries with It an ex-
emption of those agencies and Instruments
from the taxing power of the federal govern-
ment. If they may be taxed lightly, they
may be taxed heavily; if Justly, oppressive-
ly. Th" operation may be Impeded and
may be detrdyd if Ray nterference Is per-
mitted. 'Hui, th" beginning of ueb taxa.
ion Iil not allowed- on the one side, is not
aimed bn the other."

And. acain: "A municipal corporation like
tho city of Baltimore Is a representative not
only of the state, but It Is a portion of its
governmental power. It Is one of its m-e-
tures. made for a specific purpose, to ezer
else within a limited sphere the power. of
the state. The state may withdraw these
local powers of Tovernment at pleasure, and
may, through Its legislature or other ap-
pointed channels, govern the local territory
as It eOnveps the state at large. It may en-
large or .ntract Its powers or destroy Its
existence. As a portion of the state, in the
exe,"-ls of a limited portion of the powers of
the* itat, Its* revenues, like those of the
state, are qot subject to taxation.". In Collector r. Day, It Wall. 113, 124, the
court spes" by Mr. Justice Nelson, said:
"The general government and the states, al-
though bot exist within the ^ame territorial
limits, are separate and distinct soverign-

tIe., acting selfirtely and Independently o
'itch other, wltilItheir reepoctlvo spheres.

The former, In Its apiropriato sphere, 1 su-
Ilr-ne; )ut fip xste. AIthin tho limits of
th,ir Ipwt'rn not grititil. or. it thke lnarginge
or the tenth aniendiwent. reervo, ar as
Independent of the general government as
that government within its sphere s inde-
pendent of the states,"

According to the census reports, the bonds
and securities of the states amount to th
sum of 51,243,268,000, on which the Income
or Interest exceeds the sum of $5,000,vQ
per annum, and the anual tax of 2 per
cent. upon this income or interest would be
$1.30u.00V.

The law of congress Is also invalid In that
it authorizes a tax upon the salaries of the
Judges of the courts of the United States,
against the declaration of the constltution
that their compensation shall not be dimin-
lahed during their continuance in office. The
law declares that a tax of 2 per cent. shall
be assessed, levied, &'d collected, and paid
annually upon the ges, profta. and Income
received in the preceding calendar year by
every citizen of the United Statee, whether
said gain, profits, or income be derived from
any kind of property, rents, Interest divi-
dends, or salaries, or from any profession,
trade, employment, or vocation carried on
within the United States or elsewhere, or
fiom any source whatever. The annual sal-
ary of a justice of the supreme court ot the
United States s $10,000. and this act levies
a tax of 2 per cent. on $,000 of this amount.
and Imposes a penalty upon those who do
not make the payment or return the amount
for taxation.

The same objecton as presented to a con-
sideration of the objection to the taxation of
the bonds and securities of the states, as not
being specially taken in the cases before us
Is urged here to a consideration of the objec-
tion to the taxation by the law of the sal-
aries of the Judges of the courts of the Unit-
,d States. 'the answer given to that objec-
tiou may be also given to the present one.
Ile law of congress, being of a public na-
ture, affecting the Interests of the whole
community, and attacked for its unconatitu-
tionality In certain particulars, may be con-
sidered with reference to other uncontlitu-
tiunal proi Ixions called to our attention upon
examining the law, though not specifically
noticed in the obje-tions taken In the records
or briefs of counsel that the constitution may
not be violated from the carelessness or over-
sight of counsel in any particular. See
O Neil v. Vermont, 144 U. S. 339, 12 Sup. Ct.
G93.

Besides, there is a duty which this court
owes to the 100 other United aLtes judges
who hare small saiarle, and who, baving
their compenuatiou reduced by the tax. may
be seriously affected by the law.

The constitution of the Uuited States pro-
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m4 IN the IlMt section of article that "the
Judieal pow* of the United State shall be
vested In one supreme court, and in such in-
ferior courts as the con.:rcs may from time
to tUme ordain and estAbihsb. The judgea.
both of the supre,.e and Inferior courts, shall
bold their offices during good behavior, and
shall at stated tme, receive for their serv-
Ices a compensation, which shall not be
diminished during their continuance In of.
li" The act of congress under discusalon

lpoees, u aid, a tax on $6,000 of this com-
Penation, and therefore diminishes each
year the compenaton provided for every
Justice. How a similar law of congres was
regarded 30 years ago may be shown by the
following Incident, Inwhlch thejustices of this
court wee assessed at 3 per cent. upon their
salaries. Against this Chief Justice Taney
protested In a letter to Mr. Chase, then secre-
tay of the treasury, appealing to the above
article in the constitution, and adding: "If it
Vis salary] can be diminished to that extent
by the means of a tax, it may, in the same
way. be reduced from time to time, at the
pleasure of the legislature." He explained i
his letter the object of the constitutional In-
hlbitlou thus:

'The Judiciary Is one of the three great de-
partments of the government created and e-
tablished by the constitution. Its duties and
powers are specifically set forth, and ae of
a character that require It to be perfectly iq-
dependent of the other departments. And
ti order to plsce it beyond the reach, and
above even the suspicion, of any such In-
fiueae the power to reduce their compensa-
tion Is expressly withheld from congress, and
excepted from their powers of legislation.

"Language cou4d not be more platn than
that used in the constitution. It is, more-
over. one of Its most important and esential
provislona. For the articles which limit the
Pows" of-'the legislative and executive
branches of the government, and those which
Provide safeguards for the protection of the
citin is person and property, would be
of lttle value without a Judiciary to uphold
sad nIntala them which was free from ev-
ery tnluence direct or indirect that might
by popsibllty, In times of political excite-
ment. bsrp their Judgment.

"UpOn these grounds, I regard an act of
avws retaining in the treasury a portion

ofthq empenation of the judges as uncon-
ettutlsl and void."

ThI4 letter of Chief Justie* Taney was ad-
dressed to Mr. Chase then secretary of the
treasury, and aftkrwards the successor of
Mz. TWmey's chief justice. It was dated
U'erqM7 16, 1 3; but as no notice was tak.
en of 4t, on the 10th of March following, at
the iMsuet of the chief justice, the court or-
4ered thst his letter to the secretary of the
tvesw be entered on the records of the
eorwt and+ It wee so entered. Aid In the
memq* of the chief justice It Is stated that

the letter was, by this order, preserved "to
tosUfy to future ages that In war, no teso
tiulu In I'ciiv, Chief Justice Taney strove to
Ir,-tett the c%,nstltutlon frvin riolahon."

Sub%'qluently, 1" 16, and during the ad-
ministratlou of President Grant, when Mr.
Boutwell was secretary of the treasury, and
Mr. lioar, of Massachusetts, was attorney
general, there were In several of the statutes
of the United Suttes. for the assessment and
collection of internal revenue, provisions for
tAlng the salaries of all civil oere of the
United States, which Included. In their literal
application the salaries of the _leeldent and
of the judges of the United States. The
question arose whether the Law which Im-
posed such a tax upon them was constitu-
tionaL. The opinion of the attorney general
thereon was requested by the secretary of
the treasury. The attorney general, in- re
ply, gave an elaborate opinion advising the
secretary of the treasury tat no income tax
could be lawfully assessed and collected up-
on the salaries of those officers who were in
office at the time the statute imposing the
tax was passed, holding on this subject the
views expressed by Chief Justice Taney.
His opinion is published in volume 13 of teh
Opinions of the Attorney General. at page
161. 1 am informed that It bas been follow-
ed ever since without question by the depart-
meat supervising or directing the collection

the public revenue.
Here I close my opinion. I could not say

less In view of questions of such grsvitv
that go down to the very foundation of the
government. If the provisions of the consti-
tution can be set aside by an act of congress.
whore Is the course of usurpation to end?
"he tA.qt i cpitatis but the be,ginning. It wi be t t st tov t
other, larger and more sweep n -til I . -
Pouc contests wi becme a war of t

sanctions the poweofdiscrminating taxaio. itdnul-ee th~e uniformit mandate r' th

Incme ~na s ned o Iiin all

oro the hoveur when the urer eu e fu
tupresent Ternnegpt ill tom uch l

the Pm. 1zar Ifibvey lii to thwer tho-n
dr dollars In the present law can be s sa
tamned, none having lees than that amount of~
Income being assessed or taxed fr the sur-
port of the government, the limitation of fu-
ture contresse may he fixed at a much lar-
ger sm, at five or ten or twenty thousand
dollars, parties possessing an Incorde of that
amount alone being bound to beer the bur-
dens of government; or the limitation may
he desig-nated at such an amount as s, bordg
of "walking lelerates" may deem n
There is no safety In allowing the limi1t6ato -

to be adjusted except io strict compliance
with the mandates of the constitution, which
require its taxation. If imposed by direct tax.
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M to be apportione4 nm, rj: t,,c '.-tq mc-
COrdn tW tieir rInr.-]i~i- -w. IT111-

posed by Indkrect t xeq, N c uw ri,,riTm 1,i
op.ration and, so fir as pi,t t,. ni- I'-
po-rton to thetr prorerty, i! ,a! ITL 1', 1i-

Luas Unless the ri. of the kun'-k-i
goverDs a na,irity nu *iv tho 'im.it.ir .It
a-h rate as will not 'l.. . any of tlr
own number.

I am of opinion tivit the whole lam- ot
14 4 should be declared vo 1. ,,id I .th."It
any biuding fcrce.-tit t pirt nbkc' rkA: t. to
the tax on the rents, prvliL-. yr Inc w, n, a
real est, Il-at i. o DIL11-h ci i-',.-tio s 1
pArt of the direct tat. be ue tio Irpt- IA
by the trle of apf,,rt-,nrnc.t aOvtCt :,: 11. tte
representation of the states. at p,-,isr.e.I by
tho conctrtuUoo; and that Mvrt wli i- ima.
poses a tax upon the b-n Jm l-! co-u-,r- of t
the several stats, and upun the hnn.li aid I
iecurttles of their mu', pal t4 .he,. an l up-
on the saroeo Of Jprlies cOf tlle CoUlts nr t i.e
United States, as b- ig byoL. ri-e pox.r <,e
congress; and that p'art w-i lys
Imaposts. an4l excise--, as voil in ot %A.
M.9 for the uniformity rc-;tllred by t'e con-
Ititutlon Ln S-ih c acs'S. t
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THE CONSTITUTIONALITY OF THE GRADU-
ATED INCOME TAX LAW

\Vhether under the constitutional power to levy a tax Congress
may impose upon incomes of larger amount a higher rate of
tax than upon smaller incomes, is a question of very grave
imlpoit.nce. The Tariff Act of r913, in suljdivision two, pro-
vides for lev-jig, assessing and collecting an additional income
tax. This additional tax is commonly known as a "surtax."
In the opinion of a great many lawyers this feature of the income
tax law violates that principle of equality which requires that
all taxable incomes, so far as amount is concerned, be treated
alike. To accept without question the doctrine of an existence
of this power in Congress falls little short 6f conceding that
Congress may legally confiscate the property of a citizen.

The following article was prepared a year or more ago, before
announcement by the Supreme Court of the United States (Jan-
uary 24, 1916) of a decision that appears to sustain the constitu-
tionality of the power to impose a surtax. We refer to Brushaber
v. Union Pacific R. R. Co., in which the opinion is delivered by
the Chief, Justice. The Bar had reason to expect that this long-
looked for opinion would discuss the question that had. been
raised as to equality; that it would point out the reasons why
such a principle does not forbid Congress from imposing a
higher rate of income tax, based on the ground that the owner
of the income can afford to pay a larger tax. Their expectation
Jas been disappointed. All that the opinion of the learned Chief
*Ju.tice v..uchsafes to remark upon tht subject is comprised n
the following extract:

25
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"It is true that it is elaborately insisted that although
-'there be no express constitutional provision prohibiting it,

- the progressive feature of the tax causes it to transcend
the conception of all taxation and to be a mere arbitrary
abuse of power which must be treated as wanting in due
process. But the proposition disregards the fact that in
the very early history of the government a progressive
tax was imposed by Congress and that such authority was
exerted in some, if not all, of the various income taxes
enacted prior to 1894 to which we have previously
adverted. And over and above all this the contention but
disregards the further fact that its absolute want' of
foundation in reason was plainly pointed out ifi Kno-wlton
v. Moore, 178 U. S. 41, and the right to urge it was
necessat-ily foreclosed by the ruling in that case made."

Since this vital question has nowhere been discussed by the
Court with an approach to fulness, we are persuaded that it may
be profitable to set forth the argument which challenges the state-
ment of the Chief Justice that there is an "absolute want of
foundation in reason" for the unconstitutionality of the assumed
power to levy a surtax, Interesting as the subject is from a
political and historical point of view, no !ess than in its legal
aspect, it is well to let the reader decide for himself whether
the Supreme Court has really disposed of the question to the
satisfaction of the student of constitutional law.

In order to determine whether Congress has exceeded its
powers in undertaking to impose a progressive income tax, one
must rightly apprehend the origin and the nature of a property
tax. For what reason, we may ask, has the legislature a right
to levy a tax upon the property of a citizen?,

The usual answer is-for the support of the government.
That indeed is the object of collecting the money: but why has
the government a right to compel each citizen to pay something?
To what source do we trace the justification of laying a tax?
The reply is obvious:

Every citizen enjoys the protection of his government, as
respects his property. It is fair then that he pay a proportionate
share of tax to meet the expense of what it shall cost to maintain
that government. The amount he is called upon to pay repre-
sents a quid pro quo. A secure holding of property is furnished
by the government. The value of a citizen'15,,property supplies,
a standard, according to which his share of the general expense
can be estimated. To be sure, an assessment may not be accurate
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Aivery but in a rough kind of way property value
maybe arrived at, and a fairly just estimate ascertained, upon
which-to base the amount to be paid.
,-Writers upon poltical economy, as well as judges in their
-opinions, are in the habit-of designating a'tax as a "burden."
Nobody, it is true, derives pleasure from paying a tax-bill. The
circumstance is in some measure to be accounted for by the fact
that seldom has the taxpayer anything to do with deciding how
money raised by taxation shall be expended. There has been,
and there always will be, room for complaint that the tax might
have been lighter, or the money might have been laid out to
better advantage. Hence, we have become used to the expression
,burden of taxation."

The term "burden of taxation" is apt, however, to mislead
us when we come to view the tax from a legal standpoint. An
ordinary tax upon property ought no more to be styled a burden,
than a man's bill for his groceries, or for keeping an automobile,
or-to instance the sharing of a con-non expense-for his
annual dues at the club. A tax, of course, is an expense; but
the taxpayer has received, or will receive, something for it. He
may not be sensible that the government, all through'the twenty-
four hours, has been protecting his life and his property. Yet
if he but stop and think, he will perceive that, provided he is
required to pay his proportionate share, and no more, it is only
right that he furnish the government with the means to meet
such expenses as the state shall incur in hit behalf.

An alien, who resides elsewhere tlin in the United Staes,
receives the protection of our government, as, respects his
income earned in the United States. He is taxed in recognition
of that measure of protection. No one will 6e. found to dispute
the-fairness of this plan of procedure. -

We repeat that we must not allow ourselves to be led astray
by the use of the term, "burden of taxation." Let us admit that
the proper way of looking at the subject is, to conceive that the
state requires of the citizen a payment of taxes, because the
state has given, or will give, to him, something of value, namely,
protection afforded to his property, and to his right to acquire
property. -

This "something of value" naturally enough can be laid hold
of as a standard by which to measure the tax to be levied,
assessed, and collected. The amount of protection in general
afforded a citizen by his government is necessarily incapable of
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exact measurement. But the value in the rough of a man'sproperty is in most cases attainable. So too the amount of a
person's annual income may in a fair degree be computed. A
normal tax, in the Act of 1913, is levied on net income-irre-
spective of what that income may be worth to the individual
who has received it. So far as the normal tax is concerned, all
are treated alike who have to pay one. We may dismiss a con-
sideration of the size of the exemption. The present effort is
directed solely to a proper estimate of the character of the addi-
tional tax, which is sought to be collected under the system of
a graduated income tax.

With this ,-oposal in mind, let us look into the nature of the
additiona: income tax which the act undertakes to levy, assess,
and collect, in order to ascertain, if we may, whether it be in
harmony with that principle which affords assurance to every
citizen that he shall enjoy the equal protection of the law. -

Subdivision 2 enacts that besides a tax of one per centum
upon the entire net income arising or accruing from all sources,
"an additional income tax shall be collected of one per centum
upon the amount by which the total net income exceeds $20,000,
and does not exceed $5o,ooo," and so on through $75,ooo,
$1oo,ooo, $25o,ooo, until six per cent per annum is reached on
the amount by which the total net income exceeds $5oo,ooo. How
the progressive feature of thisoplan of taxation works may be
illustrated as follows:

- A has an income of $2o,ooo. B, of $ioo,ooo. They are mar-
ried men, and each is entitled to an exemption of $4,ooo. A is
required to pay a normal tax of $i6o. B pays a normal tax of
$96o. B pays more than A in proportion as his income is larger
than A's.

Under the scheme thus set in operation of levying a tax, we
discover that B is compelled to pay a great deal more than that
which his proportion demands. This sum of $96o pays the
government for all the protection which B has received for his

&The terms "due process-of law," and "the equal protection of the
laws," so far as they relate to the property rights of a citizen, may be
regarded as identical in meaning. They can be used interchangeably as
denoting the protection afforded by an application of that fundamental

rincipLe of ou: polity which assures to every man a treatment by the
legislature of his state. or by the Congress of the Onited States, which
shall he of a character precisely similar to that accorded every other man
situated in like circumstances. In a word, each term spells equality.
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$ioo,ooo. lie owes the government nothing further on that
score. Yet B is compelled to pay an additional tax o f $Soo and
.$Soo, and $75o, or a total surtax of $i,55o. '-'.
.i* One is at. a loss to find out upon what principle this require-
inent to pay $1,550 is founded. CleaI-ly, B has received no larger
amount of protection from the government proportionately than
has A. From one point of view it looks as though a penalty
'Were .imposed upon B for enjoying a larger income than $20,000
a year, per annum. Indeed, no other reason for the exaction
seems to exist. This conception of what B ought to pay is aU
the more inexplicable when we see that a very large number of
citizens, whose income is $4,0oo or a little less than that sum, are
not required to pay anything whatever for the protection which
'they have received from the government in respect of their
annual income. Thought of an equality of payment in this act
seems to have been abandoned. I
; When we turn to other departments of the government, where
the citizen is treated upon a quid pro quo basis, we discover no
inequality. B does not have to pay any higher rate of postage
on his letters, or upon parcels sent by mail, than A.

What larger service has been rendered B as to each dollar
of his income, than has been rendered A? Clearly none. In
every aspect of the case, therefore, an imposition of a greater
percentage upon a larger amount of income is found to be an
arbitrary and an unjust exaction.

* "A pretended classification that is based solely on a
-difference in quantity of precisely the same kind of prop-
erty is necessarily unjust, arbitrary, and illegal. For
example, a division of personal property into three classes
with a view of imposing a different tax rate on . ach, class
i consisting of personal property exceeding in value the

- sum of $ioo,ooo; class 2 consisting of personal property
exceeding in value $20,000, and not exceeding $ioo,ooo;
and class 3 consisting of personal property not exceeding
in value $20,000, would be so manifestly arbitrary and
illegal that no one would attempt to justify it."'1

Let us turn to the case of Knowlton v. Moore, 178 U. S. 41,
decided in 19oo. The legacy tax imposed by the Act of June 13,
1898 (20 Stat. 448) was there brought under review. The Court
held that the tax was laid upon the right of transmitting property
from the dead to the living; and that the fact that this privilege

' Per Sterrett, C. J., in Cope's Appeal, 191 Pa. St. a2.
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is granted by a state does not deprive the United States of the
right to impose the tax.

Says Mr. Justice White at page io9:

"Lastly it is urged that the progressive rate feature of
the statute is so repugnant to fundamental principles of
equality and justice that the law should be held to be void,
even although it transgresses no express limitation in the
Constitution. Without intimating any opinion as to the
existence of a right in the courts to exercise the power
which is thus invoked, it is apparent that the argument as
to the enormity of the tax is without merit. It was dis-
posed of in Magoun v. Illinois Trust & Savings Bank, 170
U. S. 283, 293.1 .

This language would signify that the objection of a want
of-equality as urged in the Knowlton case is without force since
the Magoun case had disposed of any such argument. Such, we
apprehend, is the decision of the Court upon the question of a
progressive tax.

When one comes to examine the Magouni case, he finds that
the Court rest their decision upon the power of the state to
attach any condition it pleases to a grant of the right to inherit,
or to receive property under a testamentary disposition. The
privilege granted to an heir, or legatee, to become the owner of
an estate left by the deceased, is the creation of the state. The
state, therefore, is free to tax that privilege in such manner and
to such extent as it shall see fit.

"The tax is not on money; it is on the right to inherit;
and hence a condition of inheritance, and it maybe graded
according to the 'value of that inheritance." Per
McKenna, J., p. 300.' ,

Mr. Justice Brewer, dissenting in the Magoun case, remarks:

"It seems to be conceded that if this were a tax upon
property such increase in the rate of taxation could not
be sustained, but being a tax upon succession it is held
that a' different rule prevails. The argument is that

* Mr. Justice Brewer dissented, in the Knowlton case, from so much of
the opinion as holds that a progressive rate of tax can be validly imposed.
(P.- Io.) ,.

* It is worthy of mention that when the Magoun case was argued, the
Solicitor General, in his additional brief, at page it, frankly admitted as
follows: "If this tax be a property tax, it is clearly invalid."
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because the state may regulate inheritances and the extent
of testamentary dispositic i it may impose thereon any
burdens, including therein taxes, and impose them in any
manner it chooses." P. 302.'

s. The decision in the Knowlton case, it is to be observed, goes no farther
than to declare that a tax upon a right to inlherit, or to take a legacy, may
be sustained, though the tax be graduateA, or progressive. In circumstances
of this nature the state may well enough seek to share the good fortune
of a recipient. Probably no one cares to object to handing over to the
state such an amount as the statute names, even though there be a depar-
ture from the strict rule of equality in fixing the amount to be paid by
way of a tax.

.The learned Chief Justice, as we have seen, declares in language that
comes very near being a rebuke to him who would think otherwise, that
the "absolute want of foundation in reason" of the objection that the
principle of equality is violated, was plainly pointed out in Knowlton v.
Moore. Yet many lawyers had entertained a belief that Knowlton v.
Moore deals solely with a tax on the right of inheritance, or the right to
receive a legacy--and that it decided nothing with regard to-a progressive
tax on property.

The editors of the. Columbia Law Review appear to have failed to dis-
cover what it now seems had been "plainly pointed out" by Mr. Justice
White in his opinion in the Knowlton case. In May, 1912, speaking of the
Income Tax law, they observe:

"It is apparent that the constitutionality of progressive income
taxation has never been passed upon %, ith reference to the Fifth and
Fourteenth Amendments; that such a rate has been judicially
sanctioned only when applied to an inheritance tax; and that an
obiter dictum, unsupported by authority, is the only Supreme Court
utterance on the question of applying such a rate to a tax on----- "property." Vol. XII, p. 44s.

It is fitting that the remarks be appended here which the writer of the
opinion in Knowlton v. Moore adds after stating what Magoun v. l1linoij
Trust & Satings Bank had "disposed of." The words with which Mr.
Justice White continues may serve to explain what the Columbia Law
Review had in mind when speaking of an obiter dictum:

- "The review which we have made exhibits the fhct that taxes im-
posed with reference to the ability of the person upon whom the
burden is placed to bear the same have been levied from the founda-
tion of the government. So, also, some authoritative thinkers, and
a number of economic writers, contend that a progressive tax is
more just and equal than a proportional one. In the absence of con-
stitutional limitation, the question whether it is or is not is legisla-
tive and riot judicial The grave consequences which it is asserted
must arise in the future if the right to levy a progressive tax be
recognized involves in its ultimate aspect the mere assertion that
free and representative government is a failure, and that the grossest
abuses of power are foreshadowed unless the courts usurp a purely
legislative function. If a case should ever arise, where an arbitrary
and confiscatory exaction is imposed bearing the guise of a pro-
gressive or any othler form of tax, it will be time enough to consider
whether the judicial power can afford a remedy by applyinig inherent
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While writers upon law or economics may differ as to the
meaning of the terms "just and equal," when applied to the oper-
ation of a statute imposing a tax, it may be said to be generally
admitted that at least a semblance of equality should characterize
every enactment that lays a direct tax upon the property of a
citizen of the United States. Chief Justice Sterrett, in the
opinion already cited, has quoted with approval the following
language of authoritative text-writers:

"It is of the very essence of taxation that it should be
relatively. equal and uniform, and where the burden is
common there should be a common contribution to d:s-
charge it: Cooley's Constitutional limitations, 495. In
his Treatise on Taxation the same learned author says:
'In an'exercise of the power to tax, the purpose always
is that a common burden shall be sustained by common
contributions, regulated by some fixed general rule and
apportioned by the law according to some uniform ratio of
equality. The power is not, therefore, arbitrary, but rests
on fixed principles of justice, which have for their object
the protection of the taxpayer against exceptional and
invidious exactions, and is to have effect through estab-
lished rules operating impartially.'

'Equality in the imposition of the burden is of the very
essence of the right, and though absolute equality and
absolute justice may not be attainable, the adoption of
some rule, tending to that end is indispensable. Equality
as far as practicable and security of property against irre-
sponsible power are principles which underlie the power
of taxation as declared ends and principles-of fundamental
law.' Desty on Taxation, 29, and cases there cited."

In considering what has been cited from the opinion of Ster-
rett, C. J:, it is well to remember that the constitution of Penn-
sylvania, of 1874, prescribes that "all taxes shall be uniform upon

and fundamental principles for the protection of the individual, even
though there be no express authority in the Constitution to do so.
That the law which we have construed affords no ground for the
contention that the tax iniposed is arbitrary and confiscatory isobvious." (P. iom)

There has thus been laid before the reader the entire language devoted
to the question of the constitutionality of a progressive tax in the sixty-six
printed pages of th'e reported opinion in Knowlton v. Moore. That there
are those who are slow to discover just where the learned Justice in this
expression of views has "plainly pointed out" what is now termed "the
absolute want of foundation in reason" of the position maintained by Mr.
Justice Brewer, will, we conjecture, be conceded by not a few members
of the bar, and perhaps, here and there, by an editor of a law review.
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the same class of subjects within the territorial limits of the
authority levying the taxes, and shall be levied and collected
under general lawis."'

The requirem nt oi.aniformity but expresses a fundamental
principle that everywhere prevails in respect to the taxing power.
That a favored class should exist under the law is abhorrent to
the sense of equality which must ever animate the motive power
of a government by the people. ,

As Mr. Justice. Brewer happily phrases it:
"Equality in right, in protection, and in burden is the

2': thought which has run through the life of this Nation and
its constitutional enactments from the Declaration of Inde-
pendence to the present hour." .

This clear-thinking Justice likewise pronounced the inheritance
tax unconstitutional, since, in his opinion, it was,

"a tax unequal because rnot proportioned to the amount
of the estate; unequal because based upon a classifica-
tion purely arbitrary, to-wit, that of wealth-a tax directly
and intentionally made unequal. I think the Constitution
of the United States forbids such inequality." P. 303.

The scheme of a progressive tax on income appears to have
originated in the Parliament of Great Britain. Its existence is
to be. traced in British statutes as far back as 1797. Yet inequal-
ity we find did not become acquiesced in until after a strong pro-
test. Justification for the adoption of such a feature is to be
accounted for because of a conception in the British mind that
there existed in the Kingdom distinct classes of people-an upper
class with rights and duties growing out of the ownership of the
land (chiefly by inheritance), and the enjoyment 9f a large
amount of personal property. "Press lightly on the lower orders
of the people," is a phrase to be met with in Dowell's History of
Taxation. It was the upper classes that held the offices. Natur-
ally enough the favored few felt that it was only right and proper
that they should pay a larger share of the taxes, than that which
a proportionate scale would prescribe. In other words, the dis-
tinction between the higher and the lower orders of the people
suggested an easy step toward rating a man's tax by his capacity

• Purdon's Digest (ith Ed.), p. 41.
" Dissenting opinion in ,1Iagoun v. Trust Co.. i7O U. S. ,ot.
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to pay. Consequently the British taxpayer acquiesced in the plan
of imposing a larger percentage of the "burden" upon men of
wealth.,

The power of Parliament to impose a graduated tax, of course
is not questioned. Says Mr. Lecky, speaking of a taxation upon
inheritance:

* "No doubt the Supreme Legislature in England has the
power of confiscation. But moral right and constitutional
power are different things; and it is one of the worst
consequences of the English doctrine of the omnipotence
of Parliament that it tends to confuse them."'

Another explanation of the ready acceptance in England of
the doctrine of a graduated tax upon income may be found in the
theory-that the citizen contributes of his means to the support
of the government. It is the Commons that votes money. The
Lords have no part in the procedure. The idea prevails that
the vote signifies "a free gift" from the people to the King.

Where the underlying thought is that of a gift, it naturally
comes about that a man of wealth feels it his duty to be governed
by a spirit of generosity. He takes it to be a matter of course
that a gentleman should respond with unhesitating liberality.
One sees how inequality in respect to a tax on income may thus
have come to characterize a usage without its appearing to the
body of taxpayers to be unjust or unfair.

At the same time the British legislature does not fail to recog-
nize equality as an indispensable factor in the framing of tax
laws in general. Wharton, in his English Law Dictionary,
defines a tax by employing the words of Adam Smith (Wealth
of Nations, book V, chap. II): / .

- "The subjects of every state ought to contribute to the
support of the government as nearly as possible in propor-
tion to their respective abilities; that is, in proportion to
the revenue which they respectively enjoy under the pro-

'A similar disparity had long existed in the British Navy in regard to
prize-money. It is related of a British man-of-war's-man, of the olden
time, that just after the decks had been sanded down, preliminary to going
into action, he knelt for a brief prayer. To a ship-mate who asked him
for what he was praying, he replied:

"I was asking that the cannon-balls, like prize-maony, may be distributed
chiefly among the officers."

' II Democracy and Liberty, Sot.
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tection of the state. The expense of government to the
individuals of a great nation is like the expense of man-
agement to the joint-tenants of a great estate, who are all
obligated to contribute in proportion to their respective
interests in the estate."

,WMr. Licky's treatment of the subject of taxation in England
!Ls'worthy of examination, since it helps to a better under-
Tstanding of the principles involved in the present discussion.
,Speaking of equality, this acute observer and fair-minded writer-rem a rk s : ,. . .. .- . . .

.
rA'. "The great majority of serious economists have, Ij ' believe, agreed that, as a matter of strict right, this doc-

trine is the true one. Adam Smith, however, clearly saw
that human affairs cannot, or will not, be governed by the

I strict lines of economic science, and he fully recognized
- that it may be expedient that taxes should be so regulated

that the rich should pay in proportion something more
than the poor. In England, the system of graduated tax-

; i. ation which I have described has passed fully into the
national habits, and is accepted by all parties."*

It is clear, therefore, that a departure from strict equality, as
illustrated by the English graduated income law, is properly to
be referred to the willingness evinced by the upper classes to take
upon themselves a larger "burden," to make a larger "gift," in
view of the fact that they had retained to themselves a right to
govern. From a like honorable sense of obligation is it that
members of Parliament, until recent times, seated without com-
pensation, as did magistrates in the ountry districts. The sys-
tem, moreover, is the outcome of a stand taken It the time of the
French 'Revolution, a century earlier, when the democratic idea
had made but slight headway in England. It is a system that
may not be appealed to, at the present day, as indicating a rigid
adherence to the principle of equality.

These few words of explanation are sufficient to dispel any
lurking thought that a graduated income tax is in itself consist-

'ent with a design of extending to taxpayers an equal treatment
The system to which England has accustomed herself cannot be
held up as exhibiting a just and fair method which the United
States may follow to advantage. With us it is hardly necessary
to declare there are no upper classes that govern; or "lower
orders of the people," who are not admitted to take part in the,

'I Democracy and Liberty, 342.
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administration of public business. We must not for'a moment
forget the salutary rule that we are bound to treat all taxpayers
alike.
:'After this peculiar method of levying a tax in England had
come to be a familiar practice, writers upon political economy,
who analyzed the income tax law critically, found themselves
hard put to it to demonstrate its fairness and justice. They were
driven to invent an explanation which should reconcile "progres-
sive" taxation with a due observance of the principle of equality.
At last,'with a display of not a little ingenuity, some one appears
to have hit upon the term, "equality of sacrifice." _

A progressive tax, we are told, is to be supported upon the
plausible theory that ability to pay is the true test of a citizen's
duty to the state, in respect to be'.aring the burden of taxation.
One does not have to look far to discover that "equality of
sacrifice" is, in truth, no equality at all. The term disguises an
untenable proposal that a man's ability to pay ought to be taken
as a measure of what he should be made to pay. So fantastic
an idea, we need hardly repeat, is wholly at variance with a sound
theory of governmental protection. It is out of harmony with
the genius of our institutions.

The principle of equality in taxation is in itself so just and so
reasonable, and so generally has it been acquiesced in, that no
argument is needed to sustain the position that the legislature in
deliberately violating this principle does nothing else than con-
vert what purports to be a statute law into an exercise of arbitrary
power, which in reality is no law at all. When the question is
put, doe's a graduated tax conform to the rule of equality, but
one answer can be returned.

Sometimes in judicial opinions it is stated, rather unnecessa-
rily, that absolute equality is not attainable. Of course, the rule
at most d-emands only such a measure of equality as the nature
of the case shall admit. Where equal treatment can be assigned
to Very person coming under the law, the rule is imperative.
For example, a tax upon -the realty has always been, and always
will be, laid according to the assessed value of the land. In like
manner a tax upon income ought to be imposed upon the money
value which the income represents. Why should not a citizen
pay a tax precisely according to his income-no more, and no
less? A man whose income is $5o,oo0 should pay twice as much
as his neighbor whose income is $25,ooo. Sb'clear is this pro-
posal that it seems a waste of time to advance it. Yet, there are

11-385 0 - a3 - 18
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legislators who have succeeded in convincing themselves that the
%joyment of so large an income as $So,0o demands of its
rwner a larger proportionate payment to the state by way of tax
than is to be required of a less fortunate neighbor. We confess
that we are unable to comprehend how such a departure from
the ordinary course of reasoning on the subject can be rested
upon any logical basis. -

fI-- To declare that in respect to his income a citizen shall pay a
tax, to be determined not by the amount of that income, but by
his capacity to pay, is to rely upon specious reasoning that 'will
not bear analysis. Such a proposal is a mere device to hide the
arbitrariness with* which the tax is imposed. Levying upon a
m n a tax whose amount hall be larger only because he is seen
'to be able to pay that larger amount, is an example of empirical
legislation not to be countenanced under our form of govern-
ment. It strikes down equality before the law.
'4.Right here is it that the constitutionality of a graduated income-
tax enactment hinges. That a case of unequal taxation is Ore-
sented cannot be denied. That the enactment violates a funda-
mental principle in the levying of taxes in order to meet the
expenses of government, is perfectly clear Once let it be
conceded that Congress can impose a tax, measured not by the
amount of property which is protected by the government, but
by the capacity of the citizen to pay, and the door is opened for
confiscation. -Hardly can a situation be conceived where a
thoughtful well-wisher for the health of the body politic must
more keenly feel it his duty to sound a note of caution against
yielding to temptation in its earliest stages, than in the present
instance. 'The first step taken, a steady progress thereafter
toward confiscation may not readily be resisted. Nor is the
danger of that character which may be met by the familiar
reasoning that we are not to press an argument founded upon
a possible abuse by the legislature of a power which they possss,
and which they are expected wisely to exercise. ".

Confiscation, we repeat, may be reached, though disguised
under another name. .

Here we may take notice of the language, ut supra, of Mr.
Justice White in his opinion in the Knowlton case. After declar-
ing that the decision in the Magoun case disposes of the argu-
ment as to inequality, the learned Justice is reported as saying:

- "The review which we have made exhibits the fact that
taxes imposed with reference to the ability of the person

29
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upon whom the burden is placed to bear the same have
been levied from the foundation of the government. So,
also, some authoritative thinkers, and a number of eco-
nomic writers, contend that a progressive tax is more just
and equal than a proportional one. In the absence of con-
stitutional limitation, 1he question whether it is or not is
legislative and not judicial."

A graver question confronts us than the inquiry whether a
progressive tax is more just and equal than a proportional tax.
That question is: Can a progressive tax be pronounced to be an
Aqual tax at all?

As regards the weight to be given to the views of "economic
writers," we need only repeat the remarks of Mr. Justice Peck-
ham, in Nichol v. Ames, 173 U. S. 516, which remarks Mr.
Justice White already (at page 83 of the Knowlton case) has
cited with approval:

-'Taxation is eminently practical, and is in fact brought
to every man's door, and for the purpose of deciding upon
its validity a tax should be regarded in its actual, practical
results, rather than with reference to those theoretical or
abstract ideas, whose correctness is the subject of dispute
and contradiction among those who are experts in the
science of political economy."

A further excerpt from the opinion of Mr. Justice Peckham
denotes in fitting terms a fundamental principle of taxation.

"The question always is, when a classification is made,

whether there is any reasonable ground for it, or whether
it is 0nly and simply arbitrary, based upon no real distinc-
tion and entirely unnaturally" 173 U. S. 521.

What sound reason, we inquire, can be brought forward for
treating the payment of taxes after a different manner than pay-
rent for anything else that is received from the hands of the
government,-service of the post, for example. A man pays for
what he gets. A simple *rule, which applies throughout .the
range of one's expenditures. At times, a rich man buying in
large quantities may pay at a less rate than a poor man. On the
other hand, wealthy parents will reward with a very handsome
fee a physician who has saved the life of their child-an expres-
sion on their part of grateful recognition of th, ,skill and devotion
which he has displayed. But instances such as these do not affect
the rule of which we are speaking.
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%If there be any such sentiment . that of "sacrifice" in payir..g
-atax-bill, a true equality will b,, -',iscovered in an .,plicatiot. (

proportionate figures. To treat . ; a factor in >L. aulating -
rule, the existence of a superior ability to pay i:., e hs .w e
already observed, but to prepare !.,e way for adwitti:ng a ri*..,1
to confiscate. We say nothing of tae pernicious eit.'ct which
strange doctrine of "equality of -.-crifice" would ii c-itably kL.C
upon the habits of thrift and industry among our l..ople.
are content with declaring that it iL a theory which bas no p',."
in a state where the property of nt.::n is equally prot, zted und:
system of law that in the field of a duty to maintain. the 1,ov: ."
ment, knows no rich man and no - )or man.
S We are not called upon to point .,t express word. in the Co. -
's t tution that condemn an attempt -to exact a di.,,-,rportion.r
payment.. In interpreting the lanl, uage of the Co.,.siutution, :
has long been a settled rule that that which is implied is as mucin
a part of its provisions as that which is expressed."0

; So we may observe of the injunction "nor shall 1"rivate prop-
erty be taken for public use without just compen,.'ion"-that
even had it not been brought into tlie Constitution by way of an
amendment, the principle would havc been applied juit the saniz
in the administration of govenrw,..,tal affairs. At eriactie;mL
levying a tax beyond a just and c:1t,'zable limit is cl,.rly obnox-
ious to the principle of this amendi...:it.

The section providing for a grad.i,.ed tax, we repeat, is in ou:
opinion unconstitutional because it % iolates that rult, ci e,,uality
which governs every imposition oi ,. tax. The wo.ts of M:.
Justice Brewer deserve to be repe:. -.1

(Such a tax is] "a 'tax Lt.L-qual because ba, ed upon a
classification purely arbitrar-, to-wit, that of ivalth.-:
tax distinctly and intention ., 1 iade unequal. Jiii.k thtt
Constitution of the Unitd .tes forbids su a inl ual-
ity.""t

It may be urged, however, in opl:t ,ition to these ,,,,s, tia.
Congress enacted a graduated inc,-.,. tax law in a-.A.d it,

"Ex part Yarbrough, 11o U. S. 651; -oth Carolina z S., r,1,
U. S. 437. Says Judge Cooley:

"The Constitution of Wisconsin ;pr.vides that 'the rulh of taLcation
shall be uniform,' which if we are :. ,rect in what we 1:ive already
stated, is no more than an affirma L, of a settled princ,:le o( con-
stitutional law." Constitutional Limitations, p. 302.

11170 U. S. 303.
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1864; that its power to that effect was admitted by a general
acquiescence on the part of the people. But a season of war
then existed. Ever) man who owned a dollar of property stood
ready, in that perilous hour, to contribute to the utmost in order
that he might help save the Union. Nobody entertained a thought
of questioning the right of Congress to adopt such war measures
as it should see fit for paying our soldiers and our sailors, and
for meeing all other expenses of the rebellion.

Is it not clear that no argument in favor of the additional
income tax feature of the Act of 1913, can be derived from the
general acquiescence of the people in legislation peculiar to the
war period, and deemed by Congress needful for the safety of

'the state?
The Supreme Court have unanimously decided that the Con-

gress is empowered by the Constitution to levy and collect a
super-tax. Unfortunately, the opinion of the Chief Justice fails
to present a-convincing reason (or, indeed any reason) why the
doctrine of equality does not discountenance this legislation. The
decision stands. Already certain leaders in the House of Repre-
sentatives have proposed that the enormous sums of money which
will be needed for the increase of the army and the navy shall be
raised by imposing a very heavy tax upon those citizens who
chance to have the largest incomes. No wonder that not a few
people find themselves unable to reconcile such a scheme of tax-
ation with the principle of an equal protection of the laws.

With no lack of respect for the learning and for the foresight
of the jurists now occupying the bencti, we are constrained to
repeat that an answer has not been brought forward to the objec-
tion that a graduated incometax enactment sets up a classification
purely arbitrary, and does vJk kce to that principle of equality
before the law upon Which the safety of ouri institutions depends.
In view of this palpable omission, one is well warranted in calling
to mind the familiar saying that no question is ever settled until
it is settled right.

FRANK WARREN \HACKETT.
WASI INGTON, D. C. % ,
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to the community, have the right of suffrage, and cannot be
taxed or deprived of tirprajry for public uses, without
their own consent, or that of their representatives so elected,
nor bound by any law to which they have not in like man-
ner assented for the public good." But what does this con-
stitution say ? The clause under consideration gives an un-
limited and unbounded power of taxation. Suppose every
delegate from Virginia opposes a law laying a tax, what will
it avail? They are opposed by a majority; eleven mem-
bers can destroy their efforts: those feeble ten cannot pre-
vent the passing the most oppressive tax-law. So that in
direct opposition to the spirit and express language of your
declaration of rights, you are taxed, not by your own con-
sent, but by people who have no connection with you.

The next clause of the bill of rights tells you, "That all
power of suspending law or the execution of laws, by any
authority without the consent of the representatives of the
people, is injurion? to their rights, and ought not to be ex-
ercised." This tells us that there can be no suspension of
government, or laws without our own consent: yet this
constitution can counteract and suspend any of our laws,
that contravene its oppressive operation ; for they have the
power of direct taxation ; which suspends our bill of rights ;
and it is expressly provided, that they can make all laws
necessary for carrying their powers into execution ; and it
is declared paramount to the laws and constitutions of the
states. Consider how the only remaining defence we have
left is destroyed in this manner. Besides the expenses of
maintaining the senate aid other house in as much splen-
dor as they please, there is to be a great and mighty presi-
dent, with very extensive powers ;-the powers of a king.
He is to be supported in extravagant magnificence: so that
the whole of our property may be taken by this American
government, by laying what taxes they please, giving them-
selves what salaries they please, and suspending our laws at
their pleasure: I might be thought too inquisitive, but I
believe I should take .up but very little of your time ift
enumerating the little power that is left to the government
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of Virginia; for this power is reduced to little or nothing:
their garrisons, magazines, arsenals, and forts, which will
be situated in the strongest places within the states: their
ten miles square, with all the fine ornaments of human life,
added to their powers, and taken from the states, will re-
duce the power of the latter to nothing.

The voice of tradition, I trust, will inform posterity of our
struggles for freedom: if our descendants be worthy the
name of Americans, they will preserve and hand down to
their latest posterity, the transactions of the present times;
and though, I confess, my exclamations are not worthy the
hearing, they will see that I have done my utmost to preserve
their liberty: for I never will give up the power of direct
taxation , but for a scourge : I am willing to give it condition-
ally : that is, after non-compliance with requisitions: I will
do more, sir, and what I hope will convince the most sceptical
man, that i am a lover of the American union ; that in case
Virginia shall not make punctual payment, the control of
our custom-houses, and the whole regulation of trade, shall
be given -to congress, gid that Virginia shall depend on
congress even for passports, t;11 Virginia shall have paid
the last farthing: and furnished the last soldier. Nay, sir,
there is another alternative to which I would consent : even
that they should strike us out of the union, and take away
from us all federal privileges till we comply with federal
requisitions; but let it depend upon our own pleasure
to pay our money in the most easy manner for our people.
Were all the states, more terrible than the mother country,
to join against us, I hope Virginia could defend herself;
but, sir, the dissolution of the union is most abhorrent to
my mind : the first thing I have at heart is American l'b-
erty ; the second thing is American union ; and I hope
the people of Virginia will endeavor to preserve that
union. The increasing population of the southern states, is
far greater than that of New-England: consequently, in a
shoiFt time, they will be far more numerous than the people
of that country ; consider this. ard yon will find this state
more partneniarly interested' to Fuppo-t Aniericati liberty

7.
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aud not bind our posterity by an improvident relinquish-
ment of our rights. I would give the best security for a
punctual compliance with requisitions; but I beseech gen-
tlemen, at all hazards, not to give up this unlimited power
of taxation. The honorable gentleman has told us that these
powers given to congress, are accompanied by a judiciary
which will correct -all : on examination you will find this
very judiciary oppressively constructed ; your jury.trial de-
stroyed, and the judges dependent on congress.

In this scheme of energetic government, the people will
find'two sets of tax-gatherers-the state, and the federal sher-
iffs. This it seems to me will produce such dreadful op-
pression, as the people cannot possibly bear : the federal sher-
iff may commit what oppression, make what distresses he
pleases, and ruin you with impunity : for how are you to tie
his hands I Have you any sufficient decided means of pre-
venting him froin sucking your blood by speculations, com-
missions and ees ? Thus thousands of your people will be
most shamefully robbed: our state sheriffs, those unfeeling
blood-suckers, have, under the watchful eye of our legisla-
ture, committed the most horrid and barbarous ravages on
our people : it has required the most constant vigilance of
the legislature to keep them from totally ruining the peo-
ple: a repeated succession of laws has been made to sup-
press their iniquitous speculations and cruel extortions ; and
as often, has their nefarious ingenuity devised methods of
evading the force of those lawar: in the struggle they have
generally triumphed over the legislature. It is a fact that
lands have sold for five shillings, which were worth one
hundred pounds: if sherifs thus immediately under the
eye of our state legislature and judiciary, have dared to
commit these outrages, what would they not have done if
their masters had been at Philadolphia or New York I If
they perpetrate the most unwarrantable outrage on your
persons or property, you cannot get redress on this side
of Philadelphia or New York: and how can you get it
there I If your domestic avocations could permit you t' g)
thither, there you must appeal to judges sworn to support

A
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this constitution, -in opposition to that of any state, and who
may also be inclined to favor their own officers...When
these harpies are aided by excise-men, who may search at any
time your houses and most secret recesses, will the people bear
it I If you think so, you differ from me. Where I thought
there was a possibility of such mischiefs, I would grant
power with a niggardly hand; and here there is a strong
probability that these oppressions shall actually happen. I
may be told, that it is safe to err on that side; because such
regulations may be made by congress, as shall restrain these
officers- and because laws are made by our representatives,
and judged by righteous judges: but, sir, as these regula-
tions may be made, so they may not; and many reasons
there are to induce a belief that they will not: I shall there-
fore be an infidel on that point till the day of my dea'h.

This constitution is said to have beautiful features; but
when I come to examine these features, sir, they appear to
me horribly frightful: among other deformities it has an
awful squinting; it squints toward monarchy; and does
not this raise indignation in the breast of every true Amer-
ican I Your president may easily become king: your sen-
ate is so imperfectly constructed that your dearest rights
may be sacrificed by what may be a small minority ; and a
very small minority may continue forever unchangeably
this government although horridly defective: where are
your checks in this government I Your strongholds will
be in the hands of your enemies; it is on a supposition
that your American governors shall be honest, that all
the good qualities of this government are founded : but its
defective, and imperfect construction, puts it in their power
to perpetrate the worst of mischiefs, should they be bad
men : and, sir, would not all the world, from the eastern to
the western hemisphere, blaine our distracted folly in rest-
ing ourivghts upon the contingency of our rulers being
good or bad I Show me that age a:nl country where the
rights and liberties of the people were placed on the sol
chance r.f their rulers being zood mer. without a conse-
quenjt io.s qf- liberty ? I say that the loss of that dearest
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CORPORATE INCOME AND THE FLAT-RATE

by
Joseph Horton

Int roduction

Introduction of a flat rate tax would provide a great

opportunity to increase the fairness and the efficieny of our

tax system. It particularly proviOes an opportunity to decrease

the negative impact of the tax system on the Financial manage-

ment of corporations and other businesses. The focus of this

analysis is upon the improved financial decisions which business

management can make under a flare rate tax and on the improved

allocation of resources between the corporate and unincorporated

sectors which will result. The relationship between the cor-

porate and the personal income tax is an important-consiueration

in ensuring efficiency and fairness for the tax system as a

whole.

Requirements for Fairness anu Efficienc,

It is essential that we recognize that only people pay

taxes if we are to achieve the goals of increased fairness and

greater efficiency. Corporations and other businesses may pay

with checks drawn on their accounts, but ultimately the taxes are

paid by the individuals who are their customers, owners, creditors,

and workers. This is true whether the tax is the current complex,

mure or less graduated income tax or a flat rate tax. Fairness

requires that the tax burden be allocated in a-manner which is

neither arbitrary nor a matter of chance, as tends to be the case

with the present excessively complex system.

It would be unfair to use the change to a flat rate tax as
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merely another way to increase taxes. A flat rate combined with

a suitable level of exempt income is both fairer and more efficient

than our present tax system (or non-system) for any given amount

of revenue. It coes not follow that it is fairer or more

efficient if the result is to collect more revenue. The greater

the percentage of people's income which they must pay in taxes,

the greater are the harmful effects of the tax on efficiency for

any given tax system. The change to a flat rate tax would have

the greatest beneficial effects if it were a part of a tax reduc-

tion program, not merely a replacement for the current income tax.

Certainly it should not be adopted as part of a tax increase scheme.

Use Same for All Income

We fine people for speeding. The greater the speed in

excess of 55 miles per hour, the higher the fine. This

discourages speeding. People earn incomes in our free enter-

prise economy by producing the goods and services people want.

The more successful a person is at producing the goods anu

services people want, the higher his income is. Uur present

progressive tax system fines him for his success. The more he

satisfies other people's wants, the hi hier his tax rate. The

effect of the progressive income tax on work, saving, and invest-

ment is the same as the effect of the progressive speeding fine

on speeding. Higher fines reduce speeding, and higher Lax rates

reduce work, saving, investment and production.

Lower marginal tax rates will increase people's incentive to

save, work, invest, and produce the goous and services we all

want. Moreover, lower rates, especially for people in high tax
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rate brackets, will reduce the incentive to avoid taxes. Tax

avoidance, both by individual tax payers and by corporations,

introduces inefficiences and distortions into our economic system.

People make investments, which they otherwise would nut have made,

and they avoid investments which would yeild a greater pay-off to

society because of the high progressive tax rates and the exemptions

and credits built into the present tax law. A change to a flat

rate tax gives us the opportunity to remove the incentive to pick

less productive investments and to waste the talents of highly

skilled specialists in tax avoidance.

Under a flat rate tax income should be taxeu at the same rate

(or small number of rates) regardless of its source. Whether

income is desire from investment in a corporation or in an

unincorporated business should not affect the amount of tax

paid. Failure to follow this principle result in a misallocation

of resources and reduced output of the goods and services we all

want.

If income from investments in corporations is taxed at a higher

rate than income from investments in unincorporated businesses,

there will be an incentive for people to refrain from incorporating

even though in the absence of the tax differential it would be

advantageous for them to do so. Too much production will be in

the unincorporated sector of the economy and too little in the

corporate sector. Too few people will be availing themselves of

the advantages of the corporate form of organization. Both efficieny

and farness, therefore, suggest that income from investment in

corporations ano ir, unincorporated businesses should be taxed at

the same rate.
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Income should be taxed at the same rate regardless of whether

it is income from equity investment or from investment in the debt

of a firm. It is inequitable to tax someone at a higher rate

merely because he receives income (dividends) from equity inv.est-

sent rather than from interest on a loan to a firm. Both should

be taxed equally for fairness to be achieved.

Interests and Dividends

A lower tax rate for interest income causes corporation as a

group to use more debt and less equity. Since interest is

currently tax deductible and dividends are not, corporate managers

have an incentive to use an excessive amount of oebt, In effect,

debt is taxed less heavily than equity. The greater the proportion

of its capital which is raised thr gh e the riskier a given

corporation is. Smaller fluctuati ns in its sales and operating

income leau to greater changes in ts profits and losses. It is

less able to withstand declines in sales. As a result of the

differential treatment of dividends and interest, more corporations

go bankrupt in periods of recession. More workers lose their jobs

and recessibis are more severe than they would be if corporations

did not have this tax incentive to use excessive debt. Equal

taxation of income from interest and dividends can be achieved

by making dividends as well as interest payments tax deductible

for corporations. This would reduce the severity of economic

fluctuations and enhance the stability of our economy while

protecting the jobs of workers and the investmentof both

stockholders and bondholders.

The equal taxation of income from equity and debt requires
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that dividends be a deductible business expense just as interest

is. Income from equity and from debt would then be taxed at the

same flat rate when received by individuals as interest and divid-

ends. Corporate managers would no longer have to consider the

tax status of potential investors relative to corporate tax rates

in deciding on a debt issue or an equity issue.

Retained Earnings and the Level of Exempt Earnings

The part of each year's corporate income which is kept as

retained earnings rather than paio out as dividends should be taxed.

Retained earnings are part of the equity income of stockholders.

They should, therefore, be taxed at the same flat rate as other

income. If there is only one tax rate, this is easily accomplished.

The corporation pays this rate on all of its retained earnings.

Under the present system with its multiplicity of rates, the

retained earnings would have to be allocated to each stockholder

and each stockholder's share of the retained earnings would have

to be taxed at his marginal tax rate for full fairness anu

efficiency to be achieved. A flat rate tax eliminates this

difficulty since the marginal tax rate would be the same for

virtually all stockholders.

Even a system with only a few rather than the current

multiplicity of rates would be an-improvement over the present

system. Relatively little distortion would occur by taxing

retained earnings at the smaller of the two or three individual

rates. Using the lower rate in such a system would tend to

offset the fact that individuals would have some level of income

which is exempt from tax whereas fairness consideration do not
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require that any amount of corporate retained earnings be tax

-exempt. The exemption of the first several thousand dollars

of income should, therefore, be available to individuals, but not

to corporations.

The level of income which is exempt from taxes should be

proportional to the size of the family. It should be recognized

that a family is an equal partnership of all of its members who

combine their incomes for tax purposes and who, therefore, should

combine their levels of tax exempt income. If the level of tax

exempt income were set at $3,000 for an individual, a family of

three would have a tax exempt level of income of $9,000. It

should be required to pay the flat rate tax only on income above

that level. Since most owners of corporate stock have incomes

above the exempt level, they would not be affected by applying

the flat rate tax to retained earnings without allowing a tax

exempt level of income for corporations.

The level of tax exempt income for individuals should be

adjusted for inflation to- prevent the equivalent of bracket creep.

If this is not done, the real value of the-exempt--level of ,

inco'me will decline, and lower income individuals will rapidly

approach the full flat rate of taxation.

Capital Gains

The current differential taxation of capital gains forces

the management of corporations to consider the tax indced

preferences of stockholders for dividends verus capital 9 h.

Just as dividend's should not be taxed twice, neither should increases

in the value of a firm be taxed twice. Increases in the value of a
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firm result primarily from investments including those unoer-

taken with retained earnings. If retained earnings are taxed as

proposed above, then increases in the value of the firm attributable

to them should not be taxed a second time as capital gains.

This is true of both unincorporated businesses and of corporations.

Likewise, if expansion is financed through new stock issues or

new debt issues, income from the expansion will be taxed as

intErest or dividends. It should not be taxed a second time as

capital gains.

An alternative approach would be to tax capital gains at

the full flat rate but ta exempt retained earnings from taxation.

This has the appeal of apparent simplicity. It would, however, be

difficult if not impossible to tax-capital gains as they occur

rather then when they are realized. The value of securities fluc-

tates constantly, and one would be faced with a continuous

series of gains and losses. If taxed when realized, capital gains

taxation would tend to occur in surges. The government woulu

tend to collect large revenues when.the stock market and business

in general are booming and very little when the prices of stock

and other assets are depressed. Individuals might also prefer

not to suffer large tax burdens at the infrequent- intervals at

which they realize capital gains. This suggests the alternative

of taxing retained earnings but making capital gains tax exempt,

that is, not subject to double taxation.

If capital gains are subject to the flat rate tax, retained

earnings should not be. Moreover, only increases in real value

should be taxed. Taxation of increases in the value of an asset

11-385 0 - 83 - 19
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when the increase is merely the result of inflation is really a

tax on the original value, not just on its increase in value.

Suppose that a share of stock is purchased for $50 and is later

sold for $100. Under a flat rate tax of 20%, the tax would be

$10. The person who sold the stock would have $90 after taxes.

This $90 would, however, buy what $45 would have bought when he

purchased the stock if the price level has doubled. He has been

taxed on his original investment, not on any increase in its

real value. Only increases in value above the inflation adjusted

value of an asset should be subject to capital gains tax.

Conclusion

The introduction of a flat rate tax applicable to income

regardless of source and with double taxation of none will allow

corporate managers to make more socially responsible decisions.

Our economy will be less subject to unemployment anu business

failure during recessions because the current tax incentive to

go into debt will be removed. Resources will be useu more

efficiently t-e produce the goods anu services we all desire.

The individual who pays the tax under the law will more closely

correspond to the one who actually bears the burden of the tax.

The impact of the tax will, therefore, be less arbitrary and less

a matter of chance than is currently the case. These improvements

in fairness, efficiency, and economic stability depend upon the

flat rate tax not being used as a means to raise taxes. It would

be far better if it were a reduction in taxes as well as a reform

of how they are imposed.
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It is respectfully requested that the following be entered into the records as
regards S 2206 (The Flat Rate Tax).

Submitted by Mrs. Barbara P. lkitchnscn, tax -law resear~her

4416 Alamo Drive

San Diego Ca 92115

(714) 583-1138
I have been self-employed as a tax preparer and tax law researcher for 34 years

and have watched the tax statutes gow, from a volume I could easily hold to

a tome containing aljnotI4000 statute ,with thousandsof sub-secticns that would

give one a double hernia to tift. Title 26 ( the tx laws) is cut of control

and must be simplified. ITe I6th amendment to the Constitutin gave this

responsibility to the Ccngress. I offer the attached statement and opy of the -

first fon 1040 for the record.

With respezt,

,/

/
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TAXATION WITHOUT REPRESENTATION
by BARBARA P. HUTCHINSON

amER Two hundreJ years ago a few thousand people representing a population

divided by those who felt ready for self-govev. nt reached the conclusion

that taxation without representation was reprehensible. They said their

choice was between freedom as citizens or enslavement by a distant monarch.

That they chose freedom is a matter of history. That they avoided oppressive

taxation by having representation is a matter of regret. Never have so many

paid so much for so little return as do the American people under the

burdensome yoke of legislated taxation.

Never has so many different arms of government spent so much time and

so little talent in their search for economic supports for their invaluable

services. Never have so many branches of society looked for so many avenues

that lead to the public trough.

Never has so much pressure been placed on our political representatives

to find ways to advantage the special interest that fund campaigns.

It's time for a clean sweep of our tax laws and a new beginning. Time

for a total revolution of our bureaucracy and while we recognize the time

and the need, no one has the way. We can't rely on elected representatives

because they are wedded to their prime supporters and not to ideals.

If we could somehow place them in padded cells and guarantee them

immunity and re-election, we might get an honest attempt at tax reform.

If we could gag special interest, we could close down por£ barrel activates,

streamline government and eliminate the suet of bureaucrap;

It stands to reason that if the Federal income tax laws were abolished

as of 12-31-82 and a flat 10% percent gross were established, we could

eliminate 90-per cent of the Internal Revenue's payroll, close all loopholes

and quit using tax regulations to reward, penalize, or manipulate the citizens.
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,-Without a1l the complicated formulas for deduqtions we would be free to

.devote our time and concern to real values and no t tre CPA's, attorneys,

etc., to help us do our fair and Just share of avoiding taxes.

To adopt such a simple reform would not be worthy of the Intellectual

giadts.we have elected to public office, but it might bring us back to.

sanity and government by law before we find ourselves once more rebelling "

-over the same cause as created these United States two hundred years ago.
At the tire of ratification of the 16th Amendmnt (1911-12) a simple

tax fon was presented to the people along with the 1Ola- that it

would SM THE RICH. The iirst form 1040 in 1913 exarpted the first $4000

of income to a married taxpa.er and gave $1000 for each depend. It had

EIGf" lines to hZ filled out. T1e percentage tax began at 1% on ammts

over $20,000 and not eg:eeding $50,000,2% ovr $50,000 up to $75,000,
3% over $75,000 up to $100,000, 4% over $130,000 up to $250,000, 5% over

$250,000 up to $500,000, 6% over $500,000. Tbday,scme 70 years after

the dreaded nae "I1" became part of our language and the eocnnic life that

revolves around it,we REW10 those with a childw"o earned less than $10,000

in the year (tax credit of up to $500),REWAM those who hire the armies of tax

shelter artist called Financial Planners,and punish the poor dub slob

in betbwen who knows what poerty is if he works for less than $20,000

a year.

Is it asking too much Just to tie the ocnsuner price index to the 1913

form 1040? Or is simplicity too oxumlicated for the congressional brain?
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EMILE R. SARDINE
SrK, L. ALZO PUBLIC ACCOUNTANT

6401 WX lV MONTnrKIIY AVI9NU9r

S OCKTON. CALlrONNIA 9604

September 23 1982

Hon. Robert Dole,
Chairman of the
Senate Finanoe Cintteo,
U.S. Senate Oftifie Building
Washingtcm, D.C. 20515

Deai Senator Dole, In re, Flat Tax proposas.as

The Congress should be amre of the concerawd reaction of mr Investors
to the Flat Tax proposals, that would classify 100% of their capital gains
as ordinary incoes, without indexing the cost basis to the inflation of the_
dollar from the date of purchase to the date of sale of the related capital
asot,

For exaples

1,000 sh m aoABC Corporation - 1982 sale ........... $60,000
I,000 shares of ABC Corporation - 1950 cost ........... 10,000
Apparent capital gain '. . . $50,000
Inflation of the dollars 1950 (71.) vs 1082 (290.1)

306% z $I0,000 cost ......... 30,0
Capital gain, adjusted for the inflation of the dollar *191.00

If the Congress proposes to subject the entire $50,000 capital gal to the
full flat rate, the investor will be paying tax on the fictitious increment,
(not a profit at all) of $30,600, which, in effectD represents a part of the
recovery of his coat, adjusted to date frcm his 1950 position.

Consider for a moment the effect on our nation's econom, when investors
will refuse to risk their savings in productive enterprise and new business.
in the face of such an unfavorable consequence.

Tour kindness will be much appreciated in referring m letter for entry
in the printed record of proceedings of the Senate Finance Ccmtttee, when
the Flat Tax proposals are scheduled for hearing.

RespectfullYs

ERJ:e ' . Emile R.Jadine C.P.A.

k
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League OfUftited-t-atin
American Citizens TfNc o ONLLA

PRESS RELEA E

CONTACTS: SEPTEMBER 28, 1982

T1ony Bonilla, National Pi-esident
(512) '882-8284

Robert (haizda, Tax Coubsel
(415) 431-7430

Arnold Torres, Executive Director
(202), 628-0717

HISPANICS OPPOSE FLAT TAX:

SUPPORT SIMPLE TAX THAT CONSIDERS SOCIAL SECURITY

The League of United Latin American Citizens (the nation's

largest Hispanic membership organization with 100,000 members in

45 states) was not allowed to testify at these U.S. Senate Finance

hearings. As a result, the views of twenty million Hispanics and

other minorities could be overlooked.

The attached prepared testimony (by LULAC's tax counsel who

is a former IRS attorney) sets forth:

1'. The opposition of the Hispanic community to the Hoover,

Institution's pro-millionaire flat tax. This tax is regressive

since it fails to consider the highly regressive social security

tax. (The typical working person pays 6.7% in social security

taxes and the typical corporate chief executive pays less than 1%.)

2. The support cf the Hispanic community for a SIMPLE TAX.

The Simple Tax would exclude from taxation the first $15,000 for a
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majried couple and provides $200 tax credits per dependent. No

other deductions or exceptions would be permitted. The tax rate

would be 18% up to $50,000 and 25% on income above $50,000.

3. Under the Simple Tax, a typical family of four (median

income of $22,000) would pay less than 6ne thousand dollars ($860)

in federal taxes. Under the Hoover Institution's straight 18% flat

tax, the sum would be four times as great ($3,960).

4. Under the Simple Tax, a person earning a million dollars

a year would pay $243,400 in federal income taxes. Under a straight

flat tax, a millionaire would pay $63,000 less, or only $180,000.

5. No honest analysis of the impact of the flat tax can be

made without considering the highly regressive nature of social

security taxes. The Simple Tax addresses this by a. combination of

a substantial exclusion and a two-tiered rate. When combined with

social security taxes, it produces a Flat Rate.

6. Deductions don't necessarily help working people. For

example, -prices for first-time homebuyers would be reduced ahd

equality would be established between renters and homeowners if the

mortgage interest deduction was eliminated.

7. All corporate tax preferences, artificial depreciation

and credits should be eliminated. In return, the maximum corporate

tax rate could be reduced from 46% to 25%, yet still yield a greater

dollar contribution to tax revenues ($100 billion versus $47 billion

under the present system).

/
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8. All Americans, including the poor and the middle class,

would benefit from the Simple Tax which could be completed on a

postcard.

Tony Bonilla, the National Presicrent of LULAC said.:

"The Hispanic community ii disappointed that we were
excluded from orally testifying.

The American people need a Simple Tax, not a
pro-millionaire flat tax. Reagan's millionaire,
flat tax is a regressive tax since working
people pay almost 7% in social security taxes
while typical corporate ci..ef executives pay
only 1% of their earnings in social security-
taxes.

Tax reform can't be left just to economists and
tax lawyers. Since tax reform affects the
public's ability to participate in and understand
our "Alice-in-Wonderland" tax system, twenty
million Hispanics insist on Playing a major role."
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TEST IMONY

OF-

THE LEAGUE OF UNITED LATIN AMERICAN CITIZENS

THE ISPANIC COMMUNITY SEEKS A SIMPLE AX,

NOT A REGRESSIVE FLAT TAX'

Hoover Institution's Anti-Working Person Rejress ye Tax:

The League of United Latin American Citizens (LULAC) is

the largest Hispanic memership organization in America. It

has 100,000 me.abers in 45 states.-
I

This testimony is submitted on behalf of 20 million |fispanics

and the almost one hundred million Americans subject. to the 6.7%

social security tax.-

[1,J!AC opposes the Hoover Institution's flat tax, In reality,

the Hoover InstitutiQn is supporting an anti-working person

ro:i-rcsive tac.. For ex,-,.ple, its proFosal igjnores the imXpact of

the highly regressive social security tax.

A person earning $30,000 pays 6.7% in social security taxes.

A person warning a quarter of a million dollars (the average

* salary of senior tax partners in Washington, D.C. law firms) pays

less than one percent in social security Laxes.

Thus, tinder the Hoover Inttitution's regressive flat tax

proposal, individuals earning $30,000 would pay an effectie

rate (assuming an 18% flat rate) of almost 25% while wealthy

corporate lawyers would pay only 19%.

'This testimony ig presented by the League of United Latin
American Citizens' Tax Counsel, Robert Gnaizda of Public Advocates,
Itid., a San Francisco, public interest law firm (415) 431-7430,
1535 Mission Street, SF, CA 94103. Mr. Gnaizda is a former
tax attorney with the Chief Counsel's Office of the I.R.S. and
is a 1960 graduate of Yale Law School.
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'Simple Tax -- Less Than $1,000 For median American Family:

The real issue is whether the current tax system (which

does not have the confidence of the pbJblic, is an open invitation

to fraud, and is understood by only a handful of tax attorneys),

should be simplified. ;UXW-,Pelieves that the system should be

radically simplified add consider the impact of social security

taxes.

In order to deal with the inequities of the h~qbij_ gressive

s..ven percent (6.7%)_social security tax, IUIAC believes that

there should be at least two tax rates, 18% for income under

$50,000 aad 25% for income above $50,000.'

The other provisions urged by LULAC, in what is hereinafter

referred to as the Simple Tax, are as follows%

1. An exclusion from tax of the first $7,500,of- income per

individual and $15,000 for a married couple.

2. A $200 tax credit per dependent (equivalent of $il00

tax deduction at 18% rate).

3. No other exclusions, exemptions or preferences of any

kind, no matter how meritorious.

The data set forth herein is based on U.S. Internal Revenue
Service Statistics of Income Bulletin, Winter 1981-82,
Washington, DC 1982, and data from "Tax Notes", June-21, 1982.
Including- capital gains, the Simple Tax will generate as much
revenue as the present system. Assuming changes in corporate
tax (see next section) and/or partial reporting by the underground
economy, the revenue generated by the Simple Tax could be far
greater, thereby reducing the pressure for "meat axe" cuts in
essential government programs such as Social Security.

~'.- + z
2
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4. All income, from whatever source, should be taxed. For

example, all capital gains should,_" fully included.

Two Rates, When Combined with Social Security, Produce a Flat Rate;

The tw6-tiered Simple Tax is actually the only true flat

tax. Specifically, virtually all wages and salaries, up to

$32,400, are subject-to the almost seven percent (6.7%) social

security tax. Thus, only by permitting a seven percent lower

rate (18%) for the first $50,000 can all incomes be taxed at

the same rate.*

Sar.ple Inpact of Simple Tax

The mediann income of an-American family is $22,000.

Assuming a family of four, its tax, not including social security,

would be $860 under the simple tax. Thus, the overall tax rate

for a typical'family would be just 4%, plus social security.

Under the Hoover Institution's flat tax, the tax wodld be over

four times as much ($3,960).**

-Under the Simple Tax a family of four earning $50,000

would pay $5,900. Under the Hoover Institution's proposal it

would pay 50 percent more ($9,000).

Fifty thousand dollars, rather than the $32,400 subject to

social security, is the correct figure since under the Simple
Tax all families of four, without regard to wealth, have the
first--17,200 ($15,000 plus credit value of two dependents)
excluded from any tax ($17,200 + $32,400 = $49,600).

* Assumes no exclusions or exemptions.
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Under the Simple Tax a wealthy family of four earning

$250,000 would pay- $55,900. Under the Hoover Institution's

proposal, it would pay ten thousand dollars less ($45,000).

For a millionaire, the Simple Tax, compared to the Hoover

Flat Tax, would nean $63,400 more per year or $634,000 more over--.

the next decade ($243,400 versus $180,000 per year under Hoover).

COMPARISON

Income for a
Family of Four Simple Tax loover_ Tax,

. '22,000 $860 $3,960
(Median family

i ncone)

2. 50,000 5,900 9,000

3 250,000 55,900 45,000

4. Millionaire 243,400 180,000
($1 Millio, per year)

Corporate Tax of- 25%:

The League of United Latin American Citizens also favors the

lowering of the present 46% corporate tax to a maximum of 25%.

However, all tax preferences and special credits should be

eliminated. The only exception would be the exclusion of the

first $50,.000 in income from all but a nominal 10% corpora-te tax.

In 1982, corporations will pay taxes of only $47 billion.

It is estimated that true corporate income, after climiration of

all special preferences and credits is probably between $400 and

$S00 billion. A 25% tax on $400 billion would produce revenue of

K\
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$100 billion, or twice the present amount achievedifrom the-

nominal 46% tax rate that, for example, permits banks to, on the

average; pay no corporate income tax.*

Elininatino Influence of 14,000l1.obbvists:

There are an estimated 14,'000 special-interest lobbyists in

Washington, D.C. Virtually none of them are employed by the 95%

of Americans who earn under $50,000 a year and pay over 90% of

all federal taxs. As a result, the tax system has increasingly

become a rfuge for wealthy spc.cial interests and a disincentive

for economic grbw-th.

The Simple Tax will minirjze, if not eliminate, the influence

of lobbyists since any changes will be clearly understood by the

press and the public,

it is possible that the Simple Tax may not produce an

ediate reduction in taxes. However, its advantages are

long-range and more fundamental to a participatory, self-

sufficient democracy. For example:

-- the debate about who pays how much to support their

government should be right out in front of the people, not

hilden behind an incomprehensible labyrinth of code clauses.

* It should be noted that in 19501 corporations and individuals
each contributed an identical acunt to the federal treasury
($17 billion). In 1982, despite the enormous growth of
corporations, their tax contribution was only one-sixth that
of individuals.: (Tn 1982, an estimated $47 billion will be paid
by corporations versus $299 billion by individuals.)
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-- The majority of Americans would no longer be dependent

on outside assistance to understand and complete their most

important annual document. (Last year. 52% sought such assistance

for their Form 1040s.)

-- Those who can purchase Washington DC's 14,000 lobbyists

to manipulate our system, without scruples or public scrutiny,

would no longer lave an advantage over the 95 percent of Americans

who can't so do.

I _rLossibilt of Understanding the Present Tax System:

The Internal Rqvenue Code consists of 1,764 pages and has 110

major categories of tax exemptions. In addition, there are at

least 44 separate forms that San be filed regarding individual

taxes.

As a result of such complexity, billionaire Bunker Hunt,

according to Fortune Magazine, paid less than ten dollars ($9.65)

in federal taxes during the years 1975-1977. Similarly, President

Reagan paid no federal tax in 1970 and his Attorney General

recently secured tax shelter deductions three times the value of

his actual investme nt.

Reversal of Historic R e Bletwen Social Security and Ctrporate

Taxes:

The present, complicated tax preference system hasobscured

the fundamental change in the financial contributions of social

security, corporate and individual federal taxes.
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Specifically, thirt,' years ago (I1 050) social security ta)ies

contributed only $3 billion to the federal,4reasury while corporate

and individual taxes each contributed $17 billion.

Today, this relationship has been totally reversed, despite

an absence of any public discussion. Social seguiity's highly

regressive taxes will contribute almost four times as much as

corporations ($186 billion versus $47 billion). And individuals

will pay in nearly $300 billion, six times the corporate share.

C~ _ _ison ofContributions to Federal Treasur

Social Security Individual Corporate

Year Tax Tax • Tax _

1950 $ 3 billion $ 17 billion $ 17 billion

1902 $ 186 billion $ 299 billion 47 billion

Senator Bradleys Pr9oosal: AnOjen Invitation to Lobbyists:

Senator Bradley's objectives in allowing some deductions

may be laudable. However, the allowance of even a few deductions

could open the door to other equally "laudable" and "necessary"

exemptions. Within a few years, the tax code will be as

complicated as ever. ',

In addition, it is unclear how beneficial the mortgage

interest and charitable deductions are.

Firstly, the group that will suffer the most, should charitable

deductions be denied, will be art collectors and art museums.

According to the I.R.S., it recently investigated $72.8 million

in art deductions and allowed lees than 2% ($1.3 million).

li-385 0 - 83 - 20
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A__New Type of I.R.S. Anent and Taxinq the $600 Pillion Dollar

Under round Economyk

The -o.:plexity of the present tax'system-makes it impossible

for the Int(eitnal Revenue Seivice to effectively collect its taxes.

No matter how many agent's it hires, it will never be enough. Only

two percent of returns are audited and as much as $bO0 billion

(20% of uross nat ,Tnal r ,lurt.) joes utirijorted.

The Sii.ple Tax will eliminate the i.ed for a significant

ratTber of- interril tvcr.ue ijonts, thereby fulfilling President

R.ingan s cc mi itmtqnt to police the cjuverr.:rnt's civilian workforce.

Most i'- 1 )rt int, ilie SIple 7,ix will thw te ov,-% r rtent to

hire a iii Ifrent tyje of t,.',,r t I igeut, :, with iav,.' t . .,tive

WI ll e th,,r than lt 'i:ti" qkilIs, fcirte the only incite

will le :,o|fti. 1 9  of iI4OW ;.

In vludition, tin,ler the Sirple Tax, the vast ma jt(rity of

A"icus will uaapjut t tcvjh ,tn,1 effec' ive tax eforc'.nt.

.rirfote, tigh jail cu,, to's will be haua 1.1 nut by juIrs.

A4d within'a short 1oricx1 of tire, the $600 billion urvlerground

ts'onomy, foat tug a combination of effective I.R.S. i rvestijators

and toujh jutries, will wegin to stirface and Thq subjt.ct to tax.

Six huriklted million dollars taxed at 18% would olace $108

billion in ,,ilitionil tax revenue.

.4
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Conclusion:

Most Americans hunger to have faith inand strongly desire

to deal honestly with their government. Th Simple Tax system

in which all pay an understood and agreed on fair share and no

one is able to carve out special, inequitable prefrences may

be a first step in restoring this faith and integrity.

Shakespeare's popular remedy for the ills of society, as

expressed by Lnr!y-VI was, "The first thing Qe do, let's kil

all the lawyers." The Simple Tax could go well beyond this

by knocking off a few thousand accountants as well.

0
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JOHN D. MARKS
BOX 10514 4 SALT LAKE CITY. tITAH 8411A

October 4, ij32

Toe Honorable Robert Dole
-2213 Dirksen s enate Office Bid,.
Wasington, D.C. 2u510

Dear Senator Dole:

I understand you, as Cna.r:tan of tne Senate FLiance Cornittee,
will be holding hearings on establishinE a flat fnco.;e tax rate.

I respectfully request that you rake this letter iVblic at tnat
tit:e and rake it an exiibit of tuose hearings.

._Ienclose a SojyLof an article entitled "A Proposal to f,-;,lify
Our Tax fyste." (Wall Vtr. Jr., Dec.-10, 1)31). t i 7s1sef-expianatory.
I request this proposal be established as the basis for a fiat tax system.

2. There are many so called special interest brous wro will oppose
a flat inc re tax. May I suggest that the largest single speciall Interest"
group is those'of us wno as individuals pay our income taxes.

3. One of the reasons given against a flat income tax will be thatdeductions are the way cTi-f1t T,-r-e1jojs, and certain business groups
(e.L. real estate) are supported. Lois should not be treated as a viable

* reason by congress, since congress itself iias already provide toe .eans
to krowacie for the legltir:Ate needs of su n ortanZatfons. I speak of
te tax credit. ne tax credit is -irect and u-froet; tot te surrepti-

Stous, if:icuit to understands] deductions tat nave -ae tax :Iars and
.cheats of .an, otherwise urpstariiigo citizens..

Tax credits can oe issued at an, jevet toat con,,ress desires to
incentivise . however, .ay I sut.Lest that toe upper .Aifit of tle su. of
all suca. credits be no %ore toan one- :n]rd of' toe total tax ice.

In 177'6 Xr. Tnoaas PaiE wrote a series f articles entitled,"Cor,on Lense" ah address to Innab!Lants of Aerlca. ay 1 lubte and
paraprrase.

"I draw ,; Idea of the for' of (taxation) fro.. a irliiJjas in
nature "hca no-art can overturn, viz. that toe riore slrvpic anyl.ing is,
the ess liable it is tobe disorlered and tne easier z*epair when dis-
ordered; and w-'t tais r,.axir in view I offer a few re-arks on toe so
much boasted (present iaco.e tax o the United States). Mhat it was
noble for the dark-and slavish ti!,es in w'iLcn it was erected is granted
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But that 4t is imperfect, subject to covulsions, and.incapable of
prod u2c1a what it seems to 1rorise is easily der:ois ratedd'

It Is now tre for a f.at ta.x:

Prease call on ire I yo-u believe there is a way I iay assist you
- n I : c: ent; a fair, bL ited, ilat axcor.e tax.

Cordially yoUrs,

John D. Marks

i.S. IL ',As a je:sonal I measure to near you wrnen you visited Utah this
sw: or.
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SIIIlIKIN UNI'\ERSIiTY
1) L CA IVR, II I IN 1

lii I'541I(nTr September 15, 1982

WRITTEN STATEMENT FOR INCLUSION IN PRINTED RECORD OF SENATE FINANCE
COFOITTEE HEARINGS ON FLAT-RATE TAX PROPOSALS (September 27-29, 1982).

Millkin University, Decatur, Illinois, has enhanced its position

in the field of private higher education as a result of the philanthropy

of alumni and friends. We strongly urge that incentives for charitable

giving be preserved in any future changes of the tax law.

We do not oppose current proposals for a flat-rate tax or simplified

tax system as long as those proposals allow a'credit for charitable gifts.

The tax savings -- and hence the tax incentives -- would not be Jependent

on a taxpayer's bracket, as is the case for the current charitable deduc-

tion..

Mfllikin University favors a credit of 50% of the amount of charitable

gifts. If this is not possible, a progressive credit could be allowed based

on a taxpayer's adjusted gross Income.

To assure that donors do-not entirely avoid paying taxes by making

charitable gifts, a ceiling could be placed on the credit (similar to the

current percentage of adjusted gross income ceiling for-the charitable

deduction).

We also favor continuation of the five-year carryover rule under the

charitable credit system.

J. Roger Miller
President
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STATEMENT OF

THE NATIONAL ASSOCIATION OF HOMEilUILDERS

Before The

COIITTEE ON FINANCE

WJITED STATES SENATE

on

FLAT RATE TAX PROPOSALS

SEPTEMBER 28, 29 AND 30, 1982

Chairman Dole and Menbers of the Comnittee:

The National Association of Home Builders (11AHB) is a trade

association representingj the nation's more than 108,000 menhers. NAHB

is pleased to present its vleos on proposals to revise the individual

income tax laws.

The popular perception of these changes it that they involve the

development of a single "flat rate tax." However, there are many

different proposals. Soe often involve more than a singe tax rate

and mov2 toward a series of lower tax rates along with eliminstion

of certain deductions and tax credits and a broadening of the tax

base. And, as Senator Dole noted in the press release announcing

the hearin-js, the purpose of the hearings goes beyond a review of

the flat rate tax and is an attempt to look closely at ways to

simplify the tax system as well as provide for greater tax equity.

'o °t"
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NAIRB favors a tax code which is simple, which promotes economic

efficiency, and which is fair. NAIB is concerned about the implica-

tions of comprehensive changes in the current tax law being recom-

mended in flat rate tax proposals. If sufficient time, study and

analysis is not given to proposed changes, the end result could be a

tax system which fails to be simpler, more efficient, or fairer, than

th, present law.

NAHR's position comes from a realistic assoss.ont of the current.

state of the housing industry and the prospects For its future

recovery. Housini is in a serious depression. The past several

years have been the worst years for housing produetton since World

• War II. Housing starts and new home sales have been at rock bottom

levels. Our membership, which represents the broad spectrum of the

housinoj industry, has declined by over 15,000 members since Nove:nber

of 196-, less than a year ago.

- The impjlications of this situation for the economy as a whole

are far-reaching. housing creates 3obs and economic growth. More

tnan 3,000 items are built into one house. Steel, textiles, and

ljb(cr. are all highly sensitive to the state of the housing industry.

An upsainj in housing nas a positive ripple effect throughout the

economy. Conversely, a downturn extends negatively throughout the

rest of tne economy.

It is, therefore, important, from d general economic point of

view, that present tax incentives for housing be maintained and,

oerhas, even expanded. Major changes in the tax code which would

oli-t mme or curtail current incentives for honeownership would

contribute to a decline in housing . The changes would create

Am)
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market uncertainties and could drastically depress real estate

values, thereby adversely affecting investment decisions made

mrany years in the past in reliance upon tax incentives deeply

embeO led in the tax coule.

The social importance, as well as the econo.iic importance of

housing, rust be considered. H3bosin3 is more than a commodity. It

is )3rt of t le social fabric of our nation. It contributes posi-

tively to family life and community involvement. It is a force

f,or [poJlitical stability. A basic aspiration of most Americans is

to on a nome anl he adequately housed. Eiimination or diminution

of t. inc,,lti-2s Jirectel to'arJ this American goal would have

adv,,rse social and political cose fencess.

":Add is, therefore, oppose] to measures which would eliminate,

or reduce current inceltives for hoiieown,-rship, rent H ho ising, andl

real ,stats; investment. t.i woul! favor tax revisions to simplify

the tax cole an] provide more incentives for savings i.i InvestI.Qoit.

It urgfs Conqr-ess to move slowly and1 study carefully proposals to

estahlise a fiat rate tax or si-ilar type of tax.

Analysis of flat rat' tx proposals snoiuld be approacried from

the pvcspective of the extent to which the propose ls would simplify

tne tax liw, proi'ji for (reater economic efficiency, and create a

fair tax coJ .

Simplification

Tn,: proponents of thie flat ratc. tax arjuo that it would be a

mucn sl mnl-r tax system. They point to nagps of tax returns which
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taxpayers must file as well as the elaborate enforcement and aJmlnis-

trative mechanism of tne IRS as evidence of the complexity of the

tax law. The Hall and Rabushka proposa.has even gone so far as to

provide a one-page income tax return.

The argument for the flat rate tax on grounds of simplicity

should be examined in greater detail. First, it assumes that for

most individual income taxpayers completing tax returns is a compli-

cate! matter. This is not the case.' Many taxpayers al M ady take

the standard deduction and filing tax returns is a relatively simple

matter of collecting information on wige withholding and filling out

a two-page tax for,. Much of the complexity in the current systein

14 for those who itenize. tar deductions and for businesses who

presumably are capable of paging for the cost of tax compliance.

In addition, flat rate tax proposals as'well as measures which

involve a significant broadening of the tax base create complexities

of their Own. Under current law, income subject to taxation is

derived in three separate ste-ps, involving three sections of the

Internal Revenue Code.

First, there is "gross income," wnich is defined in terms of 15

separate items of income such as compensation for service, interest,

rents, aividends, and so forth, with the additional proviso that

"income" includes "incone front whatever source derived." Internal

Revenue "Code, Section 61. The second measure of income is "adjusted

gross income." Internal Revenue Code, Section 62. Adjusted gross-

K
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income (AGI) is grods income less certain deductions, generally

associate-] with the conduct of a trade or business. important deduc-

tions associated with housing which take place in arriving at AGI

inclLIe depreciation on structures and the capital gains tax deduc-

tion. A final measure of income is taxable income. Internal Revenue

Code,.Section 63. This takes into account itemized deductions such

as thosp for home mortgage interest and real estate taxes. This is

tihe final sum against which tal rates are applied to compute tax

lianilities.

Because the tax rates will be dramatically reduced under most

flat rate tax proposals, the current method of defining income will

almost certainly have to he revised to broaden the definition of

income. This base-broadening process will definitely lead to compli-

cations, particularly in the valuation of items considered to he

i6cjne. Fringe benefits, for example, would probably be considered

as Fart of an enlarged tax base. However, how does one value such

fringe benefits such as employer Parking, free air travel for airline

employees, and other fringe benefits? Are fringe benefits to be valued

at employer cost or fair market value? The difficulties in valuation,

as well as the political unpopularity of taxing many norm ally excepted

fringe benefits has led to a continuing moratorium on IRS fringe

benefit regulations. This moratorium, which the Congress first en-

acted' in 1978, was extended in 1979, and in 1981 and is scheduled to

continue through December 31, 1983.

In addition, an item often viewed as income in a comprehensive

income tax base is so-callei imputed income. This would be income
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not received but imputed because of its tecononic consequences. For

example, imputed income would include the value of. rental income,

which-a homeowner would receive if he were to pay himself rent for

the' use of his home. This is an established economic concept, yet

its practical arplictibm is mind boggling. Can you imagine every

hQMeLwner having to arrive at the rental value annually of his home.

This clearly would add greater complexity to.the tax code. And, it

certainly would not be a popular item with most taxpayers.

Closely associated with the complexities of defining income, is

the uncertainty associated with the transition from one set of defi-

nit1 ons to a new set of definitions. Current rules have been in

existence since 1954 and the concepts are familiar to -any in the

tax community, as well -as the public, at large. Transitional problems

-.-- are bound to arise if a new comprehensive tax i-c- ated. Uncertain-

ties would need to be resolved both administratively and ultimately

in the courts. These uncertainties would continue to perpetuate

complications and tax gamesmanship.

Another 'important point to remember is that many of the flat

rate tax proposals merely deal with individual income tax rates.

Yet, ind-Iividual income taxes are closely interwirqed with business

taxes. Most businesses are not incorporate8. Income from a sole

proprietorship is reflected in the individual income tax return.

And, the items of partnership income and loss are flowed-through to

individual partners. Unless flat rate tax proposals deal with both

business and individual activities, the potential for endless con-

flicts between whether or not the deduction could be taken as a

business deduction rather than an individual one will develop. This
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again leads to more complications which wduld need to be resolved.

Another element often associated with tax simplification is its

thrust toward elimination of many of the currently allowed tsx deduc-

tions. Yet., these deductions have been put in place for a purpose.

The mortgage interest deduction both rewards socially desirable.

benavior -- i.e. homeownership -- and allow a deduction against income

for interest which c6nsumers must pay. The medical deduction provides

a- safety net for persons who incur large medical expenses through no

fault of their own. While._Cogress would, in enacting a flat rate

tax, reduce or eliminate many tax deductions and credits, the poten-

- t-ial for-addivioti complications during the congressional process

is ever present. While Congress may be taking away some tax deduc-

tions, it may be adding others, thereby lea ,ing the final product not

much different in terris of complexity than the current co(e. '

Economic Efficiency

The proponents of the flat rate tax criticize the current tax

law as being economically inefficient. The theoretical foundation

for this view is a free-market system without economic distortions

of any kind. In this environment, investment decisions'would be made

without concern for their tax consequences. Under tnis view, high

marginal tax rates cause economic distortions by interfering with

incentives for savings anJ investment and by diverting resources into

tax motivated transactions.

In response to this view, it should be noted that any system of

taxation will interfere with an ideal model of economic efficiency.

Taxes, whether they are a flat tax on income or a direct tax on con-

sunption, will be factored in economic decision-making.
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to utilize2 tax write-offs as investors in limited partnerships, the

cazit !t ti , t'iCdi reel estate project, either corinercial or cosx-

drntial noil, increase substantially.

Th4? need1 to broalen- tMe tax base to accommodate the rate rejuc-

tions associated with fl-it rate tax and otner tax rate deduction^

proposals could nave a negative effect on other types of savings.

For example, one of the greatest sources of capital accu-Pulation in

our natlm)n is pension funds, which are tax-exempt. This tax advantage

is a p.gwrful incentrve for savings. If the tax base were broadened

to tax current income frin pension investments, a significant

source ot capital wnuild ic ero:iei.

Finally, the practical economic difficulties associated with a

rajur change in th, tax law should bn carefully welghed] against any

th- ,erctical wv 'ntae wh ian Tay accrue .

A flit rite, tax would cause a readjustment of investment decl-

sions. Prior investme nt decisions, based upon an earlier "st of tax

incentives would no longer be valid. Taxpayers have made i estMents

wnich utilize tax incentives in anticipation of the continue ion of

the current rcs.- it,,.R4 tn of idiC-Incone Fa-ilies ha-ve hrou-t

homes .ini f ct )red toe mortgage interest deduction an- the other tax

benefits of no:,eowof ership into their family budget. Repeal or moll-

fication of these deductions could squeeze family budets to the

breakin,; poiint. Hsneownrs with long-term mortgage contracts could

n-t rosponA to a" suden broadoninj of the tax base. Real estate

values coull dimiusn, causing s-rious economic dislocations and

market aIust r nts.

K.

II- 385 -) - 81 - 21
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Eq i ty

One of the most vocal arguments advanced for the flat rate tax

hat the current tax system is not fair. Many middle income tax-

ers perceive the flat rate tax as an opportunity to "soak the

rich" who presumably have the advantage of sophIsticated tax advice

thereby reducing tAxes substantially.

The assumption beneath this view is that the current tax system

is not, in reality, progressive anJ that the rich ascape-payinj their

fair share of taxes. As the Joint.Committee Qn Taxation indicated in

its analysis for tnese hearings, the average tax rate increases pro-

gressively as expanded income increases.

Studies by the NAIiE Economics Division confirm this result.

Table I demonstrates 1982 effective income tax rates for various

income levels as projected for 1982.

TABLE 1

FLkT RATE TAX VS. CURRENT TAX LAW - 1932 PROJECTIONS

Individual Income Tax Flat Rate
Income Witnin Liability Effective- Liability Flat JRate
Levels Level * of Level* Tax Rate** Of Level* Tax

Below $5,000 $ 17.5 $ -.2 -0-% $ 2.5 14.2%

$5-$10,000 98.7 5.5 .5.6 13.9 14.2

$10-S15,000 162.A 14.5 8.9 23.0 14.2

$15-$ 20,000 . .188.2 20.4 10.8 26.6 14.2

$20-$30,G0U 416.7 52.1 12.5 59.0 14.2

$30-$50,000 509.7 75.4 14.8 72.2 14.2

$50-100,000 230.7 45.4 19.7 32.1 14.2

$I00-$200,000 83.9 21.'2 25.3 11.9 14.2

S200,000+ 67.5 17.1 25.4 9.6 14.2

Total $1,775.7 $251.4 14.2% $251.4 14.2%

*($ BILLIONS)

• Current System
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The data shows an increase in effective tax rates for each higher

level of income. The average tax rate for all taxpayers was 14.2%.

The data also snows that the primary beneficiaries bf a flat rate tax

would not be low br middle income taxpayers, but the rich. To achieve

a 14.24 flat tax rate, the tax burden would shift substantially to

low and middle income taxpayers, and if exemptions were not provideJ

for low income taxpayers, they would experience substantial tax

increases.

The flat rate" tax eliminates one important element of tax equity,

that is tax progressivity. Ability to pay would no longer be a

criterion for taxation. Instead, a higher proportion of disposable

income would be taken from low and middle income taxpayers undera

flat rate tax. This shift in tax burden would be on top of an already

flat payroll tax which accounts for almost 30% of the federal govern-

ment receipts in 1981. Individual income taxes accounted for over 45%

of government receipts during the same period.

II. SPECIFIC CONCERNS

This testimony does not attempt to catalogue all of the incen-

tives for housing now in the tax code. Obviously, the most popular

incentive is the mortgage interest deduction. But others include

the rollover of gain on the sale of a residence, the exclusion from

capital gains tax of 5125,000 on the sale of a residence for those

homeowners over 55 years of age, the deduction for real estate taxes,

and the capital gains tax provisions. In addition, tax incentives

for housing extend beyond those which encourage honeownership.

Affordable rental housing depends upon investment incentives,

- parteul r-y depreciation. Each of these incentives would be directly
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aftecte(l by flat rate tax proposals.

The specific flat rate tax legislation which has received the

nost attention is the Gephardt and Bradley bills. These proposals

are not actually a flat tax but severa1L pimplified progressive tax

rate brackets which coulP reach 28 percent. Certain tax exemptions,

deductions an] credJits, such as capital gains, percentage depletion

and the investment tax credit would be eliminated. Deductions

would ), p-rmittL1 fuJr hyr--e mort iaqe interest, charitable contri-

butions, state and local income taxes, and real property taxes.

NARB conn-.nd-s Senator bradley and Conjressman Gepharit for

recognizinT in their proposal the social and economic desireability

of prosnrvinj key tax provisions for hre ownership, the deluction

for mo)rtqage interest and real estate taxes. NAH1B, however, has

reservations aboit these bills. The proposals could have a hi]hl'y

nejative effect upon hoising, both homeownership ani rental housing.

Fo- example, the eli inatinn of the capital rains tax deduction

would have an adverse effect on investment and would involve the

double-, taxation of the sane i-icome -- once, when the inco,ne is for

compensation and second, when tho income comes from cup tal savings

and investment.

In addition, whiP- the rortjayje interest deduction would he

retained, its value would be! substantially diminishie.. At most, the

n'itnest mar,jinial rate- woiili be 24 percent, making the deduction

worth 28 cents fir every dollar of interest spent.' The effect on

homeoanershij of such a change is difficult to quantify, but obviously

a hoe rurchiun would] be a less attractive investment because of the

Iepad*r-pAt I"-tax V. saV In.4.. NA , therefore, does not suppoXt. te

Gephardt llral-y proposals. -
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I II. LCVLSIO;

In conclusion, at a t i'r. when there . is a nfeed to encouri,

•ncreasedl housing prodlucti o- n .Z. r"e6&-shoulci b-looking At-.i-eclfic

proposals to encouraje housing ,.vvelopment -- single fainily and

multifamily. A flat rate tax, in eliminating current incentives,

coil-l only a ',rsely affect the housinj industry. NAHIh would stronj;ly

oppose any change in these incentives pursuant to enactment of a flat

rate tax.

IJAHB shares the concern of this Cniri ttve- for tax Snpl ification,

efficiency an. equity. Father than a comprehensive change in the

tax system as envisioned by most flat rate tax proposals, NA1I0 woulAI

urle the Cr3-nittee to look 3t incremental changes *Which would improve

the operation of thte tax syste.n. Sone of these changes could have a

positive effect upon housinj rathf.,r tnan the potentially disastrous

effects of the flit rate tax. NAMW wo~LNd he pleasref to have the

opportunity to work with tnis Co, mittee to achieve j simple, efficient,

anI e iuitalle tax system.

9
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NATIONAL TAX EQUALITY ASSOCIATION

oO CON%11- CLr A,. E 8,1 L0G A ASm 'GTON DC 2006 T ELEP-OF 20.1 J96 5414

ME& S "Is, i Pat 5 N -. 1 ,[ - "A, 'u As-k

ARiT.. 7 ROTH RA, V STRO.Pt . iNTUAQ ,& D A AOT.

%" f,., 5,*. October 8, 19W, .Cc ,

Mr. Robert E. Lightbizer
Chief Counsel, Committee on Finance
Room 2227, Dirksen Senate Office Building
Washington, D.C. 20510

Dear Mr. Ligbthizer: Re: Major Tax Reform Proposals

The National Tax Equality Association (NTEA) appreciates this opportunity
to comment on the aportant examination of alternatives and proposed improvements
to our system of income taxation being conducted by the Senate Comittee on
Finance.

This association was organized in 1943 by businessmen who sought an effective
means of expressing their concern about the tax-favored position of cooperatives
with which their investor-owned businesses were competing. Firms in the grain,
lumber, coal, feed, fertilizer, cotton and seed industries are among those repre-
*sented by NTEA. Additionally, approximately 1200 commercial banks subscribe to
the association's tax equality programs.

In the press release announcing this hearing, Chairman Dole indicated the
Committee's preference for comment concerning the merits of the various flat-
rate tax proposals as well as the important question of whether all income should
be taxed without regard to the form of-busineass organization.

As this committee is well aware, the flat-rate tax concept is not new.
However, the sudden, recent surge in flat-rate fascination is unparalleled on the
tax policy scene. To determine the impetus for this surge one needs only open the
Internal Revenue Code and attempt to logically move through the labyrinth of complex,
seemingly endless pages of rules, exceptions, credits, deductions and preferences.

The greatly simplified approach tottaxation engendered in a flat-rate tax
system is, for many, the map out of the tax maze.

While this association does not, at this time, specifically endorse LAI of the
various flat-rate tax proposals, we do encourage the dialogue accompanying these
proposals and have for some time supported many of the goals pursued by the flat-
rate enthusiasts. These serious discussions are long overdue, and we feel that
the goals sought can be achieved without a radical shift away from the current
progressive income tax system.

The taxation goals which the National Tax Equality Association Endorses, and
which we would be happy to work with this Committee in developing, include:

INCOME TAX NEUTRALITY--Our Income Tax Code has developed into a hodgepodge of
different rules snd regulation which act to differentiate the burden of taxation
according to'various taxpayer characteristics. This differentiated tax burden is
inherently economically inefficient.
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For example, the degree of taxation often i determined by particular taxpayer
activity or industry. New activities and industries are regularly approached
because of their relative tax advantage, not because of any contribution to over-
all economic efficiency or market considerations.

Of even greater concern to competing businessmen La the favored tax treatment ..-..
sccorded4ioik-fozs of business organization vis-a-vis alternative torus of
business organization. Comon examples include corporate taxation'vs. sole
proprietorships vs. subchapter S corporations vs. partnerships. One area of
differing corporate taxation with which NTIA is particularly concerned involve&
the area of cooperative taxation.

Cooperative corporations today.bear little resemblance to their predecessors
of SO years ago. No longer do they consist primarily of small groups of farmers
operating at the local level. Cooperative cororations today are involved in
what is casually termed "big business." Nine cooperatives are listed among the
current 500 largest.industrial corporations in America. Three of these corporations
bold assets in excess of $1 billion.

Yet cooperative taxation rules continue to bestow what amounts to virtual tax
exemption on the cooperative entities: The Joint Coinittee on Taxstion estimates
that the tax expenditure for the agricultural cooperatives alone will exceed $1
billion by 1985.

The co-op tax scheme is only one exasple of distorted tax policy. Legislation
(H.R.6378) has been introduced into the 97th Congress which would remove the special
tax status from cooperatives. The point being that piecemeal legislation designed
to achieve tax neutrality is difficult to enact. This Comittee, and the Congress,
needs to recognize that tax neutrality, regardless of the form of business organi-
zation, must be the primary goal underlying reform of our tax system.

SINGLE TAXATION OF INCOME. AS CLOSE AS POSSIBLE TO ITS SOURCE--The Economic Recovery
Tax Act of 1981 did much to ease the existing bias in the federal income tax laws
against savings and towards increased capital investment.

The next significant step Congress can take to encourage increased investment
Involves the repel -of -the cu.. ret-ytrom-of-double- taxtionof-corpor.- e earnings.
Our present system Of taxation results in a tax at the corporate level when income
is earned and another tax on the same earnings when they are distributed to corporate
owners as dividends or interest on corporate debt. This double taxation acts to
reduce the individual's return on investment and therefore is a disincentive to
corporate capital investment.

Business income should be taxed once--at the corporate level. Individual
receipt of interest, dividends and capital gains should be tax free at tho
individual level since the earning activity business $ operations) has already been
taxed.

A It hough mosat flIat -rate tax pzao&&1.s aM ma&l~wr-554*r-YA
believes the sam -cn be achieved within the present progressive system. The
revenue loss which the Treasury would experience from repealing the double taxation
provisions would be compensated for by way of increased savings, investme.nt and
reduced present consumption.
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CLOSING TAX LOOPHOLES--As the Chairman of the-Senate Comittee on Finance has
.... ggeste, all inome-produving entities should equitably share in this nation's
taxation burden.

Because of the years of tinkering with the revenue code to achieve perceived
. desired social.8Als or redistributive ideals, many potential taxpayers avoid a
significant share of this tax burden.

We urge Congress to reexamine the entire area of tax expenditures with an eye
towards eliminatingr many of the tax credits, exclusions and deductions currently
allowed. We recognize that there are a few tax incentives which may be necessary
to alleviate genuine economic hardship. These few incentives should be preserved.

However, elimination of the majority of the estimated $250 billion of tax
expenditures could pave the way towards improving the basic progressive income tax
system. Since many taxpayers have already taken the continuation of theqe tax
subsidies into long-range planning, a phaseout period will certainly be necessary.
NTEA will be happy to assist in developing the ptoper time schedule.

Our tax system needs to be revamped, fairly and equitably. If the goals
mentioned above are reached, and they can be, then overall tax rates could be
further cut while the tax base would expand, creating increased tax revenues.

This association therefore urges Congress to first work within the progressive
tax system to improve it--close the unwarranted tax loopholes, work towards true
tax neutrality, achieve a single source income tax--instead of working outside the
present system to change it.

Thank. you.

Sincerely,

Ra .Stroupe
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UPLACI GRADUATLED INCOME TAX WITH FlAT ATE TAX?

Total

Republican
Independent
Democ rat

Under $15,000
$15,000 - $30.000
Over $30,000

I Favor

54

55
58
49

53
54
56

I Don't Know/No Answer/
1 Oppose Neither

32

30
30

35

29
3F
31

14'

'5

12
16

18
10
13

Question 02) Critics of the current tax system charge that it is unfair because it makes
it more difficult for people who do not have a lot of money to make money. Do you agree
or disagree vith this?

CURRENT TAX SYSTEM UNFAIR?

Total

Republican
Independent
Democrat

Under $15,000
$15.000 - $30,000
Over $30,000

1 Favor

60

41
62
69

65
61
54

X Don't Know/No Answer/
2 Oppose Neither

30

43
30
20

24
30
38

10

17
8

I1

11
9

'

Question 03) Do you think It would or would not be easier for you to become financially
successful if you paid taxes under a flat rate system,somewhere between 12 and lq percent.
than 0d0r tlh e Lcumetaxes_

EASIER TO BECOME FINANCIALLY SUCCESSFUL UNDER FLAT RATE TAX?

Total

Republicans
Independent
Democrat

La der 5.00
$15,000 - $30.000
Over $30,000

2 Favor

50

50
51

% Don't Know/No Answer/
oNeither

28

28
2?
29

22

22
23 -
23

4 30 , 28
5 29 19
59 27' 1

.!ethodo._logy

This Market Opinion Oesearch Survey was conducted by telephone with a representative
nationwide cross section of adults 18 and over at 1,200 different sampling points wit'in
the United States between September 10th and 14th. Figures for age, sex and race were
weighted where necessary to bring them into line with their actual proportions in the popu-
lation.

In a sample of this site, one can say with 95% certainty that the results are within
plus or minus 3 percentage points of what they would be it the entire adult population had
been poIJed,

This stat~sviit conftrms to the principles of disclosure of the National Council on
Public Poll--
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STATEMENT-OF

Sergeant Major C.A. (MACK) McKinney USMC Retired
Executive Director for Government Affairs

Non Commissioned Officers Association of the USA (NCOA)

MR. CHAIRMAN. The Non Commissioned Officers Association

of the USA (NCOA) represents the largest, single group

of active duty, reserve, and guard noncommissioned and

petty officers in the United States Armed Forces. The

Association welcomes the opportunity to comment-on the

proposal to establish a single tax rate, and - hopefully-

to persuade this distinguished committee that such legislation

would not be in the best interests of the Nation, its

national defense, or the men and women who serve in its

uniformed services.

Regular Military Compensatiofi

The current compensation system employed by the

federal goverorent to pay members of the uniformed services

is a unique one. In addition to a basic pay structure for

grades and times-in-service (TIS), Regular -Miitary.-ompensatioQn

(R.MC) involves the use of quarters (BAQ) and subsistence

(BAS) allowances, plus a tax advantage resulting-fromthe

receipt of these allowances. However, all service members

do not receive BAQ and/or BAS and, therefore, do not have

the tax advantage enjoyed by their comrades-in-arms.

Additionally, the Uniformed Services use a number of

.... t111naT- fdiTtiV-4 to W-A or compensae.tfeir meb&r.

These include but are not limited to; special pays, hostile

fire pay, hazardous duty pay, flight pay, proficiency pay,

bonuses, and foreign duty pay.

Also available for the use of service members are

commissary and exchange store privileges; morale, welfare,

and recreation (MWR) facilities; medical and dental care;

low-cost insurance programs; and other considerations that

may have a monetary value for those who participate.
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Finally, there are allowances provided members for

purchases and maintenanco'of uniforms, family separation,

accrued leave, travel and transportation, temporary duty,

and certain inconveniences and high costs involved with

assignments in the United States and overseas.

Such a system of remuneration probably is the best

method to employ when compensating individuals living in

an almost complete society of socialism. Uniformed

services personnel are the most socialized of all U.S.

citizens. They are on duty 24 hours a day and have little

movement that is nof controlled or semi-controlled by

the federal government. There should be no question as

to why the government continues to use the system it

employs to pay its service personnel.

Despite the basic socialism in the uniformed services,

individual compensation is regulated by many independent

or correlated factors, such as occupational specialty,

assignment (duty and location), marital status, proficiency

on the job, responsibility, and specialized skills. Most

are used as a management tool to keep the services at

congressionally-mandated strength levels with the best

qualified personnel at the least cost to the taxpayer.

The net result is that two servicemembers of equal

grade and TIS may be drawing different piy checks. For

example, if one is not married, resides and eats on a

military installation, he or she receives a lesser amount

in his or her pay check than one who is married and lives

in family housing on the installation. The same applies

to the one who is married and resides in the civilian

community. His or her pay check is greater than either

the single member's or the one who is married and lives

on the installation.
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Tax Bases

The current federal income tax method provides that

cash allowances given to ser'vicemembers tb augment costs

of housing and food are tax-free. The system assures an

equitable application of taxation since it provides that

personnel of equal grade and TIS will be taxed only for

their basic pay, plus any special pays, bonuses, and

allowances that are earned, but also available to all

under similar circumstances.

Prior to July 1982, a single servicemember earning

and entitled only to a basic pay of $1,000 monthly was

taxed $149.60 per month. A married servicemember with

one dependent, also earning and entitled to the same basic

pay, but also entitled to BAQ and BAS, had a withholding

tax of $95.80 computed on receipt of basic pay only. If

a flat .10 percent single tax rate is applied only on the

basic pay or each, both would pay $100 monthly in withholding

tax. On the other hand, should the married servicemember

have to pay the single rate on basic pay, plus BAQ and BAS,

his or. her withholding tax increases significantly.

---For -example, -- an -E 5 -tp a y gr-ad T--r~icmember w~ih_

10 years TIS earned a monthly basic pay of $1004.40

(prior to Oct. 1, 1982). If married, he or she also

received a BAQ of $267.90 and a BAS of $135.00, for a

total monthly income of $1,407.30. A single tax rate of

10 percent would cost the married E-5 $140.73 each month-

$40.73 more than the single E-5 must pay.

q_

Such a plan is counter productive. The services

have had to provide extra allowances in order for its

married personnel to pay the higher costs for housing in

the civilian community. To now tax these allowances

through the individuals who are in receipt of same, will

force the uniformed services to seek greater increases in

BAQ, BAS,'and Variable Housing Allowances (VHA) to offset

tle loss in taxes.



Chart No. 1 depicts the disparities and inequities

that a single tax rate of 10 percent will cause within
a single pay grad4 (E-5) under the circumstances noted.

CHARTPAY GRADE E-5

(To nearest S1.001

,0 k
MARITAL ANNUAL J;,14. 10% W/ANNtUAL " 0 W/
STATUS/ BASIC 198 ;TAX BAZ &. TAX I ,0 VTAX
EXEMPTIONS PAY 1/ ,'AX 2/ RATE BAS RATE EXMPTc" 4/

Single/l $12053 9795 $1205 S $1205 $10O SU
Married/2 $12053 $ 550 $126 .4aJ $1689 $2,.2
Married/4 S12053 S S 829 '1220 535 51689 54. 5.29
Married/4 $12053 S 821 s$2r $f:: .1SiTU 4,,05

1j - Effect,ve Oc. 9 _q I
- F e d e r a l T n co o e Ta x , , h y w h h * l r T a b . -:

-- . -o m:nco.- Earned pr,cr to '

1 3/ - Also nc*,ud#: HA fcr Fort 'eavenworth, S- 5?6. h .iy-!!ec-.

O/ t. 1 1 . -Co .r n fr 9 - r--d .v,,r& cx e A ms a,.,
4/- 1f a 11.cow L u r -. ! t ax rate iOq !I a t n
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What occurs with a single tax rate is a reversal in

the current system. Married servicemembers will either pay

as much or more than the single taxpayer. Even if the proposal

should provide for a monetary value to be applied to the

"in-kind" quarters and 'subsistence given the single E-5,

there would be little, if any, equity in the application. The

federal government pays much less to house and feed single

servicemembers. It would be unfair and indiscriminate to

place a value on "in-kind" allowances for single members

at the same rate as given in cash to married servicemembers.

Another Reversal

The single tax rate proposal also has another inequitable

ingredient for servicemembers. Junior personnel whd are

married will pay a higher proportion in taxes while senior

personnel will ay less - with or without cash or "in-kind"

allowances 'credited to taxable income (see Chart 2 below).

CHART 2

(To nearest $1.00)

PAY ANNUAL W/DEPENDENT JAN 82 10% 10%
GRADE/ BASIC ALLOWANCES TAX TAX TAX
TIS PAY (BAQ/BAS) I/ BASE 2/ RATE 3/ RATE 4/

E-5/10 yrs $12053 $4835 $1150 $1205 $1689

E-8/26 yrs $22828 $5706 $3505 $2283 $2853

1/ - Married W/ 1 dependent

2/ - Federal Income Tax Monthly Withholding Table

(prior to Jul. 1982)

3/ - Withcut dependents allowances

4/ - With dependents allowances
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Equitable Solution

To be as fair as possible, the uniformed se-rvices

would have to change their current compensation system to

a salary base whero everyone in the same grade and TIS,

married or' single, receives the same wages (i.e. - a program

similar to that employed in the civil service system).

flowever,_it is estimated that a conversion to i salary plan

would cost taxpayers an estimated $4 billion the first year.

Since it will be fiscally irresponsible to adopt a

salary system for the uniformed services, the Non Commissioned

Officers Association must go on record in opposition to a

single tax rate proposal. Under the current system employed

by the uniformed services there is no fair or equitable

method to determine the monetary'value of each servicemember's

total compensation package. Therefore, a single tax rate

would be equally as difficult to apply to a servicemember's

total "incone" for the purpose of taxation.

Over the past few years th-re has been a struggle in

Congress to recognize the pay congression suffered by

uniformed services personnel in the 1970s. Comparability

with the civilian sector has been the goal. Surely, the

very same Congress that gave servicemembers that comparability

is not ready to jeopardize its positive action-by endorsing

a negative proposal such as the'single tax rate.

NCOA predicts that the adoption of such a proposal

will adversely affect recruitment and retention of qualified

and skilled personnel for the uniformed services. It, therefore,

urges Congress to reject a single tax rate for the uniformed

services.

'I
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Testimony of Brian O'Connell

President

IWiDEPENDENT SECTOR

Surmary of Testimony "

INDEPENDENT SECTOR does not take a position on the tax structure itself or the

restructuring of it, but Ke do argue that-any revisions must not eliminate the

charitable contributions deduction.

Historic recognition of the importance of voluntary associations and private

charitable activity through special tax treatment, has deep roots. Over-the

last 200 years, government at all levels in the United States has used tax

legislation as a means of encouraging the activities of voluntary associations.

In addition to providing basic services, voluntary associations serve tife funda-

mental principles of a democratic society. The pluralistic character of American

voluntary associations exemplifies the spirit of free participation and constitutes

an essential manifestation of the democratic process.

There is mounting evidence from research that the amount of an individual's gift

to ty is influenced by the tax deductibility of that gift.

rI

Research by Feldstein and Taylor indicates that eliininatirg the charitable deduc-

tion would have reduced total giving in 1970 from $17.3 billion to $12.3 billion,

a decrease of 26.

Based on this and other studies, it is likely that elimination of the contributions

deduction'would reduce individual givirg by at least 211zor a loss of more than

$8 bil lion a 5ear.

11-385 0 - 83 - 22
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My name is Brian O'Connell. I am President of INDEPENDENT SECTOR, a membership

organization of 425 national voluntary organizations, foundations, and corporations

which have banded together to strengthen our national tradition of giving, volun-

teering and not-for-profit initiative.

Our Voting Members are organizations with -ational interest and Impact in'philan-

thropy, voluntary action and other activity related to the independent pursu-tof

the educational, scientific, health, welfare, cultural and religious lIvs of the

nation. The range of members include the American Heart Association, United Negro

College Fund,.Natlonal Council of Churches, Council on Foundations, American

Association of Museums aod General Motors. The common denominator amona this diverse

mix of organizations is their shared determination that the voluntary impulse shall

remain a vibrant part of America.

The INDEPENDENT SECTOR does not take a position-on the tax structure itself or the

restructuring of it, but we do argue that any revisions must not eliminate the

charitable contributions deduction.

To remove .that deduction would significantly undercut a part of our society that

public policy, including tax policy, has sought in.every conceivable way to encourage.

From the earliest beginnings of our country, a deliberate efforULa. een made to

encourage private initiative for the public good and to promote and sustain the

voluntary institutions through which the nation does so much of its public business.

Those coastious efforts included the property tax exemption and, when the modern

day Federal Income'tax was adopted, the charitable contributions deduction. To

a
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reverse that direction now -- for whatever intended good purpose -- would dan-

gerously overlook the larger value to this society of our unique degree of

voluntary participation.

None of this is to suggest that tax incentives sre the major factor in this country's

impressive record of volunteering and giving. However, because we have so cherished

those traditions and those forms of civic behavior, we have constructed even our

tax system to enhance them. A flat tax or a value added tax or any other kind of

ta will not destroy the willingness of Americans to give of themselves for the

larger good. But, any tax restructuring that eliminates the charitable deduction

will suddenly remove one of the ways this country has found to enhance giving. The

resulting decrease in giving will move us away from the very kind of society we've

determined that we want.

Historic recognition of thi importance of voluntary associations in private chari-

table activity through special tax tr atment has. deep roots. The famous Statute of

Charitable Uses was epactedi nd during the reign of Elizabeth I and early

American Colonists brought he tradition of tax support with them ahd incorporated

it into our laws. Custom a d common understanding supported the practice of not

taxing income given to charity even where no specific legislation existed. Over the

last 200 years, government at all levels In the United States has used tax legisla-

tion as a means of providing support to the activities of not-for-profit voluntary

associations.

The baseWn%hich gov ent support for voluntary associations rests is very strong.

Both historically and in the current period, not-for-profit endeavors have provided

critical services to our society both as organizations addressing essential human

needs and as associations furthering the basic principles of democracy. From early

community and church efforts to relieve the suffering of the poor and the sick to
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today's partnership efforts in which the Federal Government and private voluntary

agencies jointly provide essential human services, charitable contributions from

individuals have provided an essential form of support. Such contributions con-

stitute a resource freely given to sustain activities which are L&a-sai-U4t 4o

of government. Private philanthropy in support of parks, education, and essential

human services relieves government of significant expenditures in thes- areas of

public responsibility. Gifts of this kind clearly constitute activity in the public

interest and in support of public policy.

In addition to providing basic services, voluntary associations serve the basic

principles of a democratic society. Thj pluralistic character of American volun-

tary associations exemplifies the spirit of free participation and constitutes an

essential fanifestation of the democratic process. Citizen participation as volun-

teers or donors constitutes a constructive act of citizenship and is an important

form of individual expression. Voluntary associations provide opportunities for

individuals to take active responsibility for the quality of life in their communities

and their nation. Finally, voluntary associations play an important role in seeing

that government lives up to its responsibilities. Through monitoring, advocacy,

and careful stewardship of our constitutional freedoms, voluntary organizations

serve all Americans.

The value of voluntary association activities to our society has long been recognized

by the granting of tax exemptions in one form or another. By 1894, the practice of

granting tax exemptions in fi.vor of religious, educational and charitable institu-

tions was virtually universal among the AMerican states. The charitable contributions

deduction for individual gifts was first enacted by Congress in 1917. This action

provided a clear indication of the value placed on voluntary not-for-profit organi-

zations and institutions in our society.
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Tax exemption as a meals of support has much precedent behind it. Significant

arguments in favor of this form of government participation can be made in terms

of cost effectiveness and incentives for significantt discretionary giving. An

arqsment could be made that in cases where individual charitable contributions

are made in support of activities which govervient would otherwise have to pro-

vide, a tax on such gifts would constitute a penalty on tnose who elect to sub-

sidize government. Rather than viewing a charitable tax deduction as revenue

foregone, we suggest it should be viewed as a voluntary extra payment in support

of the social good.

If charitable contributions are viewed as discretionary exenditures in support

of the social good, incentives to give, especially in significant amounts, are

clearly desirable. While altruism is the most important basis for almost all

charitable qiving, there is little doubt that the tax incentive plays a signifi-

cant role in determining how much money people can give and do give.

Previous surveys commissioned by INDEPENDENT SECTOR ind undertaker by the Gallup

Organization made clear that the availability of the tax deduction does not

influence the number of gifts an individual makes. However, it does influence

the size of those gifts particularly for individuals who use the charitable

deduction. Those studies show that in every-income bracket, itemizers gave

significantly more thaq nonitenizers. On the average, itemizers gave 2 1/2 to

3 times the nonite-nizers' amount.

Dr. Martin Feldstein, Harvard economist and President of toe National Bureau of

Economic Research, stated in 1980 testimony before the Senate Finance Committee

that his research clearly demonstrates, "the deduction of charitable contributions

in the calculations of taxable incme lowers the 'price' of giving and stiriulates'

4j
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increased amounts of giving." He went on to point out that there would be a

substantial drcip in charitable contributions If they were not tax deductible.

In an article 'Tncor* Tax and Charitable Contributions" (Econmrnetrica. 9IL_34.

No. 6 - November, 1976) Feldstein and Taylor stated "Consider first the implica-

tions of completely eliminating the deductiLn without substituting any other

provision that encourages charitable giving. The simulation indicates that this

would reduce total giving in 1970 from $17.3 billion to $12.8 billion, a decrease

of 26 per cent. Eliminating the deduction also increases total tax revenue by

$3.5 billion. This implies that the current deductibility induces $1.29 of addi-

tional charitable giving per dollar of revenue lost."

INOPEqOEIIT SECTOR has cn0Missored an inrnediate analysis of the impact on giving

of the various "flat rate tax' proposals now before Congress and we will submit the

results to this CouimitteeJust as soon as they are available.

eased on previous studies including Feldstein and Taylor, it is likely that elimi-

nation of the contributions deduction would reduce individual giving by K least

20% or a loss of more than $8 billion a year.

Beyond the dollars, there is a vast multiplier effect in terms of what the sums

do to further enable and involve volunteers. Thus the loss of $8 billion would

have ramifications and reduce service and voluntary activity into the scores of

billions of dollars,

Voluntary organizations supported by charitable contributions are indispensable

to our way of life.
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--They provide many services at little or no cost to their constituents

which would otherwise have to be provided by government at full cost

to taxpayers.

--They can and do espouse unpopular causes, minority viewpoints, and are

free to fight inequity and injustice.

--They engage in activities which, under our way of life, neither the pro-

fit sector nor government should get into.

--They promote *watchdog" functions such as monitoring business and govern-

ment, which can be performed best by nonprofit groups.

--They are free to explore, to experiment, to innovate, to try - and to fail.

Many of today's essential government functions are yesterday's volunteer

innovations. Public Schools, for one example.

-- They have been responsibTe Tor virtually every significant isbcal change

in the past century. They include the abolitionists,.the populists; the

suffragettes, those who sought legislation against child labor, the civil

rights movement, the environmentalists, consume- groups - all these and

Puny more.

The action of Congress in 1917 to provide for the charitable contributions deduc-

tion was a clear indication of our determination as a society that we wanted to

find every conceivable way to encourage pluralism and maximum possible involvement

of citizens in addressing their own problems and aspirations. Passage of the

Charitable Contributions arlendment just a little more than a year ago, which again

allows all taxpayers, even those who use the standard deduction or short form, to

deduct their contributions, was a recent and further indication of how essential

it is that Americans be encouraged to support the causes of their choice.
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We are keenly aware that authors of some flat rate tax proposals believe that it

is a contradiction to their aims to make any exception. As I indicated in the

beginning, we do not pretend to be experts on the tax structure itself, but we

do know what the availability of the tax deduction has meant to the kind of society

we have fortunately become. Thus to the extent that any such tax restructuring is

given serious consideration we argue for an exception for the charitable contribu-

tions deduction. This deduction is totally unlike all the other deductions which

primarily benefit the individual. The contributions deduction benefits society.

Therefore, we coriiend the proposal of Senator William Bradley (D-NJ) and Congressman

Richard A. Gephardt (D-MO) in S2817 that would retain the charitable deduction.

We're also encouraged that legislation introduced by Senator George Mitchell (D-ME),

S2887, would also retain the charitable deducLion. Even these proposals however

could result in a great loss to charity. Any flat tax that reduces the average tax

rates now in use will have that effect.

If we really believe that pluralism is important in our society, then it is exceed-

ingly important that we be searching every possible way to encourage just such

behavior and certainly should not inadvertently adopt measures that would shrink

this increasingly important part of our national life. We therefore urge Congress

to exclude the charitable contributions deduction from any consideration of tax

restructurin,).
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STATEMENT FOR SENATE afltIITTEE ON FPtANCE

by•

Fred W. Peel, Visiting Professor,
Marshall-Wythe School of Law
College of William and Mary

The purpose of this statement is to comment on proposals for a flat-rate

income tax and for conversion of the income tax to a consumption base tax, and

to suggest an alternative program for improvement and simplification of our

present Federal income tax.

The Flat-rate Tax

Adoption of a fl rate for the income tax could achieve simplification in

some areas. The flat rate would eliminate the complexities, and the accompanying

- disirirlnat i nsi caused by -the present system's different treatment based on

marital status. Under a flat rate the singles no longer would be discriminated

against as compared to married couples of whom only one spouse has substantial

income, and married couples both of whom have substantial incomes np longer

would be discriminated against as compared to single taxpayers. The deduction for

two earner married couples no longer would be necessary.

A flat rate also could eliminate the complications now caused by different

treatment of capital gains and losses. It would be surprising, however, if all

the proponents of the flat rate really intend that long term capital gains be

taxed at that rate.

A flat rate tax tould not eliminate literally all deductions, though that

claim has been made for it. For example, if deductions were to be denied for

wages and salaries paid in the service industries, rent paid on business prem-

ises, and advertising expenses the tax, even at a relatively modest rate, would

be in excess of 100 percent of profits for many businesses. And deductions must-.be

allowed for depreciation, oz some capital cost recovery alternative, to permit

taxpayers to recover their investments in machinery and equipment. With these
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and other business-related deductions remaining in the tax system, many of the

hopes for simplification through a flat rate evaporate. And some of the

projections of large revenues from a low flat rate also disappear.

Realistically, enactment of a flat rate tat could be accompanied by

elimination of the deductions allowed by present law that are not related to the

measurement of profit, or net income. The principal examples are charitable

and religious contributions, medical expenses, and casualty losses. The Tax

Eqoity and Fiscal R.Asponsibility Act of 1982 alreadX has reduced substantially

the revenue cost of the medical expense and casulty loss deductions.

The interest deduction, insofar as it involves interest on loans to finance-

personal consumption outlays, frequently is targeted as a personal deduction

that should be eliminated. Some interest expense, ho'vever, arises from business

loans-and loans to finance income-producing investmentx. If a person has

debts and has made expenditures for personal consumption assets and for income-

producing assets it is not logical to attempt to trace to determine If the motive

for incurring the debts was personal consumptfon or income production.

Even if it were possible to isolate part of Interest expense as personal

expense, dental of deduction for this interest would discriminate against these

taxpayers as compared with persons who can afford to use their own funds for

personal consumption outlays and thus achieve tax-free Imputed income from

use of the personal items they have bought. In the context of home loans, the

chief component of personal interest deductions, ihe effect of denying the

interest deduction would be to shift the present point where discrimination occurs

(home owners over renters) to discrimination against persons who owe money on

their homes as contrasted with person who own their homes outright.
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The beat chance for a flat-rate tax to recoup revenue lost through sub-

stitution of a lower rate would be through reaching income now exempt or deferred

indefinitely. Municial bond interest is an obvious example. Probabl a

much bigger potential for revenue would be by reaching the income that escapes

current taxation through contributions to pension and profit-sharing plans and /

through the exemption of the investment earnings from the funds that have been

contributed to the plans. This potential revenue source includes -pension

plans for the self-employed and IRA's as well as employee benefit plans.

Shifting from progressive tax rate schedules to a flat tax rate might

provide an excuse to make drastic changes in the tax system--changes affecting

personal deductions (and perhaps some business deductions) and income that is j

not presently taxed. If these changes are desirable they can be made without

adopting a flat-rate tax. A flat-rate tax is intrinsically unfair because tax-,

payers with higher incomes can afford to, and should, pay higher tax rates.

The Consumption Tax

A consumption tax as a substitute for the present income tax could take

either of two forms: an excise tax burdening retail sales (either directly or

step by step through tha stages of production under the Value Added Tax variant),

or a tax based on reported income, with deductions for investments that are

considered savings so as to arrive at a consumption base. The consumption tax

in either-mode is regressive. The smaller a taxpayer's income, the smaller the

share of that income he can afford to save, so a tax based on consumption will -

take a bigger share of his income than it will of larger incomes.

Furthermore, the approach of converting a tax that starts with reported

income into a consumption tax by deducting savings has the additional disadvantage

that taxpayers with sufficient previously accumulated wealth can qualify for

the deduction for "savings" while still maintaining consumption levels equal to

W
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their incomes. They can accomplish this by switching trir -p"r zir-uwiments

into deductible savings items. Alternatively, they cdn save part of their

current incomes and compensate by simultaneously cashing in their prior

investments to maintain personal consumption levels equivalent to their

current incomes.

By a curious circular logic, conversion of our income tax into a con-

sumption tax often is justified on the grounds.that the income tax already has.

become, in large measure, a consumption tax. And it is true that savings, or at least

shifts into deductible or excludible investments, already do reduce our income

tax base drastically. The most spectacular examples are the deductions or exclusions

for contributions to pension and profit-sharing plans, both for employees and

for the self-employed. The same result of shielding saved (and invested) amounts

from tax is achieved by the excess of the ACR deductions for newly-acquired

depreciable assets over any reasonable estimates of actual depreciation.

The fact that the income tax is being converted gradually into a tax only

on persons who cannot afford to save or who have no investments to switch to

deductible savings is not, however, a good seasonn why the process should be

endorsed and accelerated. On the contrary, the process should be reversed. The.

tax base should be restored so that it measures income fairly for all instead of-

penalizing those who have no choice but to consume current incrne.

Senator William Borah, speaking in the Senate 70 years ago, said, "No man

should escape entirely his contribution to the Government. It is not only a duty,

but it makes him a more vigilant, thoughtful, intifistd-titizen.- On the other-

hand, it is manifestly Inequitable and unust that consumption should bear all

the taxes, for this is to compel the man of small means to pay almost, and some-

times quite, as much to the Government as the man of great income." Those-princi-

ples still are valid today.
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An Alternative Program

If greater equity in our income tax system, and a significant reduction

in its complexity, are desired, these goals can be achieved. And they can be

achieved without resorting to either a flat-rate tax or a consumption base tax.

Our income tax Sa; been moving away from equity and simplicity,'however, and it

will take a radical program of revision to reverse the current trend. My pur-

pose hc:e is to suggest such a program.

The following proposals will not make the Federal income tax simple. In

our complex economy the tax could not be made simple without sacrificing basic

principles of fai-rness. The proposals made here would, however, eliminate un-

necessary complexities and, in the process, r&ake the tax fairer than it is now.

Also, taxpayers sh...Ad be able to anticipate the impact of the tax more accur-

x:ely and, if the taxpayers are economic beings, that should lead to a more

efficient allocation of resources. The suggested alternative program is as

follows:

I. Revise the tndivi,;,)al tax rate schedule by dropping the present
system of narrow te brackets and substituting three broad rate
brackets-low, me ,aum, and high.

As an example, the tax rates might be 15' on t he first Sl1000, -34):' on -

thi. next S25,000, and 50 on the excess over 540,000. The rates mentioned are

only for illustration. Actual rates would be set consistent with revenue needs. "

The only constraint Is that subsequent proposals require that the tax rate on the

income of corporations, trusts, and some estates be equal to the highest rate

imposed on individuals. The present top rate for individuals of 50% would be

feasible in this context.

r
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Given the lack of precision in measuring taxable income and the numerous

exceptions in the tax law, the present narrow rate brackets give a ialse

illusion of precision. Rates that vary by only a few percentage points from

bracket to bracket do not reflect with such precision the marginal tax rates on

economic income for most taxpayers. For example, even a low-income taxpayer

who owns his own home is taxed on a significantly lower mrginal rate on real

income than is a renter with the same salary.

With only three tax brackets, most individuals would know what their mar-

ginal tax rates would be for the year and could make informed economic -decisions

accordingly.

2. Apply the same tax rate schedule to each individual's income, regard-
less of marital or head of household status.

This proposal would solve the problems of tax rate discrimination against

unmarried individuals and also against married couples when both husband and

wife have substantial incomes. Earned income would be taxed to the spouse who

earns it in community property states as well as in common law states (as is

done already in applying the tax on self-employment income). The-spouse who

owns an investment would be taxed.oan - e 4nvtene-Incomt-.-- -MAr ou~pl- es Tin

community property states might be considered as having some advantage over

those in common law states under such a system because of the splitting of in-

vestment income from community property, but couples In common law states could

redress the balance by equalizing their ownership of investment assets by inter-

spousal gifts. Joint returns still would be permitted as a convenience to

married couples, but they would be practical only in cases where the resulting

oQz4&&t& f -ttmvn*9rwooi-e -rf~--r~~~nj~ rate.

The need to get away from the present system of taxing family units is

becoming urgent because of two trendA. First, more wives are working and,

'1
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with lessening pay disc mination against them, situations are becoming

increasingly frequent in which the incomes of wives approximate those of their

husbands. The second trend is a social change: there is increasing willingness

to forego the formality of marriage, so a perceived tax discrimination against

married couples if each has income may significantly reduce the number of

marriages.

The deduction for two-earner married couples, enacted in 1981, is a crude

attempt to equate the treatment of couples having two income with their single

counterparts, but it is not a satisfactory solution b cause it exemots some

income from tax entirely.

3. Eliminate the zero bracket amount and reinstate the optional
standard deduction as a percentage of adjusted gross income.

The zero bracket amount attempts'co accomplish two things. First, it

sets a floor on taxed income for low-income taxpayers and, second, it provides

a substitute for itemized personal deductions from adjusted gross income. The

considerations that dictate the size of a low-income floor on taxable income

are not the same as the considerations for an optional deduction In lieu of

_t~ize~r~ona dedi.Lons. The optional standard deduc-tion w4s designed to

relieve taxpayers and the Revenue Service from the complexities of calculating,'

substantiating, and auditing small personal deduction items such as charitable

contributions and non-business interest deductions. If the amount of the op-

tional standard deduction is held down to an amount considered appropriate for

outright exemption of low-income persons, it-will not simp4-ify the returns of

middle-income taxpayers. Rather than dispensing with the optional standard

deduction as a percentage ofadjusted gross income. it would be advisable to

set a high ceiling on" 'the deduction-still limited, of course, to a fixed per-

centage of a ousted gross income.
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4. Eliminate the different tax treatment now provided for capital,
gains and losses.

It is proposed that gains from sale or exchange of capital assets and

section 1231 assets be treated as ordinary income, and that losses from sale or

exchange of capital assets and section 1231 assets be'treated as ordinary losses,

eligible to offset ordinary income dollar for dollar.

Adoption 4if this proposal would permit sweeping stflM1t1eatIon'df t1he ta -

law. Professor Boris Bittker has called the differential treatment of capital

gains and losses' "perhaps the single most complicating aspect of existing law."

If capital gains and losses are treated like other gains and losses, separate

capital loss carryover rules would no longer be necessary; separate computations

for section 1231 assets would be dispensed with; section 1245 and section 1250

depreciation recapture could be eliminated; the problems in defining capital

assets would become immaterial; and capital gains need not be treated as tax

preference items for the minimum tax. In the area of corporate-shareholder

relations, the collapsible corporation provision could be repealed. Further-

more, the taxpayer-Revenue Service struggle over tax-avoidance efforts to trans-

mute ordinary income into capital gains would be over.

5. Repeal the tax credits designed as business incentives and replace
them with direct transfer payments outside the tax system.

Neither the investment nor the various other incentive credits is

relevant to the measurement of taxable income or the determination of tax li-

ability. Proposals that the investment credit be made "refundable" recognize

that the credit has no necessary connection with income tax liability. A re-

fundable credit would be remitted t, an eligible investor as a direct payment

'e l e e ;jrTnt income tax liability.

The refundable credit is logical. There is no more reason to reward a

/
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business for investment in depreciable personal property if the business has

taxable income than to reward a business that makes an identical investment but

has a net operating loss.

Also, the present investment credit is a clumsy tool because it has only

one rate for rewarding all assets with useful lives of seven years or more.

1hu tAzmtz-Anm ln Lin*Imaictn -Y1h i.eyert-yeur ...... .. ....4f~h

Investment credit three times as often as a taxpayer with asoex, that are

replaced after 21 years. And, because the credit is not limited to incremental

investment, the reward has to be paid for investments that needed no incentive

and would haye been made to replace old assets in any event.

6. Impose a flat-rate corporate income tax at the maximum individual
income tax rate.

This proposal has become a realistic rsib .l-v-ow that the maximum

individual income tax rate has been reduced't 502./Using a single corporate

tax rate and linking it to the maxlmd indiidual rate would permit elimination

of double taxation of corporate income by rising the method described under

Proposal 7.

Elimination of graduated corporate tax rates for the first $100,000

of income is proposed for three reasons. First, a graduated "rate schedule for

corporations is an illogical application of the ability-to-pay principle.

Second, taxing all corporate income at the full corporate rate permits an

assumption that the income has been fully taxed and need not be taxed again

at the shareholder level. Third, the present provisions against abuse of the

graduated rates by multiple corporations with the same owners is ,6mplex.

relation to the ability of its shareholders to pay. If he corporate tax rate

is lower than an individual shareholder's marginal tax rate, the shareholder has

11-38S 0 - 83 - 23
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been given an opportunity to split income and save tax that is not available

to other persons.

7. InteState corporate and individual income taxes by excluding
dividends paid by,.doestic corporations from the gross income
of the recipients.

This proposal is based on the prmise that corporations should properly

be treated as taxable entities. ,£S"prion gong4 a t-.r.a -

logical to tax that income regardless of the status of the stockholders. (As

Indicated in Proposal 8, an exception is valid for closely-held corporations

whose owners are willing to come under the rules for the taxation of partner-

ships.) A business corporation operates in the market place as a business

entity competing with other businesses and taking advantage of a corporation's

continuity of existence and facility in assembling capital and managing its

operations. As such, when it earns income it is a logical and viable tax-

payer in its own right. Thus, if relief from double taxation Is to be provided,

it should be provided by relieving shareholders from the second tax when

dividends are received.

The proposed dividend exclusion would be limited to dividends paid from

corporate income earned after the effective date of the change. Allowing

the exclusion to apply to distributions of earnings and profits accumulated

earlier would produce an unjustified windfall because business decisions of

corporations, their shareholders, and their former shareholders during the

period the earnings were accumulated were based on the assumption that the

dividends would be taxed. Also, it would be unfair to distribute previously

accumulated corporate earnings and profits on the assumption that they had been

fully taxed at the corporate level when, in fact, they may have been only partially

taxed (because of the graduated corporate tax rates or the earlier surtax exemption)

or untaxed (because of inclusion of various untaxed items-such as accelef ted

depreciation-in accumulated earnings and profits accounts).
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The present presumption in section 316(a) as to the sequence in which

earnings and profits are presumed to be distributed would be reversed under the

proposal. Each dividend distribution would be presumed 'to be from the earliest

post-March 1, 1913 earnings remaining in the corporation's accumulated earnings

and profits account. Dividends would be considered to be paid from current

earninAs and_.rfits only after earlier accumulations had been exhausted.-."----.

The corporate tax would not be considered an advance payment of share-

hqlder's tax that had been withheld at the corporate level. Therefore, there

would be no reiands of the corporate tax to dividend reciplents--either un-

-- taxed individuals or exempt organizations. In this respect the proposal is

consistent with the principle of taxing active business income df exempt

organizations and taxing feeder corporations owned by exempt organizations.

The definition of earnings and profits earned in years after the

effective date of the change would have to be modified definition

of taxable income, with the following exception

(a) Earnings and profits would be reduc , as it present, by the
income tax paid by the o poration.

(b) Earnings and profits would -e I tercorporate dividends received
if paid out of earni4 after the e fective date of the new system.
(Such dividends would be e rom taxable income of corporate
shareholders, Just as they would be excluded from the taxable income
of individual shareholders.) Intercorporate dividends paid out of

* earnings and profits of the payor corporation accumulated prior to
the effective date of the new system would, however, be treated
by the recipient corporation as though they were earnings and pro-
fits accumulated by it before the effective date.

(c) Tax exempt interest would not be included in current earnings and
profits, but would be added to the account for earnings and profits
accumulated before the effective date.

/

I Y
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Corporations no longer would be allowed to carry back net operating

losses, capital losses, or unused foreign tax credits because such carrybacks

might invalidate the basis for tax-free dividends previously paid.

The proposal would not affect the treatment of distributions that are not

out of earnings and profits. ;Such distributions would continue to he applied

against the basis of the stock and distributions in excess of the basis of the

stock would be treated as gain to the shareholders. Galy, on redemptions or on

complete or partial liquidations would be recognized as at present.

This proposal in combination with Proposal 6 would eliminate any further

need for the tax on unreasonable accumulations and the personal holding company

tax.

8. Repeal Subchapter'S and, instead, give all business corporations
with 25 or fewer shareholders an election to be treated as partner-
ships.

Since it is proposed that corporations be taxed at the highest tax rate

applied to individuals, it is appropriate t% permit closely-held organizations

that can operate like traditional general partnerships to sidestep t:,e corporate

tax entirely. The proposal is that they be permitted to elect to be treated

as partnerships. The election would be exercisable one time only by a cor-

poration.

Election of partnership treatment by an existing corporation would be on

condition that it first make anactual or constructive distribution of its ac-

cumulateo earnings and profits. No earnings and profits account would be main-

tained by a corporation" during the period of its election to be taxed as a

partnership.

n'i pxices of -SubcartTpter S appear, in large part, to result from

permitting corporations to come in and ouo of Subchapter S without changing

their essential nature as corporations. Conse-quently, it has been necessary to

maintain earnirgs and profits accounts for Subchapter S corporations and to
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tax the shareholders, not on their shares of distributive income, but or con-

structive dividends out of current earnings and profits. If a corporation could

elect only after clearing out its earnings and profits account, it would be

feasible to treat it exactly like a partnership and to treat its stockholders

as partners while the election is in effect.

A corporation that elected partnership treatment would be free' to

terminate the election at any time. The consequences of termination would

be the same as a section 351 transaction in which partners contribute partner-

ship assets to a new corporation.

The tax treatment of partnership is not simple. Its rudiments are

generally understood, however, and the tax law would be simplified by

removing the complex in-between status of Subchapter S corporations.

9. Tax the undistributed income of-trusts (and of estates that have
not been distributed within a specified period) at the same rate
as the corporate tax rate.

A decedent's estate may be viewed, for a time, as a quasi-extension of

the deceased individual. On that theory it is reasonable to tax the estate

as an individual. The same logic is not applicable to a trust, and it is ndt

applicable to an estate that continues so long without winding up as, in effect,

to be administered as a continuing trust.

A trust is not an individual. Trustees need not be individuals and, even

when they are, the tax on the trust's income is not imposed on then in their

capacity as individual taxpayers. A trust is a separate legal entity, an arti-

ficial creation of the law, more akin to a corporation than to an individual tax-

payer. Taxing undIstributed trust income at the corporate tax rate with the

corporate rate equal to the top individual rate as proposed earlier, would

eliminate a whole area of complexities engendered by individuals attempting to

split investment Income to avoid progressive tax rates..
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The proposal would not change the essential principle of the taxation

of trout and estate income. These entities would continue to occupy a statue

between corporations and partnerships. Like corporations, they would be

taxable entities, but only for income accumulated. Like partnerships, they

would be conduits, but only for income currently distributed to beneficiaries.

Taxing trusts oi*accumulated income at the corporate tax rate would remove

the need lor complex throwback rules for income earned after the effective date

of the change. Income earned by a trust and taxed to the trust because it is

not distributed currently would be excluded from income by the beneficiaries

when distributed to them in a later year.

10. Review each of the tax preference items in the minimum tax base,
make any reductions considered appropriate in those benefits, and
repeal both the add-on minimum tax on corprrations and the alter-
native minimum tax on individuals.

The minim taxes add an additional layer of complexity to the income

tax. This complexity is unnecessary, because the tax preference items on

which the taxes are based reflect situations where Congress is dissatisfied

with its own generosity in providing tax benefits. It would be much simpler,

and fully as effective, to cut back on the benefits from the tax preference'

provisions Congress considers overly generous, rather than continuing the

complex minimum taxes.

1I. Repeal deductions that are designed to relieve taxpayers personally
, and are not related to the'easurement of income.

Several categories of deductions are not necessary to determine profits,

or net income. Some are deductions for expenditures that are direct benefits

to the taxpayers, and their only relation to the income tax is that they

reflect expenditures or losses that may have impaired taxpaying capacity to

some degree. It is proposed that the following deductions be eliminated:
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(a) Property taxes on the taxpayer's personal residence and
vacation home;

(b) Medical expenses; and

(c) Personal casualty losses.

12. Repeal exclusions from gross income that make the tax system
more complex.

The major statutory exclusions from gross Income, in all likelihood,

made the income tax system simpler. These are exclusions of gifts and in-

heritances, life insurance proceeds, interest on state end local securities,

and damages received on account of personal injuries or sicknebs. Other

xelusions add to the complexity of the tax system, however, ane it is proposed

that at.least the following ones be repealed:

(a) Gain on sale of residences by persons 55 or older;

(b) $5,000 of employee death benefits;

(c) qlOOO of income received annually by a survtviv1jspouse from
investment of insurance proceeds left with the insurer;

(a) Disability pensions paid .to persona with less than $15,OOO
of taxable income per year;

(e) The rental value of personages and rental allowance paid to

ministers; and

(f) Scholarship and fellowship grants.

13. Exclude foreign source earned income of citizens living abroad.

This proposal essentially would restore the earned income exclusion

for bons fide foreign residents 1hat was contained in the law prior to 1951.

It reflects a principle applied almost universally by other countries. It would

replace the present complex housing cost exclusion for persons working ab-oad,

complexity of the foreign 'tax credit. It still would be desirable, however,.

to complicate the foreign tax credit to the extent of denying credit against
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United States tax for foreign Income tax attributable to the excluded income.

14. Repeal the exemption of private foundations and deny deductions
for contributions to them.

Outright repeal of the exemption for private foundations would be much

simpler than the intricate system of penalty excise taxes enacted in 1969.

The present system appears to be an attempt to harass the private foundations

___out of. e.A tSj~ ~ thpir-tiea i, -ad n LniheAz 2-

a suffocating web o compliance detail.

If this proposal is adopted, he definition of private foundations would

need to be sharpened. The objective should be to draw a line to separate

organizations controlled by their donors and associates from organizations

under independent, broad-based, or community control. It is reasonable to

limit exemption and the benefit of deductible contributions to the letter type

of organizations because the Government is entitled to be assured that deductible

contributions and exempt income are put to public uses that justify favored tax

treatment.

15. Limit erployee exlusion of vesting pension and profit-sharing
plan benefits to the minimum level of contributions by the
employer for the lowest-paid workers, and postpone employer
deduction of contributions until rights in them vest.

With the difficulties we face in financing the Social Security system,

it is ironic that we have in effect a system of income tax exclusions and

deductions that allovs huge amounts of income to go untaxed currently because

it is going to finance pension benefits for high-income individuals who need

no special tax breaks to finance their retirement plans. Maximum contri-

butions to qualified plans were cut back sharply in the Tax Equity and Fiscal

Responsibility Act of 1982, but the current tax benefits still are far higher

than can be justified in a period of budget tightening and need for additional

revenue.
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Without disturbing the present definition of qualified plans, covered

employees could be required to take into income the alue of their benefits

as they vest, minus some modest amount that can be jusitffed from a public

policy standpoint as a supplement to Social Security. For employers with

large numbers of employees unrelated to the owners a satisfactory limit on the

exclusion probably could be achieved merely by limiting the exclusion to an

a-ount equal to the benefits vesting in the lowest-paid workers. Consistent

limits would be necessary on pension plan deductions taken by the self-employed,

and contributions to IRA accounts would be applied against the maximum annual

exclusion.

16.- Concentrate litigation of civil tax disputes in a single
court syiptem.

It is inconceivable that anyone starting from scratch would have designed

the presertt system for adjudication of tax disputes. Taxpayers may choose

between the District Court and the Claims Court for refund suits, with the

option of a jury trial in one forum but not in the other. The Tax Court is

forbidden to handle refund suits, though it can determine that a refund is due

once it has established jurisdiction. The Tax Court's decisions can be appealed

to all the circuits, resulting in the peculiar situation that the Tax Court

decides issues differently depending on the position previously taken by

the circuit to which appeal lies.

Instead of the present hodgepodge, it is proposed that:

(a) The Federal District Courts and the Claims Court be relieved
of jurisdiction over tax refund cases;

U

(b) The Tax Court be given exclusive jurisdiction of refund cases

(c) The Tax Court be reorganized on a regional basis;

(d) Regional Tax Court decisions be appealed to a National Tax Court
of Appeals (relieving the Circuit Courts of appeals jurisdiction);
and

(e) The Supreme Court provide final review on certiorari.
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Statement of

JOHN H.-PERRY, JR.

Chairman, Perry Ocoanogr~phics, Inc.

Perry Cable TV, Inc.

I thank the Chairman and the Committee for this opportunity

to express my views in your consideration of alternative means of

- restoring our nation to a sound economic footing. .These viels are

solely my own and are submitted in my dual role of a gravely concerned

citizen and businessman. It has been my good fortune to know person-

ally most of the members of this Committee prior to now so I see no

need to go into detail on-my personal and business background at his

time.

Our major problem today is a stagnant economy. For more than

three years there has been virtually no growth in economic activity in

the United States. As long as thathndition exTsts, it can only mean

more unemployment, more inflation, more high interest rates and more,

declines in profits.

Without profits there can be no prosperity, no full employ-

..ment, no advances in technology, no improvement in'our competitive

world trade position and no real, earned money to support government.

Without a restructuring of the federal government's financial obliga-

tions, we cannot restore confidence in Wall Street or,ir th consumer,

and, therefore, we cannot recover.

How did we get into this critical si uation? Plainly

stated, by using a philosophy of stimulating the'economy through

demand-side economics, we took on more federal programs than we could

afford. Let me make it clear that I intend no criticism of the motives

or goals of those who promoted and implementedothese Programs. The

motives and the goals were incere and were well-intentioned.. But the

fact is that even the best programs may have features built into-Xhem

that create destructive side effects over a long'period. One of those

side effects was rampant inflati?%, and we turned from demand-side to

supplyside economics to reduce and being it under control. But when

1-A
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we reduced inflation, we also reduced personal income tax brack-et

creep, and that choked off federal revenues, aggravating already

serious budget deficits. In addition increases in military spending,

and indexing of welfare and Social Security sent the budget even

further out of control. And this has paved the way for more debt and

deficits which will send inflation soaring again because there is an

absolute and undeniable connection between the anount of our federal

debt and the consumer price index as shown by the attached chart.

We need a politically feasible way to curb the forces which

cause the federal budget to remain in deficit.

We must separate the debt from the dole.

We must have both supply-side and demand-side economics.

Legislation designed to meet these needs has been introduced

with bipartisan sponsorship in the House of Representatives.- It is

H.R. 5085 and is known as the National Dividend Act.

I believe the National Dividend,Act is a major step in the

direction of a sound national economic footing. I also believe that

the members of this Committee will concur when they learn of its

provisions and potentialities.

The National Dividend Act provides a new way of conducting

United States fiscal policy. It creates incentives for politicians to

respond to the public and to conduct the t6udgetary policy of the nation

on a sounder basis. It also creates incentives for cooperation between

business and the taxpayer,-because under this legislation the more

profitable business becomes; the greater the benefits received by the

public. 'The public's primary benefits are job security and enhancement

of society's real wealth.

There are other direct, individual benefits, too. However,

before getting into them, we should examine the basic framework of the

legislation.
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There are five basic tenets of H.R. 5085V

I. A National Dividend Trust Fund would be set up. All

federal corporate income tax collections would be placed in this trust

fund. These funds would be held in trust for all legally registered

United States voters and would be distributed as dividends on a

quarterly basis to those-voters_ These dividends would be exempt from

federal taxes.

2. To ensure thatthere would be no further federal

deficits, the registered voter would in effect be paying for any

deficit because he or she would not get the full national pro rata-

dividend unless the government first earned a surplus. In Treasury

jargon this is called "statutory ratcheting." This feature of the

proposed legislation was conceived aod worked out by a former Treasury

official Ernest Christian, Jr., assistantdeputy Secretary of the

Treasury several years ago.

3. Double taxation on corporate dividends would be

eliminated. Dividends paid by corporations to stockholders would not

be taxed as personal income. Thus, dividends received through the

National Dividend Act and through stock ownership would be exempt from

any federal tax. This provision greatly simplifies the tax code and

eliminates approximately fifty provisions of it.

4. Maximum corporate tax rates would be frozen-at the

current 46 percent rate. This is designed to enable members of the

Congress to resist any possible political pressure to increase the

corpor-ate tax rate for larger dividends which in turn would result in

going beyond the point of diminishing returnT Such-tax-rate increases ..

wpuld destroy all incentives to business and would drain the vitality

from the producers.
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5. A five-year moratorium would be imposed on federal budget

increases. The Act would prohibit the Congress for the first five years

of the dividend from considering any budget resolution that would

increase total budget outlays beyond the level of fiscal year 1981.

During this initial-five-year period, corporate tax revenues would be

paid into the trust fund in ncrements of 20 percent, per year since the

problem of paying for current deficits still exists. The five-year

moratorium on federal budget increases and the five-year incremental*

funding of the trust fund are designed to allow revenues to catch up

with expenditures as the economy grows over that period.

The administration of the Trust Fund would take place through

the banking system. Payment to the banks for servicing the trust fund

would be implicit. By allowing the banks'to maintain the deposits

until payment, this would give them interest free money for about 90

days and should give them incentive for taking on the deposits and

administering the fund.

The National Dividend Act's use of the nation's registered

voters on a per capital basis as a distribution system for the dividend

payments is based on this reasoning:

First, voting records already are maintained in every

community throughout the country. This eliminates. any need for setting

up a huge, costly agency to do the job. Second, the voting system

assures equality of treatment for all without regard to sex, race,

creed or national origin. It removes political pressures and

-----bureaucratic manipulation as factors in the distribution process.

Third, by checking voter registration signatures in poll books with

voter endorsements of national dividend checks, election officials will

be able to eliminite-fraudulent voting practices-where suspicions are
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strong enough to commit the resources needed to cross check. And,

fourth,.since each registered voter will receive the jame amount, there

would be no necessity to involve the costly overhead of the federal

government in the distribution of the dividend.

The National Dividend Act provides an alternative to current

fiscal operations that contains a different set of incentives than the

present system. The current fiscal operation, although developed along

desirable social guidelines, has presented an incentive system to the

public and to the government itself, that has been detrimental to the

economy over the long term. The National Dividend Act seeks to correct

this incentive system while implementing a program where private

enterprise is encouraged and the needy are not forgotten.

The National Dividend Act's provisions do not depend upon the

particular form of the tax system. The present progressive tax system

with a multitude of exemptions is compatible as is the new idea of the

proportional ircome tax system with very few exemptions The precise

income tax system is not the crucial thing. If a proportional income

tax system were introduced without the National Dividend Act, it would.

still contain all the incentive problems of the current system and the

present environment would still exist.

A proportional tax is aimed at simplifying the reporting

system and reducing the tax load on larger incomes so the incentive to

use tax shelters or not report income is lessened. The National

Dividend Act-is designed to make all of the people feel that they

benefit from the economic system, from business and not necessarily

from government. It has to do with corporate taxes, not personal

income taxes.
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The source of the money and the success of the program

embraced in the National Dividend Act are dependent on the same force,

the productive abilities of American business. As business grows and

profits, the consumer benefits because he or she will receive larger

dividend payments.

Politicians will rot profit from government programs that

expand the deficit and reduce dividend payments. Deficits will take

money out of the pockets of the general public and concentrate it in

specific sectors. On the other hand surpluses from which the National

Dividend can be paid will enable us to reduce inflation and create a

resistance to vote-buying demagoguery.

The public will begin to conduct its affairs on a more

prudent bass &s it perceives that the government is conducting its

affairs more soundly. A significant change in the-6pi -W of the

government can result in a significant change in the behavior of the

public as well. Less prudent fiscal behavior on the part of the

government has led to less prudent fiscal behavior on the part of the

American public.

There are other potential benefits in the program offered by

the National Dividend Act. Reduced inflation rates should result in

lower inflationary expectations. And that, in turn, should bring lower

interest rates and more efforts to expand production activities,because

the potential for economic gain in speculation will drop relative to

that which can be earned from production.

Labor-buslness problems..should be-eased because with a

lessening of inflationary pressures, the antagonistic relationship

between labor and business should be reduced. In addition, labor

benefits from the National Dividend Act's program so it Is in the

Interest of labor for business to be successful.
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There are two points of major importance about the National

Dividend Act's provisions wnich should be emphasized. They are:

1. No funds would he distributed to the registered voters

that had not been earned; as long as we have profitable productivity

and a-federal government operating without deficits, we will have

national dividend payments.

2. The National Diyidend Act in no way disturbs the property

rights of corporation owners, the shareholders. It simply calls for a

different, more direct, more efficient way of distributing tax funds

that already are being collected---and have been collected for years.

In my remark% today I have drawn heavily on material from a

newly-published booklet by Ur. John H, Mason and the indli-nger -

Company, entitled, "Post-World War 1I Fiscal Incentives and the

National Dividend Plan." k copy of the publication is being made a

part of the -ecord of this hearing.

Dr. Mason describes the program for a national dividend as a

plan that "attempts to get people, consumers and politicians, to act

positively and not in a direction that has some self-destructive

properties."

One thing is certain. More of the same programs followed in,

the last 30 years will just exacerbate the difficulties now being

experienced and put the American economic and social system under

pressures that will be hard to bear. Both politicial'parties are

coming up with extensions of existing philosophy. But what is really

needed is a new philosophy. This tht National Dividend Act provides.

Until H.R. 5085 is enacted into law, I do not believe it will

be possible to get transfer payments under control because'there will

not be a sufficient political constituency to curb their indexing to
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the Inevitable inflation that is bound to occur as a result of the

coming escalating budget deficits and ensuing staggering public debt,

Gentlemen, it becomes obvious that we must separate management-of the

debt from that of the dole.

H.R. 5085 can achieve that necessary goal in a politically

feasible manner because the electorate will back it up. With current

warnings by the Congressional Budget Office that predict budget

defiGlts will soon be in the neighborhood of $200 Billion, I

respectfully suggest that this august body should introduce in the

Senate a counterpartbto H.R. 5085 so that before it is too late we can

get the federal budget back under control.

Thank you

. .

11-385 0 , 83 - 24
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Quickway Metal Fab!i~~,.

Metal Fomln, tW.dlng and Fabricating SoeciA,,A s

September 29, 1982

United States Senate
Washington, D.C.

Attn: Senator Robert Dole

Dear Senator Dole:

Please have the enclosed article read into the
record of your Senate Finance Committee hearings on the
Flat Tax. The article, entitles "Flat Tax Adoption Would
Benefit Wealthy," is out of the Middletown, New York Times
Herald Record for September 11, 1982, page 21.

As my article explains, I am opposed to the flat
tax. However, I see nothing wrong with getting rid of
the confusing part of our tax system. There is absolutely
no connection between the percentage of income which is the
tax rate, and the complex collection of calculations by
which one finds taxable income, to which the tax rate is
applied.

I say, get rid of deductions, exemptions, and credits;
but keep the progressive tax rates we have now. This simplified
progressive system would be no more complex than the flat tar
you are considering. Under the flat tax, a taxpayer would have to
figure out, say,-19 percent of his (taxable) income. Under the
simplified progressive tax, the taxpayer would look up his tax
on a chart. I think it would be even easier to use a chart
than to figure an odd percentage.

urs truly,

Arthur Shtnak

AS/ed
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MUJI7= STATE14T OF

E.T. OXLnS1WOUMI, JR.
C'.AIRMh4 OF THE BPD

AXIA NPWRATE

ON WEAL OF THE

OOMHHITTE TO REFOM DOUBLE TAXATIO4

The CaMittee to RefoI Double Taxation of Investment was formed in

SePtesber 1976 with the objective of obtaining the elimination of tje double tax on

corporate dividends. The Committee now o0nists of over 600 corporate membes. A

list of the Comittee's corporate members is found on the reverse side 6f the title

Page of this Statemnt. illions of individual shareholders are represented by

the corporate membership of the Comittee.

Our Camuittee was formed because of the growing interest in corporate

dividenfdtintegration in both public and private sectors. The membership has

reached the conclusion, shared by numerous economists and tax experts, that the

elimination of the double tax on corporate dividends is both equitable and an

essential step toward increasing the nation's productivity,-standard of living, and

achieving a full employment economy.

We wish to thank Chairman Dole and the other members of the Committee on

Finance for including corporate dividend integration as a topic in these hearings.

I. NED R 4EIATE ACION

It is time we take action of a permanent nature to provide the savings and

capital investment required for the future. The elimination of the double tax on

corporate dividends would be the most effective way of arhieving that goal.

The effectiveness of this measure is demonstrated by a Data Resources,

Inc. study analyzing the enomic effect of eliminating the double tax. Although

the study was prepared in 1978, the conclusions revwiin instructive. That study

indicates that even a Ouased-in elimination of the double tax by providing a

shareholder credit for corporate taxes would significantly increase domestic

investment, savings, capital formation and jobs. Further, the positive impact of

eliminating the double tax would be greater than other tax incentives, including a
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four percent reduction in the corporate tax rate. A sumary of the Data Resources

study is available from this Cwittee..

II. DS PrICN OF DOUBLE mX

Our present tax system provides fort dual tax on corporate inome. A tax

is imposed at both the corporate and individual shareholder levels. 2te dual system

ray be Illustrated as follows: assuming the maximum corporate rate, for each $100

of corporate ircoe, $46 of corporate tax is paid aid $54 remains available for

distribution. Assuming the $54 is distributed to a 50 percent bracket individual

taxpayer, an additional tax equal to $27.00 is paid. Th s, the effect of the dual

or double tax results in a $73.00 Flederal Iroma tax burden on $100 of income.

The following table illustrates the effect of the double tax on various

tax bracket irdividuals:

Additional ludea on DividendI of tie Corporation
Income Tam on $100 of Corporation In me

•wo D iywwds sutc- AddUiifa
MdIvial OzpouM U rMt rec iveho4 lder' birne

iom no tax by unLlvi(um 70ta of the.
tax ..~ , bfoe at 44 rn4- UN tn oMi

(ere taxn pom\ holds" tax to=
(1) (2) ( ( (5) 4) (7)

0 100 46 04 0 46.00 44.00
10 100 44 54 5.40 01.40 41.40
X 10 LW 04 10.40 54.30 36.30
30 100 44 04 14.20 42.20 32.20
40 100 44 54 21. 40 7.60 27.60

so 100 46 S4 27.00 moo0 22.00

column 3 *.44 acoIMa 2.;eColumn 4 *coli 2 Clo I 3.
CcIoli 5 Ca comn 4 nColmn 1.
coluh 4 *Calon um ) column S.
column 7 olmn 4 coum I a colu*. 2.

Assumes that corporation ncm after tax to devoted entirely
to the payment of dividends.

0. Ooe not take into aCcount the effect of the exclusion of the
first 4100 of dividenda from the individual income tax bae.

Adapted from: Peclan, Federal Tax Policy (Third Edation, ashiaq9ton
D.C.g brookinqI, 19171.
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It is also noteworthy that the additional burden from the corporate tax

falls as individual incomme rises. To illustrate: a taxpayer in a 20 percent

bracket would pay a $20 tax on $100 of income. However, the above table

demonstrates that the additional burden of the 46 percent corporate tax increases

the tax on dividend income to $56.80. This, the tax on dividend income is $36.80

higher than the tax n other sources of income ($56.80 - $20.00). ' The tax on $00

of dividend income in the case of a 50 percent bracKet taxpayer is only increased by

$23.00 over other sources of io-me ($73.00 - $5.00 . The regreasivity of the

double tax is illustrated by the last column of the above table.

It is clear from the above analysis that the double tax is lnequitable

because it places a heavier tax-burJe on orporate inorme than on other sources of

income. In addition, it operates regressively Impcting dividend i ime of low

in e taxpayers far greater than high income taxpayers. The regressive nature of

the double tax operates to inhibit investments in corporations by low income

individuals. At the same time the high rate paid by person. in the 50 percent

bracket discourages them.frcm investing.

III. RPCRAvE VIDUEND E 0l1 AMCN PqOIVSALS

Before proceding to the proposal of this COnmittee, it is helpful to

briefly look at the evolution of our tax system and those of other nations along

with recent integration proposal.

A. U.S. Tax System

Corporate integration has been contained in the U.S. tax system since the

initial income tax was- enacted-during the Civil 'ar. The Civil War Inome Tax Abt

of 1864 treated most oorporations the sane as partnerships taxing corporate inoe

to shareholders whether or not distributed (the partnership apro). Thp 1865 Act

10i
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taxed oertain corporations but allowed 'the 'shareholders to credit the oorporate tax

- against their individual tax. -,

Since the individual income tax ws \einstituted in 1913, ther9 have been

various form of integration. Initially, dividends wre only taxed to individuals

if their income exceeded $20,000. In 1936, President Roosevelt proposed a corporate

deduction for dlvidends (corporate deduction approach) but Congress enacted a split-

rate corporate tax, which was"fn effect from 1936-1938-taxing retained earnings

greater than distributed earnings (split-rate approach). After considerable debate

on the double tax system, the Internal Revenue Code of 1954 adopted a $50 dividend

enc~l on iidend exclusion approach) and-a four perceht dividend credit

(shareholder it approach). /

additi y, certain small" orporations may el4E to be taxed under

subchapter S of the Internal Revenue Codb, enacted in 1958. Under subchapter S,

shareholders are directly taxed on corporate earnings. The subchapter S provisions

have been li1teralized in recept years and, as 'risibers of the Committee on Finance

are well aware, further liberalizitions'wre made by this Ccngre;;s The subchapter

S provisions accomplish an integration of the Corporate and shareho der income

tax. ibis Cojittee fully-.suports broadening the scope of the s ter S

provisions; tv.vever, even after the action by this Congress, these provisions do not

benefit shark ildersof publicly field corporations.

it j, most~typqs of o6rporate integration have been contained in the U.S.

tax system 3 ring or* period or pother. Unfortunately, since 1964 when the four

percent d.vI iend om~it was repealed, the only rewaining relief from the double tax

for individuals, other than subchapter S, is the limited dividend exclusion under

section 146 f the pr@nt Tax Code.

/ - ,

I •

1 -
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B. Foreign Tax System

1. Current

Most of the major industrial nations of theWorld have adopted a system

for eliminating or diminishing the double tIx on ootporati earnings.' The U.S., as

one of the few remaining countries using the double tax syst m, is placed at a

competitive disadvantage. That the disparity of corporation tax systems is

increasing rapidly is illustrated by the liberalization of the German system and 'the

adopticn, of a system for eliminating the double tax in Italy, both in 1977.

Foreign nations have primarily adopted four appiqpches for elimi eating or

reducing the double tax:

(1) The split-rate system-reduces the double tax by taxing distributed

corporate income at a lower rate than u~distributed incme.

(2) The crorprate dividend deduction system-a special case of the split-

rate system where the lower rate on divil'dends amounts to no tax because of a*

deduction for dividends paid-reduces the double tax by allowing the corporation to

deduct dividend distributions from its taxable Income.'

(3) The shareholder credit system-reduces the double tax by grossing-up

dividends by the anunt of an allowed credit and allows that credit against the tax
otherwise payable by the shareholder. N

(4) The combination of system-reduces the double tax through a

-ombination of the split-rate, corporate deduction, or shareholder credit system.

The following table lists the oountries using the vricus system:

- -,r:

e

.i

AV

* !

",, I-
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FCMIGN SYFM E4dT G ME DOUBE 2kX

Split-Rate or Shareholder Credit
Corporate Dividend (Withholding or

Dedtiin Imputation) Combination

Austria Belgium Germany
Finland Canada Greece.L/
Jaan _V France
Norway Ireland I/

Italy
Turkey
United Kingdom

2. Recoended

The Comission of the European Oaunities lifted a draft Council

d&rective in August,,1975 proposing the harmonization of the tax systuis of the

maser states. The proposal provides for the elimination of the double tax using

the withholding approach.

C. l3cent Promls to Eliminate the. Double Tax

The eliminaticin of the double tax is a non-partisan issue. It has been

recommended by Democratic Presidents, sud as Franklin Roosevelt and Jimmy Carter.

In addition, President Ford recommended the elimination of the double tax during his

Adihistration. A brief summary of the various recent proposals is helpful.

1. Treasury Propoeal (July 31, 1975)

Then Sc.retary of the Treasury il.liam Simon testified before the

Committee on Ways and Means' on July 31, 1975, on a Tax Program for Increased

National Savings. The elimination of the double tax w a ornerstone of the

Treasury proposal.

.. / These are social cases.
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The Treaury statement ompared two machanim for corporate integration-

a shareholder dividend credit for corporate taxes (withholding aproach) and a

cocpotate deduction for dividend payments (corporate dividend deduction appoach).'

The Treasury recomended the elimination of the double tax in six phases beginning

January 1, 1977, by a ocbination of the corporate dividend deduction and

withholding approaches. When fully ihased-in corporations would be allowed a

dividend deduction for approximately 50 percent of dividend distributions and

shreholderd would gross-up their dividends by 50 percent and receive a 50 percent

credit.

The 7reasury urged the enactment of this propmal in order to:

(a) increase national savings

(b) eliminate an unfair tax;

(c) eliminate the tax discrimination for dek over
equity (interest pm en e are deductible t
dividendis--eare 

ot); s c

(d) make U.S. .6siness more ooupetitive abroad (soet
industrial nations have eliminated all or a part of
the double tax as indicated above);

(e) increase the efficiency of capital and p .oduce a 0.5
percent increase in national income

(f) make capital markets more ompetitive by eliminating
tax discrimination against oorporate investment .

(g) assist equity financings;

) assist utilities and other industries where
investors rely on steady inosm;

i) reduce the tension and distortions from the large
differential between capital gain and other tax
rates

(J) reduce the aded prIoe aonsums pay for corporate
goods and inwvetments; and

(k) reduce the systematic bias againt lower bracket
taxpayers owning corporate stocks.
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2. Blueprnts for Basic Tax Ieform
(January 17, 1977)

One of the final acts of the Ford Administration was the issuance by the

Treesury of Blueprints for Basic Tax Reform on January 17, 1977. That study

expresses similar concerns to those of the Treasury in J.975 and en aizes the

present bias against ooorate investments and the flow of savings to

corporations. Further, it concludes that the Oode enourages debt financing, the

acoumulation of earnings, and inhibits investment by low inocm taxpayers.

Blueprints contains a model integration plan adopting the pltnership approach,

namely, "the corporate income tax would be eliminated, and the effect of subchapter

S corporation treatment would be extended to all corjorations.

3. Joint Committee on Taxation Study
(April 4, 1977

On April 4, 1977, the Staff of the Joint Comuittee on Taxation presented a

report entitled Tax Policy and Capital Formation to the Task Force on Capital

Formation of the House Ccmittee on Ways and Mear (the Report"). The Report

reaches the conclusion that it is mandatory for the nation to increase investment

" and capital aomiulation in order to sustain our standard of living, maintain the

real growth rate of wages and jobs, and depress the rise of inflation. Moreover, a

significant effort will be required to reverse the last decade's decrease in the

rate of growth of both plant and equipment. One way of achieving this.goal is the

adoption of croporate dividend integration. The Report contains three approaches

integration of dividends through shareholder credit; integration of dividends and

retained earnings through shareholder credit (omplete integration using% the

withholding approach); and corporate dividend deduction.
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4. Tax Proposals Prepared for President Carter
(September 23, 1977)

The Treasury, Council of Enomic Advisors, and other administrative

agencies prepared a package of tax reform proposals, o options, dated September 23,

1977, for President Carter's consideration. Those papers, amog other things, dealt

with the need to generate additional business investment and capital formation.

The Treasury suggested the adoption of theshareholder credit approach.

The shareholder would include the amount of corporate tax for which a credit is

allowed in income. The maximum credit would begin at 20 percent and rise to 25

percent after to years and to 28 percent after two additional years.

The credit would be computed on the basis of actual corporate tax paid. A

-corporation paying low taxes could elect a lower withholding tax rate than the

maximum allowed or pay a withholding tax in addition to the normal corporate tax in

order to permit a full credit to its shareholders. The investment tax credit benefit

would be treated as a tax paid by the corporation-and therefore the benefit would

pass to the shareholders. During a transition period, a portion of the foreign tax

credit would algo be treated as corporate tax.

The reasons supporting the elimination of the double tax were:

(a) it decreases the bias for debt over equity
financing;

(b) by adding the withholding credit to dividend income,
low bracket tax-payers benefit more than high
bracket- taxpayers frdm the credit;

(c) it eliminates the discrimination against doing
business in corporate form;

(d) it should encourage saving and investment by
increasing after-tax return on capital,

(e) it wifl offset the effect of eliminating capital
gaitn preference (also proposed); and

(f) it will not increase dividend payments because
after-tax return will increase on present levels.

Al/
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Unfortunately the elimination of the double tax was not contained in

President Carter's Tax Program when it was announced on January 21, 1978. According"

to then Secretary Blumenthal, the double tax prb~pLal was not contained in the

Program due to timing problems and because a recommendation to eliminate all capital

gains benef its was dropped as well.

5. The Ullman Proposal (February 2, 1978)

Al Ullman, former Chairman of the House Ways and Means OCmuittee,

announced his proposal on partial integration in remarks on the House Floor on

February 2, 1978. Subsequently, the Oc2ittee on Ways and Mears announced that the

prosal wold be considered by the Committee during its deliberations of President

Carter's tax package. Then Chairman Ullman expressed his view that the current

system of double taxation reduces business investment and causes distortions in the

capital markets which creates a dangerous bias toward debt financing. The proposal

intended as a beginning tam d eliminating the double taxation of corporate

dividwsds by providing a shareholder credit initially equal to 10 percent of

dividend iroome but increasing over a si--year period to 20 percent (the credit

wald be 10 percent for 1979 and 1980 and increase by tw percent per year until it

reaches 20 percent in 1995).

The Chairman stated that his proposal, if enacted, would: increase

capital formation; redgoe the bias toward debt financing; reduce the bias toward

retained earnings; make the tax system mre equitable; and discourage corporations

from using tax preferees.

The specific operation of his proposal is as follows:

a. The credit would operate on a Ogros-up" oonpt, i.e.,

shareholder wmst include in his inci=. the amst of the dividend plus the amount of

credit against taxes allocated to him. For exale, aLaing a dividend payment to
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a shareholder of $100 aid a $10 credit, the shareholder would be taxed on $110 (the

$100 dividend received plus the $10 mount of the credit).

b. The proposal requires the creation of a special corporate

N reholdr cedit aooomtO in order for the amout of the credit to be

ascertained. This ao~xmt limits the shareholder credit to the amount of taxes, or

a set percentage of such taxes, actually paid by the corporation.

If the taxes paid by the corporation are insufficient to cover

the allowed 10 percent shareholder credit, the corporation may infocm the

shareholders that their credit is less than 10 percent or *voluntarily' pay the

Treasury additional taxes sufficient to .ncrease the shareholder credit aoount to

the allowed shareholder credit. Dividend distributions reduce the shareholder

credit aocomunt by the amount of the credit allowed shareholders.

c. Ttere are other specific requirements omnected with the

credit. The amount of corporate tax aplied to the credit account is after so-

called corporate preferences, such as the foreign tax "credit and invetment tax

credit. JHkwver, there may be a period of adjustment before corporate preferences

are disregarded. In the case of the foreign tax credit, the Treasury may (by

treaty) provide that foreign tax credits cn be added to the shareholder credit

account. The corporation is required to elect the rate of credit applicable to

dividends during the taxable year prior to the first dividend distribution in that

yewr.

d. The croed is not available for tax-exmt shareholders

(charitable organizations, qualified pension and profit-sharing plans, etc.) and

foreign shareholders.'

e. In the cue of dividends to corporate shareholders, the 85

percent ani 100 percent exlusions currently available would rmin. However, the

credit would not be available to corporate shareholders. Instead, the mount of the

credit would be added to the receiving corporation's credit aco=t.
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-f.- e credit can only be applied against a taxable dividend uder

the Internal avenue Code. Aoordingly, redemptions, crstructive dividends, and

other types of nontaxable dividends would not be eligible-for credit. Special rules

would be developed for corporate liquidations, reorganization, and other types of

ourporata trarsactions7;

g. Where a shareholder credit has been taken during a profitable

year anid in later year the company suffers a net operating loss which wipes obt

the credit acoomt by. 'the net operating loss carryback, the oorporation would have

to pay an additional (withholding) tax to make up the amount of credit in the

earlier year. I* sm would be true ih cases where the tax in the credit account

is reduced due to audit adjustments or amended returns..

h. The corporation would be required to report to shareholders the

at~nt of credit allowable on dividends by the end of. February following the

calendar year in which the dividends were ijaid.

6. American Law Institute-Reporter's Study

A study of the treatment of oorporate distributions was undertaken by The

American Law Institute through its Federal Irnome Tax Project - Subchapter C. The

study was exploratory in nature. The Institute did not vote oan the proposals

developed as a result of the'study.- The results were therefore published as a

Reporter's Study.

The study presents a series of proposals which generally retain the

classical system of double taxation. /A oorporate dividerds-paid deduction is

provided for dividends paid on newly contributed equity capital. Dividends on

existing equity would not give rise to a deduction at the oorporate level.

Modifications to current law are also proposed for non-dividend distributions.
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IV. PRV AL P 9f = RffB 4
rX 3NZ TWXATICNI CP I?4VSin4W

A. In General

The U1lman Proposal was a step in the right direction. However, the

proposal failed to gather the broad support necessary foi passage by Corgress.

Perhaps the major reason for this lack of support was its failure to grant the

benefits of corporate tax incentives to shareholders.

Since the Ullman proposal substantial work has been devoted to the double

tax issue. Leading comentators have explored alternatives available for double tax

_. relief.2/ Further, the American Bar Association Section of Taxation has recently

formed a special committee to explore the double tax problem. The Technical

Advisory Ccamttee of this Coumittee is in the process of refining a proposal for a

shareholder credit method of integration.

B. Overview

The underlying philosophy of the propo-sa is that the tax csequencs to,

the shareholder" should be the sase as if he, rather than the corporation, had earned

the income. Although work on the proposal is ongoing, its major features may be set

forth.

C. The Mechanism

A shareholder receiving a dividend, as defined under current law, is

allowed a refundable credit for tax actually paid at the corporate level and further

receives the effect of designated corporate tax benefits. A dividend received by

See, C. Mcglure, Must Corporate Income Be Taxed Twice? (Brookings, 1979); and
Warren, The Relation and Integration of Individual and Corporate Inocue Taxes, 94

Hatv. L. Rv. 720 (1981).

as-S1S 0 - Ui - 2S
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the shareholder is grossed u* (increased) by the amut of U.S. taxes paid by the

corporation (on ordinary income and capital gain) and by the amount of creditable

foreign taxes paid. No gros-up is made with respect to investment%tax credit and

tax-exempt icoe.

An example of the operation of the proposal, in its present form, is

attached as Appendix B.

D. Treatment of Corporate Level Tax Benefits

1. Investment Tax Credit

The investment tax credit is treated as a tax paid for purposes of,

computing the shareholder credit. 'However, because the investment tax credit does

not reflect a cash outlay by the corporation (as distinguished frum U.S. taxes paid

and foreign taxes paid), the actual dividend received by the shareholder should not

be grossed u by the amount of the investment tax credit. That portion of the

shareholder credit that is attributable to the investment tax credit is treated as

investment taxcredit in the hands of the shareholder, subject to the general

limitations on utilization of such credits at the shareholder level.

2. Foreign Tax Credit

Foreign taxes eligible for the foreign tax credit are treated in the same

manner as taxes paid to the United States. Thus, the amount of the dividend

distributed to the shareholder would be grossed up by the amount of such foreign

taxes paid. That portion of the shareholder credit that is attributable to the

foreign tax credit is treated as foreign tax credit in the hands of the shareholder,

subject to the general llimitatioi on utilization of such credits.

The foreign tax credit presents issues whichh are under study by our

Technical Advisory CInittee at this tim. Due to the complex'ities involved at the
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shareholder level, alternatives to the above treatment of the foreign tax credit are

being prepared whid sould simplify the handling of this credit.

3. Tax-Exeapt Inome

Tax-eyeapt incme earned by the oorporation is passed through to the

shareholder as a t4x free distribution.- Thi pass through of tax-exempt income

requires neittier gross-up of the shareholder dividend nor allowance of a credit to

the shareholder.

4. Long-Term Capital Gain

long-term capital (and section 1231 of the Code) gain distributed to the

shareholder is to be separately stated and treated as such in the hands of the

shareholder. The amount of the dividend is grossed up by the amount of corporate

capital gain tax paid.

5. Certain Acelerated Deductions

The most prominent accelerated deduction is the Acelerated Cost Recovery

System (ACRS) allowance. Under the proposal accelerated deductigns, such as AM,

are treated as benefits subject to the pass through. In each case, the aoueleration

element is treated as tax free Inooue.2-/

For example, in the case of ACHS, the excess of the allowance over the

amount allowable under the straight-line method is treated as the aoeleration

element. The straight-line amount is onmuted using the rules set forth in section

312(k) of the Code for computation of earrings and profits.

/ TI a copriate treatment of other accelerated deductions should be oonsidered,
foe examples mining exploration and development expenditures, intangible drifling
ocnts, and research and experimental expenditures.
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E. Operating Rules

1. OrderiLg of Inrae Available fo" Distribution

As several categories of inzoe receive special treatment, rules are

necessary to establish the source of the dividend distribution. Distributions are

made from the cumulative accounts "maintained by the corporation.

Distributions are deemed made in the following order: ordinary mnoome,

long-term capital gain, tax-exsmt imoe, and, finally, the amount created by.

certain accelerated deductions.

Distributions are oonsidered' made fom the.camulative account balances as
/

of he most recent taxable year for which a tax return has been filed. This is

necessary as current information will not be available when the distribution is

made. The shareholder receiving the dividend includes it in inooe at the

appropriate time under- the shareholder's aooounting method.

The shareholder will receive an information return which includes all

relevant tax information necessary for the shareholder's tax return. This treatment

should simplify the procedure at the' shareholder level. Appendix C to this

statement illustrates one form in which shareholder information could be presented.

2. Effects on Basis of Stock

The basis of stock is not affected by distributions from taxable inoe

included in the gross-up and credit. Basis is not reduced for. distributions which

are treated as tax free. However, distributions in excess of the above amounts are

treated as under current law, i.e., they first reduce basis and, after basis is

exhausted, result in gain.

7-
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3. Audit Adjustments

Audit adjustments are reflected in the corporation's cumulative accounts

and thus affect future rather than earlier distributions. A penalty mechanism is

under study to preclude unjustified characterizations that arp later reversed on

audit. This penalty mechanism will lessen any potential for manipulation in using

account balances as of the most recently filed federal inoe tax return.

F. Retain $100 Dividend Exclusion•
as Alternative to Credit.

The existing provision which permits stockholders to exclude up to 100 6f

their dividends (section 116 of the Internal Revenue Code) should remain in the-raw

as an alternative to the credit. The primary beneficiaries of.this rule would-be

small investors whose annual dividends are $100. or less.

G. Summary

The unfairness of the double tdx and the substantial benefits from its

elimination are clear. Relief from the double tax should occur as quickly as

possible. Accordingly, we urge.that a shareholder credit mechanism be adopted which

grants shareholders the effect of tax benefits earned by the oorporation.

The shareholder credit should not be limited, by corporate taxes paid. If

a ted, the shareholder credit acow4nts should' reflect all taxes paid plus tax

- incentives now in the law. This would also prevent discrimination among

corporations on the basis of tax incentives which could otherwise cause a shift of

capital asd corporations. In particular, corporations relying on tdx incentives

to, offset major 'investment programs and which have the greatest neetor capital

should nrt be penalized by the new system which iintended to enhance capital

formation.

-(*
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V. EMOMO C JUST"FCAT ICN

A. In General

The economic distort~ons caused by the double tax have been described many

.times. Perhaps the best summary is contained in the April 4, 1977, report by the

staff of the Joint Cdittee on Taiation. The report states:

The double tax on- div.iends significantly increases the cost
of funds for oorporatd investmet financed by new issues of.
stock. As a result, _he before-tax rate of return on such
investment projects must be higher for themjo be profitable,
and corporations, therefore, undertake few dFInvestments than
they otherwise would.

Because the double taxation of dividends raises the cost of
funds to corporate Itsiness relative to ncn-oorporate

businesssq, it leads to inefficient allocation of capital.
Vorpbrate investments need to be more profitable than non-
corporate investments if they are to yield a sufficiently
large after-tax return to make it worthwhile for a business to
undertake them. From the standpoint of economic efficiency,
there ts too little capital in the corporate sector.

Current 1 also encurages the use of debt finance relative
to ne st k issues, since interest payments are deductible
and dividks are not. More.debt increases the risk
associated with corporate financial structures because firm
must'meet higher fixed charges for interest and face greater
risks of bankruptcy. This causes corporations to undertake

ttoo, few risky investment projects.'

Similar conclusions were reached by the Task Force on Capital Formation of

the Ways and Means Committee in-tereport on its meeting-ct February 24, 1977:

There is a Jsd reason to believe that integration vili make
cporations more eager to invest. The reduced tax burden on
corporate-source income will make more potential investment
projects profitable, so that corporations should be sore
wining to invest in them. Therefore, at times of ezoess
city in the ecoory, integration will increase the amount
of capital formation. In doing so, it will stimulate the
eormy and reduce unemployment.

N.
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The many other reasons for eliminating the double tax in term of tax

eroty and eoomic benefits are set forth in the various recent proposals for its

etuiination disused under Corporate Integration Proposals above. In addition,

trere have been a number of economic studies which analyze the benefits from the

elLmanation of the double tax.

V:. c3cm I ON

There is ample justification for the elimination of the unfair double tax

,rw. The i nequity of taxing corporate distributions twice is clear. The econric

tonet~ta of its elimination are documented and represent a realistic approach to

9Weating the business expansion and jobs required if we are to meet our present

and long-term eooxric goals. Finally, the U.S. is lagging behind other industrial

ntions which have incorporated the elimination of the double tax into their tax

system, placing U.S. oorporatlons at a competitive disadvantage in international

4 See, for exaple, Hawberger, site Incidence of the Corporation Irncre Tax,8 The
.aurrL of Political W' Qn, LX, No. 3; Renberg, 'Taxation of Income from
Zqit&! b Indkwtry Grou," (Baberger and Bailey, editors), The Taxation of Inoome
PFra_ rta, Broc*ings, 1969) and McLure, OIntegration of the Personal and
Orwpoxate Inme Taxes: Ihe Mising alaent in Recent Tax Reform Proposals,s 88
Ea.-Vard L. V. 532 (1975).
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APPENDIX B

Schedule 1

Example of Shareholder Credit Operation

Assumed Corporate Accounts
Prior to Distribution

1. Ordinary income $100.00

- Foreign source $25
- U.S. source 75

2. Pre-credit tax attributable to ordinary income 46.00

3. Tax credits allocated to ordinary income:

a. Investment Tax Credit (ITC) 12.40
b. Foreign Tax Credit (FTC) 10.00

4. Net ordinary U. S. tax paid 23.60

5. Ordinary income available for 66.40
distribution (1-2+3a)

6. Long-term capital gain 100.00

7. Pre-credit tax attributable to long-term 28.00
capital gain

8. Less:

ITC allocated to long-term capital gain 7.60

9. Net capital gain tax paid 20.40

10. Long-term capital gain available for 79.60
distribution (6-9)

11. Excess accelerated deductions 50.00

12. Tax exempt income 100.00

13. Foreign tax credit (assume all allocated to 10.00
ordinary income)

14. Investment tax credit 20.00

15. Net available for distribution 296.00
(5 +10 +11 +12)
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Schedule 2

EXAMPLE 1

Tax Treatment of Shareholders

Full Distribution of All Amounts
Available for Distribution

16. Ordinary income distribution $ 66.40

17. Gross-up for ordinary U.S. income tax paid 23.60

18. Gross-up for foreign tax paid 10.00

19. Grossed-up ordinary income distribution 100.00

20. Long-term capital gain distribution 79.60

21. Gross-up for captial gain tax paid 20.40

22. Grossed-up long-term capital gain distribution 100.00

23. Shareholder credit*

- U.S. tax paid - $44.00 (4 + 9)
- Foreign tax paid - 10.00
- Investment tax credit - 20.00 74.00

24. Tax free distribution(ll + 12) 150.00

30% Shareholder 50% Shareholder

25. Taxable income (grossed up):

Ordinary income
Capital gain (100 less the
capital gain deduction
of 60)

$100.00

40.00
$140.00

$100.00

40.00
$140.00

26. Shareholder tax (tax rate
x $140) 42.00 70.00

27. Shareholder credit ( 74.00) ( 74.00)

28. Tax due (refund) ( 32.00) ( 4.00)

* The Technical Advisory Committee is considering
appropriate limitation for the foreign tax credit and
the investment tax credit.

Note: 1. Examples 1 and 2 reflect only the treatment of the dis-
tributed amounts.
2. After the full distribution in Example 1 all corporate
accounts listed in Schedule 1 would be depleted and have
a zero balance.
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Schedule 3

EXAMPLE 2

Tax Treatment of Shareholders

$50 CASH DISTRIBUTION TO SHAREHOLDERS
(Assume Corporate Accounts as in Schedule 1)

29. Ordinary income distribution $ 50.00

30. Gross-up for U.S. and foreign tax paid 25.30
(50.00/66.40 x 33.60)*
- U. S. Tax - $15.30
- Foreign Tax - 10.00

31. Grossed-up ordinary income distribution 75.30

32. Long-tetm capital gain distribution (See order-
ing rules at page 16) 0

33. Gross-up for capital gain tax paid 0

34. Grossed-up long-term capital gain distribution 0

35. Shareholder credit

- Actual U.S. tax paid - $15.30
- Foreign tax paid - 10.00**
- Investment tax credit - 9.34***

34.64

36. Tax free distribution (See ordering rules
at page 16) 0

30% Shareholder 50% Shareholder

37. Ordinary income (grossed up)
$ 75.30 $ 75.30

38. Shareholder tax (tax rate

x $75.30) 22.59 37.65

39. Shareholder tax credit (34.64) ( 34.64)

40. Tax due (refund) (12.05) 3.01

* Derived as follows: (actual distribution / ordinary income
available for distribution) x total taxes paid.

,* Assumes distribution deemed to be made first from foreign
source income. This is being reviewed by our Technical
Advisory Comittee.

** Investment tax credit allocation derived as follows:
50.00/66.40 x 12.40 = 9.34
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Schedule 4

CORPORATE CUMULATIVE ACCOUNTS AFTER
$50 CASH DISTRIBUTION IN EXAMPLE 2

41. Ordinary income $ 24.70

- Foreign source - $ 0
- U. S. source - 24.70

42. Pre-credit tax attributable to ordinary income 11.36

43. Less:

a. ITC allocated to ordinary income 3.06
b. FTC allocated to ordinary income

44. Net ordinary tax paid 8.30

45. Ordinary income available for 16.40
distribution (1-4)

46. Long-term capital gain 100.00

47. Pre-credit tax attributable to long-term 28.00
capital gain

48. Less%

ITC allocated to long-term capital gain 7.60

49. Net capital gain tax paid 20.40

50. Long-term capital gain available for 79.60
distribution (6-9)

51. Excess accelerated deductions 50.00

52. Tax exempt income 100.00

53. Foreign tax credit (assume all allocated to
ordinary taxable income)

54. Investment tax credit 10.66

55. Net available for distribution 246.00
(5 +10 +11 +12)
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APPMIDIX C

Shareholder Information Form

FOM 1099X*

1. Total Amwut Paid to You ................................ o..........$ 296.00

2. Information for Your Federal Income Tax Return (Form 1040):

a. Ordinary Income ............................................... 100.00
(to be reported as gross ince on Line __ of Form 1040)

b. Long Term Capital Gain Inoce ................................. 100.00
(to be reported on Schedule _ of Form 1040)

c. Tax Credit for U.S. Inocme Tax Paid by the
Corporation ........................ .......................... 44.00

(to be reported on Line -- of Form 1040)

d. Tax Credit for foreign Taxes Paid by the
Corporation .............................................. 10.00

(to be reported on Line __ of Form 1040)

e. Investment Tax Credit ................................... .20.00
(to be reported on Line _ of Form 1040)

3. Other Federal Inrome Tax Information:

a. Reduction in Basis of your Stock .............................. 0
(the tax coet of each share of stock owned
should be reduced by the amount indicated)

This form reflects a shareholder receiving the entire cash distribution from
Appendix B, Exale 1.

11-385 0 - 83 - 26
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September 14. 1982

Written Statement for Inclusion in Printed Record of Senate
Finance Committee Hearings on Flat-Rate Tax Proposals (Sept.
27-29, 1982)

According to President Reagan "....people were contributing
to charities long before there was a system of taxation."

Even if such a time ever did exist, we can be sure that
those stone-age philanthropists did not give as much as they
would have been able to, had their government endorsed their
giving by reducing its cost to them.

Certainly the statement has little relevance to our society,
since taxation not only pre-dates the existence of a United States
of America, but helped to trigger its birth.

A simple Flat Rate Tax is believed by many to unfairly load
the burden of taxation onto the backs of the low and middle in-
come levels. These people have not characteristically had access
to the tax incentives available to the wealthier members of our
society anyway. The net result of this "simplification" appears
to be a hidden but unearned tax break for those in higher brackets,
while removing the tax incentives to support those institutions
which help maintain the society they enjoy.

Most of the stated advantages to a Flat Rate Tax are already
in place, some by way of the 1981 Tax Act, others to be phased
in over the next few years.

In these times of high unemployment and intensified social
stress on working class families and the poor, can we justify a
new tax system which seems to tip the scales in a disadvantageous
way for these people?

It seems a singularly untimely proposal.

If the Flat Rate Tax is passed into law, we urge serious con-
sideration of tax credits as a means of encouraging philanthropy
from all levels of society, rather than a system based on brackets,
or worse yet, no system of incentives at all.

This Administration has espoused support for the time-honored
method of private philanthropy that is truly and uniquely American.
In severe economic times, there should be greater, not less at-
tention given to the needs of organizations which face the effects
of that economic stress at the most critical point.

Sincerely

Q -N .
Glen Braddy
Development Office
The Salvation Army/Omaha Nebraska
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Summary
Testimony of

Emil M. Sunley
Deloitte Haskins & Sells

on
Flat-Rate Tax
Submitted to

Senate Committee on Finance
September 30, 1982

1. Proposals for a broad-based low-rate tax provide a road map
for how the income tax should evolve. When Congress is
able to reduce taxes, priority should be given to reducing
marginal tax rates. When Congress must raise revenue,
priority should be given to removing tax incentives that
are no longer needed.

2. The issues of broadening the individual tax base and going
to a flat-rate tax Involve two separable but interrelated
issues. It would be possible to broaden the tax base and
lower marginal rates without changing the degree of
progressivity. Tax burdens, however, would be altered
significantly for many taxpayers within each .ncome class.

3. The individual income tax remains a progressive tax. The
average federal income tax burden rises from 2.3 percent of
expanded income in the under $5,000 income class to 24.3
percent in the $200,000 and over class.

4. Broadening the income tax base would lead to simplification
to the extent that deductions, credits, and special tax
computations are repealed. Not all base broadening
measures result in simplification, however.

5. The impact of inflation on the income tax and the proper
relationship between the corporate and Individual taxes are
two issues that must be faced when considering fundamental
revision of the income tax.
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,Testimony of

Emil M. Sunley

Deloitte Haskins & Sells

on

Flat-Rate Tax

Submitted to

Senate Committee on Finance

September 30, 1982

My name is Emil M. Sunley, and I am Director of Tax

Analysis in the National Affairs office of Deloitte Haskins &

Sells, an international accounting firm. We welcome this

opportunity to present our views on proposals for a flat-rate

income tax.

The federal income tax is no longer viewed as one of the

fairest taxes. In fact, according to a national public opinion

survey, the federal income tax was chosen by more people for

the third year in a row as the worst tax; that Is, the least

fair, of the nation's major taxes.-

Though the local property tax was a close second in the

worst tax competition, those who chose the federal income tax

1/ Advisory Commission on Intergovernmental Relations,
Changing Public Attitudes on Governments and Taxes
(1981), pp. 4 -5 .
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as the worst one tended to be under-the age of 44, have a high

school education or better, have children in the home, and live

in urban areas or the South.

There are surely many reasons why the federal income tax

won the worst tax competition. First, continuing inflation has

pushed taxpayers into higher and higher tax brackets. The

federal income tax as a percent of personal income has risen

from 9.9 percent in 1975 to 11.9 percent in 1981. Though the

tax cuts provided last year will reduce the income tax to 10.3

percent of personal Income in 1984, just how the income tax

should handle inflation remains an unsolved problem. Second,

as each new deduction, credit or exclusion is added to the tax

law, the income tax becomes more complex and is viewed by many

as more inequitable. Third, many taxpayers believe that they

pay more taxes than those with higher incomes who take

advantage of tax shelters and other tax breaks. They believe

that they pay more than those with lower incomes who have

generous zero bracket amounts and exemptions or who simply fail

to report all their income. Contrary to these public

perceptions, the income tax remains a progressive tax, but, I

hasten to add, nowhere near as progressive as is suggested by

the progression of the marginal tax rate schedules.

The broad popular support for a flat-rate tax reflects

widespread dissatisfaction with the income tax. It also

reflects a yearning for a simpler world, at least a simpler
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tax. Though it may not be possible to go all the way to a

broad-based, low-rate tax, proposals such as Bradley-Gephardt

provide a road map for how the income tax should evolve. When

Congress is able to reduce taxes, priority should be given to

reducing marginal tax rates instead of providing new

exclusions, deductions, or credits. When Congress must raise

tax revenue, priority should be given to base broadening; that

is, to removing tax incentives that are no longer needed or of

lower priority.

I should say at the outset, that proposals made in the name

of simplification and fairness to repeal all special

exclusions, deductions and credits often fail to recognize that

the income tax is used to encourage and subsidize many

activities. Before the various subsidies are repealed,

Congress must do the hard work of evaluating them to determine

which ones should be repealed, which ones modified, and which

ones replaced with direct expenditures. To the extent that

current tax subsidies are modified or replaced with direct

expenditures, revenue is not available to meet revenue needs or

to lower marginal tax rates.

Base Broadening vs. Flat-Rate

The debate over broadening the individual tax base and

going to a flat-rate involves two separable but interrelated
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issues. The first is how broad should be the tax base be. The

second is how progressive should the tax be.

Exclusions, deductions and credits shrink the size of the

individual tax base. In 1978, only 43.5 percent of personal

income was subject to tax at positive tax rates.!/ In that

year personal income was $1,722 billion, and the amount of

income taxed at positive rates was $750 billion. (See Table 1.)

What accounts for the differences between personal income

and income taxed at positive rates? Exclusions reduce the

potential tax base by 18.4 percent. The largest exclusions are

tax-exempt interest, transfer payments such as social security,

and nontaxable labor-related income such as employer

contributions for group life insurance, pension and profit

sharing, and group health insurance. (It should be noted that

under the conventions of national income accounting realized

capital gains are not included in personal income since such

gains are not income from current production.)

The adjusted gross income (AGI) of nontaxable individuals

and the nonreported AGI total 9.4 percent of personal income.

2/ Although personal income as defined in the national income
accounts is not the ideal tax base, it has been used as a
proxy for a comprehensive base by Treasury and the Joint
Committee on Taxation, especially when looking at the
impact of inflation on average tax rates.
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The zero bracket amount and itemized deductions total 15.8

percent of personal income. The personal exemptions for

taxpayers, dependents, the aged and the blind total another 7.7

percent of personal income. Finally tax credits offset or

shelter 5.2 percent of personal income from taxation.

What all this suggests is that there is considerable room for

broadening the individual tax base. And it must be remembered

that if the base is broadened, the same amount of revenue can be

raised with lower marginal tax rates. It is the marginal tax

rate--that is, the rate of tax on the next dollar of income--that

determines the incentives to work, to save, and to invest. The

basic efficiency argument for a broad-based tax is that if all

income, nr possibly all consumption, were taxed at the same rate,

the allocation of scarce resources would be improved.

It would be possible to broaden the base and lower marginal

rates without changing the degree of progressivity. The

Treasury's Blueprints for Basic Tax Reform, released in 1977,

demonstrated that if a comprehensive income tax base is used, a

tax rate schedule with three marginal tax rates -- 8, 25, and 38

percent -- would maintain the revenue yield of the tax and

approximate quite closely the then current degree of

progressivity. Although the comprehensive or broad-based tax

could maintain the degree of progressivity, tax burdens would be

altered significantly for many taxpayers within each income

class. Those whose income was not fully taxed under current law
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wcld pay more tcx while others would benefit-from the lower

marginal tax rates.

Going to a flat-rate tax or a flat-rate tax with large

personal exmeptions would reduce the degree of progressivity. As

J seph Minarik of the Congressional Budget Office recently has

shown, a flat-rate tax will reduce the tax burden of the highest

.ncome taxpayers and increase the burden of the middle groups of

taxpayers -- and even lower groups depending on whether a large

personal exemption is allowed.3/

This result, which is surprising to many people, follows

immediately from the fact that the federal Income tax remains a

progressive tax. Even after the 1981 Act is fully phased in, the

average federal income tax burden rises from 2.3 percent of

expanded income in the under $5,000 Income class to 10.6 percent

:n the $20,000 to $30,000 class to 24.3 percent in the $200,000

anc over class. (See Table 2.)

How progressive should the income tax be? There are no easy

answers LO this question. A recent Louis Harris poll indicates

that 62 percent of the people favor a 14 percent flat tax,

eliminating nearly all deductions.V/ This would suggest strong

support for reducing progressivity. The results of the poll,

Joseph J. Minarik, Testimony before Subcommittee on
Monetary and Fiscal Policy of the Joint Economic Committee
(July 27, 1962).

Business Week (September 6, 1982), p. 15.
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however, should be interpreted with caution since responses to

othez questions in the poll suggest that the public also opposes

giving up most deductions when asked specifically about them.

Even if there is a political consensus that the income tax

should be progressive, this consensus would provide little

guidance as to whether progressivity should be increased or

decreased. There clearly is a trade-off between increased

progressivity and efficiency. The inefficiencies induced by the

income tax in the work-leisure and savings-consumption choices

are a function of the marginal tax rates. Increasing the

progressivity of the income tax increases these inefficiencies.

The costs of these inefficiencies, however, are difficult to

quantify, and there is no known way to compare them with the

gains in equity that might flow from a more progressive tax.

The appropciate degree of progressivity should depend in part

on the progressivity of government expenditure programs. It

should also be recognized that to achieve certain base-broadening

measures, such as full taxation of capital gains, the top

individual rate must be significantly reduced, probably to 30

percent or lower. Moreover, reducing progressivity would make it

easier to achieve equity between single individuals, one-earner

families, and two-earner families. Both the single and marriage

penalties can be reduced.
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Simplification

The wide-spread public interest in a broad-based tax is not

because of its efficiency gains; rather it represents a yearning

for a simpler tax. Most taxpayers do not understand the income

tax. They do not or cannot prepare their own returns. Even tax

professionals--accountants and lawyers--are often uncertain how

the tax law will apply to a given transaction. The complexity of

the income tax undermines the self-assessment system. Lower

marginal rates which can be achieved by broadening the tax base

are a key to simplification since lower rates will reduce the

incentive value of the exclusions, deductions, and credits that

remain.

Would broadening the income tax base lead to simplification?

The answer is both yes and no.

Some changes would clearly lead to simplification. The first

step might be to broaden the tax base by eliminating all

deductions, credits, and special tax computations added to the

tax laws since 1969. This is an impressive list of items with

which to start. There is the deduction for contributions to

individual retirement accounts, the exclusion of interest on all

savers certificates, the tax-xcedit for~olitical contributions,

the child care credit, the WIN credit, the jobs credit, the

residential energy credit, and the alternative minimum tax. Over

the last twelve or thirteen years, the tax law has become much
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more complicated as a result of adding new deductions, and

particularly new tax credits.

The second step would be to prune itemized deductions. The

strategy of tax reform during the 1970s was to raise the standard

deduction, now known as the "zero bracket amount," so as to

switch taxpayers off itemizing and onto the standard deduction.

For most individual taxpayers without business income, itemizing

deductions was the single major source of complexity until

Congress started enacting all the tax credits.

In 1969 just under 35 million taxpayers itemized their

personal deductions, and they represented 46 percent of all

taxpayers. By 1980, when the standard deduction had been greatly

liberalized, the number of itemizers decreased to under 29

million or only 31 percent of all taxpayers. In other-words, the

proportion of taxpayers itemizing fell by one-third over the

period 1969 to 1980. -

As you know, that led to a backlash. The charities, in

particular, argue that the reduction in the number of taxpayers

itemizing had an adverse impact on charitable giving. Congress

in the 1981 Act did not increase the zero bracket amount. I

Instead, it extended the charitable deductions to nonitemizers.

This new, above the line deduction will first apply in the 1982

tax year.
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A third step for simplification would be to eliminate the

distinction between capital gains and ordinary income. This

would require thl full taxation of capital gains, including those

accrued at the death of the taxpayer.

The distinction between capital gains and ordinary income is

a major source of complexity. Most tax planning revolves around

it. It would not be simple, however, to fully eliminate the

distinction between capital gains and ordinary income.

In 1973, the Commission to Revise the Tax Structure

recommended annual taxation of accrued gains and losses on

capital assets. Many tax experts believe accrual taxation is not

practical. Without accrual taxation, the realization principle

must be retained. Major simplification probably would be

obtained only if there is full offset for capital losses.

Some would argue that in a world of full taxation of capital

gains there still should be some limitation on the ability of

taxpayers to deduct realized losses against other income. Absent

some limitation, taxpayers would have an incentive to realize

their losses and let their gains run. There would continue to be

a significant preference for capital gains and an incentive to

engage in rollover investments such as commodity straddles.

However, if there is some limitation on the deductibility of

capital losses, then it would be necessary to maintain a
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distinction in the tax law between capital gain property and

ordinary income property. This distinction is the source of the

complexity surrounding the treatment of capital gains.

Not all the steps in broadening the tax base will lead to

simplification. Taxing employee benefits and transfer payments

will not simplify the tax law. A major issue is how should they

be taxed.

Consider private pensions. Currently, employer contributions

to qualified pension plans are not considered current income to

the employees. Also, earnings and pension trusts are not taxed

currently. Under a broad-based income tax, accrual of pension

rights should be considered income. Employees each year would

include in income the year-to-year increase in the expected value

of the retirement benefits. To avoid taxing employees on

hypothetical benefits they may never obtain, future benefits

would be included in income only to the extent that the employee

is fully vested. Needless to say, these rules are considerably

more complex than the current rules for taxing retirement

benefits when received.

Similar problems arise when considering the appropriate tax

treatment of social security. The social security system

involves elements of a pure insurance system and of a welfare or

tax-transfer system. If one views social security primarily as a

tax-transfer system, then one would tax social security benefits
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in full when received, and one would give no recognition to the

prior employer-employee contributions. However, if one views the

social security system as a type of insurance, then the

appropriate treatment of social security would be very similar to

the rules for the tax treatment of private pension plans and

other private employee benefits.

Finally, there is the area of measuring business income.

Most of the complexity in this area would remain even under a

broad-based income tax. That is to say one would continue to

need rules to determine what are ordinary and necessary business

expenses, what is the appropriate treatment of travel and

entertainment expenses, over what period and how rapidly should

capital costs be recovered, what rules should apply to inventory

accounting, what is reasonable compensation in the case of

closely held corporations, and special rules relating to like-

kind exchanges and installment sales. The complexity in this

area would be limited to the small portion of taxpayers who have

business income.

Corporate Income

Most of the flat-rate tax proposals have focused on the

individual income tax. It would not be desirable, however, to

broaden the tax base for individuals, particularly with respect

to business income, without making corresponding changes in the
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corporate income tax. Otherwise, individuals would often

incorporate businesses merely to gain the advantage of

exclusions, deductions, or credits no longer available under the

individual tax. If the top individual rate is reduced to the

neighborhood of 30 percent, the top corporate rate should be

similarly reduced.

Like the individual tax, the same amount of corporate tax

could be raised by applying lower marginal rates to a much

broader base. A broad-based corporate tax would have a

significant effect across industries, raising the tax paid by

capital intensive industries. Treasury figures indicate the wide

disparity in effective tax rates across industries on the income

from new depreciable capital.Y/ (See Table 3.) Even after the

changes made by the Tax Equity and Fiscal Responsibility Act, the

effective tax rate on new depreciable capital ranges from 9.0

percent in motor vehicles to a high of 40.0 percent in services

and trade. (See Table 3.)

Effective corprate tax rates also vary widely because of

incentives for specific industries such as percentage depletion

for hard minerals, capital gains treatment of timber income, the

bad debt reserve for financial institutions, and the DISC

5/ The effective tax rates were calculated by first
determining the before-tax real rate of return required to
provide a four percent after-tax real return, taking into
account allowable depreciation and investment tax
credits. A required before-tax rate of return of six
percent would imply an effective tax rate of 33-1/3
percent.
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incentive for exports. If the corporate income tax base is going

to be broadened by removing these incentives, Congress must

decide whether they should be replaced by direct expenditures.

Special incentives may not be needed if the corporate rate is

reduced significantly.

In the discussions of the appropriate treatment of

corporations under a broad-based tax, consideration should be

given to integrating the corporate and individual income taxes.

One of the most significant trends in tax policy in recent years

has been the movement in national tax structures from classical

systems of separate taxation of corporations and their

shareholders toward some form of integration of corporate and

shareholder taxation with respect to distributed corporate

profits. This trend grows out of an increasing concern over the

impact of the double tax burden which the classical system places

on income from capital in the corporate sector.

The double taxation of corporate profits, once at the

corporate level and again at the shareholder level, creates three

types of distortion which reduces the efficiency of capital

markets. First, the classical system distorts the allocation of

capital between the corporate and the noncorporate sector.

Second, it encourages corporations to retain their earnings in

order to avoid the double taxation of dividends. Third, it

encourages the use of debt finance because interest payments are

deductible for tax purposes and dividends are not. This

11-385 0 - 83 - 27
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distortion in favor of debt may increase the riskiness of a

business as well as its probability of bankruptcy. Integration

of individual and corporate taxes would reduce these distortions

and thereby increase economic efficiency.

There are a variety of methods of integrating the corporate

and individual income taxes. One could simply treat the

corporation as a partnership. All of the corporation's earnings,

whether distributed or not, would be imputed to the

shareholders. The corporation tax could remain in place as a

withholding tax which would be creditable against the

shareholders' tax liability. A less complete or partial method

would be to integrate corporate and individual income taxes with

respect only to dividends, as is done in many foreign countries.

This can be done at the corporate level by providing a tax

deduction for dividends paid or a lower rate on distributed

income. Alternatively, it can be done at the shareholder level

by an imputation or shareholder credit system. These two basic

approaches to partial integration can be made identical with

respect to their impact on corporate and shareholder cash flow.

Although it is recognized that a movement toward corporate

integration would improve the allocation of capital, it is not

clear that it would increase the level of investment. The major

concern is that corporate integration would reduce the "tax" on

distributions and thereby encourage additional distributions, -

reducing business savings. Unless increased savings of
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individuals offset the reduction in business savings, total

savings would be reduced.

The benefits of partial integration are spread very unevenly

across industries and across firms within an industry.

Integration would provide no benefits for small, closely held

companies that pay no dividends. Integration would also not

benefit rapidly growing or high technology firms that pay no

dividends. Large multinational companies that pay substantial

foreign taxes but little U.S. taxes would benefit little from

integration if the integration scheme provides a credit at the

shareholder level only for corporate taxes paid to the U.S.

government.

For companies that pay no U.S. tax at the corporate level,

the shareholder credit system is essentially a system of

withholding on dividends at the source. Countries that have

adopted a shareholder credit generally require companies to

prepay the credit if sufficent taxes have not been paid at the

corporate level. In England, where expensing of machinery and

equipment is permitted, many manufacturing companies pay no "main

stream" tax. The only tax paid at the corporate level is the

advanced corporate tax which is, in effect, a withholding tax at

the source.

This is not the place to endorse or not endorse proposals for

corporate integration. Instead we suggest that the proper
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treatment of corporate income has received too little attention

in discussions of broad-based income taxes.

Inflation and the Income Tax

The recent interest in indexing the tax system stems from the

high rate of inflation we have experienced for the last several

years. If inflation were proceeding at an annual rate of only

one or two percent as it did in the early 1960s, there would be

much less concern with an alteration of the tax law as complex as

indexing. On the other hand, if the rate of inflation were to

accelerate and reach a level of 20 percent or more a year as in

some other countries, almost everyone would favor indexing.

Thus, one factor in deciding whether to index the tax system is

the projection of likely future inflation rates. If we expect a

moderate rate of inflation, say six to seven percent, we must

then decide whether the complexities involved in going to an

index system are worth the gains, or whether there are ad hoc

adjustments involving much less tax complexity which could

achieve the same ends as indexing.

There are two separate issues in indexing the tax system:

(1) the treatment of fixed dollar amounts such as the rate

bracket boundaries and (2) the proper measurement of income.

Analytically they are separable. One could adjust the nominal
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dollar amounts of the Internal Revenue Code, as Congress did in

the 1981 Act, without adjusting the measurement income, or vice

versa.

In the 1981 Act, Congress provided ad hoc adjustments in the

tax-rates phased in over three years to offset the bracket creep

from recent and anticipated inflation. The bracket widths, the

zero bracket amount and personal exemptions are scheduled to be

indexed beginning in 1985. Given that the inflation rate has

decreased much more rapidly than-was assumed during the

consideration of the 1981 Act, the ad hoc tax reductions are

turning out to be larger than expected. In fact, the

Congressional Budget Office estimate for the amount 'of increased

revenue from bracket creep made in February 1982 for the period

FY82-86 is $96 billion less than the estimate CBO made in March

1981. This suggests that the third year of the tax cut or the

beginning of indexing might be delayed.

The second issue, the measurement of income, is the more

difficult one. Ideally, the base of the income tax system should

be real income--income measured in current not historic dollars--

because that is the best measure of ability to pay. Moreover,

the tax is paid in current dollars. With reasonable price

stability, nominal income provides a satisfactory approximation

of real income. But under high rates of inflation, this is no

longer the case. Particularly severe problems arise in four
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areas: depreciation, inventory accounting, capital gains, and

debt.

It may well be that making only some adjustments for

inflation, say depreciation, and not others will increase the

inequities and inefficiencies of the tax system. Fur example, if

depreciable assets are financed by debt it may be inappropriate

to adjust depreciation for changes in the price level while

permitting a tax deduction for the inflation component of

interest payments. The indexing required to measure real income

would substantially increase the complexity of the income tax

system and greatly increase the recordkeeping requirements of

individuals and firms. Until there exists a greater consensus

concerning the best means of adjusting financial and operating

statements for inflation, it would be inappropriate for the

Treasury Department or the Congress to attempt to impose any

particular "correct" method.
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Table i

Reconcilation of Personal Income and
Rates, 1978

Income Taxed at Positive

$ billions

Personal income, 1978 1,722

Less exclusions from AGI -317

Equals Adjusted Gross Income AGI 1,405

Less AGI of nontaxable
individuals,nonreported
AGI, and reconciliation -162

Less zero bracket amounts for
nonitemizers on taxable
returns -115

Less itemized deductions on
taxable returns -156

Less exemptions on taxable
returns -132

Equals taxable income on taxable
returns 839

Less income offset by credits on
taxable returns -89

Equals income taxed at positive
rates, .978 750

Source: Eugene Steuerle and Michael Hartzmark,
Income Taxation, 1947-79," National Tax Journal
pp. 145-66.

% of Personal
Income

100.0

-18.4

81.6

-9.4

-6.7

-9.1

-7.7

48.7

-5.2

43.5

"Individual
(June 1981),
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Table 2

Distribution of Expanded Income, Tax Liabilities, and Effective
Tax Rates under 1984 Law at 1981 Income Levels

Expanded
Income
Class
($000)

0-5
5-10

10-15
15-20
20-30
30-50
50-100

100-200
200+

Total

Expanded
Income!/

($ millions)

17,502
98,683

162,794
188,211
416,709
509,658
230,678
83,904
67,540

1,775,679

Tax
Liability
($ millions)

403
5,772

12,526
17,462
44,080
63,833
38,687
18,656
16,385

217,803

Expanded income is eqaal to adjusted gross income plus
tax preference income excluded from AGI less investment
expenses to the extent that they do not exceed
investment income.

Sourece: Joint Committee on Taxation

Effective
Tax
Rate

2.3
5.8
7.7
9.3

10.6
12.5
16.8
22.2
24.3

12.3

A/
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Table 3

Effective Tax Rates on New Deprecf~ble Assets for SelectedIndustries-/

Agriculture-

Mining

Primary Metals

Machinery & Instruments

Motor Vehicles

Food

Pulp and Paper

Chemicals

Petroleum Refining

Transportation Services

Utilities

Communications

Services and Trade_

Average for A-
Industries A/

Effective
Tax
Rate

22.5

12.6

15.7

25.7

9.0

26.7

11.8

17.7

13.0

12.2

33.4

21.4

40.0

28.4

Industries chosen had at least $5 billion in new

investment in 1981.

2/ Average includes industries not shown in the table.

Note: Assumes a 4 percent real after-tax rate of returns and 6
percent inflation.

Source: Office of the Secretary of the Treasury, Office of Tax
Analysis, September 14, 1982.
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SF OONJ F C /E fP
FOUJ C J D A- ICN

RE: Written Statement for Inclusion in Printed Record of Senate Finance
Committee Hearings on Flat-Rate Tax Proposals (September 27-29, 1982).

TO: Robert E. Lighthizer
Chief Counsel, Committee on Finance
Room 2227, Dirksen Senate Office Bldg.
Washington, D.C. 20510

FROM: David L. Deopere J J& Qx{Y
Executive Vice President, Spoon River Foundation
302 East Main, Suite 530
Galesburg, IL 61401

DATE: October 8, 1982

The Spoon River Foundation, a subsidiary of the Spoon River Center for
Community Mental Health, was created approximately one year ago. The
mission of the Foundation is to build an endowment for the continued
local support of mental health programs offered in our service area
(Henderson, Henry, Knox, and Warren Counties). As you are aware, charitable
donations are an integral part of the building of such an endowment.
As Executive Vice President of the Spoon River Foundation, I am deeply
concerned about the proposed flat-rate tax and its impact upon charitable
giving to institutions such as the Spoon River Foundation.

Should the proposed flat-rate tax be implemented, all tax incentives for
charitable jiving would be abolished. Although most individuals donate
to charitable organizations primarily as a result of their support for
the organization's service to the community, charitable deductions offer
incentive for individuals to make more substantial donations. Therefore,
with the implementation of flat-rate tax, we can anticipate a marked
reduction in the level of charitable giving and in the level of local
monetary support for not-for-profit organizations.

Our Foundation is also aware of some of the merits associated with flat-rate
taxing. Therefore, rather than opposing this method, we are advocating that
some changes be incorporated into the proposal. These alterations are
listed below:

1. Award all taxpayers a credit of fifty percent (50%) of the amount
of charitable donations. This fifty percent is not dependent
upon the taxpayer's bracket. This credit reduces the tax itself,
not the amount of income subject to tax.

2. Alternatively, establish a progressive credit rate, based upon
the taxpayer's adjusted gross income.

In both cases, we advocate that a ceiling be places on the level of credit
an individual can receive; this will eliminate the individual's strategy
in totally avoiding payment of taxes vis-a-vis charitable contributions.

I hope you will strongly consider these alternative proposals for flat-rate
taxing. I must reiterate that implementation of the currently proposed
falt-rate tax c," severely threaten the continued operation of may charitable
organizations. Without the essential services that these organizations
offer to people-in-need, the quality of life in our communities will be
greatly impaired.

Thank you for your consideration in this most important matter.
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TESTIMONY OF

Scott Sklar

Political Director

Solar Lobby'

Mr. Chairman, Distinguished Committee Members,

I would like to thank you for this opportunity to

present our case against the extreme over-simplification

of the income tax system. Although we agree that the

current system is complicated, and in need of consider-

able reform, we feel that the enactment of extreme

tax-simplification measures would be a grave error.

Such action would be detrimental to the effectiveness

of Congjess, for it would eliminate two of the most

valuable tools Congress can employ in the [)ursuit of

National policy goals--tax deductions and credits.

The elimination of these tools leaves Congress no

alternative avenue to follow toward the realization

of national goals, other than the implementation of

costly federally-sponsored programs. Such programs

generally require cumbersome administrations and mech-

anisms to carry out their objectives. Tax credits,

on the other hand, need no similar structures, because

they have the ability to circumvent the bureaucracy,

and give benefits directly to the individual.

Furthermore, tax credits are much more sensitive

to market conditions than are most direct outlay programs.

In a sense, tax crediLs do not alter the fundamental

decision-makinq process of the marketplace; funds claimed

as tax credits are simply factors--however important--

in the consumer's decision to invest. In outlay programs,
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however, decisions are made more unilaterally, by Congress,

its staff, or program administrators. Since the current

administration has put a premium upon the use of a

free-market approach to business, it sdems paradoxical

that Congress should eliminate the use of tax credits,

leaving direct outlay programs as their only method for

pursuing national policy objectives.

As an example, the renewable energy tax credits

have been instrumental in the shaping of a more balanced

national energy plan. In 1977, energy-related issues

were receiving a great deal of attention from the public.

The threat of supply shortages and disruptions was

great; Congress and the Administration responded by

attaching top priority to the goal of energy independence.

One aspect of the effort aimed at reducing our dependence

upon imported oil, was the residential solar tax credit.

Implemented in 1978, and enhanced in 1980, this program

provides homeowners with incentives to save energy

by applying renewable resource systems to their homes

wherever possible. It includes a tax credit for 40

percent of the first $10,000 spent on solar, geothermal,

or wind-powered equipment.

The response from the public was overwhelming.

The number of returns claiming the solar credit rose

from 76,555 nationwide in 1979, to 153,721 in 1980.

Simultaneously, investments in solar and renewable energy
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equipment rose from $97 million in 1976, to $386 million

in 1980--an increase of 298 percent. Not only did this

give a tremendous boost to the solar industry, but the

energy savings were substancial. In 1980, renewable

resources generated 2.6 Quadrillion BTU's for residential

purposes, a figure which translates into a savings of

452 million barrels of oil. This number is projected

to climb to 553 million barrels by 1985.

The tax credits also served to pull new energy

technologies into the marketplace. Manufacturers were

able to sell more renewable resource equipment; increased

sales are bringing the costs down, and soon, as the

cost of the equipment gets lower, and the cost of con-

ventional resources climbs, the need for federal supports

will no longer be necessary.

While considering any bill that would significantly

alter energy policy, we must keep in mind the fact that

our energy supply situation has not substancially changed.

We are still vulnerable to supply shortages and dis-

ruptions. The energy tax credits served to attach the

U.S. Government's "stamp of approval" to efforts that

involved renewable resources, as one aspect of a national

effort to reduce our dependency and vulnerability.

Removal of these credits is tantamount to sending a

signal to the public that the qoal of energy indepen-

dence is no longer a national priority.
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STATEMENT OF GLENN W. TEICHMER,
RETIRED INTERNAL REVENUE AGENT,
FOR THE SENATE FINANCE COMMITTEE
HEARING RECORD ON FLAT RATE TAX
AND MAJOR REFORM PROPOSALS.

September 28, 1982

"If the income tax is to survive it must be simplified: it must be reduced

to a code and regulations that are easily understood by any educated layman;

and above everything else, all, absolutely all of the special provisions, exemp-

tions, deductions, and credits must be taken out of the Code or reduced to such

a bare minimum that all taxpayers can again respect the income tax law."

That carefully reasoned opinion was explained by Malcolm Reed 20 years ago

in his article, Is the Present Income Tax Law Equitable?, TAXES magazine for

July, 1961. His masterful exposition of the Internal Revenue Code's inequities

provides clear insight for anyone interested in equitable income taxation.

Therefore, this statement intends to identify and explain how to correct

easy-to-remedy defects that make the Code's directions for computing taxable

income impossible to understand: the undefined meanings of the words, "cost"

and "income".

Due to the interrelationships between and among various Code provisions,

the absence of a clear and precise definition of the word, "cost", makes most

of the Code's directions for computing taxable income incomprehensible. As the

Court stated in Lisner,73-1, USTC 9299, "It is axiomatic that a true code --

which Congress intended here to create -- is primarily different from statutes

in that a comprehensive, cross-related scheme of laws is presented. No one sec-

tion can be interpreted without reference to its place in the scheme of things."

Absolutely basic Code section 1012 states, "The basis of property shall

be the cost of such property except as otherwise provided.... "

The meaning of "cost" must be known to determine the tax basis of every

property acquired for doing and/or relinquishing something, the amount of most
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expense, expenditure, and depreciation deductions, and the gain or loss from

most dispositions of property. Nevertheless the Code nowhere defines the mean-

ing of "cost". Furthermore, I confidently defy you to find any published def-

inition or explanation that indicates how and why the equal-in-return-for-equal

exchange concept is used to determine the cost of acquired items.

The absence of a clear and precise definition of income is another barrier

to understanding of the Code's directions for computing taxable income. Basic

Code section 61(a) states: "Except as otherwise provided in this subtitle, gross

income means all income from whatever source derived..."

The meaning of "income" certainly must be known to determine what is and

what is not "gross income", the most important component in the "taxable income"

computation. Nevertheless, the Code nowhere defines the meaning of the word.

I again confidently defy you to find a published definition or explanation that

indicates how and why the equal-for-equal exchange concept is used to identify,

measure, and name every amount of income that comes into being.

Consequently, throughout thirty years of auditing federal income tax re-

turns, audited taxpayers often asked, "Can you tell me what income is in words

I can understand?"

After 20 years of searching, the key to understanding of the exact meanings

of cost, income, and every undefined accounting term in the Code was found in

the Thomas Crawley Davis income tax case decided by the U.S. Supreme Court in

1962. The key is the equal-in-return-for-equal exchange concept therein used

to determine income and cost.

Mr. Davis contended he derived no income from transferring shares of cor-

poration stock to his wife during divorce preparations. His transfer of stock

was made to obtain release of her marital rights. By the laws of their state,

Mrs. Davis had a right to receive a share of her husband's property if they

divorced.
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Financial reports and income tax returns clearly show that all accounting

items are measured in dollar and cent units. Mr. Davis claimed no income result-

ed because the money value of the received rights release was impossible to

measure.

To the contrary, the Court used an established legal premise, "absent a

readily ascertainable value, it is accepted practice where property is exchanged...

to hold that the values of the two properties exchanged in an arm's-length

transaction are either equal in fact or are presumed equal."

Applying that equal-for-equal exchange concept, the Court found the received

rights release had fair money value equal to the $82,250 Mr. Davis could have

obtained from sale of the stock he relinquished to get the release. Since Mr.

Davis had purchased that stock for $74,775, he derived income from his disposi-

tion of it computed as follows:

A) Value of received rights release $82,250
B) Minus cost tax basis of the stock

relinquished to get the release -74,775
C) Income from disposition of stock 7,475

Notice that no money was involved. Also notice that the Davis income com-

putation shows the three conditions that must be satisfied before any income

can come into being:

A) Money and/or something with measurable money
value must be received. (why owner's use of a
personal residence creates no income)

B) Something must be done and/or relinquished to
get the amount received (why gifts and inheritances
are not income)

C) And if any property is relinquished to get the
amount received, only the amount received in excess
of the remaining cost or other adjusted tax basis
of the relinquished property is income. (why received
loans and returns of capital are not income)

Investigating what countless taxpayers received for what they did and re-

linquished that could be measured in money has made it apparent that exchange --

equitable reward for what benefits others and equitable punishment for what
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is harmful -- is the fundamental operating principle of America's economic,

legal, and social systems. America's competitive exchange economic system

beneficially uses human greed to efficiently produce and equitably distribute

what people most need and want. Laws that require active, fair, and open comp-

etition in professional exchanges restrain that greed by balancing the greed

of each against the greeds of others.

As a result, income is a benefit (score) measured in money units which a

person or business organization wins from professionally competing in America's

huge exchange game. A pro competes in a game for money or profit. Therefore,

professional exchanges exclusively involve money and/or things that have money

values possible to measure with the equal-for-equal exchange concept of the

Davis case.

Different from professional exchanges, family members, friends, lovers,

etc. commonly do things for each other which they do not and would not do for

a stranger solely for money. The special personal relationships required for

such exchanges to occur make the money values of the exchanged things impossible

to measure with the equal-for-equal exchange method. Therefore, those exchanges

are personal instead of professional.

Because income is measured in money units, only professional exchanges

can create income. For example, the kisses true lovers exchange create no in-

come because those kisses are personal instead of professional exchanges,

The most quoted definitions of income by the U.S. Supreme Court repeatedly

uses the words, gain, profit, and capital. Those terms have meanings as

vaguely defined as the meaning of income. Consequently that definition, like

the Code's directions for computing taxable income, is impossible to under-

stand.

According to the AMERICAN HERITAGE DICTIONARY OF THE ENGLISH LANGUAGE,

income is "Money received for labor or services, from the sale of property or

11-385 0 - 83 - 28
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from investments".

That definition erroneously indicates receipt of money is required to create

income. Remember Mr. Davis received no money from his disposition of corpor-

ation stock which created income.

Additionally, that definition fails to indicate that money from a sale of

property is income only to the extent that the amount received is in excess of

the seller's remaining cost or other adjusted tax basis for the sold property.

Saleable properties rarely have zero tax basis.

When published definitions and explanations of income are researched, you

find they use terms with unknown or vague meanings that make them incomprehen-

sible or they are incomplete or incorrect. Even basic Code section 1001 (b)

specifying the received amounts to be taken into account in computing gains and

losses from dispositions of property omits satisfactions of debt, personal and

other services, the usage of borrowed money and property etc., which have measur-

able money values. The common sense Davis case income determination logically

took into account the money value of a debt extinguishment which was not money

or property specified in section 1001 (b).

The meaning of cost usually must be known to determine the gain or loss

derived from dispositions of property. Fortunately the Davis decision makes

cle3r how the equal-for-equal exchange concept is used to derermine the cost

of acquired items.

Concerning the cost Mrs. Davis would have for computing gain or loss on

subsequent disposition of the shares of corporation stocks she received from

Mr. Davis, the Court sbid, "---- the same calculation that determines the amount

received by the husband fixes the amount given up by the wife and this figure,

i.e. the market value of the property transferred by the husband, will be taken

by her as her tax basis for the property received."

That statement in combination with the contents of Code section 1012 means
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cost is the fair money value of anything received for doing and/or relinquishing

something at the instant it is received. Conditions A and B that must be satis-

fied for income to come into being also must be satisfied for cost to come Into

being.

During 1926 Congressional discussions concerning income from dispostions

of property, Mr. Reed of Pennsylvania said, ----- in computing that profit, the

fair value of all property that he receives in exchange is included...The

critical moment is the instant when he receives it,,and its value as of that

time determines his taxable profit." Seidman's Legislative History of Federal

Income Tax Laws, 1938-1861, page 580.

Consequently, income comes into being at the instant received in the form

of money or anything that has measurable money value. However, according to

Code section 451 (a), permitted accounting methods may advance or delay the

accounting and taxation of some received gross income; but the total amount of

every kind of received gross income eventually must be taken into account under

every permitted accounting method.

The following remembered incident now will serve as the assed test of

whether clear understanding of how the equal-for-equal exchange concept is used

to identify, measure, and classify income has been communicated: Years ago, an

internal revenue agent helped a very attractive prostitute prepare her federal

income tax return. When the return was completed, she strongly insisted that

Bert take $20 for his able and willing assistance. It's recalled that Bert

emphatically told her again and again, "But I'm not allowed to take CASH!"

If Bert got any, what amount and kind of Income did he get? Call IRS

Taxpayer Information to ascertain if your answers are correct.

Seriously, every taxable income accounting item investigated and determined

in the 20 years since the Davis decision indicates the equal-for-equal exchange

concept can be used to clearly and precisely define the meanings of cost, in-
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come, and every accounting term used in the Internal Revenue Code. Understanding

of the nature and role of that concept in accounting makes clear that most of

the Code's directions for computing taxable income inequitably violate America's

fundamental exchange operating principle.

Therefore, clear and precise definition of cost, income, expenditures', and

expenses should be the first step toward achieving greater equity, simplicity,

balance, and economic efficiency in the tax system.

Such definitions are possible. They are needed to make the Code and regu-

lation "...easily understood by any educated layman."

The perceptive Accounting Commentary in BUSINESS WEEK for December 20,1976,

pointed out that, "Somehow accountants have never sat down and defined assets,

liabilities, revenue, expenses or capital. And that, probably more than any

other factor, explains much of the confusion, inadequacy and abuse of present

accounting."
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THIOMAS JEFFERSON UNIVERSITY

U2 PAildelpkia, 19107
(215) 928-7990

September 22, 1982

Written Statement for Inclusion in Record of Senate Finance

Committee Hearings on Flat-Rate Tax Proposals (September 27-29, 1982)

R .bert E. Lighthizer, Chief Counsel,
Committee on Finance, Room 2227
Zirksen Senate Office Building
Washington, DC 20510

Deai Mr. Lighthizer:

Please find enclosed my written statement for inclu-
sion in the Printed Record of Senate Finance Committee Hearings
cr Flat-Rate Tax Proposals (September 27-29, 1982).

Thank you.

Sincerely yours,

Frncis J. Mqovern
Associate Director of Development/
Director of Planned Giving

Enclosure

Cz The Honorable H. John Heintz
The Honorable Arlen Specter
The Honorable Thomas M. Foglietta
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Written Statement for Inclusion in Record of Senate Finance

Conmittee Hearings on Flat-Rate Tax Proposals (September 27-29, 1982)

A simplified tax system--with no charitable deduction--would remove all

tax incentives to charitable giving. Although donors contribute to

charities because they believe that the charities are worthy of support,

the charitable deduction often permits them to give much more than would

otherwise be possible.

While it would be inappropriate for Thomas Jefferson University to oppose

a flat-rate tax or a simplified tax system, it wishes to indicate to

Congress that if a flat-rate tax or a simplified tax system, or a combina-

tion of the two, is enacted, a credit should be permitted for charitable

gifts. The tax savings--and hence the tax incentives--would be a direct

credit which reduces the tax, itself.

A credit of 501 of the value of the charitable gift could be permitted.

This would generate the same tax saving as the present charitable deduc-

tion for a taxpayer in the 50% bracket.

If Congress feels that a 50% credit for all donor-taxpayers is not

proper, a graduated credit--based on a taxpayer's adjusted gross income

could be permitted. If Congress is concerned that some donors would

avoid paying taxes entirely through charitable gifts, a limit could be

placed on the credit (similar to the present percentage of adjusted

gross income ceiling for the charitable deduction). The present carry-

over rules could be maintained.

Thank you.

Sincerely yours,

F ranci Jo.CGovern
Associate Director of Development/
Director of Planned Giving
Thomas Jefferson University
1020 Walnut Street - Room 619
Philadelphia, PA 19107
1215) 928-7990

FJM/dmh
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UNIVERSITY OF NEBRASKA FOUNDATION
28 1440009 V.OKOP 0 max 30111

LINCOLN. NEERASKA 68503

PHONE 140CI 47S-21E1

Robert L. Lighthizer, Chief Counsel
Committee on Finance
Rm. 2227, Dirkeen Senate Office Bldg.
Washington, D.C. 20510.

WRITTEN STATEMENT FOR INCLUSION IN PRINTED RECORD OF SENATE FINANCE

COMMITTEE HEARINGS ON FLAT-RATE TAX PROPOSALS (September 27-29, 1982)

Proposals to simplify the income tax structure of the nation must be given

serious consideration by all thoughtful citizens and responsible organizations,

since the remarkable success of our voluntary compliance approach depends on the

people's ability to understand their taxes and their perception that the system

is, on the whole, a fair one. Both of these underlying prerequisites are threatened

by the present complexity of the Tax Code and its numerous deduction provisions.

However, lest a pendulum be pushed too far too fast, it must be remembered

that our economic system is complex and a simplistic tax structure that ignored

the variety of taxable situations could, itself, quickly come to be seen as

inherently unfair under many circumstances.

As an educator for most of my life and the present chief executive of a

state university-related public foundation, my specific concern is with the charit-

able deduction for gifts to benefit qualified education, religious, health,

cultural, social assistance and other nonprofit organizations.

I understand that proponents of the elimination of all deductions including

the charitable deduction have observed that people were contributing to charity

long before there were income taxes and charitable deductions. May I respectfully

suggest that although the widows gave their mites to the church and there were

THE UNIVERSITY OF NEBRASKA-LINCOLN THE UNIVERSITY OF NEBRASKA AT OMAHA

THE UNIVERSITY OF NEBRASKA MEDICAL CENTER
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occasional generous benefactors of a hospital or college, the past had no com-

parable pattern of broad support of nonprofit organizations from all economic

levels such as is encouraged by our existing system of charitable tax incentives.

Since 1969, there has been growing awareness of the advantages of "life

income gifts" through qualified charitable remainder trusts which make it

possible for middle economic classes to consider very significant charitable

arrangements. Any sweeping simplification that wipes out these incentives and

the efforts of hundreds of institutions to educate their natural constituencies

on this way of giving would seriously set back the local and regional organiza-

tions that can be most responsive to the needs of society with the greatest cost

efficiency (compared to channelling the same amounts through the federal govern-

ment and back to one place or another, for one purpose or another).

It seems clear that business and industry will be unable to make up the

amount of federal funding support being lost to local institutions. To remove

at the same time from our social machinery a key factor in private individual

support could be a blow from which hundreds or thousands or worthy organizations

and institutions might never recover, and the damage could occur too quickly to

permit remedial action in many instances.

Others more versed in the intricacies of taxation can address the various

options open for modification of a flat-rate tax plan to preserve at least the

present incentive levels for charitable giving. My plea is that this specific

issue be very carefully addressed before the rush for simplicity harms our total

society more than the present complexity.

Respectfully submitted,

D. B. Varner, Chairman
University of Nebraska Foundation
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Teli 804 277-5255
P. 0. BOX 663VIRGINIA TAXPAYERS ASSOCiATION .YNCHDURO, VA. 24505

Statement by Kenneth White, President

Opposing Proposals for a Flat-Rate Income Tax

before

United States Senate Committee on Finance

Hearings September 27-29, 1982

Mr. Chairman, my name is Kenneth White and I am President of the

Virginia Taxpayers Association. In addition to conducting for almost

10 years the more usual activities of a state taxpayer organization, such

as fighting increased gasoline taxes, increased state e;penditures and

excessive state general obligation bonds, the Virginia Taxpayers Association

has the distinction of being the only organization in the country that

correctly told the Senate Committee on Banking, Housing and Urban Affairs

July 50, 1979 at the confirmation hearing of Paul A. Volcker as Federal

Reserve chairman that, quoting from our prepared statement then, "inflation

can be expected to accelerate at a dangerous rate under his (Vplcker's)

administration, and his nomination should therefore be rejected by the

United States Senate." (UNQUOTE). While in recent months there has

appeared to be, on the surface at least, some decline in the dangerous

inflation that did in fact follow Volcker's confirmation, it has only come

about following bankruptcy of thousands of American businesses caused

largely by ruinous interest rates imposed by the same Volcker as a

"corrective measure", and we submit that every taxpayer and consumer in

this nation would today be far better off if the Senate had listened to

the Virginia Taxpayers Association and refused to confirm Volcker in 1979,
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for this one man at the head of our banking system these last three years

has cost all of us untold billions, through his disastrous hiking of

interest rates, and indeed billions in taxes Just from increased interest

on the national debt. Part of our statement at that time was placed'in

the Congressional Record by Senator Jake Garn, now Chairman of the Senate

Banking Committee, on August 1, 1979, page S 11301.

The Virginia Taxpayers Association has been on the prevailing side

in two other appearances before congressional committees. One was our

testimony May 1, 1980 before the House Ways and Means Committee against

the then-proposed withholding tax on interest and dividends, which

received favorable comment in Barron's Magazine among other national

publications. The other was our testimony before the Senate Judiciary

Committee June 21, 1979 on the intolerable cost to taxpayers of an

additional federal paid holiday, which-was placed in the November 9, 1979

Congressional Record in its entirety, page E 5547.

While admittedly the various proposals for a flat-rate income tax

now before the finance Committee appear to offer the very attractive

feature of simplifying paperwork and causing less time and trouble to

a great many people, we in the Virginia Taxpayers Association regret that

many otherwise conservative members of Congress, as well as outside

publications and organizations which have recommended such a tax, have

not thoroughly researched this very important question, including a

review of the basics of income tax law itself as set forth by the Supreme

Court.

First, though, we should make very clear one outstanding fact that

we believe all proponents of the flat-rate tax will agree on, That the
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primary motivation behind this tax is not at all to accommodate lessened

government expenditures. Indeed, a number of the proponents argue that,

if the flat rate is set at the right level --- perhaps somewhere around

15 per cent --- the new tax will actually help in bringing in enough

revenue to balance the budget and eliminate the budget crisis. In other

words, it will not be necessary to reduce to any significant degree or

at all the present monstrous level of government spending! This is right

where the whole flat-rate tax idea falls apart --- even in advance of

legal considerations --- for those of us who have been in leadership of

the taxpayer movement long enough to acquire some sophistication in

considering proposed legislation. For certainly at the core of taxpayer

movement principles for almost the last two decades has been, and still

is today, realization that government at all levels is too big and is

spending too much of our money, and that we should certainly not support

any tax measures whatever that facilitate extravagant public spending.

It is indeed regrettable that so many otherwise sound-thinking public

leaders in and out of Congress should have allowed themselves to be

misled in favoring this flat-rate tax proposal. For any tax change such

as that now proposed, designed actually to produce more revenue, will

help take away from government the urgent need and incentive to drastically

slash public spending and is therefore definitely counter-productive.

The fact is, as almost all dispassionate analysts would agree, that the

private economy of the United States is being choked to death by insatiable

governmental demands for the limited funds that are available for both

public and private use, and we simply cannot continue in any kind of free

society unless Congress acts now to reduce government appropriations
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which are literally impossible for this economy to support.

But let us look further into what kind of a tax the income tax

really is. The Governmental Research and Development Corporation, in

discussing Senator Charles Grassley's S. 2372 and House companion bill

H.R. 5868, calling for a Treasury study of the flat-rate tax, which would

be "the most significant change in the federal tax system since the first

income tax law was adopted in 1913", explains that this would bring about

a change from our precent Net Income Tax (NI ) system to a new Gross Income

Tax (GIT) system. Necessary to a proper understanding of this matter is

realization that "income", which is not defined in the Internal Revenue

Code itself, means not simply Preceipts" but rather "profit" or "gamn".

The Supreme Court, in Eisner v. Macomber, 252 U.S. 189, defined "income"

as "the &jjn derived from capital, from labor, or from both combined..."

(emphasis added). Note that the "gain" is not the capital or labor

themselves but is separated therefrom. See also.

"....One does not derive 'income' by rendering services and charging
for them." Edwards v. Keith, 231 F. 110.

"Receipts are not synonymous with income." U. S. v, Clark,
211 F.2d 100 (emphasis added).

"..'income' as used in the statutes, should be given a meaning as
not to include everything that comes in. The true function of the
words 'gains' and 'profits' are to mit the meaning of the word
'income'..." Southern Pacific Co. v.Lowe, 238 F. 847 (emphasis addec

"Income within the meaning of the 16th Amendment and the Revenue Act
means zun derived from, and not accruing to, capital or labor or
both combined." Staples v. U. S., 21 F.Supp. 737 (emphasis added).

"Congress has taxed income, not compensation.........If there is no
gain', there is no income7 U. S. v. Conner, 303 F.Supp. 1187
(emphasis added).

"Profits mean the advance in the price of goods sold beyond the cost
of purchase and in distinction from waaes of labor." Maddox v,
International Paper Co., 47 F.Supp. 829 (emphasis added).
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"There is a clear distinction between profit and wages or compensation
for labor. Compensation for labor cannot be regarded as profit
within the meaning of the law." Oliver v. Halstead, 196 Va. 992
(emphasis added).

"Reasonable compensation for labor on services rendered is not
profit." Lauderdale Cemetery Association v. MKatthews. 345Pa. 239
(emphasis added).

The Supreme Court comprehended these statements about the meaning

of "income" in Merchants' Loan. etc. v. Smietanka, 255 U.S. 509, when it

said. "The word 'income' must be given the same meaning in all of the

Income Tax Acts of Congress that was given to it in the Federal Corporation

Excise Tax Act" (emphasis added). The Corporation Excise Tax Act of 1909

(36 Stat. 112) just referred to was also the subject of another clarifying

Supreme Court decision, Flint v. Stone Tracy Co., 220 U.S. 107, which

described the tax in question as "A tax....on corporations, joint stock

companies, associations organized for profit and having a capital stock

represented by shares, and insurance companies, and measured by the income

thereof, (which) is not a tax on franchises of those paying It, but a

tax upon the doing of business with the advantages which inhere in the

peculiarities of corporate or joint stock organization of the character

described in the act" (emphasis added).

This same tax, Flint said,

"is not a direct tax but an excises . . . . it is an excise on the
privilege of doing business in a corporate capacity and as such is
within the power of Congress to impose; ,......,not being direct
taxation, but an excise, the tax s "ro perly measured by the entire
income of the parties subject to it." (at pgs. 0d°1e9l emphasis
added.
"Indirect taxation includes a tax on business done in a corporate
capacity: the difference between it aidirect taxation imoosed on
property because of its ownership is substantial and not merely
nominal.
"Excisee are taxes laid upon the manufacture, sale or consumption
of commodities, within the country, upon licenses to pursue certain
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occupations and upon corporate vrivilexes: the requirement to pay
such taxes involves the exercise of the privilege and If business
is not done in the manner described no tax is payable." (ibid., at
110, emphasis added).

Not altering, modifying or overruling Flint v. Stone Tracy Co. in

any way but rather building upon it, the 16th Amendment and the two

landmark Supreme Court cases interpreting it immediately afterward simply

acted to assure constitutionality of Flint and the kind of tax it discussed.

One of these two landmark cases, Stanton v. Baltic Mining Co., 240 U.S. 103

(1916). said flatly

"The Sixteenth Amendment conferred no new power of taxation but
simply prohibited the previous complete and plenary power of
income taxation possessed by Congress from the beginning from
being taken out of the category of indirect taxation to which it
inherently belonged" (emphasis added).

Just prior to Stanton in the same year, the Supreme Court also held

in the other landmark case, Brushaber v. Union Pacific Railroad Co.,

240 U.S. 1, which likewise has never been overruled, that the income tax

is an indirect tax, rather than a direct tax, and that the
"command of the (16th) amendment that all income taxes shall not
be subject to the rule of apportionment by a consideration of
the source from which the taxed income may be derived forbids
the application to such taxes of the rule applied in the Pollock
case (Pollock v. Farmer's Loan & Trust Co., 158 U.S. 601)
by which alone such taxes were removed from the great class of
excises, duties and imposts subject to the rule of uniformity
and were placed in the other or direct class."

To summarize, what we have today as brought out in the beginning

of this discussion is a Net Income Tax (NIT) system, where the income tax

is an indirect excise tax based on a government-bestowed privilege,

although this truth has been carefully concealed from the American public

by the Internal Revenue Service, government officials and the media

generally, and the Virginia Taxpayers Association has publicly caught
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a former Secretary of the Treasury in lying about it (see our (in part)

attached testimony before the House Ways and Means Committee on Law Day,

May 1, 1980, which has never been refuted).

The proposals for a flat-rate tax now before the Finance Committee

would move from this Net Income Tax (NIT) system, which as we have seen

is supported by the 16th Amendment, although much of today's application

of that system is emphatically not so supported, to an entirely new

"gross income" tax system where the word "income" is not actually or

legally such at all but merely meins "Leceipts". Unfortunately for the

proponents of this new tax, there is at present no constitutional

foundation for such a change and no way for a mere act of Congress to

lawfully bring it about.

We are not sure, with all the precedential law on the books today,

whether a single constitutional amendment would be sufficient to legally

back up this proposed flat-rate tax. But even if it would be adequate in

law, we must warn congressional backers of the flat-rate idea against such

a constitutional amendment, for the process of ratification by the states

would involve so much public discussion that the truth about our present

Net Income Tax (NIT) system would finally become known by a sufficiently

large segment of U. S. citizens to create an even more unstoppable income

tax revolt than already exists.

There is neither time nor space to cover a second pertinent subject

here --- whole legal briefs have been written about the unlawful nature

of today's "money" --- but we must nevertheless briefly remind this

Committee that with our present counterfeit currency --- Federal Reserve

Notes which are not evidences of wealth but only evidences of debt ---
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hardly anyone today has any real income. As the Supreme Court has said.

"Lawful money of the United States (can be) only gold and silver
coin or that which by law is made its equivalent, so as to be
exchangeable therefor at par and on demand, and does not include
a currency which, though nominally exchangeable for coin at its
face value, is not redeemable on demand." Bronson v. Rhodesl
74 U.S. 229, 274, 19 L.Ed. 141.

At least as often as a brand-new kind of income" tax is proposed in

Congress, it is the duty of all such elected officials to recognize this

truth, unpleasant though it may be for those in the U. S. government today.

Finally, we want to assure members of this Committee who have

justifiably shown great concern this year over the matter of so-called

"compliance" with today's tax system, that the fast-growing underground

economy will definitely not be dried up by a flat-rate "income" tax.

(We say "Justifiably", but we certainly do not agree with Congress's

so far totally unsatisfactory response to the undeniable reality of this

situation.) Too many honest, upright, dedicated and patriotically-

motivated citizens now know the truth about congressionally-promoted

lawlessness in the present application of our tax system to be satisfied

with such a change. And with the proposed "gross income" tax being

really a gross receipts tax, it does not require any detailed study of

law to notice that today when the government is supposed to tax only

net income it cannot reach its grasping hands into as much of the

taxpayer's material substance as when it is empowered --- whether lawfully

or not --- to tax Fross receipts. Certainly, informed taxpayers will not

stand still when they become fully aware that an initial, say 15 per cent,

rate of tax on gross receipts could almost without debate in Congress be

hiked to 20, 25 or 30 per cent in the not distant future to meet "emergency

situations".
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In conclusion, all of us are aware that this Committee's action

and that of Congress in passing H.R. 4961, the Tax Equity and Fiscal

Responsibility Act of 1982, in derogation of Article I, Section 7 of

the United States Constitution is now before the U. S. District Court,

and it is our fervent hope that out of this, and the deliberations on

tax proposals now before this Committee, the Constitution itself,

our freedom, and yours also, will finally survive. Thank you.

11-385 0 - 83 - 29
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be very badly advised and strongly resisted by taxpayers across the
country.

hank you very much.
[Te prepared statement follows:]

SrATZMK or TH, VutoLNA TAXPAYS AssocuATioN

Mr. Chairman, my name is Kenneth White and I am President of the Virginia
Taxpayers Association. In addition to conducting for the last seven years the more
usual activities of a state taxpayer orgauiation, such as fighting increased gasoline
taxes. increased state expenditures and excessive state general obligation bonds, and
working for the right of initiative and referendum, the Virginia Taxpayers Associ-
ation has the distinction of being the only organization in the country that correctly
told the Senate Committee on Banking, Housing, and Urban Affairs July 30, 1979 at
the confirmation hearing of Paul A. Volcker as Federal Reserve chairman that,
quoting from gur prepared statement then. "inflation can be expected to accelerate
at a dangerous rate under his (Volcker's) administration, and his nomination should
therefore be rejected by the United States Senate." We submit that every taxpayer
and consumer in this nation would have been far better off if the Senate had
Listened to the Virginia Taxpayers Association and refused to confirm Volcker at
that time, for this one man at the head of our banking system these last nine
months has cost all of us untold billions, through his disastrous hiking of interest
rau and indeed billions in taxes just from increased interest on the national debt.
Dr. Leland E. Traywick. Director of the Bureau of Business Research at the College
of William and Mary, is only one of the qualified economists who has documented
the extraordinary error-if indeed it is only an error--of Volcker's devastating high
interest policies, and we believe quite a number of congressmen today would agree
that the Virginia Taxpayers Association was right last July 30. So we hope that our
reoammendation and counsel today will bear more fruit before this distinguished
Committee than what we had to say about Volcker, part of which was placed in the
Congressional Record of August 1, 1979, page S11301. The Virginia Taxpayers
Asociation was perhaps more successful on June 21, 1979 in testifying before the
Senate Judiciary Committee on the intolerable cost to taxpayers of an additional
federal paid holiday, since Congress has decided, for the time being at least, not to
go ahed with such a holiday. The ITA's complete Senate Judiciar' Committee was
placed in the Congresional Record of November 9, 1979. page E554,.

The first thing the Virginia Taxpayers Association must say to this Committee is
that the same Admniistration which is now asking Congress to enact a withholding
umwme tax on dividends and interest is also giving to Congress and the American
peope totally false and misleading information on the crucial question of what
income tax law is all about. On November 8, 1979 President Carter's Secretary of
the Treasury, G. William Miller, repeatedly told the Committee on Ways and Means
both in oral and prepared testimony on the Tax Restructuring Act of 1979, that the
US. income tax is "direct tax" (emphasis added). That this very plain and elemen-
tary statement is absolutely contrary to the facts is shown by a Library of Congres,
analysis which we have attached as Exhibit I-B, and which makes clear that ths,
basic landmark Supreme Court cases on the income tax, Brushaber v. Union Pbcific
Railroad Co. 240 U.S. 1 (1916). and Stanton v. Baltic Mining Co., 240 U.S. 103
(1916), have declared unmistakably that the income tax is an indirect tax. Omitted
from this Library of Conress page is the exact statement in Stanton v. Baltic
Mining Co. (supra), which is vital to our understanding of this subject, to with that
"Taxation on income was in its nature an excise" (emphasis added). We call your
attention to the fact that no Supreme Court case subsequent to Brushaber and
Stanton v. Baltic Mining has ever overruled their basic finding that the income tax
is an indirect excise tax. as the Library of Congress study agrees, so that it is well
settled in the law that the income tax is an indirect excie tax. Such an important
fact is hardly one that all of Secretary Miller's legal ad-6sers can be iort of, &o
that Miler's entire Deotment of the Treasury her stand itebthe

a aill l_womion of the aw control
thi nation.

Tn-icentrlly, two additional very significant comments must be made about this
pop from the Library of Congress analysis: (1) Brushaber here speaks about an
imome tax on dealings in property, but not about a tax on property. Dealings in
property in Br-uhaber refers to income to acorporate entity see infra) from buying,
filing and improvement of property, not income from more passive and/or static
interest and dividends such as this Committee is now discussing. (2) Stanton v.
Baltic Mining declares that the "Sixteenth Amendment conferred no new power of
taxation." This very clearly means that after the Sixteenth Amendment was passed
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Congress could not collect any new tax that it could not collect before; thus the so-
called income tax was not really a new or basically different tax but simply another
excise tax. this time measured by income (see infra)).

Now what are the implications to us here today of this indirect excise income tax?
It Is clear we have no choice but to follow the relevant authoritative case law and
no where we stand before considering the matter now before the Committee. An
abbreviated compilation of relevant findings is as follows: *

"An excise is an impost for a license to pursue certain calling. or to deal in special
commodities or to exorcise particular franchises." (East Ohio Gas C. v. Tax Com.
missionr of Ohio 43 F2d 170, 172, emphasis added),
and.

"The terms excise tax and privilige tax are synonymous." (American Airwaw v.
Wallae, 57 F.2d V77, 880, emphasis added)
an."h Corporation Tax, as imposed by Conress in the Tariff Act of 1909, is not a
direct tax but an uxciw it is an excise on the privilge of doing business in a
oporale capacity and as such is within the power of Congress to i .; n ot
bemg direct taxation, but an excise, the tax is properly measureA 7by the entire
income of the parties subject to it. " (Flint v. Stone Thacy Co, 220 US. 107, at
I106-09.)

"A tax, such as the Corporation Tax imposed by the Tariff Act of 1909, on
oriorations, joint stock companies, associations organized for profit and having a
captal stock represented by shares, and insurance compaies, and measured by the
income threof, is not a tax on franchises of those paying it, but a tax u;vo the
doing of business within the advantages which inhere in the peculiarities o(cor irate
or joint stock organization of the character described in the act (Ibid., at
109.)

"Indirect taxation includes a tax on business done in a corporate capacity; the
difference between it and direct taxation imposed on property because of its owner-
shmp is substantial and not merely nominal.

Exces are taxes laid upon the manufacture, sale or consumption of commoditi,
within the country, upon Licenses to pursue certain occupations and upon corporate
priuilqe, the requirement to pay such taxes involves the exercise of the privilege and
if business is not done in the manner described no tax is poyable. '" (Ibid., at 110.)

"Even if the principles of the equal protection provision of the Fourteenth
Amendment were applicable there is no such arbitrary and unreasonable classifica.
tion of business activities enumerated in and subject to the Corporation Tax Law as
would render that law invalid. There is a sufficiently substantial difference between
business a. carried on in the manner specified in the act and as carried on by
partnerships and individuals tojustify the classification." (Ibid., at 111.) (AUl empha-
sis added),
and:

'he word 'income' must be given the same meaning in all of the Income Tax
Acts of Congress that was given to it in the Federal Corporation Excise Tax Act."
(Merchants' Loan, etc. v. Smietanka, 256 U.S. 509, 519 (1921), emphasis added),
and:
I"State law creates legal interests and rights. The federal Revenue Acts designate
what interests or rights so created, shall be taxed." (Morgan v. Commissioner 309
U.S. 105, emphasis added),
and:

"The right to contract about one's affairs, including the right to make contracts of
employment, is a part of the 'liberty' of the individual protected by the 6th Amend-
ment." (Adkins v. Children's Hospital of D.C, 361 US. 525),
an&

"A State may not impose a charge for the enjoyment of a right guaranteed by the
Federal Constitution." (Murdock v. Pennsylvania,
and"T legislature and the people may not choose to deny a fundamental constitu-
tional right as a means of collecting revenue." (United States v. State of Texas, 252
F. Supp. 234),
and:

otMm Supreme Court has unmistakenly determined that taxes imposed on subjects
other than income, e.g., franchises, pnvilegee, etc. are not income taxes, al-
though measured on the basis of income." (Keasey & Matteson Co. v. Rathensi
C.X, Penn., 133 F.2d 894, 897 (1943)).
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16-SUMoa. "alt IWS

Term 'Direct Tax' Misused
for Years, Misunderstood
George Washington stated

In his Farewell Address to
the American people In
1796: "The basis of our
political system Is the right
of the people to make and to
alter the Constitution of
government. But the Consti-
tution which at any time ex-
ists, until changed by an ex-
plicit and authentic act of
the whole people, is sacred
and obligatory upon all."

By Arthur J. Porth
The term "direct tax" has been

misused and misunderstood for
years, and, as a result, many serious
problems have arisen. The purpose
of this article is to explain and show
the proper meaning of this phrase.

The study of the phrase "direct in the
Constitutional sense" starts with a crisis
in communication such as was faced by
Galileo. He could not convince the peo-
ple that the earth was round because
they had been so indoctrinated that the
earth was flat that they were mentally
unable to conceive of the earth as being
anything but flat.

In our government, the Internal
Revenue Service is under no obligation
to educate the citizens concerning the re-
quirement of apportionment for certain
taxes. As a result, most people have
never heard of a tax that is required to
be laid by apportionment, and both time
and repetition are required for the con-
cept to become understood.

A mention of the phrase "direct in the
Constitutional sense." even to attorneys,
will be met by a questioning stare. Very
few of our people have ever heard of the
phrase. But be assured that it was well
understood by the members of the Con-
stitutional Convention, to the readers of
the "Federalist Papers," the judges in
the Pollock case, and in the Brushaber
case, and the congressmen who drew up
the 16th Amendment.

The first time the author encountered
the phrase was in the case of "Frank R.
Brushaber vs Union Pacific Railroad
Co.," 240 US I, on page I I

The phrase "direct taxes" is first
found in the U.S. Constitution in Art. I,
Sec. 2, CI. 3: "Representatives and
direct taxes shall be apportioned among
the several states which may be included
within this union . . ." The second time
it appears is in Art. I, Sec. 9, Cl. 4 "No
capitation, or other direct tax. shall be
laid. unless in proportion to the census
or enumeration hereinbefore directed to
be taken." In both cases we find the
term "direct taxes" used in connection
with the terms "apportioned" and "in
proportion."
SPREADING TAX BURDENS

Just what do the terms
"apportioned" and "in proportion"
mean? They refer to a system of spread-
ing tax burdens upon the states directly,
but indirectly upon the people of the
state.

The terms are clearly explained in the
case of "Charles Pollock vs Farmer's
Loan & Trust Co.," 158 U.S. 601, in
which the Supreme Court explained that
it required several steps. it required a
budget on the part of the federal govern-
ment, It also required a census of the
population in all the states.

Then, based on both the budget and
the census, the tax to te laid upon each
state would be the budget divided by the
census and that figure multiplied by the
numer of people in the state in question.

But this tax would not be applied
against the individual b> the federal
government. Each state would be re-
sponsible for collecting from its citizens
its apportioned sum.

The delegates to the convention that
drew up the Constitution were ver>
knowledgeable about taxes. After all,
they had just emerged from a war based
upon their refusal to be taxed without
representation and so they were deter-
mined that the wealth of the people who
provide for the support of the govern.
ment would only be taxed according to
representation.

They intended that the money required

A. J. Porth is a nationally known
author and lecturer on the Constitu-
non and taxation.

to run the government would be derived
primaRly from imposts and duties and
other excises. But not under the gravest
of situations would the wealth of the
citizens be taxed; that if property were to
be burdened, it would not be a simple
matter.

That such was the intent of the Con-
stitutional Convention is shown on page
16 of the Bs-shaber case, in which the
Supreme Court states: "The dassir'ca-
tion of 'direct' was adopted for the pur-
pose of rendering it impossible to bur-
den. by taxation, accumulations of pro-
petty, real or personal. except by the
regulation of apportionment."

The importance of an understanding
of the difference between direct taxes
applied by apportionment and of duties,
imposts and excises became a matter of
national importance in connection with
the tax of 1894, in which the Supreme
Court, in the Pollock case, after hearing
and re-hearing, stated the following:

* "We adhere to the opinion already
announced that, taxes on real estate be-
ins indisputably direct taxes, taxes on
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the rents or income of real estate are
equally direct taxe.

* "We are of the opinion that taxes
on perso property, or on the income of
personal property, are likewise direct
taxes.

* "Thetaximposedbysections27to
37, inclusive, of the Act of 1394. so far
as it faill on the income from real estate
and of personal property, being a direct
tax within the meaning of the Costitu.
inon, and, therefore, unconstitutional
and void because not apportioned ac-
cording to representation, all those sec-
tions, constituting one complete scheme
of taxation, are necessarily invalid."

In this opinion, the court cleadly de-
fined wha direct taxes are and ruled that
they must be applied by apportionment
to be Constitutional.

In the same case, Justice Harlan
stated: "Congress cannot subject to tax-
ation . . . either the invested personal
property of the country, bonds, stocks.
and investment of all kinds, or the
income arising from the renting of real
estate, or from the yield of personal
property, except by ... the rule of ap-
portionmsent among the states."

Also4n the same cas, Justice Jackson
stated: "The decision of the court,
holding the income tax law of August,
1394 void, is based upon the following
propositions:

* "That a tax upon real and personal
property is a direct tax within the mean-
ing of the Constitution, and, as such, in
order to be valid, must be apportioned
among the several states according to
theis respective populations.

* "That the incomes derived or rea.
lized from such property are inseparable
incidents thereof, and so far partake of
the nature of the property out of which
they arise as tostand upon the same foot-
hin as the property itself.

"From lhese premises the conclusion
is reached that a tax on incomes arising
from both eal and personal property is
a 'direct tax' and subject to the same
rule of apportionment as a tax laid
directly on the property itself, and not
being so imposed by the Act of 1394, ac-
cording to the rule of numbers, is uncon
stitutionaI and void."

So, as a result of the "Pollock" deci-
sion, it was definitely settled that taxes
on real or personal property were direct
taxes, and so could only be applied by
the regulation of apportionment, and
therefore, the country was without an
income tax law.
TAET'S WsiS

When the Glat Session of Congress
assembled In 1909, President William H.
Taft addressed it and revealed that his

chief concerns were to raise additional
revenue, but to do so in accordance with
the Constitution and thereby avoid
litigation. He mentioned that rct
court decisions had shown that corpora-
tions could Constitutionally be sub-
jected to federal taxes.

There were those in the Senate who
were antagonistic to the Supreme Court
for its decision in "Pollock." These
members wanted to repeat the provi-
sions of the Act of 1894 and thereby test
the court.

Among such members was Sen. Nor-
ris Brown of Nebraska. On June 17,
1909, he presented S.J.R. 39, which read
as follows: "The Congress shall have
power to lay and collect direct taxes on
incomes without apportionment among
the several states according to popula-
tion."

At the same time, for the record
Senator McLaurin of Mississippi stated:
"I think if the senator from Nebraska
will change his amendment to the Con-
stitution so as to strike out the words
'and direct taxes in Clause 3, Section 2,
of the Constitution.' and aLso to strike
out the words, 'or other direct' in Clause
4 of Section 9 of the Constitution. lie
will accomplish all that his amendment
proposes to accomplish and not make a
Constitutional amendment for the en-
acting of a single act of legislation."

On July ., 1909. this suggestion of
Sen, McLaurin was offered as an
amendment. The amendment was re-
jected. By this vote. the words "and
direct taxes," in Clause 3, Section 2. Ar-
hicle 1, and the words "or other direct"
in Clause 4, Section 9. Article I of the
Con,.itution stand unchanged, and the
Con-tiution remains unchanged.

On July 5, 1909. Senator Bristow of
Kansa offered a substitute for St.i..
39. It also read: "The Congrss shall
have power to lay and collect direct taxes
on i'lcomes without arportionment
among the several state, according to
population."

By t quest of Sen. Bristow. the
number of SJ R. 39 was changed to
S.J.R. 40.

S.J.. 40 became the 16th Amend.
meant of the Constitution, but the word
"direct" was omitted. The 16th Amend-
meit reads: "The Congress shall have
power to lay and collect taxes on in.
comes, from whatever source derived,
without apportionment among the.
several states, and without regard to any
census or enumeration."

In "Gould vs Gould," 245 U.S. 211,
the court staled: "In the interpretation
of statutes levying taxes, it is the estab-
lished rule not to extend their provi.

sions. by implication, beyond the dear
import of the language used, or to en.
large their operation so as to embrace
matters not specifically pointed out."

So, the 16th Amendment did not
create a new form of tLx, a direct tax not
subject to apportionment.

This conclusion is supported by the
court in the Brushaber case. In its opi-
nion, the court stated that al the objec-
tions of the plaintiff could be grouped
together inasmuch as they were all based
on an erroneous assumption, that the
16th Amendment had created a new
form of tax, a direct tax not subject to
apportionment.

It is turther supported by the "Bee.
land Wholesale Co. vs Kaufman," 174
S. Rep. 517. A "state can tax its citizens
personally, provided no Constitutional
provisions are violated, bus the federal
government cannot tax citizens Ier.
sonally except in proportion to census."

Also, referring to U.S. Supreme
Court Digest, Lawyers Edition, Vol. 14
p. 404, 405, 1970-

"d. A sax on income, so far as it ap-
plies to rents or income from real estate,
is within the provision of the U.S. Con-
stitution against direct taxes except when
laid in proportion to population. 'Pol-
lack vs Farmer's Loan and Trust Co.,
158 U.S. 601."

So, from the fact that S.J.R. 39 called
for a direct sax without apportionment
and that resolution did not pass. and
S.J.R. 40 at one time also called forl
direct tax without apportionment but in
the final form the words "direct tax"
were removed, and in the fiual form as
passed by Congress the 16th Amend-
ment did not contain the words "direct
tax," there can be only one conclusion.
Nmely, the 61st Congress did not in-
tend the words "direct tax" to be a part
of it.

By leaving out words which would
have required a direct tax, the Congress
complied with the wishes of President
Taft. It had provided a tax by which cor-
porations could be reached. It was in ac.
cordance with the Constitution. It would
not result in the litigation, which would
have been certain had it done otherwise.
NOTE

The 6ist Congress was well aware that
"No tax can be imposed without express
legislation authorizing it, and unless the
intention of the legislature to lay the tax
be explicitly ad distinctly shown by un.
ambiguous words, the public cannot be
charged with its burden; for, if there be
reasonable doubt of the intent, It will be
denied." "John R. Stanton vs Baltic
Mining Co.," 240 U.S. 103.
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A LAND GRANT UNIVERSfTY

VIRGINiA POLYTECHNIC INSTITUTE AND STATE UNIVERSITY

&elwbsrg, Virginia 24061

OFiCE OF THE PRESIDENT

October 11, 1982

WRITTEN STATEMENT FOR INCLUSION IN PRINTED RECORD OF

SENATE FINANCE COMMITTEE HEARINGS ON FLAT-RATE TAX

PROPOSALS (SEPTEMBER 27-29, 1982)

Most of us in higher education probably support the Reagan admini-

stration's attempts to create a more equitable tax system. However,

the passage of a flat-rate tax that precludes credits or deductions for

charitable giving may prove very damaging for the many colleges,

universities, and service organizations across the nation that depend

so heavily upon private donations.

Since taking office, President Reagan has urged the private sector to

accept more of the fiscal responsibility for social, educational and

cultural programs. In many cases, the adoption of these programs by

localities has resulted in an upgrading of the quality of service. But

the benefits of this move will be diminished considerably if new laws

remove the tax incentives from charitable giving.

While most donors contribute because they believe in the merits of a

program or institution, the charitable deduction allows them to give

much more than otherwise possible. Those of us in higher education

agree that a reduction in private donations would severely affect the
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caliber of the programs now offered, because quality offerings require

money . . . especially at a time when graduates with a high degree

of technological education are so badly needed. At Virginia Tech, we

turn away thousands of applicants each year because of space short-

ages, limited scholarship funds and the like. Take away private

donations and you have removed one of the buffers that keep tuitions

comparatively low. With reduced government funding and lower

private giving, the only other source is higher tuition, a move which

forces education into an unplanned yet creeping elitism.

I think I speak for many in higher education, in urging you to study

a more equitable tax system, but maintain a tax program which allows,

at the very least, a charitable deduction, if not a 100% tax credit for

charitable contributions. Deductions and credits carry a dual benefit

for donors: one, most obviously, it lessens the out-of-pocket impact

of the gift; and two, it provides a subtle yet effective way to recog-

nize and thank donors for their generosity.

I hope you will not give the responsibility for educational programs to

the private sector, then take away the incentive for accepting it.

Sincerely,

- William E. Lavery

President

WEL:bwg
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WOODBERRY FOREST SCHOOL

WOOOSERRY FOREST. VIRGINIA

21969

September 30, 1982

Written Statement For Inclusion in Printed Record of Senate Finance
Committee Hearings on Flat-Rate Tax Proposals (September 27-29, 1982)

Mr. Robert E. Lighthizer, Chief Counsel
Committee on Finance
Room 2227, Dirksen Senate Office Building
Washington, D. C. 20510

Dear Mr. Lighthizer,

While supporting the general concept of a flat-rate tax, Woodberry
Forest School, a 501(c)(3) charitable institution, is very concerned
with the possible adverse affect of a flat-rate tax on contributions to
our school and to other charitable institutions.

If a flat-rate tax is enacted, we strongly endorse the concept of
allowing a credit of 50 percent of the amount of charitable gifts made.
The tax credit -could also be a progressive credit - based on a tax
payer's adjusted gross income, and a ceiling could be placed on the
credit to assure that donors do not entirely avoid paying taxes by
making charitable gifts. The present five year carryover rule could
also apply.

Charitable contributions form the life blood of many of this country's
finest institutions. Whatever changes are made in current income tax
legislation must preserve an incentive for all Americans to support
these institutions.

cerely,

Peter G. Rice
Treasurer
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4-0R2S2bS?72 09/29/8? ICS IPHRNCZ CsP POINT
2067837211 PUN TORN SEATTLE 281 09-29

0410P EST 001? EST

SLNATUR DULE RPT DIY MGM
CAPITOL ONE DC

SENATOR DOLE I WnULD BE GLAD TO APPEAR BEFORE THE SENATE FINANCE
CUMMITTE TO PRESENT AN ALTERNATIVE TO THE PRESENT INCOME TAX, AT THIS
LATE UATE I WOULD APPRECIATE AT THE LEAST THE INSERTION OF THIS
SIMPLE HURRIFD SUMMARY OF THIS ALTERNATIVE INTO THE WRIT &ILINY
u NANI I AM AN ACCOUNTANT Fm -IiVE HAD 4A
YEARS EXPERIENCE IN TAX PREPARATION, AT THE PRESENT TIME
APPROXIMATELY 1/3 OF MY BUSINESS GROSS INCOME IS DERIVED FROM INCOME
TAX PREPARATION, I CONSIDER THE PRESENT INDIVIDUAL AND CnRPOPATE
INCOME TAX STRUCTURE AND PROCEDURE TO PE UNPRODUCTIVE, UNWIELOY,
ARBYRARV CONFISCATnRY, AND OPPRESSIVE TO THE POINT OF CHARACTERIZING
IT AS 8EING A KSORD OF DAMACLESV HANGING OVER THE HEAD OF EVERY TAX
PAYING CITIZEN. WITH THE PRIME PURPOSE OF TAXATION TO RE THE 40ST
COST EFFICIENT METHOD OF FUNDING THE OPERATION OF GOVERNMENT I WOULn
REPLACE THE PRESENT TAX STRUCTURE OF OUR GOVERNMENT-WHICH INCLUDES
ALL TAX REVENUE RAISING LAWS-WITH A DIRECT SALES TAX ON THE CONSUMER
LEVEL ONLY. *COVERING SALES OF ANY KIND, THE NET EFFECT OF $11CM A TAX
WOULD RE A PROFOUND REDUCTION IN NnN PROdUCTiVE ACTIVITY SUCH AS
ACCESSIVE GOVERNMENT....,RESULTING IN SURSTANTIAL REDUCTION IN THE COST
OF CONSUMER GOTL)S THE PICMPAYING THE GREATER PORTION SINCE THEY
WOULn SPEND MORE; GREATLY REDUCING IF NOT ELIMINATING THE ABILITY OF
DISHONEST CITIZENS FROM RAYIN;G TAXES A GREATER PRODUCTIVITY AND A
MURE FREE SOCIETY SINCE THE TAX PAYING CITIZEN WOULD F FREED FROM
ALL THE RAMIFICATIONS OF OPPRESSIVE TAX LAWS, AN ADDITIONAL RESULT,
POSSIBLY THE MOST IMPORTANT# WOUDL BE THAT EVERY SINGLE AMERICAN
WOULD HAVE AN INTEREST IN THE FINANCING OF GOVERNMENT SINCE EVERY TAX
INCHEASL OR DECREASE WOULD DIRECTLY AFFECT HIM OR HER,
FREOERICK E LEWIS
5308 8ALLARO AVE NORTHWEST
SEATTLE MA 98107

16109 EST

IPMPOHX WSH
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An open letter to:

President Ronald Reagan
Senator Carl Levin
Senator Donald W. Riegle, Jr.
Representative Harold S. Sawyer

Dear Senator Levin,

It's time for fundamental changes in our tax system. This
letter describes a simple tax system which increases taxes
on "big spenders", but lowers the tax on wealthy who reinvest
more of their earnings. It strongly supports private enterprise
by encouraging savings and capital accumulation.

The new tax system has three simple features.

1. The current income tax structure is modified.
o Marginal tax rates are raised back up to 70%.
o "Earned income" receives no special treatment, and

is also subject to the higher marginal rates.
o Interest expense is no longer deductible.

2. Individuals can elect to place their investment assets
in a special "Personal Investment Trust" (PIT).

o The PIT must hold all investment assets of the individual.
o Withdrawals from the PIT are taxable income to the

individual.
o Deposits to the PIT are deductible.
o Assets for personal use, such as residence, a yacht,

or decorative art, are excluded from the PIT.

3. The PIT is subject to a separate income tax.
o Low rate, such as 10%.
O Taxable income includes:

Interest (except tax-exempt interest)
Dividends
Capital gains (no special treatment)
Individual deductible deposits

O Deductions from income include:
Capital losses
Withdrawals (taxable to the individual)
Investment management expenses
Interest expense on loans to the PIT
Depreciation

o Adjustments to tax include investment tax credit.
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Special treatment will be granted on purchase of primary
residence.

o Net cash paid (purchase price plus exprses and taxes
ltcss . ,:iunt of lo.3n) will be deduct ble in the year
of purchase.

o 10% of net cash paid will be added to taxable income
each subsequent year for ten years, or until sale.

o On sale within ten years, the remaining "10% years"
will be accelerated And taxable in the year of sale.

On sale, net gain is added to taxable income.
o Interest paid on mortgage receives a tax credit equal

to the PIT tax rate (10%).

This tax .,yst(m has considerable and diverse advantages.
o Savings nd capital accumulation is encouraged.
o Lavish spending by the wealthy is discouraged.
o Income is taxed at low rates if reinvested.
o Income is taxed at high rates if used for consumption

by high income taxpayers.
o Indefinite carry forward from high income years is permitted.
o Greater capital accumulation will mean more jobs.
o Greater savings will mean lower interest rates.
o Abandons the discredited "trickle-down" theory of spending

by the wealthy.

Attached you will find examples including a tax table, and
sample calculations on three individuals, showing differences
between the current and proposed systems.

I trust this proposed tax system will receive careful analysis
from you and your staff. I will be happy to assist your staff
in further development of the principles embodied in the
system.

Your., vry truly,

Dale E. Lamps
6486 W'oodbrook S.E.
Grand Rapids, MIl 49508
(616)942-0409

September 22, 1982

cc: Various newspapers in Michigan and the Chicago area.
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PROPOSED TAX TABLE (single return; Tax years beginning
after 1984):

(1)
Taxable e
Income

$ 53,300
$ 84,000
$112,000

(2)
Tax on
Col.(1)

S16,115
$30,465
$53,265

(3)
Rate on
Excess

50%
60%
70%

For taxable income under $53,300, tax table is unchanged
from current law.

PIT-tax rate: 10%.
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THREE EXAMPLES: Smith, Jones and Murphy, for the year 1984.
O Each has taxable earned income of $150.000 plus investment

income of $150,000.
o Each files a "single return".
o Tax using current table is $137,935.
o After tax income is $162,065.
o Smith spends $50,000 and invests $102,065.
o Jones spends $100,000 and invests $62,065.
0 Murphy spends $150,000 and invests $12,065.

Smith under the NEW SYSTEM would invest S150,000 of investment
income, plus a PIT deposit of $73,070, for a total of S223,070.
His total tax is $49,237, down from $137,935. His spendable
income remains at $50,000.

Taxable income $150,000
PIT deposit -73,070
NET $--6-)"W
Tax -26,930
Spendable income $-0,O

Investment income $150,000
PIT deposit +73,070
PIT taxable income $223,07
10% PIT tax $ 22,307

Total tax $ 49,237

SMITH JONES MURPHY

PIT deposit (withdrawal) $ 73,070 ($ 76,217) ($219,663)

Income tax $ 26,930 $126,217 $226,629

PIT tax $ 22,307 $ 7,378 ($ 6,966)

Total tax $ 49,237 $133,595 $219,663

Current law tax $137,935 $137,935 $137,935

$ 50,000 $100,000 $150,000Personal spending
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would continue to provide a significant tax incentive for high income
individuals to give to charitable institutions. Without this incentive
I am quite certain that giving levels by individuals to charitable
institutions will decline significantly.

If Congress is unwilling to allow a 50% credit for all tax payers, a
progressive credit based on a tax payer's adjusted gross income should
be allowed. To assure that donors do not entirely avoid paying taxes by
making charitable gifts, a ceiling could be placed on the credit. The
present five year carry over rule could also apply. Thank you for your
consideration of my viewpoint on this matter.

Host sincerely,

Dr. David B. Madeira
Director of College Advancement
College Counsel

m/419d
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COLLEGE
Gnr thom PeWeVW^onoI M2027 (71) 76&-2511

September 24, 1982

Mr. Robert E. Lighthizer
Chief Counsel
Committee on Finance
Room 2227
Dirksen Senate Office Building
Washington, DC 20510

Dear Sir:

I write to you, as an administrator in private higher education, to
express my concern regarding proposed changes in our income tax system.
It has come to my attention that Congress is considering proposals
regarding flat-rate tax structures instead of the current progressive
system.

Generally speaking I support the concept of a flat-rate tax system. I
do believe that it is preferable to our present progressive system for
several reasons. It would, of course, be much more simple and thus less
costly to administer. It would also eliminate the problem of bracket
creep which currently pushes tax payers into higher tax brackets.
Third, it would end the current "marriage penalty" which in our present
structure results in higher taxes for two-earner married couples. And
fourth, it would help stop tax evasion schemes and therefore add
revenues to the federal government.

However, I am very much concerned about the impact of such a system on
charitable giving. I am in accord with the President's position that
most social services should be provided by the states and/or the private
sector. I strongly believe that the federal government should get out
of most of the social services field. However, in order to do so we
must be careful to ensure that individuals will sufficiently support
charitable institutions. Therefore, I urge you not to consider a
simplified tax system that would eliminate the charitable tax deduction.
Instead, it would be much better to propose a low flat-rate tax system
which would provide either a charitable deduction or, better yet, a tax
credit.

Therefore, I would like to propose the following suggestion: Congress
should enact the flat-rate tax structure which would allow a credit of
50% of the amount of charitable gifts mace in any tax year. This would
then be the equivalent of the present charitable deduction for a tax
payer in the highest 50% tax bracket. The allowance of such a credit

0


